!XU 16DS 20DE - AARI 6DN 36D40'E - ABAU 4DS 141D15'E - ABIPON 29DS 61DW - ABKHAZ 43DN 41DE - ABUN 0D30'S 132DE - ABZAKH 45DN 40DE - ACEHNESE 5D20'N 96DE - ACHANG 25DN 98D30'E - ACHUAR 3DS
76DW - ACHUMAWI 41D30'N 120D30'W - ACOMA 35DN 107D30'W - ACOOLI 3DN 33DE - ADIOUKROU 7DN 5DW - AFAR 12DN 42DE - AGARABI 6D10'S 146DE - AGHEM 6D22'N 10D8'E - AIKI 10DN 20D30'E - AINU 43DN
143DE - AJA 7D30'N 25DE - AKHA 21D50'N 99D50'E - AKKADIAN 32D30'N 44DE - ALAMBLAK 4D40'S 143DE - ALAWA 15DS 134DE - ALBANIAN 41DN 20DE - ALSEA 44D40'N 123D40'W - ALUNE 3DS 128D20'E ALYAWARRA 22DS 136DE - AMAHUACA 10D30'S 72D30'W - AMBULAS 3D50'S 143DE - AMELE 5D10'S 145D40'E - AMHARIC 8DN 39DE - AMO 10D30'N 9DE - ANDAMANESE 12DN 92D40'E - ANDOKE 0D40'S 72DW ANGAMI 25D40'N 95DE - ANGAS 9D30'N 9D30'E - ANGUTHIMRI 12D20'S 142DE - ANYWA 8DN 33D30'E - AO 26D30'N 94D20'E - APALAI 8DS 54DW - APATANI 27D40'N 93D45'E - APINAYE 6DS 48DW - APURINA 9DS
67D30'W - ARABANA 28D30'S 136DE - ARABIC (COLLOQUIAL EGYPTIAN) 30DN 31DE - ARANDA 24DS 133DE - ARAONA 12D20'S 68DW - ARAPESH 3D30'S 143DE - ARAWAK 5D30'S 55DW - ARBORE 5DN 36D30'E ARCHI 42D10'N 46D50'E - ARMENIAN (MODERN) 40DN 45DE - AROSI 10D40'S 161D50'E - ASMAT 5D30'S 138D30'E - ATAKAPA 30DN 94DW - ATAYAL 24D30'N 121D20'E - ATESO 2DN 34DE - ATHPARE 26D50'N 87D20'E ATSUGEWI 40D45'N 120D30'W - AUJU 6DS 140DE - AVAR 42D30'N 46D30'E - AVOKAYA 4D40'N 31DE - AWA 6D35'S 145D45'E - AWA PIT 1D'N 78D30'W - AWTUW 3D35'S 142DE - AXININCA CAMPA 11DS 74DW - AYMARA
17DS 69DW - AZERBAIJANI 41DN 48DE - BAAGANDJI 33DS 143DE - BABUNGO 6D10'N 10D25'E - BACHAMAL 13D20'S 130D20'E - BADIMAYA 28D30'S 117DE - BADYARA 12D30'N 13D30'W - BAGIRMI 11D30'N 16D20'E BAI 26DN 100DE - BALANGAO 17D10'N 121D10'E - BALAWAIA 9D55'S 148DE - BALTI 35DN 76DE - BAMBARA 13DN 8DW - BANDJALANG 28DS 152DE - BANZ 5D50'S 144D40'E - BARAI 9D20'S 148DE - BARAMBU 3D30'N
27DE - BARASANO 0DN 70D20'W - BARBARE–O CHUMASH 34D30'N 120DW - BARI 5DN 31D40'E - BARUYA 7DS 145D55'E - BASQUE 43DN 3DW - BATAD IFUGAO 16D40'N 121DE - BAURE 13DS 63DW - BAWM 22DN
93D40'E - BEJA 18DN 35DE - BELLA COOLA 52D30'N 127DW - BERTA 10DN 35DE - BHOJPURI 25D30'N 84DE – BIBLICAL ARAMAIC 32DN 35D30'E - BIBLICAL HEBREW 32DN 35DE - BIDIYA 12DN 18DE - BIKOL 13D40'N
123DE - BILIN 15D30'N 38DE - BILOXI 30D30'N 88DW - BIMOBA 10D40'N 0D30'E - BINI 6DN 6DE - BIROM 9D45'N 9DE - BLACKFOOT 49DN 112D30'W - BOAZI 7DS 141D20'E - BOBANGI 1D20'S 17D20'E - BODO 26D30'N
91D35'E - BOKAR 28D50'N 94D20'E - BONGO 7DN 29DE - BORI 28D45'N 94D30'E - BORORO 16DS 57DW - BRAHUI 29DN 66DE - BRAO 14D30'N 106D30'E - BRETON 48DN 3DW - BRIBRI 10DN 83DW - BROKSKAT 36DN
74DE - BUDUMA 14DN 14DE - BUGINESE 4DS 120DE - BUGUN 27D30'N 92D40'E - BUKIYIP 3D30'S 143D10'E – BULGARIAN - 43DN 25DE - BURARRA 12D30'S 134D30'E - BURIAT 52DN 108DE - BURMESE 21DN 96DE -
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BURU 3D30'S 126D30'E - BURUSHASKI 36ND,74ED - BWE KAREN 19D30'N 97DE - BYANSI 30DN 80D20'E - CAHUILLA 34D30'N 118DW - CAMBODIAN 12DN 105DE - CAMLING 27D5'N 87DE - CANDOSHI 4DN 77DW –
CANELA - KRAHO 7DS 48DW - CANTONESE 23DN 114DE - CARAPANA 0DN 70D15'W - CARIB 4DN 53DW - CARIRI 7DS 36DW - CASHIBO 9DS 75D30'W - CATALAN 42DN 1DE - CAYAPA 0D40'N 79DW - CAYAPO 9DS
52DW - CAYUVAVA 13D30'S 65D30'W - CENTRAL AGTA 18DN 122DE - CENTRAL MONPA 27D45'N 92DE - CENTRAL WAICA 3DN 64DW - CHACOBO 12D30'S 66DW - CHAHA 8DN 37D30'E - CHALADSCH 35DN 50DE CHALDEAN (MODERN) 36DN 43DE - CHAM 11D30'N 108D30'E - CHAMORRO 13DN 145DE - CHANG 26DN 95DE - CHATINO 16DN 97DW - CHAUDANGSI 29D30'N 80DE - CHECHEN 43DN 46DE - CHEMEHUEVI 34DN
114D30'W – CHEPANG 27D40'N 84D45'E - CHEROKEE 36DN 80DW - CHIMARIKO 41DN 123DW - CHINANTEC (LEALAO) 17D20'N 96DW - CHINESE (MANDARIN) 34DN 110DE - CHIPEWYAN 59DN 106DW - CHIQUITO
16DS 63DW - CHITIMACHA 30DN 91DW - CHOCTAW 33D30'N 89DW - CHOKWE 7DS 19DE - CHRAU 11DN 107D30'E - CHUJ 16DN 91D30ŐW - CHUKCHI 67DN 180DE - CHUVASH 55DN 47D30'E - CLASSICAL ARMENIAN
40DN 45DE - CLASSICAL GREEK 38DN 24DE -COAHUILTECO 27DN 101DW - COAST TSIMSHIAN 54DN 129D50'W - COCAMA 5DS 75DW - COMALTEPEC CHINANTEC 17D50'N 95D55'W - COMANCHE 38DN 105DW COMMON SLAVIC 50DN 25DE - CORA 22D30'N 105DW - CORNISH 50D30'N 5DW - COSTANOAN 37DN 122DW - CREE 53DN 86DW - CUA 15D15'N 108D30'E - CUIVA 6D30'N 70DW - CZECH 50DN 15DE - DAGA 10DS
149D20'E - DAGUR 48DN 123DE - DALABON 13D30'S 134DE - DAN 7D30'N 8DW - DANI (LOWER GRAND VALLEY) 4DS 138DE - DANISH 57DN 9DE - DARGWA 42D20'N 47D30'E - DARMIYA 30D20'N 80D20'E - DAY 9DN
18DE - DEMOTIC EGYPTIAN 29DN 31DE - DEURI 27D30'N 94D30'E - DHARAWAL 34DS 150DE - DHEGIHA 38DN 94DW - DHOLUO 0D30'S 34D30'E - DIDINGA 4D30'N 33D30'E - DIEGUE–O 32D30'N 117DW - DIGARO
MISHMI 28DN 96DE - DIMASA 25DN 93DE - DIME 6DN 36DE - DINKA 6D30'N 31D30'E - DIOLA-FOGNY 13DN 16DW - DIYARI 28DS 139DE - DJABUGAY 17DS 145DE - DJAMBARRPUYNGU 12DS 135D30'E - DJAPU 12D40'S
136DE - DJARU 19D30'S 128D30'E - DJINANG 12D30'S 135DE - DJINGILI 18DS 134DE - DOGON 14D20'N 4DW - DONGO 3DN 30DE – DONGOLESE - NUBIAN 19DN 30D30'E - DOYAYO 8D30'N 13DE - DREHU 21D15'S
167D32'E - DUKA 11DN 5DE - DUMI 27D20'N 86D50'E - DUTCH 52DN 5DE - DYIRBAL 17D30'S 146DE - EASTERN CHEREMIS 57DN 48DE - EASTERN POMO 39D30'N 123DW - EFIK 5DN 8DE - EKARI 4DS 136DE - ELAMITE
32DN 48DE - EMMI 13D30'S 130DE - EMPERA 7DN 77DW - ENGENNI 5DN 6D30'E - ENGGANO 5D30'S 102D30'E - ENGLISH 52DN 1DW - EPENA PEDEE 3DN 77D40'W - ESEEJJA 11DS 66DW - ESKIMO (WEST
GREENLANDIC) 64DN 51DW - ESSELEN 36D15'N 121D45'W - ESTONIAN 59DN 25DE - ETRUSCAN 45DN 11DE - EVENKI 56DN 125DE - EWE 7DN 1DE - EWONDO 4DN 12DE - FANG 1DN 11DE - FANTI 5D30'N 1D30'W FASU 6D50'S 143DE - FIJIAN 18DS 178DE - FINNISH 62DN 25DE - FRENCH 48DN 2DE - FRISIAN 53DN 5DE - FULANI 14DN 13DW - FUR 13D30'N 25DE - FUTUNA-ANIWA 14DS 178DW - GA'ANDA 10DN 12D30'E - GAAM
11D30'N 34DE - GADSUP 6D15'S 146DE - GAHRI 32D30'N 77DE - GAHUKU 6DS 145D25'E - GALLONG 28D10'N 94D40'E - GAMBIAN MANDINKA 13D30'N 16DW - GARADJARI 19DS 122DE - GARAWA 17DS 137DE - GARO
25D30'N 89D40'E - GAVIAO 10DS 62DW - GBAYA KAKA 6DN 15DE - GBEYA BOSSANGOA 6D30'N 17D30'E - GE'EZ 14DN 39DE - GELEBA 4D40'N 36D20'E - GEORGIAN 42DN 44DE - GERMAN 52DN 10DE - GIDABAL
28D30'S 152D30'E - GIMIRA 7DN 36DE - GISIGA 10D15'N 14D15'E - GITSKAN 54D30'N 127DW - GOAJIRO 12DN 72DW - GOLIN 6D15'S 144D45'E - GONDI 19DN 81DE - GOONIYANDI 18DS 126DE - GOURAGUE 8DN
38D30'E - GREBO 5DN 8DW - GREEK (MODERN) 39DN 22DE - GUAJAJARA 5DS 46DW - GUARANI 27DS 58DW - GUAYMI 8DN 81DW - GUDE 10DN 13DE - GUGADA 30DS 134DE - GUHU-SAMANE 8DS 147D20'E GUJARATI 23DN 72DE - GUMBAYNGGIR 29D30'S 153D30'E - GUMUZ 12DN 36DE - GUNBALANG 12DS 134DE - GUNIN 14D30'S 127D30'E - GUNUNA KUNE 41DS 67DW - GUNWINGGU 12D30'S 134DE - GURUNG 28D30'N
84DE - GUUGU YIMIDHIRR 15DS 145DE - GYARUNG 31DN 102DE - HAIDA 54DN 133D20'W - HAKKA 25DN 116DE - HALIA 5D15'S 154D35'E - HANI 23DN 103DE - HANIS COOS 43D30'N 124D20'W - HAUSA 12DN 8DE HAWAIIAN 20DN 155DW - HAYU 27D10'N 86DE - HEBREW (MODERN) 31DN 35DE - HIDATSA 47DN 102DW - HILIGAYNON 10DN 123DE - HINDI 25DN 77DE - HITTITE 40DN 34D30'E - HIXKARYANA 1DS 59DW - HMONG
NJUA 26DN 106DE - HO 22DN 86DE - HOPI 36DN 110DW - HUA 6D20'S 145D20'E - HUALAPAI 36DN 113DW - HUAMELULTEC OAXACA - CHONTAL 16DN 95D40'W - HUAO 0D40'S 77DW - HUASTEC 21D30'N 98D30'W HUASTECA NAHUATL 21DN 99DW - HUAVE 16D20'N 94D30'W - HUICHOL 22DN 104DW - HUNGARIAN 47DN 20DE - HUNZIB 42D10'N 46DE - HUPA 41DN 123D30'W - HUPDA 1DS 67DW - HURRIAN 35D20'N 44DE,20'E -

IAI 20D25'S 166D40'E - IATE 9DS 38DW - IATMUL 4D15'S 143D15'E - IBAN 2D40'N 112DE - ICELANDIC 65DN 18DW - IDU 28D25'N 95D45'E - IDUNA 9D20'S 150D10'E - IGBO 6D40'N 7DE - IGNACIANO 14DS 65DW IGOROT BONTOK 17DN 121DE - IK 4DN 34DE - IKA 10D40'N 73D45'W - IKPOSSO 8DN 0D45'E - ILA 15DS 26DE – ILOCANO 18D30'N 121DE - IMONDA 3D20'S 141D10'E - INDONESIAN 0DS 106DE - INGUSH 43DN 45DE IQUITO 4DS 75DW - IRANXE 13DS 58DW - IRAQW 4DS 35D30'E - IRARUTU 3DS 133D30'E - IRISH 53DN 8DW - ISLAND CARIB 16DN 88DW - ITALIAN 43DN 12DE - ITELMEN 57DN 157D30'E - ITONAMA 13DS 64DW - IXIL
15D30'N 91DW - IZI 6DN 8DE - JAD 30D55'N 79DE - JAKALTEK 15D45'N 91D50'W - JAPANESE 37DN 140DE - JAQAI 6D30'S 139D30'E - JAQARU 13DS 76DW - JEBERO 5DS 77DW - JEI 8DS 141DE - JELMEK 7D40'S
139D10'E - JIBARO 2D30'S 78DW - JICALTEPEC MIXTEC 18DN 98DW - JINGHPAW 26DN 97DE - JINO 22D10'N 101DE - JIWADJA 11D30'S 132D40'E - JOHARI 30D40'N 80DE - JUGLI 27D25'N 96D20'E - JUKUN 8DN 9DE JUR LUWO 7DN 28DE - JUR M…D… 6DN 30DE - KABARDIAN 43D30'N 43D30'E - KACHARI 26D25'N 90D55'E - KACHCHA NAGA 24D10'N 94DE - KADAZAN 6DN 117DE - KADUGLI 11DN 29D40'E - KAIDI-KANEMBU 14DN
15DE - KAINGANG 26DS 52DW - KALIAI-KOVE 5D35'S 149D40'E - KALISPEL 47DN 115DW - KALKATUNGU 21DS 140DE - KALMYK 44DN 83DE - KAMBERA 10DS 120D30'E - KAMORO 4D20'S 136DE - KANAKURU 10DN
12DE - KANNADA 13ND,77DE - KANUM 9DS 141DE - KANURI 12DN 13DE - KAPAMPANGAN 15D20'N 120D30'E - KAPAU 7D20'S 146D30'E - KARA 10DN 23DE - KARAKALPAK 43DN 60DE - KARANKAWA 28DN 97DW KARIMOJONG 3DN 34DE - KARO BATAK 3D30'N 98DE - KAROK 41D40'N 122D30'W - KASHMIRI 34DN 76DE - KATCHA 10D50'N 29D40'E - KATE 6DS 140D50'E - KATHLAMET 45D30'N 122D30'W - KATLA 11D50'N 29D20'E KATU 16DN 107D30'E - KAWESQAR 49DS 75DW - KAYAH LI 19DN 97D30'E - KAYARDILD 17DS 139D40'E - KEMANT 12D30'N 37DE - KENGA 12DN 18DE - KERA 10DN 14D20'E - KET 65DN 86DE - KETE 7DS 23DE - KEWA
6D30'S 143D50'E - KHALING 27D45'N 86D20'E - KHALKHA 47DN 105DE - KHAM 28D30'N 82D45'E - KHANTY 65DN 65DE - KHASI 26DN 92D30'E - KHMU' 21DN 102DE - KIHUNDE 1DS 29DE - KIKUYU 1DN 37DE - KILIVILA
8D30'S 151DE - KILIWA 31DN 116DW - KILUBA 8DS 26DE - KIMAGHAMA 8DS 138D30'E - KINNAURI 31D30'N 78DE - KINYAMWEZI 5DS 33DE - KINYARWANDA 2DS 30DE - KIOWA 47DN 106DW - KIRE 4D15'S 144D45'E KIRIBATESE 0DN 174DE - KIRMA 10DN 5DW - KISI 9DN 10DW - KIWAI 8DS 143D50'E - KLAMATH 42D30'N 121D30'W - KOASATI 33DN 86DW - KOBON 5D10'S 144D20'E – KOINE - GREEK 38DN 24DE - KOITA 9D10'S
147D20'E - KOKBOROK 24DN 92DE - KOLAMI 20DN 78D30'E - KOLOKUMA IJO 5DN 6DE - KOMA 9DN 34DE - KOMBAI 4DS 135DE - KOMI-PERMYAK 66DN 55DE - KONGO 5DS 15DE - KONKOW 39D30'N 121D30'W KORANA 29DS 25DE - KOREAN 37DN 128DE - KOROMFE 14DN 1DW - KOROWAI 4D50'S 139DE - KORYAK 61DN 167DE - KOYA 17DN 81DE – KOYRA - CHIINI 17DN 3DW - KPELLE 7DN 10DW - KRAHO 7DS 48DW KRESH 8D30'N 25DE - KRONGO 10D30'N 30DE - KUKU-YALANJI 15DS 145DE - KUMAUNI 30DN 80DE - KUNAMA 14D30'N 37DE - KUNIMAIPA 8DS 146D50'E - KUNUZ NUBIAN 23DN 33DE - KUOT 2D50'S 152DE KURDISH 36DN 44DE - KURKU 22DN 77DE - KUSAIEAN 5D15'N 163DE - KUTENAI 49D30'N 116DW - KUUKU YA'U 13DS 143DE - KUVI 18DN 83DE - KWAKIUTL 51DN 127DW - KYUQUOT 50DN 127DW - LACANDON 17DN
91D30'W - LADAKHI 34DN 78DE - LAFOFA 10D30'N 31DE - LAHU 20D10'N 98D10'E - LAI CHIN 22D30'N 94DE - LAK 42DN 47DE - LAKHER 22D30'N 93DE - LAKOTA 45DN 98DW - LALA 8D50'S 146D50'E - LAMANG 11DN
13D30'E - LAMANI 17DN 77DE - LAMBA 13DS 28DE - LAMPUNG 4D30'S 105DE - LAMUT 68DN 160DE - LANGO 2D30'N 33DE - LAO 18DN 103DE - LARAGIA 12D30'S 131DE - LATE EGYPTIAN 26DN 32DE - LATIN 42DN
13DE - LATVIAN 57DN 24DE - LAVUKALEVE 9DS 159DE - LELEMI 7D20'N 0D30'E - LENAKEL 10D30'S 169D20'E - LENGUA 23DS 58DW - LEPCHA 27D50'N 88D30'E - LEWO 16D45'S 168D15'E - LEZGIAN 42DN 47D30'E LHOMI 27D35'N 87DE - LIMBU 27D30'N 87D35'E - LINDA 6D30'N 21DE - LINGALA 2DN 20DE - LISU 26DN 98DE - LITHUANIAN 55DN 24DE - LOGBARA 3DN 31DE - LOGONE 11D30'N 15DE - LOMONGO 0DN 21DE - LONIU
2DS 147DE - LONTOMBA 2DS 18DE - LOTHA 26DN 94D15'E - LOWER CHINOOK 46D30'N 123D30'W - LUGANDA 1DN 32DE - LUISE–O 33DN 117D30'W - LUNGCHANG 27D40'N 96D20'E - LUVALE 12DS 22DE - MA 3D30'N
28DE - MA'ANYAN 2DS 115DE - MAASAI 3DS 36DE - MABA 13D30'N 20D30'E - MACHIGUENGA 12DS 73DW - MADI 4D30'N 32DE - MADIMADI 34D30'S 143D30'E - MAE 15DS 168D20'E - MAGARI 27D45'N 83D30'E - MAGI
10D10'S 149DE - MAITHILI 26DN 86DE - MAJANG 6D45'N 35DE - MAKAH 48D30'N 125DW - MAKLEU 7D30'S 139D30'E - MAKUCHI 2DN 60DW - MALAGASY 18DS 48DE - MALAKMALAK 13D20'S 131DE - MALAYALAM 11DN
76DE - MAM 15DN 92DW - MAMANWA 9D25'N 125D40'E - MAMVU 3DN 29DE - MANADONESE 1D30'N 125DE - MANAM 4DS 145DE - MANCHU 42DN 127DE - MANDAN 47DN 102DW - MANDINKA 10DN 9DW - MANGARAYI
14D30'S 133D30'E - MANGBETU 2D30'N 26D30'E - MANGGARAI 8D30'S 120DE - MANO 7D20'N 8D40'W - MAO NAGA 25D20'N 94D20'E - MAORI 40DS 176DE - MAPUCHE 38DS 72DW - MARA 15DS 135DE - MARANUNGKU
13D40'S 130DE - MARATHI 19DN 76DE - MARCHHA 30D55'N 79D30'E - MARENGAR 14D30'S 130DE - MARGANY 27DS 145DE - MARGI 11DN 13DE - MARICOPA 34DN 114DW - MARIND 7D30'S 140DE - MARITHIEL 14DS
130DE - MARTUTHUNIRA 21DS 116D30'E - MARU 23D30'N 98D30'E - MASAKIN 10D40'N 30DE - MASALIT 13DN 22DE - MATACO 23DS 63DW - MATNGALA 14DS 130D30'E - MAUNG 11D50'S 133D30'E - MAYBRAT 1DS
133DE - MAZATEC 18D30'N 96D30'W - MBA 1DN 25DE - MBALANHU 17D30'S 15DE - MBARA 11DN 15D30'E - MBAYE 8D20'N 17D40'E - MBILI 6D10'N 10D10'E - MBUM 7D30'N 15DE - ME'EN 5DN 37DE - MEHRI 18DN 53DE
- MEITHEI 24D40'N 94D40'E - MENDE 8DN 12DW - MENOMINI 44DN 88D20'W - MENTAWAI 2DS 99DE - MEROITIC 22DN 31DE - MERYAM MIR 10DS 144DE - MICHOACAN NAHUATL 18D30'N 103DW - MIDDLE EGYPTIAN
29DN 31DE - MIISIIRII 13D30'N 22DE - MIKASUKI 33DN 84DW - MIKIR 26D30'N 93D30'E - MILANG 28D45'N 95D15'E - MISING 28D30'N 94D50'E - MISKITO 14DN 84DW - MIXE 17DN 95D30'W - MIXTEC (ATATLAHUCA) 19DN
100DW - MIXTEC (CHALCATONGO) 17DN 97D30'W - MIZO 22D50'N 93DE - MJEN 24DN 111DE - MODERN LITERARY ARABIC 22DN 42DE - MOFU-GUDUR 10D30ŐN 14DE - MOHAWK 45DN 74DW - MOKILESE 7DN 160DE
- MOMBUM 8D15'S 138D45'E - MON 14DN 100DE - MONDUNGA 2DN 21D30'E - MONI 3D40'S 137DE - MONO 38DN 119DW - MONO-ALU 7DS 156DE - MOR 3DS 135D30'E - MORAORI 8D30'S 140D30'E - MORŽ 13DN 1DW MORO 11DN 30DE - MORU 5D30'N 31DE - MOSETENO 15DS 67DW - MOTU 9D20'S 147D10'E - MOUNTAIN KOIALI 9DS 147D30'E - MU_INYPATA 14D30'S 129D30'E - MUINANE 1DS 71D30'W - MULAO 28DN 108DE MUMUYE 9DN 11D30'E - MUNA 5DS 122D25'E - MUNDARI 23DN 85DE - MUNDURUKU 7DS 58DW - MURLE 6D30'N 33D30'E - MURSI 6D30'N 34D30'E - MURUI 2D30'S 71DW - MURUWARI 29DS 146DE - MUSGU 11DN
15DE - MUTSUN 36D50'N 121D30'W - MWERA 9DS 39DE - NAMA (KHOEKHOE) 24DS 17DE - NAMBIKUARA 13DS 59DW - NANCOWRY 8DN 93D30'E - NANDI 0D15'N 35DE - NASIOI 6D20'S 155D30'E - NAVAJO 38DN
109DW - NAXI 27D30'N 100DE - NDONGA 18DS 19DE - NDYUKA 3DN 51DW - NENETS 70DN 70DE - NEPALI 28DN 85DE - NERA 15DN 37D30'E - NEVOME 28DN 108DW - NEWARI 27D40'N 85D30'E - NEZ PERCE 45DN
115D30'W - NGAD'A 8D40'S 120D30'E - NGALAKAN 14D15'S 134DE - NGAMBAY 8DN 17DE - NGANDI 13D50'S 135DE - NGANKIKURUNGKURR 14DS 130D30'E - NGAWUN 19DS 141DE - NGITI 2DN 30DE - NGIYAMBAA
31DS 145DE - NGIZIM 11D30'N 11DE - NGUMBA 3DN 10D10'E - NGUNA 16D55'S 168D30'E - NICOBARESE (CAR) 9DN 93DE - NISGHA 55DN 129DW - NISHI 27D15'N 93D45'E - NISSAN 4D30'S 154D15'E - NIUEAN 19DS
170DW - NIVKH 53DN 157D30'E - NKONYA 9DN 2DW - NKORE-KIGA 0D30'S 31DE - NOCTE 27DN 95D30'E - NONI 6DN 10DE - NOOTKA 49DN 126DW - NORTH LENDU 2DN 30D30'E - NORTH PUEBLO NAHUATL 20DN
98DW - NORTHEAST MAIDU 40DN 121DW - NORTHERN PAIUTE 42DN 118DW - NORTHERN SAAMI 69DN 24DE - NORTHERN SAHAPTIN 46DN 119DW - NORTHERN TEPEHUAN 26DN 107DW - NORWEGIAN 61DN 8DE NUAULU 3DS 129D10'E - NUER 9DN 31DE - NUNG 22DN 106D30'E - NUNGGUBUYU 13D45'S 135D40'E - NUPE 9DN 6DE - NURI 32DN 35DE - NUSU 26D45'N 99DE - NYAGUMARDA 20DS 121DE - NYAMKAD 32D20'N 78DE
- NYANJA 13DS 34DE - NYAWAYGI 18D20'S 146DE - NYIHA 10DS 33DE - NYIMANG 12D10'N 29D20'E - NZAKARA 5DN 23DE - OBOLO 4D45'N 7D30'E - OCOTEPEC MIXTEC 17D15'N 97D45'W - OJIBWA 47DN 83DW - OLD
ENGLISH 52DN 2DW - OLO 3D25'S 142DE - OMETO 6D40'N 37DE - OMIE 8D50'S 148DE - ONEIDA 43DN 77DW - ONGE 12DN 92D40'E - ORKHON TURKIC 48DN 99DE - OROK 49DN 139D30'E - OROMO (HARAR) 9D30'N
41D30'E - OSSETIC 43DN 44DE - OSTUACAN ZOQUE 17DN 93DW - OTOMI (MEZQUITAL) 20DN 99DW - PA'ANCI 10D45'N 10DE - PAAMESE 16D25'S 168D15'E - PAEZ 2D40'N 75D20'W - PAIWAN 22D30'N 120D50'E PALANTLA CHINANTEC 18DN 96D30'W - PALAUAN 7D30'N 134D30'E - PALAUNG 23DN 96D40'E - PALIKUR 3DN 51DW - PAME 22DN 100DW - PANGASINAN 15D50'N 120D10'E - PANJABI 31DN 74DE - PANYJIMA 22D30'S
118DE - PAPAGO 32DN 112DW - PARI 5DN 32D30'E - PASHTO 34DN 70DE - PASSAMAQUODDY 46DN 67DW - PATEP 7DS 146D50'E - PATTANI 31D25'N 78D35'E - PATWIN 39DN 122DW - PAULOHI 3DS 128D30'E PAUMAR’ 7DS 65DW - PAWNEE 39DN 99DW - PE–OLES MIXTEC 17D30'N 97DW - PERO 9D30'N 11DE - PERSIAN 32DN 54DE - PHOENICIAN 33D20'N 35D15'E - PIAROA 5DN 67DW - PIPIL 13D30'N 89DW - PIRAHA 7DS
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From the Editors:
"I am always sorry when any language is lost, because languages are the pedigrees of
nations."- Samuel Johnson
“Wer fremde Sprachen nicht kennt, weiß nichts von seiner eigenen.” –Goethe

Beginning with its first symposium in 2004, Linguapax Asia has based its work on the
two guiding maxims from Samuel Johnson and Goethe: the protection of linguistic
heritage and the necessity in the modern world for plurilingualism. Joining these two
pivotal points has been the organization‘s engagement with peace and human rights with
a focus on Asia---thus forming the Linguapax Asia title.
The following texts have been gleaned from the Linguapax Asia symposia from 2004 to
2009. While the full programmes of each conference can be viewed at the Linguapax
Asia website (www.Linguapax-Asia.org), length constraints required that the editorial
board select those submissions that more fully addressed the mission of Linguapax Asia
and the Linguapax Institute in Barcelona.
The editorial board has arranged the texts chronologically and, in most cases, by the
topics of linguistic hertitage, plurlingualism, and language rights connected with human
rights and peace. It is hoped that readers will become engaged with the issues discussed
and the importance of language to human identity and humanity itself.
Overview of the Proceedings
The opening symposium at the United Nations University in 2004 had as its theme
―Language Diversity/Language Ecology.‖ The symposium was inaugurated by an indepth look at the revitalization of the endangered Warrongo language in Northeast
Australia. Prof. Dr. Tasaku Tsunoda and Dr. Mie Tsunoda presented their extensive
work in documenting the last native speaker of Warrongo and their project in passing on
the language to younger generations. Documentation of endangered minority languages
through innovative video means was the focus of Herta Maurer-Lausegger‘s presentation
---looking at the Slovene minority in Carinthia, Austria---a project developed by Dr.
Lausegger to preserve linguistic and ethnic heritage.
The following year (2005), The Embassy of Canada hosted a symposium focussed on
―Language in Society and the Classroom: Preserving Hertitage and Supporting
Diversity‖. Dr. Kazuko Matsumoto detailed the impact of language contact in Palau, and
how changing political realties shaped (and do shape) the Palauan language.
Deconstructing the image of a homogenous nation, Dr. John Maher of International
Christian University described the various linguisticand ethnic groups that make up
present-day Japan in his informative discussion on ―The Nine Languages of Japan.‖ Kip
Cates, one of the originators of the Linguapax Asia concept, showed parallels between
language, language education, and global understanding.
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―Who Owns Language?‖ was the theme of the 2006 symposium at the University of
Tokyo. Can one have multiple linguistic identities? This issue was addressed by Mong
Lan, artisit and poet, in presenting poems highlighting her Vietnamese and American
backgrounds. From another point of view, Saran Shiroza from the University of Tokyo
described a variety of English developing in Japan and its impact on both Japanese and
standard English. One of the highlights of the symposium was the presentation of Dr.
Fernand De Varennes on how language can be a source of conflict and language
protection legislation in Asia.
For many individuals, the language of their religion forms part of their identity. The
2007 conference,‖ Language, Religion and Ethnicity‖, explored the interface of English
and Japanese in Dr. Charles De Wolf‘s presentation on ―Christian Japanese.‖ Dr. Marek
Kaminski‘s work among Ainu communities in Japan discussed mythology, language,
and the endangered Ainu language in the north of Japan and his project to collect folk
tales as a means of revitalization and the study of language.
The 2008 symposium on ―Language and Propaganda‖ saw a wide range of papers
detailing the connection of language with political propaganda. Conductor and composer
Steven Morgan demonstrated how the language of music could act as a channel of peace
in describing Daniel Barenboim‘s East-West Divan Orchestra. Professor Shinji
Yamamoto‘s paper focussed on the Friuli area of Italy and its linguistric minorities and
how they are politicized. Human rights activist Arudou Debito‘s visually-enriched paper
showed how linguistic propaganda works to stigmatize the foreign population in Japan
by making it the ―Other.‖ Both Dr. Robert Yoder and Dr. Donna Tatsuki looked
specifically at younger Japanese: how class groups are described and how textbooks
portray gender and various ethnic groups in Japan. The symposium‘s emphasis on
language and propaganda was supported by the performance of Pinter‘s play Mountain
Language directed by Cyrus Sethna which depicts what ensues when people can no
longer speak their own language. The use of film that combines language, sound, and
image to control populations was the subject of Dr. Kyoko Hirano‘s paper on US policy
on Japanese cinema after World War II. With India as its perspective, Dr. William Gater
analyzed G. A. Henty‘s novels and the language of colonialism.
The 2009 symposium developed the connection between language and various forms of
human trafficking. Defining human trafficking and the Polaris project to report cases of
trafficking was the topic of Daniel Garrett, former human rights officer at the Embassy
of the United States in Tokyo. The final paper in these proceedings is the investigation
and documentation by Patricia and Jason Aliperti of trafficking of children in India and
the role language and education can play in eliminating the problem.
The editorial board would like to thank all the contributors to this publication and also
thank the Linguapax Institute for its generous support to make these proceedings
available to the public.
Jelisava Dobovsek-Sethna
Frances Fister-Stoga
Cary Duval
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はじめに〜編集委員会より
"I am always sorry when any language is lost, because languages are the pedigrees of
nations."- Samuel Johnson
“Wer fremde Sprachen nicht kennt, weiß nichts von seiner eigenen.” –Goethe
リングアパックス・アジアは、2004 年の第一回シンポジウム以来、上に掲げた
サミュエル・ジョンソンとゲーテの言葉を、その活動の理念としてきた。即ち、
言語遺産の保護と現代の国際社会における多言語主義の必要性である。この二
つの理念の下、特にアジア地域における平和と人権問題に取り組んできた。名
称に「アジア」を加えたのもそのためである。
本論文集に収録した論文は、2004 年から 2009 年までのリングアパックス・アジ
ア・シンポジウムで発表された論文の中から選んだものである。リングアパッ
クス・アジアの公式サイトでは各回の全プログラムを公開しているが、本書で
はスペースの制約上、リングアパックス・アジアおよびバルセロナのリングア
パックス本部の任務をより明確に反映しているものを編集委員会で選択した。
論文の掲載順は、シンポジウムの開催年に依っている。更に、同じ年のシンポ
ジウムから二つ以上の論文を収録した場合には、多くの場合、「言語遺産」
「複言語主義」「人権・平和と言語権」という３つのテーマの順に掲載してい
る。ここで論じられている諸問題や、人間のアイデンティティーにとっての言
語の重要性、そして人間性そのものについても、読者諸賢が関心を持つ機会を
提供できれば幸いである。

本書の構成
2004 年の第一回シンポジウムは、「言語多様性／言語生態系」をテーマとして、
国連大学において開催した。冒頭を飾ったのは、かってオーストラリア北東部
で話されていた言語、ワロゴ語の復興運動についての詳細な報告である。角田
太作・三枝両博士が、ワロゴ語の最後の話者の記録と、若い世代に同言語を伝
えていく運動を紹介した。続くヘータ・モーラー・ラウセッガー博士の発表の
テーマは、ビデオ映像という画期的な手段を用いた消滅危機言語の記録である。
言語・民族文化を保護するプロジェクトとして氏自身が携わるオーストリア、
ケルンテン州の言語マイノリティー、スロヴェニア語話者の事例を報告した。
翌 2005 年のシンポジウムはカナダ大使館の主催で開催し、「社会と教室のなか
の言語―伝統の保護と多様性の志向」をテーマとした。松本和子博士は、パラ
オにおける言語接触について詳述し、政治状況の変化が過去も、また現在にお
いても、パラオ語の形成に大きく影響していることを示した。国際基督教大学
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（ICU）のジョン・マーハ博士は「日本の９つの言語」と題して、現代日本社会
を構成する様々な言語・民族集団について示唆に富む議論を展開し、言語的に
も民族的にも均質な国家という日本のイメージを覆した。また、リングアパッ
クス・アジアというコンセプトを生み出した一人でもあるキップ・ケイツ氏は、
言語と語学教育、国際理解という三者の平行性について論じた。
2006 年のシンポジウムは東京大学で開催した。テーマは、「言語の所有者は誰
か？」である。一人の人が複数の言語アイデンティティーを備えることは可能
なのか。アーティストであり詩人でもあるモン・ラン氏は、ベトナムとアメリ
カという自身の二つのバックグラウンドを反映した詩を披露しながら、こう問
いかけた。東京大学の城座沙蘭氏は、日本において英語変種が発達しつつある
とされていることと、それが日本語と標準英語に及ぼしている影響を論じた。
また、同シンポジウムで最大の注目を集めた発表の一つは、フェルナンド・ド
ゥ・ヴァレンス博士によるものである。氏は、いかに言語が紛争の種になりう
るかということのほか、アジアにおける言語保護法制についても論じた。
多くの人にとって、信仰する宗教の言語は、自分のアイデンティティーの拠り
所の一つとなるものである。2007 年のシンポジウムの題は「言語、宗教、民
族」である。まずチャールズ・ドゥ・ウルフ博士が「クリスチャン・ジャパニ
ーズ」について発表し、英語と日本語の接点を詳しく検討した。マレク・カミ
ンスキ博士は日本のアイヌ民族とともに活動している。同氏は、神話、言語、
日本北部の消滅危機言語アイヌ語のほか、アイヌ語研究やアイヌ語復興の一環
としての民話収集プロジェクトなどについて報告した。
2008 年のシンポジウム「言語とプロパガンダ」には、様々な観点から言語と政
治的プロパガンダとの関わりを詳述した研究報告が寄せられた。指揮者であり
作家でもあるスティーヴン・モーガン氏は、ダニエル・バレンボイムのウエス
ト＝イースタン・ディヴァン管弦楽団を例に、音楽のことばが平和の糸口とな
る可能性を示した。山本真司氏の論文は、イタリア、フリウリ地方の尐数言語
であるフリウリ語話者を取りあげ、彼らの存在がいかに政治的に利用されてき
たかを論じた。人権活動家アルドウ・デビト氏は、資料をふんだんに用い、言
語プロパガンダが日本に住む外国人を「他者」として扱うことで、どのように
して彼らを悪者に仕立て上げているかを示した。ロバート・ヨーダー、ドン
ナ・タツキの両博士は共に日本の若者に注目し、ヨーダー氏は社会階層がどの
ように描写されてきたか、タツキ氏は教科書が男女の性差や日本の異民族集団
をどのように扱ってきたかをそれぞれ論じている。サイラス・セスナ氏演出の
演劇『山の言葉』（ハロルド・ピンター原作）は、人々が自分の言語を話すこ
とができなくなった時に生じる事態を描いており、同シンポジウムのテーマ
「言語とプロパガンダ」をさらに明確に示すものとなった。平野共余子博士の
論文は、第二次世界大戦後の日本映画界に対するアメリカの政策を取り上げ、
言葉と音、映像とを組み合わせた映画を国民の統制のために用いたことを示し
た。ウイリアム・ゲーター博士は、インドを念頭に、G・A・ヘンティーの小説
とそこにみられる植民地主義的な言語を分析した。
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2009 年のシンポジウムでは、言語と様々な形での人身売買との関係性について
の議論が展開された。元・在日米国大使館人権担当官ダニエル・ガレット氏は、
人身売買を定義したうえで、人身売買の事例報告や啓発活動を展開する「ポラ
リス・プロジェクト」を紹介した。本論文集の最後に収録した論文はパトリシ
ア・アリパルティ、ジェイソン・アリパルティ両氏によるもので、インドにお
ける子どもの人身売買の実態や、人身売買の根絶に言語や教育が果たしうる役
割について詳しく論じている。
本論文集の刊行にあたり、寄稿者全員に編集者一同からの謝意を申し上げると
ともに、本書の公刊を可能にしてくださったリングアパックス本部の寛大な支
援にも、心から感謝したい。

イエリサヴァ・ドボウシェク・セスナ
フランシス・フィスター・ストーガ
キャリー・デュバル
Translated by Saran Shiroza
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Address by the Honorary President of Linguapax Unescocat
It has been an honour to participate in some of the Linguapax Asia conferences, the
contributions from which make up this publication. I am delighted to have been invited
by the coordinators of Linguapax Asia to write the introduction to the publication. In
Tokyo, I had the opportunity to express how impressed I was by the high quality of the
papers presented on lesser studied aspects, reflecting on the protection of linguistic
diversity, which is the main objective of the international Linguapax movement. Along
with more usual topics such as the relationship between languages and education and
awareness about global problems, there are new contributions on language ownership,
interaction between religions, languages and ethnicity, the manipulation of languages by
propaganda and the language context of human trafficking. The research presented is
highly original and advances the boundaries of sociolinguistics. The research is not
limited to providing new answers to conventional questions, but dares to formulate new
questions. Linguapax Asia conferences have always provided a breath of fresh air.
I would also like to praise the selection of speakers and participants. There are
researchers who are highly regarded internationally such as Professor Tasaku Tsunoda
from the National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics, and Fernand de
Varennes from Murdoch University in Australia, who is one of the highest international
authorities on the study of conflicts with linguistic components. I also praise the choice
of experts who, for many years, have been promoting the mobilisation of foreign
language teachers in favour of international understanding and peace, such as Kip Cates
from Tottori University in Japan, and the professionals who have lived in different
language contexts and, for this reason, have enriching experiences because each one has
learnt to be from different linguistic communities. I see that Linguapax Japan is made up
of people who are integrated, to a great extent, in Japanese culture although they are
from linguistic communities on other continents. They can speak with authority about
the joys and difficulties of multilingualism. We cannot forget the participation of media
experts such as Arudou Debito from the Hokkaido Information University. In this
publication, readers will also find texts from around twenty experts offering their ideas
from different, complementary perspectives.
Asia is arousing growing interest not only due to the emergence of great economic
powers, but also the cultural evolutions affecting it. Among these, linguistic phenomena
are very important. Chinese authorities think that the mismanagement of its linguistic
diversity can affect its economic development negatively. Three years ago, in an experts
meeting held in Beijing, the Chinese linguists expressed to us, the group of experts
invited by the Chinese government, their concern on language policy. The Indian
experience which recognises its territorial languages officially invites us to assess the
results achieved realistically. Laws do not sufficiently guarantee the life of all languages
on the Indian subcontinent and the management of linguistic diversity needs to be
improved. In all countries, the economic cost of protecting minority languages is studied,
and experts insist on also measuring the economic and cultural costs of uniformising
language policies. In Asia, there is great interest in learning English, and this has taken
over from other colonial languages. It seems clear that English is imposing itself as the
common language for technical and economic globalisation. However, many sensible
people believe that the thousand-year-old cultures of Asia cannot be expressed well
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enough in English and that the subtle invasion of the mythological and spiritual heritage
associated to English should be fought against. Every language carries particular
epistemologies and value systems, and Asian cultures are certainly not inferior to
Western sciences and wisdom. For these reasons, maximum attention should be paid to
ideas provided on all these issues by both the Asian researchers through their academic
research, and the contributions made by writers and opinion leaders on language issues.
Japan is a country characterised by notable linguistic self-esteem, and we should observe
how it evolves from monolinguism to a model of complexity made necessary by
globalisation processes and Japan‘s notable international responsibilities. Japanese
society will have to relativise its monolingualism and advance towards a positive view of
linguistic pluralism that is compatible with its self-esteem and with social integration.
The solutions found by Japan will serve as an example to all Asian countries affected by
the same issues. Japan‘s pioneering character in many areas needs to be a reality in this
field too.
The presence of Linguapax in Japan would not have occurred without the initiative and
enthusiasm of Frances Fister-Stoga from the University of Tokyo. She deserves thanks
from all of Linguapax‘s international network for her perfect understanding of the spirit
of our movement and her dynamism that have made it possible to hold the symposia
documented in this publication. Frances has spread her enthusiasm to other experts in the
academic and cultural world. I have a special memory of some of her friends who, on my
successive visits to Japan, welcomed and guided me through Japanese labyrinths that
were unknown to me. I would like to mention Jelisava Sethna (Biba) and William Gater.
Thanks to their friendliness and patience, I have become a great admirer of Japanese life
and a modest amateur expert on Japanese cultural heritage, especially the Buddhist
tradition. I think that Linguapax Japan should grow with greater participation from
public and private Japanese cultural institutions. In this sense, I fully share the opinion of
the aforementioned Professor Tsunoda, president of Linguapax Asia. From an
international point of view, Linguapax is optimistic about the growing responsibility
being taken on by other Asian countries in our network, as well as the interest shown by
international institutions such as the United Nations University and, of course, UNESCO
where the first Linguapax experiences began. Until now, Prof. Fister-Stoga has
miraculously managed to hold the Linguapax Asia conferences with little or no financial
resources. This has been thanks to the militancy and generosity of the organisers and
participants. However, in the future, as we wish to grow, we will have to have sufficient
financial support. Both in Japan and other Asian countries, we will have to find public
institutions, foundations and companies that wish to sponsor our activities. Our network
can offer initiatives for the future to linguistic communities and their leaders, as well as
to government authorities who would like to improve their language policies. We wish to
be more than passive observers of the evolution of linguistic communities. We wish to
promote changes that help all communities live with dignity, and initiatives that facilitate
fair and peaceful coexistence between languages, seeking harmony that has to include
the major international languages, the majority languages of all States, and the minority
and minoritised languages.
The symposia organised by Linguapax Japan are not the only Linguapax experiences on
the Asian continent. I am delighted to remember the magnificent experts meeting
sponsored by the UNESCO Centre of Catalonia, with technical collaboration from the
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Central Institute for Indian Language and UNESCO Etxea, that was held in Mysore in
2000. The collaboration between Cambodia, the European Union and Linguapax should
also be mentioned. Half a million school books were published that helped Khmer
people return to educational and linguistic normality following the tragic dictatorship
period. If we also look at the Australian continent and the Pacific, we should remember
the Linguapax conferences held in Australia and the participation of Linguapax at many
meetings of the International Federation of Language Teacher Associations. Denis
Cunningham has been chairman and secretary general of this federation and is the person
in Australia who has promoted the Linguapax ideals the most in his continent. More
recently, the responsibilities carried out by Joseph Poth in Polynesia and by our
coordinator Lluís Bernabé in New Caledonia should be mentioned. I think that all the
linguistic communities in Asia and the Pacific deserve an ambitious campaign to protect
linguistic diversity because this is a very important part of humanity‘s heritage, the
majority of governments are keen to do so, and the experts in both continents are among
the best in the world. This is confirmed by the fact that Linguapax Prizes have been
awarded to experts such as Fernand de Varennes from the University of Murdoch,
Australia, in 2004, Maya Khemlani David from Malaysia in 2007, and Katerina Te
Keikoko Mataira from New Zealand in 2009.
I hope this publication encourages new members to join Linguapax Asia and that we can
increase our number of initiatives. The Linguapax network is made up of five types of
members. Firstly, there are experts from linguistic communities who promote changes
based on the aspirations of the communities themselves. Secondly, there are scientists
and academics who study languages, language contact and the evolution of communities,
as well as the technologies applied to linguistic phenomena. Thirdly, there are
professionals from language education, communication and translation who suggest
advanced methods for multilingual education and promoting interlinguistic
understanding. Fourthly, government decision-makers and specialists making decisions
about languages in the education world and linguistic coexistence, in media and public
administration, and who have to take special care to protect the most vulnerable
languages. Fifthly, there are international civil servants who are concerned about
linguistic harmony, justice and peace. All members of Linguapax participate freely, on a
disinterested, voluntary basis, to contribute to the active protection of humanity‘s
language heritage. The doors of Linguapax are open. Those who currently coordinate
Linguapax Japan and the other members of the movement in all continents understand
this.
Barcelona, 2 July 2010
Fèlix Martí
Honorary President – LINGUAPAX
UNESCO Centre of Catalonia
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Address by the Honorary President of Linguapax Asia
In the capacity of the honorary president of Linguapax Asia and also a member of the
Advisory Board of Linguapax (Barcelona, Spain), I am happy and honoured to
contribute the honorary president‘s address to this volume.
Linguapax Asia has been holding an annual symposium since 2004. The present
volume consists of 20 selected papers, which were presented at these symposia. As the
content of the present volume, these papers deal with a wide range of issues from many
parts of the world.
Needless to say, language constitutes a central component of human culture, and a
given language constitutes a central component of the culture in question. That is,
languages are irreplaceable cultural assets of the communities concerned and also of the
entire humankind.
Unfortunately, numerous languages are facing a crisis. In particular, languages of
minority peoples are disappearing in almost every part of the word. The death of a
language is a serious loss, not only to that community but also to the entire humankind.
The general public and mass media pay enthusiastic attention to the disappearance of
rare species of flora and fauna, for instance. However, they generally pay no attention to
the disappearance of languages.
Community members in many parts of the word are now working for the revitalization
of their languages. I myself have been participating in the activities for endangered
languages, such as documentation of endangered languages and revitalization of
endangered or once-extinct languages. During these activities, I have encountered many
hardships.
It is easy to talk about these activities, but it is very hard to actually carry them out.
Outside the communities, the awareness regarding language loss is rising. The number of
people who talk about these activities has been increasing. However, what is important is
not to just talk about them, but to act for such languages and their peoples.
It is hoped that Linguapax Asia and its members will more and more actively act for
languages and their peoples.
Tokyo, 2 July 2010
Tasaku Tsunoda
National Institute of Japanese Language and Linguistics
Tokyo, Japan
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THE REVIVAL MOVEMENT OF THE WARRONGO
LANGUAGE OF NORTHEAST AUSTRALIA[1]
Tasaku Tsunoda* and Mie Tsunoda**
National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics*
Rissho University**
tsunoda@ninjal.ac.jp
Abstract: From 1971 to 1974, the first author recorded the Warrongo language
(northeast Australia) from its last fluent speakers. Towards the end of the last century, a
movement to revive the Warrongo language started. In 2002, Warrongo language lessons,
conducted by the first author, commenced. So far the lessons have been conducted five
times — four or five days each time. The revival movement is making a slow but steady
progress. Its developments are seen, for example, in (i) increased local involvement, (ii)
increased teaching staff, (iii) spontaneous use of the language, and (iv) naming in
Warrongo. However, this movement is beset with many problems, and lack of funding is
one of the most difficult obstacles.
Keywords: Warrongo, linguistic heritage, language revival, spontaneous use,
naming.

1. INTRODUCTION [1]
In 1971, when the first author was an M.A. student at Monash University, he started
fieldwork in and around Townsville, north Queensland. His main focus was on the
Warrongo language (also spelt Warungu, Warrungu, etc.), which used to be spoken in
the upper Herbert River area, northwest of Townsville. Other languages he recorded
include Biri (Bowen area), Gabilgaba (Townsville-Magnetic Island area), and
Buluguyban (Palm Island). One of the outcomes of that fieldwork is his M.A. thesis
(Tsunoda 1974).
The present paper incorporates portions of (i) T. Tsunoda (2004, 2005), an essay located
at http://www.sgu.ac.jp/com/ksasaki/kaken/essay/essay-tsn.htm, and (ii) T. and M.
Tsunoda (2006, 2007).

2. IMPORTANCE OF DOCUMENTING ENDANGERED
LANGUAGES
Already in the early 1970s, the above-mentioned languages of north Queensland were
facing extinction. They each had just one or two speakers left. The first author recorded
data from the last speakers of these languages.
In the case of languages that seem to have no or little chance of survival, the last
speakers often wish, and indeed make every effort, to have their language recorded. This
heartfelt desire and commitment were best expressed by the late Mr. Alf Palmer
(Warrongo name: Jinbilnggay), the last fluent speaker of Warrongo, who used to say to
the first author:- ‗I‘m the last one to speak Warrongo. When I die, this language will die.
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I‘ll teach you everything I know, so put it down properly‘. Indeed, Alf Palmer made
admirable efforts to teach the first author everything he knew.
In retrospect, it was Alf Palmer who taught the first author the importance of
documenting endangered languages. His was perhaps one of the earliest responses to the
crisis of language endangerment. It was made twenty years before the publication of
works such as Hale et al. (1992) and Robins and Uhlenbeck (1991), which are possibly
the first works that urged linguists to pay serious attention to language endangerment.
Alf Palmer was a man of wisdom and foresight.
The last speakers of these languages of north Queensland passed away, and the
languages became extinct. Alf Palmer passed away in 1981, and there was no one left
who could speak Warrongo — except the first author.

3. LANGUAGE REVIVAL MOVEMENT
More than a quarter century later, towards the end of the last century, a few groups of
people there, including Warrongo people, started a movement to revive their ancestral
languages, and they approached the first author, requesting him to assist their activities.
In March 2000, the first author visited Townsville (where many Warrongo people live
nowadays), after 26 years since his last visit of 1974 to the area. The visit was followed
by another visit in March 2001.
The central figure in the Warrongo language revival movement is Rachel Cummins, who
is Alf Palmer‘s granddaughter.
Many of the people involved in the language revival activities turned out to be
grandchildren of the last speakers the first author had interviewed in the early 1970s.
They already knew about him, and about his work. Some of them had obtained copies of
relevant field tapes from the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Studies, Canberra (with which he lodged all his field tapes), and they even knew his
voice.
The late Stephen Walsh, a member of the Biri group, said to the first author, ‗We are
grateful that you recorded our languages‘. This obliterated all the hardship that the latter
had experienced during that fieldwork.

4. VALUE OF LINGUISTIC HERITAGE
In March 2000 and March 2001, the first author had preliminary discussions with a
number of people. He described one aspect of the Warrongo language roughly as follows.
Warrongo had a phenomenon that linguists call syntactic ergativity. This
phenomenon is unique among the world‘s languages. It mainly occurs in Australia,
in Queensland, and in fact, in north Queensland. It occurs in Warrongo, and also
Warrgamay, Girramay, Jirrbal, Mamu, Ngajan, Yidiny, and Djabugay. Because this
phenomenon is unique among the world‘s languages, it is a very important part of
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the cultural heritage — not only for the people of this area, but also for the entire
humankind.
Needless to say, the knowledge of the existence of a truly unique phenomenon in their
ancestral language has enhanced Warrongo people‘s sense of pride and self-esteem, and
also interest in the language. It has proved to be an invaluable cultural heritage to them.
(Syntactic ergativity is illustrated in Tsunoda (2004, 2005).)

5. WARRONGO LANGUAGE LESSONS
The first round of Warrongo lessons was conducted in March 2002 in Townsville. So far,
the lessons have been conducted five times — about four or five days each time: March
and August 2002, March 2004, and March and August 2006. What we have dealt with
includes the following.
(a) Orthography.
(b) Pronunciation.
(c) Basic vocabulary, including ancestors‘ names, e.g. Jinbilnggay (Alf Palmer).
(d) Simple sentences, such as:
(d-i) declarative sentences;
(d-ii) general questions and special questions, and;
(d-iii) imperative sentences
(e) Complex sentences: syntactic ergativity.
(f) Mini-conversations.
(g) Socio-cultural background, e.g. kin terms, patterns of kin-based behaviour,
sections, totems, marriage rules, mythology, and naming.
The people in the class found (g) really interesting, and welcomed the inclusion of
cultural aspects in the Warrongo language lessons. They stated that they realised they
still retain the traditional patterns of kin-based behaviour, despite the fact that they no
longer know the traditional kinship system or kin terms. They also stated that they now
know why they behave the way they do. The inclusion of the cultural aspects turned out
to be a great success.
In 2003, the first author prepared A provisional Warrungu dictionary (Tsunoda 2003),
and sent 50 copies to Rachel Cummins, who in turn distributed them to other Warrongo
people. Fortunately, the dictionary is in demand, and additional copies have been
requested. One Warrongo person indicated that he is proud to have a book on his
ancestral language in his home.

6. SLOW BUT STEADY PROGRESS
The Warrongo revival movement is making progress — a slow but steady progress.
Specific instances of the progress include the following. Most of them took place in
2006 — four years since the Warrongo language lessons started in 2002.
[1] Local involvement. Warrongo people began to participate in the revival movement
more actively. Examples follow. (i) Two Warrongo persons prepared picture cards — a
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card with a picture of, say, a butterfly and the Warrongo word for it (gomborrgomborr).
(ii) The people who came to the Warrongo lessons decided to have language activities at
the weekend — while the first author was away in Japan.
[2] Learners. Children began to attend the lessons. The number of the children who
attended the classes was about 10. Their age ranged from about three or four to twelve.
Needless to say, if a given language is spoken by adults only and if it is not acquired
by children, then it will have no chance of survival. Similarly, in a language revival
movement, if the language is learnt by children, it will have a better chance of revival.
Therefore, it is significant that Warrongo children began to attend the language lessons.
[3] Teaching staff. The second author joined the first author in teaching. She had been
attending the Warrongo lessons since the first lessons of March 2002 and had been
learning the language. She has an M.A. degree in Teaching of Japanese as a Foreign
Language, and a Ph.D. degree in Japanese Linguistics. She has many years of experience
of teaching Japanese, and she applied this experience to the Warrongo lessons. For
example, she prepared picture cards and used them for explaining points of grammar.
Also, she introduced games into the classes. These methods proved to be very effective.
[4] Use and knowledge of the language. Selected instances are given below.
(a) During one of the lessons in March 2002, Rachel Cummins (who is Alf Palmer‘s
granddaughter and who is the central figure in the Warrongo language revival
movement) uttered the following sentence.
(1)

bija-Ø
drink-IMPERATIVE
‗Drink water!‘

gamo!
water

Prior to that particular lesson, the first author had explained individual words and
imperative forms of verbs, but he did not teach this particular sentence. Despite this,
Rachel Cummins composed this sentence, on the basis of what he had taught. It is a
correct Warrongo sentence. It was the first Warrongo sentence he had ever heard from a
Warrongo person in the 28 years since 1974! — the year that he worked with Alf Palmer,
Rachel‘s grandfather, for the last time.
(b) According to Rachel Cummins, two of her daughters started using Warrongo in the
home, teasing each other with Warrongo words. That is, they began to use Warrongo
spontaneously.
(c) One Warrongo person chose a Warrongo name for her newborn baby.
(d) One day during the March 2006 lessons, a couple of boys said to the first author
that they wanted a Warrongo name. (This shows that they began to be interested in their
traditional culture.) The first author is just an outsider and does not have the authority to
decide their names. He suggested Warrongo names, and they and their mothers were
very happy with, and adopted, the names he suggested.
(e) The second author observed the following incident. After that particular lesson
mentioned in (d) above, another boy indicated that he, too, wanted a Warrongo name.
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Other boys teased him, using one of the words they had learned in previous lessons:‗How about bojimborram (‗cockroach‘) for your name?‘ All the boys roared with
laughter. But this anecdote, too, shows that they began to use Warrongo spontaneously.
(f) During the lessons of March 2006, there were a few occasions when the first author
was unable to recall a Warrongo word. But on each occasion one Warrongo person
showed him where in A provisional Warrungu dictionary the word was. It was clear that
she had studied the dictionary thoroughly and that she had gained a good knowledge of
Warrongo vocabulary.
To sum up, the Warrongo revival movement is making a slow but steady progress.
This shows that Alf Palmer‘s dedicated efforts to have his language documented have
proved to be truly worthwhile. What he sowed more than 30 years ago is now beginning
to be harvested by his descendants and his people.

7. SUGGESTIONS FOR LANGUAGE TEACHING METHODOLOGY
In 2006, the authors noticed two interesting phenomena.
(a) Grammar. Some aspects of the grammar were difficult for children. But adults
found them less difficult, and they were explaining these points to children.
(b) Pronunciation. The reverse situation was observed. Adults sometimes had a
difficulty in pronouncing those sounds that were absent in English, but children acquire
such sounds easily.
In view of this, the second author suggested that the following might be a useful
strategy for these language lessons.
Difficult aspects of grammar: teach them to adults first, and get them to explain these
points to children.
Difficult aspects of pronunciation: teach them to children first, and then get them to
teach the pronunciation to adults.

8. PROSPECTS
There are a number of plans that Warrongo people are entertaining. For example, they
hope to have camps in their traditional land, for language and other activities. They also
hope to have the Warrongo language taught at James Cook University in Townsville. To
have an Aboriginal language taught at a university has an important implication, that is,
it will help to enhance the status of Aboriginal languages:- ‗Our language is taught at a
university. It is not a primitive language. It is an important language — just like French,
German, and Japanese‘. Unfortunately, however, this plan is only ‗a dream‘ (Rachel
Cummins, p.c.) at this stage.
As is almost always the case with language revitalization efforts, the Warrongo
movement is beset with numerous problems. The most serious problem is lack of
funding. For example, there are people who wish to come to Townsville to attend the
Warrongo lessons, but there is no funding for their expenses. As another example, the
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first author‘s applications to the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, the
Australia-Japan Foundation, and the University of Tokyo (where he was teaching at that
time), to fund the two authors‘ participation in the Warrongo language revival movement,
were all unsuccessful.
The Warrongo language revival movement is an important component of the cultural
activities of the entire humankind. It is hoped that the Japanese and the Australian
governments recognise its importance and pay due attention to it. To assist such
activities is a duty of every responsible government.
There is one encouraging sign. The Warrongo language movement has begun to attract
the attention of the media. It has been reported by the following: (i) in Australia: The
Australian (a newspaper), (ii) in Japan: Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Yomiuri Shimbun, Asahi
Shimbun, Joyo Shimbun, The Japan Times (all newspapers), and Radio Japan. The
program by Radio Japan was broadcast worldwide, in as many as seventeen languages. It
is hoped that this will make governments and funding agencies aware of the value of
language revival activities.

NOTE
[1]

This paper is dedicated to the memory of the late Mr. Alf Palmer, who taught the first author the
importance of documenting endangered languages more than 30 years ago. The authors are grateful to
Rachel Cummins (Alf Palmer‘s granddaughter) for supporting the publication of this paper and also for
approving the way they cite Alf Palmer and his family in this paper.
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SPRACHENVIELFALT IN ÖSTERREICH:
MINDERHEITENSCHUTZ AUF EUROPÄISCHER UND
NATIONALER EBENE
Language Diversity in Austria: Protection of Minorities on a European and
National Level
Dr Herta Maurer-Lausegger
Alps-Adriatic University Klagenfurt, Institute of Slavic Studies, Austria.
herta.lausegger@uni-klu.ac.at
Abstract: Because of globalization, the relationship between the majorities and
minorities in the European Union have been basically altered. Taking Austria as an
example, the languages of neighbouring countries - Slovenian, Hungarian, Czech and
Slovakian, as well as the language of the Roma - are now recognized as official minority
languages. Other languages spoken by minorities such as Polish and those of immigrants
from other countries, especially southern European countries, are not accorded the status
of minority languages. The minority languages come under the jurisdiction of the
European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages of 1992. The languages of the
"new" immigrants have not been judicially settled and must be worked out with the
collaboration of European Union solutions.
Keywords: language minorities; Austria; Europe; protection of minorities; laws for the
protection of minorities; language rights

Figure 1: Map of Autochthonous Ethnic Minorities in Austria
© Österreichisches Volksgruppenzentrum
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1. EINLEITUNG
Österreich liegt im Herzen Europas, an der Schnittstelle der germanischen, slawischen
und romanischen Sprachwelt und berührt aufgrund seiner Nachbarschaft zu Ungarn
zudem noch den finno-ugrischen Sprachzweig. Im Lande leben im Sinne des
„Volksgruppengesetzes, BGBl. Nr. 396/1976“ (vgl. Volksgruppengesetz 1976) sechs
anerkannte autochthone Volksgruppen[1], die in fünf österreichischen Bundesländern
angesiedelt sind: Die Slowenen im südlichen Kärnten (Gailtal/Zilja, Rosental/Rož,
Jauntal/Podjuna, Obir-Region/Obirska regija), die Slowenen in der Steiermark (in
einigen Orten des österreichisch-slowenischen Grenzgebietes), die Kroaten, Ungarn und
Roma im Burgenland (viele von ihnen migrierten nach Wien und in andere Gebiete)
sowie die Volksgruppen der Tschechen und Slowaken, die ohne eigene Territorien,
zerstreut in Wien und Niederösterreich (Regionen Marchfeld und Tullnerfeld) vertreten
sind. [2]
Die Minderheiten der Slowenen, Burgenlandkroaten, Ungarn und Roma befinden sich
vorwiegend in Grenzregionen, zwei- oder mehrsprachiger Umgebung. Sie leben in
unterschiedlichen Mehrheits- und Minderheitssituationen und erfüllen gleichzeitig eine
Brückenfunktion zu den Nachbarstaaten. Sie alle verfügen über teils ähnliche teils
unterschiedliche Voraussetzungen zur Realisierung ihrer jeweils spezifischen
sprachlichen, kulturellen, gesellschaftspolitischen und rechtlichen Interessen.
1.1 Durch den EU-Betritt der österreichischen Nachbarstaaten Slowenien, Ungarn,
Tschechien und der Slowakei im Rahmen der EU-Osterweiterung 2004 wurden deren
Staatssprachen Slowenisch, Ungarisch, Tschechisch und Slowakisch als EU-Amts- und
Arbeitssprachen anerkannt. Somit erlangten diese Sprachen, die gleichzeitig anerkannte
österreichische Minderheitensprachen darstellen, innerhalb Europas einen höheren
Stellenwert. Kooperationen in den Bereichen Kultur, Bildungs- und Medienwesen
vertiefen das Identitäts- und Selbstbewusstsein der Sprachminderheiten. Die
überregionale und transnationale Zusammenarbeit auf nationaler bzw. europäischer
Ebene bringt ein allmählich voranschreitendes Zusammenwachsen und die gegenseitige
Wertschätzung verschiedener Bevölkerungsteile Europas mit sich.
1.2 Neben den soeben angeführten, amtlich anerkannten Sprachminderheiten leben in
Österreich noch weitere ethnische Minderheiten, wie etwa die Polen, die nicht im Sinne
des „Volksgruppengesetzes, BGBl. Nr. 396/1976“ als Volksgruppen gelten und somit
auch keinen Anspruch auf Minderheitenrechte besitzen (vgl. NGO-Report 2007: 2).
In Österreich gilt es heute neben den bereits traditionell verankerten Minderheiten
nunmehr auch die verstärkte internationale Migration, die europäische Nord-SüdMigration und die ‚neu‗ hinzugekommenen, heterogenen Minderheiten zu
berücksichtigen, deren sprachpolitischer Status nicht geklärt ist: „Der Umgang mit
diesen Minderheiten gestaltet sich in mehrfacher Hinsicht schwierig, da es sich hier um
gesellschaftlich wie sprachlich äußerst heterogene Gruppen handelt, die aus
unterschiedlichsten Motiven zur Migration veranlasst wurden. Die verschiedenen
Bezeichnungen dieser Migranten als Gastarbeiter, Wanderarbeitnehmer, Migranten,
Flüchtlinge, Aussiedler, Asylanten, Wirtschaftsemigranten, etc. zeigen, dass es sich hier
um sehr unterschiedliche Kategorien handelt (…). Gemein ist diesen sogenannten
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„neuen‟ Minderheiten, dass sie aus dem Minderheitenschutz, der den historischregionalen Minderheiten im Wege der Rechtsinstrumente des Europarates und auch
über die Initiativen der Kommission zuteil wird, explizit ausgeschlossen bleiben”
(Rindler Schjerve 2003: 51).
1.3 Für die Volksgruppen in den EU-Staaten, so auch für die österreichischen, gelten
Regelungen und Minderheitenschutzbestimmungen auf europäischer und nationaler
Ebene, die im vorliegenden Beitrag, neben speziellen minderheitenbezogenen
Anlaufstellen und Einrichtungen kurz vorgestellt werden sollen.

2. EUROPA NACH DER WENDE UND MINDERHEITENSCHUTZ
AUF EUROPÄISCHER EBENE
Durch die politische Wende der Jahre 1989/91 sind in Mittel-, Ost- und Südosteuropa
neue „Nationalstaaten“ entstanden, „die freilich neben der jeweiligen „Titularnation‟
von zahlreichen Nationalitäten und kleineren Minderheiten bewohnt werden” (Suppan
1999: 19). Durch die neu entstandenen Staatsgrenzen (Nachfolgestaaten im ehemaligen
Jugoslawien; Nachfolgestaaten der ehemaligen Tschechoslowakei), die Grenzöffnung,
die Erweiterung der Europäischen Union, die Veränderung der gesellschaftspolitischen
Systeme u. a. Faktoren haben sich Mehrheits- und Minderheitsverhältnisse in Europa
grundlegend verändert. Gleichzeitig änderte sich auch die Stellung der Nationalstaaten
zueinander, sodass die Unterscheidung zwischen alten und ‚neuen‗ Minderheiten nicht
immer möglich ist (vgl. Maurer-Lausegger 2006: 327; Böckler 2004a: 30 f.).

2.1 Mehrsprachigkeit - eine Chance
Die Erweiterung der Europäischen Union ist „ein gesamtgesellschaftliches Projekt, in
dem einer umfassenden Politik die Führungsrolle zukommt“ (Suppan 1999: 19), denn
politische Systeme müssen „die kulturelle Vielfalt widerspiegeln und
berücksichtigen“ (Brezovszky 1999: 14). Im Zeitalter der ökonomischen, politischen
und kulturellen Globalisierung wird Minderheitensprachen und bedrohten Sprachen
verstärkt Beachtung geschenkt. Förderprogramme der EU bieten Möglichkeiten zur
Umsetzung zielorientierter grenzüberschreitender Projekte, die Menschen diesseits und
jenseits der ‗einstigen‘ Grenzen partnerschaftlich verbinden und zum besseren
Miteinander führen können. Gerade multiethnische Regionen, ein Spezifikum des
gesamten Alpen-Adria Gebiets, in dem auch ein Teil Österreichs liegt, nehmen bei
überregioalen bzw. transnationalen Aktivitäten eine bedeutende Brückenfunktion ein.
Sprachkompetenzen und Mehrsprachigkeit fördern Perspektiven für erfolgreiche
nachbarschaftliche Zusammenarbeit.
Sprachen sind nicht nur Kommunikationsmittel, sondern auch „Symbole individueller
und kollektiver Identität. Prozesse von Sprachwechsel und Sprachverdrängung sind
begleitet von Konflikten, von Widerstand” (de Cillia 2003: 31), was im Laufe der
Geschichte in unterschiedlichsten Formen und Ausprägungen immer wieder zu
beobachten ist. Ziel der europäischen Sprachpolitik innerhalb der EU ist die Bewahrung
der Vielsprachigkeit, ein Umstand der sich auch darin manifestiert, „dass alle offiziellen
Sprachen der Mitgliedsstaaten auch Amtssprachen der EU sind. Und auch auf
gesamteuropäischer Ebene, außerhalb der EU, wurde dieses politische Ziel immer
wieder formuliert“ (de Cillia 2003: 32).
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2.2 Wirtschaftlicher und politischer Integrationsprozess
Die wirtschaftliche und politische Integration schreitet voran, gleichzeitig verlagern sich
auch nationalstaatliche Kompetenzen zunehmend auf die europäische Ebene, „was eine
Makro-Integration auf der Ebene zentralstaatlicher Institutionen zur Folge
hatte“ (Maurer-Lausegger 2006: 327; vgl. Böckler 2004a: 18). Durch die
Osterweiterung der Europäischen Union im Jahr 2004, bei der ostmitteleuropäische und
südosteuropäische Staaten einbezogen wurden, rückt dieser Sprach- und Kulturraum
immer mehr ins Rampenlicht. „An den Grenzen zwischen den Staaten haben sich
‚zunehmend neuartige Formen von Mikro-Integration (…) zwischen den Grenzregionen
etabliert„ (Böckler 2004a: 18)― (Maurer-Lausegger 2006: 327). Innereuropäische
Migrationsbewegungen, besonders der Zustrom neuer Bevölkerungsgruppen
unterschiedlicher Nationalitäten, führten zur Entstehung ‚neuer‗ Volksgruppen, wodurch
auch die Bedeutung der Nationalitätenfragen erheblich angestiegen ist.[3] Die Sprachen,
so auch die Sprachen der Zuwanderer, stellen generell ein Kulturgut von höchstem Wert
dar, „der tief in die Bereiche von Identität, Selbstverständnis und Ausdrucksformen der
Menschen reicht“ (Brezovszky 1999: 13).
In der Zeit vom 28. bis 30. September 1998 wurde im Rahmen des österreichischen
Ratsvorsitzes in der Europäischen Union von Experten aus 25 europäischen
Staaten ”eine Diskussion über verschiedene Aspekte der Multikulturalität und
Multiethnizität in Mittel,- Ost,- und Südosteuropa sowie über die Rolle der Kultur im
europäischen Integrationsprozeß” geführt (Wiener Deklaration 1999: 323). An diesem
Treffen nahmen auch Vertreter der Europäischen Kommission und der UNESCO teil.
Bei diesem Anlass wurde in der „Wiener Deklaration zu Multikulturalität und
Multiethnizität in Mittel-, Ost- und Südosteuropa. Wien, 30. September
1998“ festgeschrieben, dass es bei der europäischen Erweiterungsdebatte nicht nur
Politik, Wirtschaft und Recht, sondern auch die gesellschaftlichen und kulturellen
Aspekte wesentlich zu berücksichtigen gilt. In dieser Deklaration werden daher
„Standpunkte und Überlegungen zur Kultur, Sprache, Religion, Medien, Gesellschaft
und Politik“ zusammengefasst. (Wiener Deklaration 1999: 323).

2.3 Die Europäische Charta der Regional- oder Minderheitensprachen
Die „Europäische Charta der Regional- oder Minderheitensprachen (European Charter
for Regional or Minority Languages, Straßburg/Strasbourg, SEV-Nr.: 148, Straßburg,
5.XI.1992)“ (vgl. Europäische Charta 1992) stellt ein multilaterales Abkommen zum
Schutz nationaler Minderheiten auf europäischer Ebene dar. Das Übereinkommen
enthält Schutzbestimmungen für historisch gewachsene Regional- oder
Minderheitensprachen, die als gemeinsames Erbe und kultureller Reichtum Europas zu
schützen und zu fördern sind. Dialekte der Staatssprache und Sprachen der Zuwanderer
sind hierbei ausgeschlossen (vgl. Zweiter Bericht 2007: 8). Die vom Europarat
ausgearbeitete „Europäische Charta der Regional- oder Minderheitensprachen“ wurde
von Österreich am 5. November 1992 unterzeichnet. „Völkerrechtlich trat die „Charta‟
aber erst mit der Ratifikation durch den fünften Staat am 1. März 1998 in
Kraft“ (Zweiter Bericht 2007: 8). Nach der Ratifikation der „Sprachencharta“ durch
Österreich am 28. Juni 2001 trat diese für Österreich mit 1. Oktober 2001 in Kraft.[4]
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2.3.1 Von den Vertragspartnern werden in regelmäßigen Abständen Staatenberichte über
die
Anwendung
der
„Europäischen
Charta
der
Regionaloder
Minderheitensprachen“ veröffentlicht: „Auf Basis des Staatenberichtes, eines Besuches
im Vertragsstaat sowie von Informationen von Nichtregierungsorganisationen,
Medienberichten etc. erstellt der Sachverständigenausschuss (Expertenkomitee) nach
der Europäischen Charta der Regional- oder Minderheitensprachen einen Prüfbericht
über den jeweiligen Vertragsstaat. Schließlich mündet der Prüfvorgang in einen
Beschluss des Ministerkomitee des Europarates mit Empfehlungen an den
Vertragsstaat.“[5] Der „Zweite Bericht der Republik Österreich gemäß Art. 15 Abs. 2 der
Europäischen Charta der Regional- oder Minderheitensprachen ist im Dezember 2007
erschienen.
2.3.2 Parallel zum offiziellen Staatenbericht des Österreichischen Bundeskanzleramtes
erarbeitete das „Österreichische Volksgruppenzentrum (ÖVZ)/Austrian Centre for Ethnic
Groups“ einen eigenen NGO-Report zur Durchführung des „Rahmenübereinkommens
zum Schutz nationaler Minderheiten“ und übermittelte ihn an den Generalsekretär des
Europarates (vgl. NGO-Report, 2007: 3). Der NGO-Bericht, in dem die Interessen und
Anliegen aller autochthonen Minderheiten in Österreich erfasst sind, wurde nach eigenen
Angaben des „Österreichischen Volksgruppenzentrums“ erstellt, weil „die
österreichische Bundesregierung – entgegen den Ausführungen im Staatenbericht –
regierungsunabhängige Vertretungsorganisationen der österreichischen Volksgruppen
in die Berichtserstellung nicht eingebunden hat“ (vgl. NGO-Report 2007: 3). Dieses
Arbeitsdokument des Österreichischen Volksgruppenzentrums hält in einer kurzen
Zusammenfassung, einem Forderungskatalog, die wesentlichsten offenen Punkte fest
(vgl. NGO-Report 2007: 4 f.).

2.4 Rahmenübereinkommen zum Schutz nationaler Minderheiten
Am 1. Februar 1995 wurde in Straßburg der Vertrag des „Rahmenübereinkommens zum
Schutz nationaler Minderheiten“ (Framework Convention for the Protection of National
Minorities; FCNM) zur Unterzeichnung durch die Mitgliedstaaten des Europarats
aufgelegt. Dieses erste ―rechtsverbindliche multilaterale Instrument Europas, das dem
Schutz nationaler Minderheiten im allgemeinen gewidmet ist“[6] trat mit 1. Februar 1998
in Kraft. Das „Rahmenübereinkommen zum Schutz nationaler Minderheiten, (…) hat
zum Ziel, den Bestand nationaler Minderheiten in dem jeweiligen Hoheitsgebiet der
Vertragsstaaten zu schützen. Das Übereinkommen sucht die volle und effektive
Gleichstellung der nationalen Minderheiten zu fördern, indem es geeignete Bedingungen
schafft, die es ihnen ermöglichen, ihre Kultur zu erhalten und weiterzuentwickeln und
ihre Identität zu wahren.[7] Ziel dieses Rahmenabkommens ist die Schaffung eines
europaweiten Standards für die Rechte der Volksgruppen.[8]
Österreich hinterlegte die vom Bundespräsidenten signierte und vom Bundeskanzler
gegengezeichnete Ratifikationsurkunde am 31. März 1998 beim Generalsekretär des
Europarats. Das Rahmenübereinkommen trat “gemäß seinem Art. 28 Abs. 2 für
Österreich mit 1. Juli 1998 in Kraft.”[9] Österreich definiert in der Ratifikation dieser
„Sprachencharta“ den Begriff ‚nationale Minderheiten„, wie folgt: „Die Republik
Österreich erklärt, daß für sie unter dem Begriff ‚nationale Minderheiten„ im Sinne des
Rahmenübereinkommens zum Schutz nationaler Minderheiten die in Teilen des
Bundesgebietes wohnhaften und beheimateten, vom Anwendungsbereich des
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Volksgruppengesetzes, BGBl. Nr. 396/1976, erfaßten Gruppen österreichischer
Staatsbürger mit nichtdeutscher Muttersprache und eigenem Volkstum zu verstehen
sind.“[10] Die in diesem Dokument verankerten Rahmenübereinkommen zum Schutz
nationaler Minderheiten sind somit in Österreich nur für die autochthonen Volksgruppen,
die nach dem „Österreichischen Volksgruppengesetz, BGBl. Nr. 396/1976“ als
Minderheit gelten, anzuwenden: „Österreich hat anlässlich der Ratifikation
Burgenlandkroatisch im burgenland-kroatischen Sprachgebiet im Burgenland,
Slowenisch im slowenischen Sprachgebiet in Kärnten und Ungarisch im ungarischen
Sprachgebiet im Burgenland als Sprachen bezeichnet, auf die Teil III des Abkommens
anwendbar sein soll. Gleichzeitig hat Österreich erklärt, dass Minderheitensprachen im
Sinne dieses Abkommens das Burgenlandkroatische, das Slowenische, das Ungarische,
das Tschechische, das Slowakische und das Romanes der österreichischen Volksgruppe
der Roma sind.“[11]

2.5 Empfehlungen des Ministerkomitees des Europarates
„Mit den Empfehlungen des Ministerkomitees des Europarates vom 19. Jänner 2005
wurde der erste Monitoringzyklus abgeschlossen“ (Zweiter Bericht 2007: 8). Der erste
Teil dieses europäischen Dokuments enthält Empfehlungen für „Leitlinien für
zentralstaatliche Behörden“ und „Leitlinien für kommunale Behörden.“ (vgl.
Empfehlung 2005/1).
Beim zweiten Teil der Empfehlungen handelt es sich um Empfehlungen für zusätzliche
Maßnahmen, „um administrative, rechtliche, politische und psychologische Hindernisse
abzubauen, die die Entwicklung von grenzüberschreitenden Projekten behindern
könnten“ (Empfehlung 2005/2). Hier werden Empfehlungen zu „Maßnahmen des
rechtlichen Rahmens für die grenzüberschreitende und internationale Zusammenarbeit“,
„Maßnahmen zur Information, Ausbildung und zum institutionellen Dialog“ und
„Maßnahmen zur grenzüberschreitenden Entwicklung“ abgegeben, die mit den
Grundsätzen des europäischen Rahmenabkommens zur grenzüberschreitenden
Zusammenarbeit zwischen Gebietskörperschaften, dem, am 21. Mai 1980 in Madrid
unterzeichneten „Madrider Abkommen“[12] und seinen Protokollen übereinstimmen (vgl.
Empfehlung 2005/2).

2.6 Sprachenrecht der EU-Bürger
Aufgrund der, von den nationalen Gesetzgebungen zum Teil abweichenden
Rechtsvorschriften auf europäischer Ebene stehen die EU-Mitgliedstaaten, so auch für
Österreich, immer wieder vor neuen Herausforderungen, die im nunmehr gemeinsamen
Europa bewältigt werden müssen. Durch ein Urteil des Europäischen Gerichtshofes aus
dem Jahr 1998 „ist auch die gemeinschaftsrechtliche Dimension, die den nationalen
Sprachregimen der Mitgliedstaaten zukommt, klar geworden (…): EU-Bürger, die die
gleiche Sprache sprechen, welche in einem Mitgliedstaat als (zusätzliche) Sprache für
den Verkehr mit Behörden zugelassen ist, dürfen nicht diskriminiert werden: Sie haben
das Recht, sich auf die nationalen Sprachenvorschriften zu berufen“ (Kolonovits 2009:
III). Dieses Urteil des Europäischen Gerichtshofes, das im genannten Beispiel nach
europäischem Recht keine Diskriminierung zulässt, zieht nunmehr wohl auch
gravierende Auswirkungen auf die nationalstaatlichen Gesetzgebungen der EU-Länder
nach sich. Zur Lösung dieses Problems ist eine intensive Kooperation auf
gesamteuropäischer Ebene notwendig.
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3. MINDERHEITENSCHUTZ IN ÖSTERREICH NATIONALE
EBENE
3.1 Abwanderung und Strukturwandel, Problem für Minderheiten
Rechtsquellen zum Schutz der sprachlichen Minderheiten in Österreich, auf die hier
nicht näher eingegangen werden kann, sind zersplittert und uneinheitlich. Sie „gehören
verschiedenen historischen Schichten an und sind zu einem beträchtlichen Teil
völkerrechtlichen Ursprungs: sie haben verschiedene Geltungsbereiche in persönlicher,
örtlicher und sachlicher Hinsicht“ (Kolonovits 2009: 43). Manche Vorschriften in
örtlicher Hinsicht beziehen sich nur auf bestimmte Gebiete, in denen
Minderheitenangehörige angesiedelt sind, andere wiederum gelten für das gesamte
Bundesgebiet. Manche Vorschriften beziehen sich nur auf „autochthone“ Minderheiten
in historischen Siedlungsgebieten, in denen Minderheiten seit mehreren Generationen
leben (Kolonits 2009: 43), was in der heutigen modernen Zeit der Abwanderung
(Landflucht!) in größere Ballungszentren zu schwerwiegenden Problemen führt.
Durch die Migration von Minderheitenangehörigen in die Städte ‚erreicht‗ der
„territorial gebundene Minderheitenschutz die betroffenen Menschen nicht mehr so (…)
wie früher: Dies zeigt etwa das Beispiel der doch beträchtlichen Anzahl von Kroaten aus
dem Burgenland, die aus wirtschaftlichen und beruflichen Gründen ihre im historischen
Siedlungsgebiet liegenden Dörfer verlassen und sich in Wien niedergelassen
haben“ (Kolonits 2009: 44). „Fast ein Drittel der Volksgruppe lebt inzwischen in Wien,
in keiner Region des Burgenlandes leben so viele Burgenlandkroaten wie in der
Bundeshauptstadt.―[13]
Ähnlich ist die Situation der Kärntner Slowenen, v. a. der zweisprachigen
Bildungsschicht, die aus beruflichen und wirtschaftlichen Gründen nicht nur in die
größeren Kärntner Zentren, besonders in die Landeshauptstadt Klagenfurt, abgewandert
sind, sondern zahlreich nach Wien, Graz und andere Städte migrierten. Dienststellen und
Arbeitsplätze für Akademiker und Fachleute sind in Kärnten beschränkt, „Top-Firmen,
die Stellen mit Aufstiegschancen und guter Bezahlung bieten, sind im Lande rar gesät”
(Maierbrugger 2010). Seit den 1970-er Jahren hat sich die Bevölkerungsstruktur in
Kärnten, wie auch anderswo, grundlegend verändert. In der heutigen, pluralistisch
ausgerichteten Gesellschaftsstruktur spielen andere Werte eine Rolle. Die Zwei- und
Mehrsprachigkeit wird immer mehr als Chance auf ökonomischer Ebene betrachtet (vgl.
Pirker 2010: 266 f.).

3.2 Interessensvertretungen der autochthonen Volksgruppen in
Österreich
Die anerkannten österreichischen Volksgruppen verfügen auf nationaler und regionaler
Ebene über zahlreiche Interessensvertretungen, Anlaufstellen und Servicestellen in
Minderheitenangelegenheiten sowie Verbindungsbüros für Sprachminderheiten auf
europäischer Ebene, von denen nun einige ausgewählte kurz vorgestellt werden sollen:
3.2.1 Das “Österreichische Komitee des Europäischen Büros für Sprachminderheiten”
mit Sitz im Österreichischen Volksgruppenzentrum in Wien, stellt die zentrale
Anlaufstelle für Minderheitenangelegenheiten auf europäischer Ebene dar. Das Komitee
besitzt die Mitgliedschaft des „„European Bureau for Lesser Used Languages (EBLUL)„,
welches als Organisation der Europäischen Union für die Volksgruppen innerhalb der
EU zuständig ist.―[14]
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3.2.2 Beim Verfassungsdienst des österreichischen Bundeskanzleramtes ist eine
Volksgruppenabteilung eingerichtet, die u. a. „Auskunft über die österreichische
Rechtslage, die internationalen Übereinkommen zum Schutz nationaler Minderheiten
und die Volksgruppenförderung“ erteilt.[15]
3.2.3 Beim österreichischen Bundeskanzleramt sind als Interessensvertreter der
Volksgruppen ehrenamtlich tätige „Volksgruppenbeiräte―[16] für folgende Volksgruppen
eingerichtet: die burgenlandkroatische Volksgruppe, die slowenische Volksgruppe, die
ungarische Volksgruppe, die tschechische Volksgruppe, die slowakische Volksgruppe
und die Volksgruppe der Roma. Die Beiräte werden alle vier Jahre neu bestellt und
fungieren als Berater der Bundesregierung und der Bundesminister in
Volksgruppenangelegenheiten: „Sie haben das kulturelle, soziale und wirtschaftliche
Gesamtinteresse der Volksgruppen zu wahren und zu vertreten und sind insbesondere
vor Erlassung von Rechtsvorschriften und zu allgemeinen Planungen auf dem Gebiet des
Förderwesens, die Interessen der Volksgruppen berühren, unter Setzung einer
angemessenen Frist zu hören“ (Volksgruppengesetz 1976: 1).
3.2.4 Das „Österreichische Volksgruppenzentrum (ÖVZ)/Austrian Centre for Ethnic
Groups“ mit Sitz in Wien fungiert als Dachorganisation und Koordinationsstelle von
Vertretungsorganisationen aller autochthonen Volksgruppen in Österreich und besteht
seit dem Jahr 1986.[17] Dieses Zentrum ist an der Erarbeitung eines
volksgruppenfreundlichen Volksgruppenrechts auf europäischer Ebene beteiligt.
In den Bundesländern, in denen rechtlich anerkannte autochthone Sprachminderheiten
ansässig sind, verfügen die einzelnen Minderheiten jeweils über eigene regionale bzw.
lokale politische und kulturelle Organisationen als Interessenvertreter.
3.2.5 Als „Servicestelle für Belange der slowenischen Volksgruppe“ in Kärnten fungiert
das Volksgruppenbüro/Biro za slovensko narodno skupnost in Klagenfurt, das im
Rahmen der Landesamtsdirektion beim „Amt der Kärntner Landesregierung/Koroška
deželna vlada“ etabliert ist.[18]
3.2.6 Das Burgenländisch-kroatische Zentrum/Gradišćansko-hrvatski Centar (CGH)[19]
mit Sitz in Wien ist eine interkulturelle Einrichtung, die u. a. “neue Perspektiven und
Entfaltungsmöglichkeiten für das Eigenleben der Volksgruppe und für die
Zusammenarbeit mit anderen Gruppen und der Mehrheitsbevölkerung” bietet. Das
Zentrum “ist Mittelpunkt des kulturellen Lebens der Burgenlandkroaten in Wien” und
spielt “auch für die kroatische Volksgruppe insgesamt eine zentrale Rolle.”[20]

3.3 Minderheitengesetze und Verordnungen
Die juridische Fachsprache stellt durch die uneinheitliche Verwendung von Begriffen
zur Benennung der geschützten Volksgruppen in Österreich ein weiteres Problem dar:
„Nämlich ‚Volksstämme„ (der in der österreichisch-ungarischen Monarchie übliche
Begriff) oder ‚Minderheiten„ (der im Völkerrecht übliche Ausdruck) oder der (…) Begriff
der ‚Volksgruppe„. Art 8 B-VG nennt in seiner Stammfassung aus 1920 (in dem heutigen
Abs 1) die ‚sprachlichen Minderheiten„ und in dem im Jahre 2000 eingefügten Abs 2 die
‚autochthonen Volksgruppen“ als Verfassungsbegriffe“ (Kolonovits 2009: 44). Der
Begriff ‚Volksgruppe„, der vielfach auch international verwendet wird, wurde im
österreichischen Volksgruppengesetz 1976 „vor allem deshalb gewählt, um eine oft als
diskriminierend empfundene Färbung des bis dahin gängigen Ausdruckes
„Minderheit“ zu vermeiden“ (Zweiter Bericht 2007: 9).
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3.3.1 Zum Schutz der österreichischen Volksgruppen heißt es in der geltenden Fassung
des Volksgruppengesetzes, Abschnitt I der allgemeinen Bestimmungen:“§ 1. (1) Die
Volksgruppen in Österreich und ihre Angehörigen genießen den Schutz der Gesetze; die
Erhaltung der Volksgruppen und die Sicherung ihres Bestandes sind gewährleistet. Ihre
Sprache und ihr Volkstum sind zu achten. (2) Volksgruppen im Sinne dieses
Bundesgesetzes sind die in Teilen des Bundesgebietes wohnhaften und beheimateten
Gruppen österreichischer Staatsbürger mit nichtdeutscher Muttersprache und eigenem
Volkstum. (3) Das Bekenntnis zu einer Volksgruppe ist frei. Keinem
Volksgruppenangehörigen darf durch die Ausübung oder Nichtausübung der ihm als
solchem zustehenden Rechte ein Nachteil erwachsen. Keine Person ist verpflichtet, ihre
Zugehörigkeit zu einer Volksgruppe nachzuweisen.”[21] „Als österreichische
Staatsbürger haben Volksgruppenangehörige dieselben Rechte wie jeder andere
österreichische Staatsbürger. Darüber hinaus gibt es jedoch einige Rechtsvorschriften
und Bestimmungen, die besondere Regelungen für ‚(autochthone) Volksgruppen„ und
‚sprachliche Minderheiten„ enthalten.―[22]
Die innerstaatliche Rechtslage zum Sprachenrecht in Österreich als Teilbereich des
Minderheiten- oder Volksgruppenrechts ist Gegenstand einer umfassenden Monographie
von Kolonovits (1999) (Anm.: der völkerrechtliche Minderheitenschutz bleibt
ausgeklammert). Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses steht das individuelle Recht auf
Gebrauch der Volksgruppensprachen im Verkehr mit Verwaltungsbehörden und
Gerichten.[23] Am Beispiel konkreter Rechtsfälle in Minderheitenangelegenheiten
werden nach Erkenntnissen des Verfassungsgerichtshofs immer wieder Gesetzeslücken
behoben, die zu Gesetzesnovellierungen und Verbesserungen für die Volksgruppen
führen.[24]
3.3.2 Die rechtlichen Bestimmungen für das zweisprachige Schulwesen in Kärnten
(Slowenisch) und das Burgenland (Kroatisch) sind im „Minderheitenschulgesetz für das
Burgenland“ bzw. im „Minderheitenschulgesetz für Kärnten“ verankert.[25]
3.3.3 Das österreichische „Volksgruppengesetz“ (VGG, BGBl. 398/1976) „soll sich die
aus den Staatsverträgen von St. Germain und Wien ergebenden Verpflichtungen
möglichst in einem Gesetz zusammen durchführen; das VVG bezieht sich insofern aber
nur auf den Bereich der zusätzlichen Amtssprache vor Gerichten und
Verwaltungsbehörden und auf die zweisprachigen topographischen Bezeichnungen (…);
die Ausführungsvorschriften zum Minderheitenschulrecht gemäß Art 7 Z 2 StV Wien
blieben unberührt (…). Das VGG ist im Wesentlichen ein Rahmengesetz: wichtige
Regelungen werden auf Verordnungsstufe delegiert. So ist die Anwendbarkeit der
Amtssprachenregelung von der Erlassung von Amtssprachenverordnungen abhängig.
Entsprechende Amtssprachen-Verordnungen, in denen die Behörden und Dienststellen
bezeichnet werden, von denen die Minderheitensprache als zusätzliche Amtssprache
verwendet werden kann, sind für die slowenische (…) Sprache im Jahr 1977, für die
kroatische (…) Sprache im Jahre 1990 erlassen worden; für die ungarische (…) Sprache
erging eine Verordnung im Jahre 2000. Für die Sprachen der anderen
‚anerkannten„ Volksgruppen, also für die slowakische und die tschechische Sprache
sowie für die Sprache der Roma (Romanes), wurden keine Amtssprachen-Verordnungen
erlassen; daher sind die Amtssprachenregelungen des VGG für diese Sprachen derzeit
nicht anwendbar.―[26]
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3.3.4 Im derzeitigen „Regierungsprogramm der österreichischen Bundesregierung für
die
XXIV.
Gesetzgebungsperiode“
ist
eine
Überarbeitung
des
„Volksgruppengesetzes“ vorgesehen. In das Bundes-Verfassungsgesetz soll auch ein
“Grundrechtskatalog samt Verankerung der Volksgruppenrechte” eingebaut werden. Im
Auftrag des Österreichischen Volksgruppenzentrums wurde im Februar 2009 eine
unabhängige, internationale Expertengruppe gebeten, “einen zeitgemäßen, dem
europäischen Gedanken und dem interkulturellen Dialog dienlichen Entwurf zur
Novellierung des österreichischen Volksgruppenrechts zu erarbeiten” (Hafner/Pandel
2010: 173). Die Entwürfe zur Neufassung des österreichischen Volksgruppenrechtes
wurden am 28. September 2009 an die Nationalratspräsidentin übermittelt (vgl.
Hafner/Pandel 2010: 174).
Ziel des „Regierungsprogrammes für die XXIV. Gesetzgebungsperiode“ (2008-2013)
der österreichischen Bundesregierung ist “auf der Grundlage des gemeinsam
erarbeiteten Regierungsprogramms in der Bundesregierung, im Parlament und in den
Organen
der
Europäischen
Union
konstruktiv
und
zielorientiert
zusammenzuarbeiten.”[27] In diesem Programm werden Schritte für die Zukunft gesetzt,
indem interkulturelle Kompetenzen verstärkt in den Vordergrund gestellt werden, so z. B.
für den Erziehungs- und Bildungsbereich:
“Alle Kinder und Jugendlichen in Österreich sollen unabhängig von ihrem familiären
Hintergrund die Chance auf bestmögliche Bildung und Ausbildung erhalten. Eine am
Prinzip der Chancen- und Geschlechtergerechtigkeit ausgerichtete Schule bemüht sich
aktiv um individuelle und diskriminierungsfreie Entwicklungsmöglichkeiten von Kindern
unterschiedlicher familiärer und kultureller Herkunft (…). Veränderte soziale,
gesellschaftliche und wirtschaftliche Rahmenbedingungen machen eine nachhaltige
Weiterentwicklung des Bildungssystems dringend notwendig (…). Die Bundesregierung
wird Anreize setzen, damit mehr qualifizierte Personen mit Migrationshintergrund in die
pädagogischen Ausbildungen kommen. Alle LehrerInnen sollen im Rahmen ihrer
Ausbildung interkulturelle Kompetenzen erwerben.―[28]

4. ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Im Zeitalter der immer stärker werdenden politischen, ökonomischen und kulturellen
Globalisierung sowie der regen Migrationsbewegungen haben sich in Europa die
Verhältnisse zwischen Mehrheiten und Minderheiten, aber auch das
Identitätsbewusstsein der Bevölkerung grundlegend verändert. Durch das
Zusammenwachsen Europas und die im Jahr 2004 erfolgte EU-Osterweiterung, bei der
die Sprachen der österreichischen Nachbarstaaten Slowenien, Ungarn, Tschechien, und
die Slowakei durch EU-Beitritt dieser Länder zu offiziellen Amts- und Arbeitssprachen
der EU wurden, veränderte sich in Österreich die Sichtweise auf diese, in Österreich
gleichzeitig als Minderheitensprachen vertretenen autochthonen Minderheitensprachen
Slowenisch, Ungarisch, Tschechisch und Slowakisch. Diese vier Sprachen und Romanes
(Sprache der Roma) gelten in Österreich nach dem „Volksgruppengesetz 1976“ als
offiziell anerkannte Minderheitensprachen. Die autochthonen Minderheiten leben in den
österreichischen Bundesländern Kärnten, Steiermark, Burgenland, Niederösterreich und
Wien. Sie genießen aufgrund der zersplitterten Rechtsquellen und der uneinheitlichen
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Gesetzgebung (Vorschriften beziehen sich entweder auf das gesamte Bundesgebiet oder
nur auf Regionen, Verwaltungsbezirke) unterschiedlichen Minderheitenschutz.
Die minderheitenschutzrechtlichen Bestimmungen im Sinne des „Volksgruppengesetzes
1976“ gelten nur für die autochthonen Volksgruppen Österreichs und erfassen die
Bereiche
„Volksgruppenbeiräte“,
Volksgruppenförderung“,
„Topographische
Bezeichnungen“ und die „Amtssprache“. Die rechtlichen Bestimmungen für das
zweisprachige Schulwesen, „Slowenisch in Kärnten“ und „Kroatisch im
Burgenland“ sind im „Minderheitenschulgesetz für Kärnten 1959” bzw. im
„Minderheitenschutzgesetz für das Burgenland” verankert.
Neben den offiziell anerkannten Volkgruppen sind in Österreich noch weitere
Sprachminderheiten, auch solche, die bereits über Generationen ihren Lebensmittelpunkt
in Österreich haben, vertreten (z. B. Polen), aber auch Zuwanderer aus verschiedenen
anderen, besonders südeuropäischen Ländern. Sie alle genießen keinen Anspruch auf
Minderheitenschutz im Sinne des Volksgruppengesetzes 1976.
Als Interessensvertreter der autochthonen Volksgruppen Österreichs fungieren das
„Österreichische Volksgruppenzentrum“ in Wien und zahlreiche regionale und lokale
Institutionen, Verbände und Einrichtungen. Aufgrund der komplexen Situation der
Volksgruppen in Österreich und der uneinheitlichen zersplitterten Rechtslage sorgen
minderheitenrechtliche Fragen für ständigen Diskussionsstoff in der Öffentlichkeit, wie
beispielsweise die, bereits über Jahrzehnte lang diskutierte Frage der Aufstellung
zweisprachiger topographischer Aufschriften in Kärnten.
Für die autochthonen Minderheiten Österreichs gelten auch die Schutzbestimmungen der
„Europäischen Charta der Regional- oder Minderheitensprachen (European Charter for
Regional or Minority Languages“, 1992) und die Rahmenübereinkommen zum Schutz
nationaler Minderheiten/Framework Convention for the Protection of National
Minorities (FCNM) (1998). Für die nach Österreich migrierten Zuwanderer der ‗neuen‘
Minderheiten, deren sprachrechtlicher Status aufgrund der geltenden Gesetzeslage nicht
geregelt ist, müssen in konstruktiver Zusammenarbeit mit der EU Lösungen gesucht
werden.
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Abstract: This paper presents a sociolinguistic study of Palauan language contact and
change in the Republic of Palau in the Western Pacific with special reference to borrowing
in Palauan. It explores borrowing in Palauan from three perspectives: investigating to what
extent different source languages have influenced Palauan by means of borrowing within
two analytical frameworks, the ‗hierarchy of borrowing‘ and the ‗contact-induced
borrowing scale‘; and to what extent borrowing has been linguistically assimilated into
Palauan and socially accepted by the speakers by employing such terminologies as
Lehnwort, Fremdwort and Gastwort as the conceptual framework. This paper concludes
with an emphasis upon the importance of both the domain and face-to-face contact in
order to understand the mechanism underlying the process of adopting and retaining
borrowing in postcolonial multilingual communities.
Key words: language contact; loanword; domain; contact-induced borrowing scale;
hierarchy of borrowing; Lehnwort; Fremdwort; Gastwort; Palau; Micronesia; Oceania;
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1. INTRODUCTION
Borrowing is one of the linguistic outcomes when languages are in contact. The study of
borrowing has attracted research in many fields of linguistics, including historical
linguistics and theoretical linguistics. Sociolinguists have also examined borrowing,
particularly by analysing advertisements, television programmes, commercials and pop
songs (e.g., Gabbrielli 2005; Jinnouchi 2007); hence, their studies have tended to be rather
limited to the domain of the mass media. Another common approach taken by
sociolinguists appears to investigate borrowing in relation to code-switching although their
main focus has obviously been upon the latter (e.g., Treffers-Daller 1994; GardnerChloros 2009). In fact, very few sociolinguistic investigations have applied the concept of
‗domain‘ itself to examine the mechanisms that underlie the process of borrowing, despite
the fact that much sociolinguistic research has demonstrated that the ‗domain of language
use‘ (Fishman 1972) is a useful analytical tool for explaining patterns of language use in
various multilingual communities. It is not clear, therefore, whether and how the domains
can help us account for the adoption, retention and borrowability of borrowing in
multilingual communities. As we will see later, Palau provides an ideal community in
which to observe the changing borrowing patterns associated with varying language use in
a range of domains. Just within the last 110 years until 1994, Palauan has come into
contact with such major world languages as Spanish, German, Japanese and English to
varying degrees, because of colonisation. Thus four or five living generations have
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experienced different language use in a range of domains depending upon the
administrative policy, and this is clearly reflected in the extent and change of borrowing.
Therefore, this study will pay great attention to the domain in which borrowing first occurs,
is adopted or becomes obsolete, while exploring borrowing in Palauan from three
perspectives: investigating to what extent different source languages have influenced
Palauan by means of borrowing from the viewpoints of the ‗hierarchy of borrowing‘
(Romaine 1995) and the ‗contact-induced borrowing scale‘ (Thomason and Kaufman
1988); and to what extent borrowing has been linguistically assimilated into Palauan and
socially accepted by the speakers by employing such terms as Lehnwort, Fremdwort and
Gastwort. In other words, I assess not only linguistic properties (i.e., borrowability of
different grammatical categories and the linguistic assimilation of borrowing) but also the
social characteristics of borrowing (i.e., the degree and domain of contact where
borrowing initially occurs, is maintained or becomes obsolete, as well as the perception of
borrowing by speakers). The first section will summarise the history of language contact in
Palau dating back over a century, explaining the sociolinguistic repercussions of political,
economic and social developments through the course of Palauan history, together with the
consequent multilingualism in contemporary Palau. This overview is essential to portray
the different types of ‗contact‘ that each colonial power brought about and the consequent
borrowing in the present day. The second section will explain the three frameworks on
which the following analyses of borrowing will be based. The third section will present the
analyses of borrowing in Palauan both qualitatively and quantitatively on the basis of a
wide range of data. I demonstrate that both the domain and face-to-face contact are crucial
factors in understanding the social and linguistic mechanisms that underlie the process of
adopting and maintaining borrowing in postcolonial multilingual communities.

2. PALAUAN LANGUAGE CONTACT HISTORY
The Palau Islands are an archipelago located in the Western Caroline region of the Pacific,
with a population of 20,300 (Office of Planning and Statistics 2005). The Austronesian
indigenous language, Palauan, has, as a result of a century of colonial domination by Spain,
Germany, Japan and the US, come into prolonged contact with a number of non-local
languages. Table 1 below summarises, in chronological order, the relationship between the
colonial contact languages and the specific factors during their reign that engendered
language contact.

The history of Palauan language contact may be roughly classified into the following three
stages on the basis of causes of the contact: a classic stage where the propagation of
religion urged Palauans to learn missionary words (Spanish and German); a pre-modern
stage where mainly political and military domination by foreign nations obliged the
Palauans to learn the dominant language at school (German, Japanese, and then American
English); and a contemporary stage where scientific, technological advances, economic
growth and cultural hegemony have led the Palauans to have contact with languages from
developed countries, such as American English and Japanese. I will now look closely at
the history of Palauan language contact with those four languages.

Table 1: Language contact history in Palau
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Period
1885 – 1899
(14 years)
1899 – 1914
(15 years)

Language in
contact
Spanish

German

1914 – 1945
(30 years)

Japanese

1945 – 1994
(49 years)

(American)
English

Factors engendering
contact
Christianity
Christianity
Commercialism
Militarism
Imperialism
Commercialism
Militarism
Politics
Militarism

1994 to
Present Day

(American)
Politics
English
Tourism
Japanese
Cultural hegemony
Source: Based on Matsumoto (2001)

Administration
Spanish administration

German administration
Japanese administration as Japan‘s
Mandate authorised until 1933 by the
League of Nations
American administration as the US
Trust Territories of Pacific Islands
authorised by the United Nations
The Republic of Palau
(Compact of Free Association with
the US)

2.1. Palauan language contact with Spanish and German
Palauan language contact with Spanish began in 1885[1] when Spanish Roman Catholic
missionaries landed on Palau for the purpose of converting the islands to Christianity
(Hezel and Berg 1980: 373). However, no social, political or economic policies were put
into practice, nor were formal education programmes established (Shuster 1978: 149). In
1891, however, the Spanish Capuchins set up a mission station and school in Palau
(Engelberg 2006: 9), and the priests occasionally delivered catechism classes; these classes
were attended by 48 youths, but most of them were not Palauans but Chamorros from the
Northern Mariana Islands (McKinney 1947: 83). The day-to-day pattern of Spanish
language use, the teaching methods and the attitudes toward Spanish in Palau are unknown.
Nevertheless, it is most likely that Palauan language contact with Spanish was restricted to
religious domains only and that their attitude toward Spanish was respectful since it was
the language of ‗God‘.
The German era began in 1899 when Germany purchased almost all of Spain‘s former
territories in Micronesia according to the German-Spanish Treaty as a result of Spain‘s
defeat in the Spanish-American War of 1898 (Rechebei and McPhetres 1997: 121-2). The
rationale for German colonisation in Micronesia was to exploit its natural resources in
order to contribute to economic development in Germany (Aoyagi 1977: 45). The early
period of German domination was spent only in converting the islands to Christianity,
while seeking potential resources. From 1903, when phosphate deposits were discovered
in Angaur as well as when copra production increased, Germany started promoting and
greatly expanding commercial and military enterprises (Hezel and Berg 1980: 397; 421-3).
In 1909, workers in the phosphate business included not only hundreds of Palauans, but
also more imported labourers: 23 Europeans, 55 Chinese, 98 Yapese and 126 from the
central Carolines (Hezel and Berg 1980: 421-3). In 1912, they increased to more than 800,
nearly 90% of whom consisted of various Caroline Islanders (Firth 1973 in Engelberg
2006: 9-10). However, no information is available as to whether a simple (possibly
pidgin) German became the principal lingua franca in the phosphate related business.
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With regard to education, in 1902, firstly a small vocational school was established for the
training of policemen, where mainly German and maths were taught (PCAA 1977: 195) to
between 20 and 30 students (Hezel 1984). Then, in 1907, the first mission school opened
in Koror with 54 students, followed by four more mission schools in Koror and another in
Melekeok in 1908, and then by three more in the following years (Engelberg 2006: 10-11).
The school programme lasted for three years and was devoted mainly to catechism and
German language studies in addition to basic maths, geography, art and music (Shuster
1982: 150-2; Aoyagi 1977: 45). In 1914, the final year of German administration, 361
children out of the total population of 4,200 attended schools, most of whom were from
high ranking families (Shuster 1982: 150-2)[2]. Positive attitudes toward German have
been reported: Palauan pupils were anxious to study German, while the Palauans not only
requested the Fathers to open more schools, but built schools at their own expense in
Melekeok and Ngatmel (Engelberg 2006: 14). Nevertheless, a teaching staff shortage
appears to have resulted in less effective teaching methods, such as learning German songs
by heart in some schools (Engelberg 2006: 12). The German population in Micronesia had
never been large; in 1913, only 259 Germans lived in the whole of the Marshalls and
Carolines (Aoyagi 1977: 45).
To sum up, German and Spanish domination in Palau was ‗symbolic rather than strategic‘
(Peattie 1988: 36). Spain located her base in Guam, while the Germans established their
headquarters in Yap (Aoyagi 1977: 44-5); hence, Palau was not their main focus. In
addition, all the changes and contact would have affected a rather restricted small area of
Palau, Koror. Communication facilities were not developed in Palau at that time, and this
indicates that all the changes spread slowly; in particular, residents of the largest island of
Palau, Babeldaob, and the outlying atolls remained relatively unaffected by this turmoil
and cultural upheaval (Hezel and Berg 1980: 435). Thus, although Germany embarked on
economic and educational reforms on a larger scale than Spain had, it was not, on the
whole, sufficient enough to have a strong effect on Palauan social structure and language.

2.2. Palauan language contact with Japanese and American English
Nearly thirty years of Japanese occupation began in 1914 as a result of the Anglo-Japan
alliance during the First World War (PCAA 1978: 280-1). The rationale behind Japanese
domination was not merely imperialistic and commercial (Shuster 1978: 41), but also
concerned the ongoing Japan-US conflicts (Imaizumi 1990: 4-6, 13-4). Micronesia was
considered to be valuable as an outlet for Japan‘s growing population (Shuster 1978: 9, 42)
and as a vital strategic advance in any future conflict with the US (Peattie 1988: 42). The
headquarters of the Nan‘yō-chō (the South Seas Bureau) was established in Koror, Palau,
which meant that Palau became the centre of Micronesia for the first time in its history.
Japan launched radical reforms in the demographic, economic, and educational spheres as
well as the infrastructure of Palau. Firstly, there was a massive influx of Japanese civilian
immigrants into Palau. They outnumbered Palauans by an approximate ratio of four to one
in 1941, when about 24,000 Japanese and 6,000 Palauans were living in Palau (Nan‘yōchō 1942: 36-7). Furthermore, the majority of these Japanese immigrants were farmers and
fishermen who had been recruited from Japan for their labouring skills, and who worked
with the islanders in Japanese enterprises in Palau. These Japanese civilian immigrants in
Koror, most of who were male, lived with indigenous Palauan residents in the same
neighbourhoods, rather than establishing exclusive Japanese communities. As a result, a
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large number of marriages between the Japanese and Palauans occurred, which led to the
emergence of a considerable Japanese-Palauan population on the islands. Thus, through
their everyday contact with Japanese in the neighbourhood as well as home domains, as
Hezel and Berg (1980: 474) describes, the Palauan norms of living, eating and drinking
have come to vigorously incorporate Japanese practices.
The first ever nationwide education system was also introduced. Although there were
some changes in the policies (e.g., subjects taught) at the schools, almost all Palauan
children received three years of compulsory education and two years of supplementary
education, during which all subjects were taught in Japanese by Japanese teachers and the
use of Palauan was forbidden. Advanced schools for training in carpentry, architecture and
nursing were also available in Koror for two years or so, at which selected students from
other Micronesian islands and the majority Palauans communicated in Japanese as a lingua
franca. Moreover, several out-of-school educational organisations were set up in order to
enable Palauan graduates to further incorporate the Japanese social system as well as
Japanese thought into their daily lives (see Matsumoto 2001 for details).
Furthermore, a money-oriented economy affected Palau and the social life of the people to
a great extent. The appearance of Koror changed dramatically, and was described as a
‗suburb of Yokohama‘ (Shuster 1978: 13) or a ‗handsome tropical city‘ (Klunge 1991: 5)
by journalists and missionaries who visited Koror at that time. Numerous restaurants, cafés,
shops, bars, and commercial and government offices lined the main street, while factories,
laboratories and brothels were built on back streets. In particular, due to an excessive
number of private houses, it is said that the small island of Koror looked extremely packed.
This all created a situation in which Palauans used Japanese as their second language in
social life in general.
Half a century of US domination started at the end of the Pacific War, in which the
Japanese strategy of using military bases in Micronesia as stepping-stones to Hawaii made
the US aware of the strategic military value that Micronesia had for the US. For that
reason, the US wished to maintain permanent access to Micronesia, but, at the same time,
it needed to appear to be providing democratic free choice and advancing self-government
in Micronesia, in order not to loose its own international credibility (Anglim 1988: 1). This
dilemma led to yet another form of administration and contact. The confidential US
Solomon Report (1963 in Anglim 1988: 10) shows that having no economic development
plan was, in fact, the intended US policy to make the Palauan economy totally dependent
on the US, leaving no operative industry. The US encouraged the growth of the public
sector by providing generous salaries for government employment and by privileging them
to buy American luxury items and imported food, hence making the poorly-paid private
sector unattractive and underdeveloped (Anglim 1988: 9). Furthermore, in order to
produce a local elite that would be loyal to the US, the US manipulated official
appointments and provided American funds (US Solomon Report 1963 in Anglim 1988:
10). Thus, this left little possibility for self-sufficiency in Micronesia. As a result,
Micronesia struggled to achieve independence from the US, and of all the UN trust
territories in the world it took Palau the longest time to gain independence from the US.
In terms of education, the school system and the availability of American teachers varied
over time depending upon changes in the foreign political climate and the US educational
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budget. During the early periods until 1962, Micronesian educational issues were ‗to a
great extent forgotten by the American government‘ (Shuster 1982: 179); there were no
qualified teachers or textbooks, and only a limited budget (PCAA 1978: 487). As a
consequence, initially the new schools employed some well-educated Palauans who had
attended the Japanese schools and hence took on a ‗Japanese flavour‘; later, Palauans were
able to produce their own teacher-training bulletin and textbooks (Shuster 1982: 183, 212).
From 1962, when the Bay of Pigs invasion and the Cuba Missile Crisis intensified the
Cold War confrontation between the US and the Soviet Union, the US was reminded of the
strategic importance of Micronesia (Shuster 1982: 197) and American-style education was
begun. The support for educational programmes expanded enormously. A similar
educational system as in the mainland US was introduced, including elementary and high
schools and two years of higher education. American textbooks were introduced, and
twenty-four American contract teachers arrived initially, followed by 323 young Peace
Corp Volunteers by the end of 1966 who replaced the teachers (Shuster 1982: 199, 208;
Abe 1986: 206). The classes began to be delivered in English from the first grade (Abe
1986: 205), whereas a large proportion of the US funds were used to send more than 75%
of Palau‘s high school graduates to US colleges each year during this intensified period
(Shuster 1982: 216). This all led to the creation of the Palauan-English bilingual elite,
educated in the US and working for high salaries in government offices.
Regarding demography, overall, a small number of Americans were temporarily stationed
in Palau, such as military and administrative personnel, missionaries, school teachers and
members of the Peace Corps, but no systematic Anglophone immigration took place. It
seems to be true that, unlike the American officials, the volunteers were idealistic and
sympathetic to the islanders so that there was interaction between the volunteers and
Palauans to some extent, but their short contracts and small numbers in comparison to the
islanders suggest that their effect upon the Palauan language on the island may not have
been as great as it appears. Perhaps the biggest demographic change that the US period
brought to Palau was the expatriation of all of the Japanese settlers.
Overall, while the Japanese era saw a rather interventionist and integrationist approach at
engendering consent, the US period was characterised by an aloof hands-off stance. Thus,
it is most likely that the Japanese administrative strategy in Palau was far more influential
upon Palauan society and language, regarding its infrastructure, demography, economy,
education, thought and living style, than either the earlier European or the later American
domination. In particular, the degree and frequency of everyday interaction between
Japanese and Palauans appear to have been the greatest among the four colonial powers
due to a massive influx of Japanese civilian settlers.
However, given the longest domination (i.e., for half a century) and on-going financial aid
from the US, it may not be a surprise to see similarities in their sociolinguistic outcomes.
During each administration, recognition of Japanese or English as a high status language
as opposed to Palauan as a low language (i.e., diglossia) was established, while the
linguistic compartmentalisation was reinforced so that the colonial languages were used in
the school, legal, administrative, and written domains, while Palauan was mainly spoken in
the home and traditional domains. Moreover, Japanese-Palauan or English-Palauan
bilingualism became the norm, while the use of Japanese or English borrowing and codeswitching in Palauan conversation has come to function as ‗in-group‘ language behaviour
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among the different generations. However, the crucial difference is that the use of
Japanese was not restricted to those official domains; on the contrary, face-to-face
interaction in Japanese was commonplace in social life, such as in the neighbourhood,
work and shop domains.

2.3. Multilingualism in contemporary Palau
Palau finally became a technically independent nation in 1994 after approving and signing
the agreement of the Compact Free Association with the US. However, given the lengthier
and more intensive contact with Japan and the US, it seems reasonable that the impact of
both countries should still appear to be of significance for Palau. English has remained as
the official language along with the indigenous language, Palauan, while the teaching of
Japanese as an additional language has been widely adopted in Palauan high schools and
college. Palauan as the only national language has succeeded in expanding its use in wider
domains than before to some extent; on radio, at work, in shops as well as in the
neighbourhoods, Palauan is predominantly spoken. Nevertheless, the sociolinguistic
situation in Palau still appears to be diglossic, since official documents, school textbooks
and newspapers are still written in English. It is the past and present relationships between
Palau and the former colonial nations that have contributed to the formation of the current
multilingualism. Most older Palauans over the age 75 are Palauan-Japanese bilinguals, but
since 1945 competence in Japanese has diminished rapidly, leaving many middle-aged
Palauans as ‗semi-speakers‘, and the younger islanders, who are bilingual in Palauan and
English, as potential L2 learners. Furthermore, a small English monolingual elite has
begun to emerge, worrying some that it might be a symptom of early Palauan language
death.
Thus, over the last century, Palau has experienced dramatic socio-political, economic,
educational and demographic changes, creating Palauan language contact with Spanish,
German, Japanese and English to differing degrees. It will be explored later how those
social changes and contact have contributed to the Palauan language structure in the form
of borrowing.

3. FRAMEWORK ON THE STUDY OF BORROWING
3.1. Hierarchy of borrowing
It has widely been accepted that the ease of borrowing moves from high to low,
corresponding from lexical items through morphology to syntax (cf. Section 3.3.). This is
called the ‗hierarchy of borrowing‘. Romaine (1995: 64-5), for example, explains that
lexical items are the most frequently borrowed; in particular, nouns are predominantly
borrowed among the categories of lexical items; derivational and inflectional morphology
is next most likely to be borrowed; and syntax is the least likely to be borrowed.
In the analysis section, I will quantitatively investigate the borrowability of different
grammatical categories mainly by examining the proportion of original grammatical
categories of borrowing in the source languages on the basis of the Palauan-English
Dictionary (Joseph 1990). Qualitatively, however, I will add some useful and relevant
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examples of borrowing which were observed or recorded during my long-term participant
observation in Palau[3].

3.2. Linguistic assimilation and social acceptance of borrowing
Three German terms are often adopted by philologists to describe the process of linguistic
assimilation and social acceptance of borrowing. McArthur (1992: 623) defines each of
them as below:
A Gastwort (guest-word) is an unassimilated borrowing that has kept its
pronunciation, orthography, grammar, and meaning, but is not used widely…
A Fremdwort (foreign-word)… has been adapted into the native system, with
a stable spelling and pronunciation (native or exotic), or a compromise has
been made by translating all or part into a native equivalent… A Lehnwort
(loanword) proper is a word that has become indistinguishable from the rest
of the lexicon and is open to normal rules of word use and word formation
(bold emphasis added).
Important here is that those terms not only capture the different degrees of linguistic
assimilation of borrowing into the recipient language, but also indicate the difference in
social acceptance or awareness of borrowing as vernacular or foreign by the speakers.
Practical difficulties, however, in using this conceptual framework should be pointed out.
Firstly, Gastwort seems to be difficult to distinguish from code-swtiching owing to its
linguistic properties as well as its non-widespread use. It is noteworthy, however, that
when more than one language is juxtaposed in a person‘s utterances in a multilingual
society, in practice, the distinction between borrowing and code-switching becomes too
fuzzy to draw a line. As Woolard (2004: 82) explains, although there have been
controversies over the distinction, the current trend is to acknowledge ‗the fuzziness of
language systems‘. In this study, therefore, some examples of Gastwort may include
potential code-switching.
Second, the stability of spelling and orthography of loanwords cannot be an indicator to
distinguish these three terms in this study. Since Palau is traditionally an oral society,
‗stable spelling‘ even for Palauan is not yet widespread. Moreover, different generations
are literate in different orthographies (i.e., Japanese katakana and the Roman alphabet)
(see Matsumoto 2001). My analysis of this conceptual framework will be qualitative based
upon my participant observation, ethnographic interviews and conversational data by
different generations.

3.3. Contact-induced borrowing scale
Thomason and Kaufman (1988: 74-6) postulate that ‗degree of contact‘ determines
whether or not different types (i.e., lexical, phonological, phonetic and morpho-syntactic)
of borrowing are likely to take place. That is, degree of borrowing is mostly dependent on
the intensity of contact between the two peoples speaking the languages, and that given
high-intensity contact, anything could be borrowed. Here, ‗intensity of contact‘ involves
factors of ‗attitude and cultural pressure‘ and ‗time and level of bilingualism‘ (Thomason
and Kaufman 1988: 46-57). A different hierarchy called the „borrowing scale‟ at five
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different levels was then proposed, which takes contact intensity as its main variable and
lists the likely sorts of borrowing for scenarios of ever increasing intensity of contact.
Table 2 shows the borrowing scale at five levels (Thomason and Kaufman 1988: 74-6).
Table 2: Borrowing scale (Thomason and Kaufman 1988)[4]
Category
Intensity of contact
Type of borrowing
1
Casual contact
Lexical borrowing only
2
Slightly more intensive Slight structural borrowing; phonological borrowing
contact
is likely to be confined to the appearance of new
phonemes with new phones, but only in loanwords
3
More intensive contact
Slightly more structural borrowing; in phonology,
borrowing will probably include the
phonemicisation, even in native vocabulary, of
previously allophonic alternations.
4
Strong cultural pressure Moderate structural (syntactic) borrowing
5
Very strong cultural
Heavy structural (morphological) borrowing
pressure
There seems to be a disagreement between the ‗hierarchy of borrowing‘ and the ‗contactinduced borrowing scale‘; the former argues that syntax is hardest to borrow, while the
latter makes the same assertion about morphology. Although recent studies tend to focus
upon the latter (e.g., Garrett 2004: 57), this paper will examine what is applicable to the
case of borrowing in Palauan. My analysis on this scale will be qualitative based upon both
the Palauan language contact history provided in Section 2 and my findings of analyses
based upon the first two frameworks. Additionally, a relevant phonological analysis will
be briefly sketched.

4. ANALYSIS OF BORROWING IN PALAUAN
To begin with, it would be useful to have an overall picture of borrowing in Palauan. Table
3 illustrates to what extent each source language has contributed borrowings to Palauan on
the basis of two Palauan-English dictionaries published in 1977 (McManus) and 1990
(Joseph), the former of which was counted by Engelberg (2006). Overall, it spotlights the
greatest proportion of Japanese borrowing; approximately 60% of borrowing comes from
Japanese. The second highest contributor is English; more or less a quarter of borrowing
has English origin. Both Spanish and German loanwords amount to less than 10%.
Table 3: Proportion of borrowing in Palauan according to source language
1977
1990
English
128
23.4%
290
Japanese
345
62.9%
601
German
51
9.3%
39
Spanish
23
4.2%
89
Others
1
0.2%
4
Total
548
100%
1023
Sources: McManus (1977 in Engelberg 2006) and Joseph (1990)
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28.3%
58.8%
3.8%
8.7%
0.4%
100%

In a strict sense, the two dictionaries may not be comparable; notably, the 1990 dictionary
has greatly expanded the number of lexical items, implying that the 1977 dictionary may
have rather limited coverage of the language. Therefore, the difference in the proportion of
borrowing with different origins between 1977 and 1990 should not automatically be
interpreted as an increase or decrease of borrowing from each source language. For
instance, the rise in the proportion of Spanish loanwords in 1990 does not mean that new
Spanish words have been recently borrowed, but rather that some Spanish words may have
been missed by the 1977 dictionary. In contrast, although the proportion of Japanese
borrowing appears to somewhat fall at first glance between 1977 and 1990, the number of
Japanese borrowings clearly indicates a dramatic rise from 345 in 1977 to 601 in 1990.
However, it also seems to be true that there have been some changes in borrowing in
Palauan. For instance, the number of German borrowings appears to have declined. It is
likely that the domains of borrowing depending upon the source language help us explain
some reasons for those changes. Spain brought Christianity to Palau for the first time,
together with numerous missionary words (e.g. kerus and misang from Spanish cruz and
Misa, meaning ‗cross‘ and ‗Mass‘), and the majority of Palauans have remained Christian.
Therefore, it makes sense that those Spanish missionary words have been preserved in the
religious domain.
German borrowing, on the other hand, is associated with not only missionary words in the
religion domain but also with the names for modern products, concepts and systems in the
military, factory and education domains. German words in the latter domains have tended
to be replaced by the subsequent Japanese loanwords, since the Japanese colonial
government implemented far more thorough social reforms in Palau in these domains. For
instance, the words for ‗grammar‘ and ‗letter‘ were first adopted from German Grammatik
as kramatik and Brief as berib, but they came to coexist with or even appear to be
supplanted by the Japanese bunpoo and tegami (Pal. bumpo and tengami).
However, the subsequent half-century of US domination sometimes led to the
obsolescence of some Japanese borrowings in the domains where German and Japanese
words had been in competition. Good illustrations of this are that the words for ‗hospital‘
and ‗company‘ were first adopted from Japanese byooin (Pal. bioing) and kaisha (Pal.
kaisia) but came to coexist with or even seem to be superseded by the English borrowings
osbitar and kombalii. Nevertheless, the exception seems that the so-called ‗core‘
vocabulary, such as body parts, numbers and words that express ‗feeling‘ and ‗sense‘, have
remained Japanese: e.g., chi[5] and chude (Jp. i and ude, meaning ‗stomach‘ and ‗arm‘);
mang and niziu (Jp. man and niju, ‗ten thousand‘ and ‗twenty‘); choisi and samui (Jp. oishi
and samui, ‗tasty‘ and ‗cold‘). As Holmes (2008: 28) pointed out, in diglossic situations,
there is a tendency that ‗the H vocabulary includes many more formal and technical terms
such as conservation and psychometric, while the L variety has words for everyday objects
such as saucepan and shoe‘. In the case of Japanese borrowing in Palauan, however, not
only formal words, but also those for everyday items and expressions were transferred
from the high language through face-to-face interaction with neighbouring Japanese
settlers and co-workers.
Thus, the reasons for all of those changes in borrowing depending on source language
highlight the importance of the domain and intensity of ‗contact‘ as well as everyday faceto-face interaction in order to understand the change in borrowing.
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4.1. Hierarchy of borrowing in Palauan
As the ‗hierarchy of borrowing‘ predicts, it turns out to be true that lexical items are
predominantly borrowed. Table 4 shows the proportion of grammatical category of
original words and phrases borrowed in Palauan.
Table 4: Grammatical category of original words and phrases borrowed in Palauan
Noun &
Adjective &
Adverb
Verb &
Others
Total
N. Phrase
Adj. Phrase
V. Phrase
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N %
N
%
Spanish
88
98.9
1
1.1
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
89 100
German
35
89.7
0
0.0
1 2.6
2 5.1
1 2.6
39 100
Japanese
506
84.2
33
5.5
4 0.7
54 9.0
4 0.7 601 100
English
277
95.5
2
0.7
0 0.0
11 3.8
0 0.0 290 100
Source: Joseph (1990)
As expected, nouns are most frequently borrowed amongst the grammatical categories in
any language. It is worth noting, however, that of all the non-nouns, only 17 out of 108 are
not of Japanese origin. As far as Spanish and German loanwords are concerned, their entire
original grammatical category turned out to be nouns with only a few exceptions; one
Spanish adjective (Sp. cristiano, Pal. keristiano, meaning ‗Christian‘), one German adverb
(Ger. auswendig, meaning ‗by heart‘; Pal. chausbengdik (v.t.), meaning ‗know/learn
thoroughly, memorise‘) and one German verb (Ger. schenken[6], ‗give as gift‘; Pal.
ousengk[7] (v.i.), ‗give a gift to; thank‘). It is interesting that this particular German adverb
borrowed as a verb in Palauan corresponds to the German teaching method adopted during
their regime (i.e., learning German songs by heart).
English also shows a similar pattern to the earlier European languages. Overall, over 95%
of the English lexicon is nouns, but also ten verbs and one verb phrase have been borrowed,
including saing (Eng. sign), tsienz (change) and kohei (go ahead)[8].
Japanese borrowing shows a clearly different pattern from the others. Over 500 Japanese
nouns and a noun phrase have been borrowed, including core vocabulary as illustrated
above. Moreover, a considerable number of adjectives, adverbs, verbs and interjections
were adopted and maintained. The adjectives mostly consist of words expressing ‗feeling‘
and ‗sense‘ as exemplified above, while the adverbs include daitai (Jp. daitai, meaning
‗about‘), dosei (Jp. doose, ‗after all‘), tokuni (Jp. toku ni, ‗in particular‘) and sekkak (Jp.
sekkaku, ‗with considerable effort‘). Amongst the numerous verbs, interesting examples
involve nenneng (Jp. nenne, meaning ‗go to sleep‘) and bo mchensi[9] (Jp. enshi[10],
meaning ‗sit down‘), both of which are used to address babies or small children (i.e., baby
talk). The interjections also show interesting cases: Japanese formulaic expressions such as
yorosik (Jp. yoroshiku, ‗please; regards‘) and odaizini (Jp. o-daiji ni, ‗Take care!‘), both of
which are used to end a conversation, have been adopted in Palauan.
Beyond lexical items, neither derivational nor inflectional morphology alone was borrowed
from any source language into Palauan. It may be worthwhile to note, however, that some
Japanese and English morphemes were adopted as a part of the loanword, although they
were not attached to Palauan words. For example, some English borrowings usually
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include the plural ‗-s‘: e.g., kiis (Eng. keys), chauts (Eng. outs, a baseball term) and donats
(Eng. doughnuts), although they are used as a singular in Palauan (Josephs 1984: 90).
Similarly, the Japanese prefix o- and suffix -san, both of which indicate politeness, are
incorporated into many Japanese loanwords. As shown by okane (Jp. o-kane, meaning
‗money‘), okiak (Jp. o-kyaku, ‗customer‘) and chosoroi (Jp. o-soroi, ‗matching, identical‘),
o- is always attached to them. The latter, -san, is adopted as -sang in Palauan, often being
attached to a personal name, occupation etc.; e.g. daikusang (Jp. daiku-san, meaning
‗carpenter‘) and oningiosang (Jp. o-ningyō-san, ‗doll‘). The elderly and middle-aged
Palauans who are fluent and semi-speakers of Japanese tend to be aware that both affixes
signify politeness, while the young Palauans with a little Japanese knowledge usually do
not. Young Palauan gangsters would, therefore, demand okane rather than kane, although
they are not asking for money politely!
Furthermore, both adjective (negative) and verb phrases from Japanese might support the
higher borrowability of Japanese; both the negation -nai and the aspect form -teiru
(adopted as -teru in Palauan) are blended into Japanese loanwords in Palauan. Chauanai
(Jp. awa-nai, ‗does not match‘), kikanai (Jp. kika-nai, ‗not effective‘) and otsuriganai (Jp.
o-tsuri ga nai, ‗have no change‘) are examples of the former, while komatter (Jp. komatteiru, meaing ‗be in trouble‘), skareter (Jp. tsukare-teiru, ‗be tired‘), and kangkeister (Jp.
kankeishi-teiru, ‗be related‘) are examples of the latter.
No syntax of any source language appears to have been borrowed into Palauan.
Interestingly, however, both Japanese and English borrowings can be borrowed at the
sentence level. For example, the following were observed in Palauan conversation: atama
dame, okanenai, demo zenzen mondainai (Jp. atama wa yoku-nai, o-kane wa nai, demo
zenzen modai-nai, meaning ‗I‘m not clever, have no money but it‘s no problem‘)[11]; it
kang mub (Eng. ‗It cannot move‘), which is used when one tries to move something heavy.
Thus, given that Japanese borrowing in Palauan is found to fall into a far wider range of
grammatical categories, it may be concluded that of all the contact languages in Palau
Japanese borrowing shows the highest borrowability in Palauan. The numerically second
greatest contributor to borrowing, English, comes next with several verbs being borrowed,
and then the least contributors in number, Spanish and German, indicate shallow
borrowability having only nouns being borrowed aside from a few exceptions.

4.2. Linguistic assimilation and social acceptance of borrowing in Palauan
Spanish and German loanwords are very often modified to fit Palauan phonological rules
and morphological constructions (see Joseph 1984 for details). In terms of linguistic
assimilation, therefore, they may be categorised as Lehnwort. However, the awareness of
people recognising those words as foreign-originated words seems to depend upon both the
word itself and the generation of the speakers. Because these words are chronologically the
oldest and the degree of their linguistic nativisation is high, the younger generation does
not tend to realise that they are loanwords. However, since many borrowings with Spanish
and German origins are related to religion, the older generation still recognises all of them
as non-native but do not necessarily know which language they originally came from. As
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times goes by, however, it is likely that they will eventually loose their foreignness in
Palauans‘ awareness. Hence, they are in a transitional stage from Fremdwort to Lehnwort.
In the case of Japanese and English borrowing, however, the distinctions proposed by the
three terminologies might be difficult to apply neatly, since Palauan contact with Japanese
and English has resulted in both societal and individual bilingualism in Palauan-Japanese
and Palauan-English. That is, the elderly, who are bilingual in Palauan and Japanese, use
Japanese borrowings that are linguistically unassimilated into Palauan, keeping their
pronunciation[12], grammar and meaning; i.e., Gastwort. By contrast, youngsters, who are
Palauan monolinguals or Palauan-English bilinguals, use Japanese loanwords that are
nativised into Palauan; viz. Fremdwort. The reverse is true for English borrowings. The
young Palauan-English bilinguals tend to preserve the original English pronunciation,
grammar and meaning when English words are borrowed into Palauan conversation
(Josephs 1984: 82); hence, Gastwort. In contrast, the elderly Palauan-Japanese bilinguals,
who have lower or no command of English, often use English borrowings that are
linguistically Palauanised; i.e., Fremdwort. Thus, the linguistic assimilation of Japanese
and English loanwords depends upon the generation of speakers who are bilingual in
different combinations of languages.
However, the social acceptance and awareness of people recognising those words as
vernacular or foreign turn out to be more complex. Although Japanese borrowings are
chronologically newer than Spanish and German, Japanese loanwords include names for
everyday life items and feelings, so that some young generations in fact did not recognise
that they are of foreign origin; hence Lehnwort. That is, variations have emerged in the
recognition of Japanese borrowing in Palau depending on the generation of speaker as well
as the domain of borrowing. Thus, overall, Japanese borrowings appear to show the widest
range of linguistic and social assimilation, from Gastwort to Fremdwort and further to
Lehnwort. The chronologically newest English borrowings seem to fall into both Gastwort
and Fremdwort, but since they often remain distinguishable from the indigenous lexicon,
they cannot be yet categorised as Lehnwort.
In summary, it was shown that the level of bilingualism is a more important factor than the
age of loanwords in understanding the linguistic assimilation of borrowing in multilingual
Palau (i.e., Japanese Gastwort), while the domain where borrowing is adopted also seems
to be a more crucial element than the recentness of the borrowing in gaining the social
acceptance of borrowing as vernacular (i.e., core vocabulary from Japanese vs. missionary
words from European languages).

4.3. Contact-induced borrowing scale in Palauan
As we have seen, due to their ‗symbolic‘ domination by Spain and Germany, ‗cultural
pressure‘ would have been weak; contact was short in time and less intensive in degree;
and even individual ‗bilinguals‘ scarcely existed, although a positive ‗attitude‘ toward
learning German was observable. In other words, the degree of contact was minimal; hence,
Palauan contact with Spanish and German is applicable to category one, ‗casual contact‘,
in the borrowing scale. The predicted type of borrowing in that category in fact
corresponds to Spanish and German borrowing in Palauan, i.e., ‗lexical borrowing only‘.
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By contrast, far more intensive contact with Japanese has led to a longer-term
‗bilingualism‘ in a much wider section of the population of Palau. During the Japanese
regime, Japanese was used not only in the educational and administrative domains, but also
in the work, shop and neighbourhood domains. Positive ‗attitudes‘ toward Japanese as well
as Japanese borrowing have also been expressed by contemporary Palauans (see
Matsumoto 2001 for details). According to Thomason and Kaufman (1988: 74-95), this
sort of scenario often brings about either category two (slightly more intense contact) or
three (more intense contact). The important difference in linguistic consequence between
these two slightly different degrees of contact intensity is whether the use of a new
phoneme is restricted to borrowings or is extended to the recipient language (Thomason
and Kaufman 1988: 74-75). As Joseph (1984) explains, the influx of Japanese loanwords
has in fact resulted in the establishment of five new phonemes in Palauan (i.e., /n/, /f/, /h/,
/p/ and /z/). Their use was firstly restricted to Japanese and then extended to Spanish and
English loanwords. Taking /h/ as an example, among the three allophones that the Japanese
phoneme /h/ has, the voiceless glottal fricative [h] has been established as a single
allophone for the new Palauan phoneme /h/ (Joseph 1984: 85). Some Spanish loanwords
with orthographic g or j (e.g., birhen, Sp. Virgen, ‗Virgin‘) are currently pronounced either
as the voiceless velar fricative [x] or [h], while English loanwords with /h/ have been
mostly adopted in Palauan with /h/ (e.g., hos, Eng. hose) (Joseph 1984: 86). Thus, although
a closer examination of their impact upon the pronunciation of Palauan lexical items is
needed, the extended use of the new phonemes brought by Japanese into non-Japaneseoriginated words suggests that Palauan contact with Japanese falls into category three.
In the case of contact with English, although everyday face-to-face contact with Americans
hardly existed, the longest institutional bilingual policy in the educational and
administrative domains led to the high level of Palauan-English ‗bilingualism‘ and positive
‗attitudes‘ toward English as well as Palauan-English code-switching (see Matsumoto 2001
for details), recently resulting in English monolinguals among an elite group of the
population (i.e., language shift). According to Thomason and Kaufman (1988: 47-8), this
sort of scenario may be categorised as a ‗shift situation‘ which is distinguished from a
‗maintenance situation‘ where the ‗intensity of contact‘ in the borrowing scale is applicable.
In other words, English borrowing cannot fall into any category in the borrowing scale, but
rather should be explained from a different perspective (i.e., shift situation) with a different
scale. Due to limited space, I cannot go into the details on the different scale for the ‗shift
situation‘ here (see Thomason and Kaufman 1988), but at least it should be emphasised
that, given the fuzzy distinction between borrowing and code-switching, a further study of
frequently observed code-switching between Palauan and English as well as the ‗shift
situation‘ may uncover a new perspective on the English contribution to Palauan language
change in the future.
Finally, the discrepancy in the order of the ease of borrowing between the ‗hierarchy of
borrowing‘ and the ‗contact-induced borrowing scale‘ needs a brief comment. It turned out
that it is not possible to determine whether syntax or morphology is hardest to borrow on
the basis of Palauan data, since, as demonstrated in Section 4.1, neither morphology nor
syntax was borrowed from any source language into Palauan.
To sum up, despite the facts that positive attitudes seem to have existed towards all of the
four source languages and that English has had a greater duration of contact and level of
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bilingualism than Japanese, it turns out that Japanese falls into the highest category in the
borrowing scale among the four source languages. Thus, the overriding factor affecting the
adoption and maintenance of borrowing in the case of Palau appears to be whether the
islanders had face-to-face interaction in everyday domains.

5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This study highlighted the importance of the domains and face-to-face contact in order to
understand the mechanism underlying the process of adopting and retaining borrowing
from three perspectives. First, through examining the hierarchy of borrowing and the
contact-induced borrowing scale in Palauan, we observed that Japanese had the greatest
influence upon Palauan. Japanese borrowing was found in a wider range of grammatical
categories and established five new phonemes in Palauan. Second, through analysis of the
linguistic assimilation of borrowing into Palauan, we are able to spotlight that in the case of
a fluid multilingual speech community, the speakers‘ ability in the source language affects
the degree of linguistic assimilation, so that Gastwort is observable among PalauanJapanese bilinguals, despite the fact that it was nearly a century ago that Japanese began
being transferred to Palauan. Thirdly and perhaps most interestingly, through examining
the social acceptance of borrowing by Palauans, we found that the perception of borrowing
varies depending upon the domain in which the borrowing is adopted. The influx of
civilian Japanese settlers led to everyday face-to-face interaction between Japanese and
Palauans in the neighbourhood, work and shop domains, so that even Japanese core
vocabulary, words expressing ‗feeling‘ and ‗sense‘ and baby talk have become part of
Palauan, losing their foreignness. In short, although this is still speculative, borrowing may
begin through indirect contact, but ultimately may need to reach local everyday interaction
before core vocabulary and new phonemes are put in place in postcolonial multilingual
communities. Thus, the crucial role of social infiltration and face-to-face contact in
informal domains is highlighted.

NOTES
* This is part of an on-going research project with David Britain of Bern University, supported by the
Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology in Japan: 15720097(2003-2005);
18720100 (2006-2009); 22682003 (2010-2013). I would like to thank David Britain and Tom Gally
for their useful comments; Shuichi Yatabe for sharing his ideas on how to categorise Japanese
borrowing; my research assistant Akiko Okumura for painstakingly counting borrowings. All
remaining mistakes and inadequacies are my own.
[1] Contact before 1985, see Engelberg (2006: 8-10) for more details.
[2] Only one German public school offered sixth-year advanced education in Saipan, and only one
Palauan finished it (Shuster 1982: 151; Imaizumi 1990: 4).
[3] This research forms part of a broader investigation into multilingualism, cultural and linguistic
hegemony, language maintenance and shift, and dialect contact and obsolescence (see Matsumoto
2001; 2010; forthcoming; Matsumoto and Britain 2003a; 2003b; 2006; forthcoming a; forthcoming
b). A variety of data were gathered in the former Palauan capital, Koror, since 1997 involving nearly
a year of participant observation; 121 ethnographic interviews; 233 ethnographic questionnaires; and
over 100 hours of recorded spontaneous conversation, as well as many hours of informal discussions.
For this article, however, I selected only the relevant data to explore borrowing.
[4] Due to a limited space, the scale is simplified here and mainly shows the aspects relevant to Palauan.
[5] Note that <ch-> is the orthographic representation of a glottal stop.
[6] As pointed out by Engelberg (2006: 6), it may also be derived from the German noun Geschenk
meaning ‗gift‘.
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[7] The Palauan prefix ou- ‗derives verbs that designate ownership or use of, control over, or
participation in the entity designated by the stem itself‘ (Josephs 1984: 110).
[8] There are some records (e.g., Nihon kokugo dai-jiten 2001), however, that the English phrase ‗go
ahead‘ had already been adopted into Japanese in Japan as goohee particularly in the fields of navy as
well as fishing industry before Palauan had contact with Japanese. Therefore, it is not clear whether it
directly comes from English or via Japanese.
[9] This particular loanword is used only in this phrase (Joseph 1990: 51).
[10] The word enshi appears to be a geographical dialect term used when asking small children to sit
down.
[11] In both Japanese and Palauan, null subjects are possible.
[12] Although Josephs (1984: 82) explains that Japanese loanwords are totally assimilated into the
Palauan phonological system, it is not very likely that he intended to examine the different use of
borrowing across different generations.
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THE NINE LANGUAGES OF JAPAN
John C. Maher
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Nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita, Mi ritrovai per una selva oscura, Che la
diritta via era smarrita. Dante Alighieri, Inferno, Canto I, lines 1-3
Abstract: Multilingualism in Japan involves the interplay of territory and community,
language and dialect, people and history. Community languages in Japan have hybrid
configurations. Some are bound to ethnicity – like Ainu. Some are coterminous with
territory – like Ryukyuan/Okinawan. Some are held in vigorous social networks like
Japanese Deaf Sign, or historically linked to urban neighbourhoods like Chinatowns and
Koreatowns. Some languages are located in migrant-newcomer industrial towns, such as
Brazilian Portuguese and Spanish. What paradigm is appropriate for a ‗multicultural
Japan‘ in which languages flourishes is still uncertain. There is currently a lack of clarity
deriving from the absence of a national language policy that engages concepts of
multilingualism or language plurality. This is advantageous: there is space for new
thought and dialogue. Elsewhere, in Europe and North America, ‗multiculturalism‘ – and
its corollary ‗multilingualism‘ is controversial. For some the concept is a demographic
social reality involving linguistic interrelation and judicious cultural tolerance. For
others multiculturalism is both a political project promoting separatism not integration,
and a particularist philosophy legitimizing moral relativism and abhorrent practice
masquerading as ‗tradition‘. Multilingualism and multiculturalism in Japan need not
symbolize the guardianship of ethnic and cultural ghettos but rather the gateway to
cultural openness and creative transformation of all ghettos and narrow mentalities.
Key Words: Japan, multilingualism, society

KEEPING THE STORY GOING
Languages do not rise above grave repression, rather they outlast it by being perfectly
still. This is also how we sustain our personhood. A person's identity involves, not
merely a set of contingent properties that change over time, but also the capacity to keep
an internal and particular narrative of the self going. Likewise, languages and language
communities keep going. Parents‘ desire to raise literate and thoughtful children in more
than one language (a parent‘s language) keeps going. Our relation with language, over
time, over life involves persistence. The task may seem obscure, painful even, like
Dante‘s journey, starting in a dark wood that turns out to be hell. Those with good
fortune find a guide – as Virgil served well for Dante. Our guide to knowing what to do
about language‘s persistent voice may be a book or a lecture or introspection on the
nature of language or perhaps the people we meet in life.
My own early experience of language and identity was in a 1950s industrial town in
Northern England. The little girl was small and thin with black tangled hair and her
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name was Mary Rose. She lived in a neat caravan surrounded by dangerous dogs on
dismal scrubland on the edge of town. In the primary school class, Mary Rose was
scorned as an unwashed, impoverished child. As an Irish-named ‗minority‘ boy who was
made to learn Irish dancing and wear a kilt on trips to London I was eager to join the
mockery of another who was even further down the scale of contempt than me. Mary
Rose spoke (West Riding) Yorkshire dialect with her classmates. She talked funny as
well. Her father, whom we said smelled of horses, met Mary at the school gate.
Sometimes it was her mother. She plied the local housing estates selling heather and
curses and false teeth. They both spoke to their daughter in a strange mixture of
Yorkshire and ‗something else‘. They were Gypsy and spoke Anglo-Romani (Hancock
2002). The family braved our mockery of the dirty Gypsy Princess and her gypo talk,
They were patient. Over the years, in my dreams, I remember them and have begged
forgiveness of Mary for our cruelty and tried to catch her voice. Where are you now little
Mary Rose?
There is more strength than sentimentalism in multilingual communities. Witness the
spirit and adaptations, all over the world, displayed by multilingual children and their
good teachers when confronting the lacquered armour of the state. What spirit! What
skills! Too frequently educators and linguists assume the irrevocable imposition of the
powerful on the powerless. At the same time, albeit sympathetic linguists write
premature obituaries for languages that are alive (Shibatani on Ainu, 1990). It is familiar
posture. It is a dreary picture. An innocent minority submits itself to imperial thuggery
and exploitation. THE PEOPLE chug like a sad line of Butoh dancers, dreamlike and
silent, across a stage. Their speech first humiliated then crushed. No. This assumption
accords too much prestige and power to the powerful. It is enough to stop and listen. The
sounds of many languages, like ambient music, stream through the interstices of the
monolingual, tectonic voice of state and government. Look at the agency of people, the
power of the ‗powerless‘ to strive and assert and overcome. Look at the ability of men,
women, children to make choices and impose those choices on their world? We imprison
ourselves in cliché and the rhetoric of binary opposites: the ‗powerless‘ and the powerful,
real people and the ruling class, the indigenous and the colonized, big killer languages
and small innocent languages. There is need to challenge simplifications.

AINU: THE RETURN OF THE REPRESSED
The solitude of spirit that sustains language communities, all undone, renews itself in
language revival. In the post-war, sub-tropical south, when a battered Ryukyus returned
to Japan and when Tokyo‘s language policies were set to ‗language destruction‘ mode,
the end of the Ryukyuan languages was safely predicted. It did not come. In the 21st
century, we romance at the constancy of an enduring Okinawan culture - cool, idealized,
desirable: amazed at renewed efforts at language maintenance in communities and
Okinawan music.
When we choose to silence the languages that surround us, those that live with us, they
will take vengeance. They will. Freud named this: ‗the return of the repressed‘ that the
forbidden thing or idea will always try to dodge the mechanisms of repression and
discharge and seek access to the surface – even in disguise. And when we look north we
notice that the Jezo Spruce has been replanted in Hokkaido and with its wood the Ainu
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tonkori rebuilt. This musical instrument, its brittle rhythmic sound electrified for Ainu
pop music is now played by Ainu-Japanese rockers in the clubs of Tokyo and London
and Paris. No language is dead as long as its poems and songs live. The repatriation of
the repressed charts its journey through the sounds of the guitar.
The call for Ainu language rights, which gained momentum in the 1980s, was not a
matter of permission for linguistic difference but involved a revisiting of the history of
centre and periphery. Ainu is primordially an indigenous language of the far north. The
territory of Hokkaido was the site of pioneer struggle, of the felling of trees and the
clearing of forests, of snow and ice, of settlement and struggle. Long controlled by
independent Matsumae clan rather than Edo-Tokyo the north was a site of suspicion and
at the centre of this suspicion lay resided the Ainu language: curiosity and nuisance.
Many recognize that an effective retooling of the Ainu language requires a remaking of
history. Historians select, emphasize and exclude in order to further the interests of the
state, ―sometimes not even conscious of the fact that they further the interests of the state
because they are so much part of the power system from within which they write‖
(Macdonald 1995:301). A language revival project, whether Saami or Manx or Ainu, is
also the taming of history. As Macdonald writes of Japan, ―in contemporary Japanese
mythology, the past is revered, the nation glorified, and contradictions and conflicts,
including discrimination, are concealed. Vast social and economic differences are
obliterated. Certain practices are selected to symbolise ―traditional Japanese culture‖
(Macdonald 301, see also Giddens 1991). Japan‘s idealised culture finds its highest
expression in Kyoto - an elegant city that played court to Imperial culture - rather than
Sapporo - the new and cold ‗far north‘. The logic is inevitable. When we hear that a
nation has ―lost its culture‖ we know this means the routine peripheralization of ‗Other‘
cultural experience.

MULTILINGUALISM: A MICRO-DEFINITION
Multilingualism occurs when several languages are used in a particular location or
society. There are approximately 5000-6000 languages in the world divided among 193
countries. Multilingualism is the social norm, globally, despite the fact that most nations
recognize only a small number of ‗national‘ languages and (differently) ‗official‘
languages (de Varennes 1996). Japan, like many other countries, modernized itself
whilst routinely ignoring domestic language diversity. Easy come, easy go.
Languages function in different social domains (e.g. temple, school, workplace) and
show different social distributions in the population (the deaf, ethnic/regional minorities).
The mere presence of one or two languages within an individual speaker is termed
‗individual bilingualism‘whilst the nature of ‗societal bilingualism‘ is indicated in
Fishman‘s (1965) question: who chooses to speak to what language to whom and when?
Bilingual theory can be found at play on the streets of most cities in the world. It is
visibly present in the written signs of cityscapes in Tokyo (Backhaus 2007). Languages
happen. Contact takes place. The result of languages in contact is multilingualism - a
society that possesses several languages. Languages are not all equal but vary according
to power and prestige. They involve factors such as geographical spread, ‗socioeconomic‘ importance, cultural significance, number of native speakers and foreign
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language learners. It is likely that no society can be called 'monolingual'. We normally
distinguish between ‗official‘ multilingualism (e.g. Switzerland, South Africa) and ‗de
facto‘ multilingualism (e.g. Japan). The issue of multilingualism touches nationalism,
politics, history, identity and education and ranges from attempts to revive and preserve
languages such as Irish and Basque, to the argument over French and English in Canada
and the 'US English' campaign (Edwards 1996). Where does Japan fit in this picture?

MONOLINGUALISM IN THE MODERN STATE
The Tokyo (Yamanote) dialect of Japanese was officially designated by the Government
of Japan in 1916 as the official language of Japan (hyojungo) following research by the
National Language Research Council (Kokugo Chosa Iinkai). The Tokyo declaration
coincided with similar declarations throughout the world (Denmark 1899, Germany
1901, Turkey 1929). The purpose of these government declarations was to:
(a)
Promote one ‗mainstream‘ language
(b)
Assist the modern nation-state building
(c)
Designate minority status to other (side stream) languages and dialects.
The need for language manifestos seemed logical to the governments of 1900. Societies
are multilingual consisting of competing linguistic entities. Languages are associated
with cultural power and territory that can threaten central authority. Therefore, official
language declarations were typically accompanied by a package of other laws like the
Meiji government‘s (1899) Hokkaido Kyu Dojin Hogo Ho (Hokkaido Former
Aborigines Protection Act). The regulation, in word and deed, declared Ainu
communities, language and history, as things of the past not the future. This was not
vicarious ideology. Language laws in Britain, France, Korea, Japan, and India were
normally accompanied by explicit or implicit belief systems of ethnic superiorityinferiority, cultural uniqueness, and worth or ‗capital‘ (Coulmas 2001).
A century after the Meiji laws, the arguments for multilingualism have now shifted to a
higher postmodern ground. The ideologies that embodied the concept of a national
language, following quickly on the heels of the French revolution and European
nationalisms, have weakened. Now diversity, pluralism and ‗the right to choose‘ have
come to challenge old certitudes in the social matrix: from gender and sexuality to
language maintenance. Referring to unequal meshing of language and migrant (rights)
across the world Coulmas succinctly summarizes the new arguments thus:
Grace Period Immigrants cannot be expected to quickly gain fluency in the national
language of their new country and should not be cut off from information and services,
at least for a grace period that allows them to learn the language.
The Right to Non-discrimination Immigrants should have the right to use their
language amongst themselves and to transmit it to their children
Promotion of International Understanding A reservoir of bilingual citizens can be seen
as beneficial to the state, as these citizens can help promote international understanding.
Responsibility

Upon admission, the state accepts responsibility for the well-being of
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immigrants, which includes unimpeded use of their language.
Human Rights … recognizing immigrant languages is a matter of human rights.
Specifically posited in this discussion is the right to freedom of expression, the right to
non-discrimination, and the right of linguistic minorities to use their language with each
other.
Japan is now shifting from Meiji‘s draconian anti-Ainu laws to the enactment of positive
principles and laws on Ainu language and culture (Maher 2001). Likewise, with the
recognition of non-Japanese/migrant children‘s rights to language in Japan‘s public
schools, little worlds move forward.
We return, however, to the importance of the re-presentation of history. The Japanese
archipelago was migrant and linguistically diverse in ancient and pre-modern history.
Migrant contact lines across the ancient Asian-Pacific trade routes are well described.
There is much evidence of (Eurasian) continental language contact. Minority languages
and continuous migration from the continent created language contact situations. A
sociolinguistic description of Japanese suggests that Japanese emerged as the product of
a mixture of migrant languages: a hybrid or Mischsprache (Polivanov 1960 and
Murayama 1974) rather than from a single source. This early linguistic diversity would
entail Malayo-Polynesian as well as Altaic varieties mixing and re-mixing under the
continuous migration of peoples from the south and continental Eurasia throughout the
periods notionally termed Jomon (8000-300 BC), Yayoi (300 B.C.-300 AD) and Kofun
(300-7th c.). Early literary records indicate that Japan possessed fairly distinct cultural
and language communities such as ‗Emishi‘ in the north. In Heian Period Tale of Genji
(11th century novel by Murasaki Shikibu) the heroine escapes from Kyushu, a wild
country across the sea, the land of the Hayato, Kumaso and Azuma tribes. Japan migrant country. Japanese - boat people. Let us consider in more detail the language
situation of Japan.

NINE
The Japanese archipelago consists of approximately 1000 islands. A variety of languages
and dialects are used by a population of 127,000,000 who mostly live in the densely
populated coastal areas along four main islands of Honshu, Kyushu, Hokkaido and
Shikoku. Cultural and linguistic diversity is part of the heritage of the Japanese-speaking
populations.
What is multilingual Japan? A proper answer to this question requires us to abandon the
category of a fixed and unchanging monolingual Japan (Morris-Suzuki 2001) around
which ‗other‘ languages are included or excluded. Japan‘s multilingualism involves
interplay between people and history, territories and communities, ‗languages‘ and
‗dialects‘. Languages in the community are not coterminous with ethnicity – such as
Ainu – but spread across other configurations such social communities (e.g. Deaf Sign),
territorial communities (Ryukyuan), migrants and newcomers (Brazilian Portuguese).
In 21st century Japan, we can observe various languages such as Korean, Ainu, Chinese,
Ryukyuan, South-east Asian, Deaf Sign and others (Maher and Yashiro 1995, Noguchi
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and Fotos 2001). Japan also displays a vigorous tradition of pidgins and creoles, some
hitherto overlooked, as demonstrated in the elucidation by Long (2001) of Bonin. Some
are extinct (Yokohama Pidgin, Nagasaki Pidgin, Hamamatsu Pidgin) whilst others are
re-emergent such as the Gastarbeiter Pidgins (Maher 2003) in the metropolitan areas of
Kanto and Kansai.
The indigenous language isolate of possibly Altaic affiliation, Ainu, is spoken as a native
tongue by a handful of the estimated 50,000 Ainu people who live mostly on the
northern island of Hokkaido. It is probably the oldest of Japan‘s heritage languages.
Ainu is divided into three main dialects groups: the Kurile group, the Sakhalin group and
the Hokkaido group. The Ainu language is not taught in schools and suffered from the
assimilation policies of successive Japanese governments following the Meiji
Restoration (Maher 2005, DeChicchis 1995). Since the 1980s, efforts have been made to
increase the ethnolinguistic cultural vitality of Ainu. The United Nations' declaration on
language rights in the ‗Year of the Indigenous Peoples‘ (1993) was a landmark in the
history of language maintenance among the peripheral language communities in Japan.
Supported by many language minorities, the Ainu are achieving significant progress in
their struggle for language recognition.
The Ryukyuan language, a close relation of Japanese, comprises ―by no means a single
language but a conglomeration of different dialects, many of them mutually
unintelligible‖ (Matsumori 1995:25). It is spoken, though in decline, throughout the
Ryukyu Islands which are situated at the south-western tip of Japan. The independent
Ryukyuan kingdom was established in the 15th century and came under the control of
Japan in 1609. Despite official discouragement of the language, Ryukyuan was widely
spoken, the standard variety being the Shuri dialect of Okinawa. There are emergent
shin-hogen or new dialects and pidgin-like sociolects spoken among the younger
generation.
Chinese is found in the various Chinese communities, with a total population of
approximately 50,000 mostly in the urban centres of Tokyo-Yokohama, the Kansai
region, and parts of southern Kyushu. Language support (‗Saturday‘) classes serve this
community but Chen‘s study (2005:179) of Chinese families in Tokyo-Yokohama points
out the ―fluid and loose‖ ties between language loyalty and Chinese identity‖. This
‗fluidity‘, Chen summarized thus: (a) language learning (Japanese) is essential, (b)
language affiliation (Chinese) is desirable, (c) code-mixing is normal, (d) learning
English as an international language is essential
The Korean language has been spoken in Japan for several hundred years from the time
when monks, artisans and immigrants from the southwestern Korean state of Paekche
came to Japan in the 6th century. The presence of a large number of Koreans (about
700,000) in Japan is the legacy of Japanese colonialism when Japan annexed Korea in
1910. The main concentrations of Korean speakers are in urban areas such as Kanto
(Tokyo) and Kansai (Osaka) regions. In the Ikuno-ku district (Koreatown) of Osaka, for
instance, there are second, third and fourth generation speakers of Korean and
considerable code-switching between Korean-Osaka dialect and Standard Japanese. The
younger generation shows decreased fluency in Korean and, broadly speaking, less
enthusiasm for language maintenance. The Chosen Soren (association of North Korean
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residents in Japan) operates a separate system of schools in which Korean is the
language of instruction.
The Nine LANGUAGES OF JAPAN

Ethnic and Social Communities, Migrants, Territorial Communities
1. Ainu (Ainu itak): Hokkaido. Almost no remaining native speakers.
Ethnolinguistically important as heritage language.
2. Chinese. Nationwide. Community concentrations in ‗Chinatowns‘: Yokohama,
Kobe, Nagasaki.
3. English. Nationwide: Semi-official status: media, government publications,
higher education, business, scientific publication, postal services, street signs, public
announcements. Erstwhile Bonin English Pidgin in the Ogasawaran Islands.
4. Japanese. Natiowide (national) language. Population of 127 million. Dialects:
Tokyo-type (Tōkyō-shiki) and Western-type (Keihan-shiki): in the central region.
Kyushu-type dialects are a smaller third group. Shikoku dialects are Western-type.
Peripheral region dialects: Tohoku,Tsushima, Kagoshima.
5. Japanese Sign Language (Nihon no Shuwa). Nationwide. ‗Shuwa‘ a generic
term for traditional and Japanese-related varieties with dialectal variation. Special
schools. Semi-official status in public services.
6. Korean. Nationwide. Especially Kansai (Koreatown).
7. Portuguese (Brazilian): nationwide, especially Kinki/Kansai.
8. Ryukyuan: various dialects, some mutually unintelligible. 8.1. Amami-Oshima
(North) Northwestern Okinawa; northern Amami-oshima Island. 8.1. AmamiOshima (South) Northern Okinawa; southern Amami-oshima, Kakeroma, Yoro, and
Uke islands. 8.3. Okinawa; (North) southern Amami-oshima, Kakeroma, Yoro, and
Uke islands. 8.4. Okinawa (Central). Central Okinawa, southern Okinawa Island,
Kerama Islands, Kume-jima, Tonaki, Aguna islands, and islands east of Okinawa
Island. 8.5. Miyako. Southern Okinawa; Miyako, Ogami, Ikema, Kurima, Irabu,
Tarama, Minna islands. 8.6. Yaeyama. Southern Okinawa; Ishigaki, Iriomote,
Hatoma, Kohama, Taketomi, Kuroshima, Hateruma, Aregusuku islands. 8.7.
Yonaguni. Southern Okinawa; Yonaguni Island. 8.8. Kikai. Northeastern Okinawa;
Kikai Islan 8.9. Kunigami. Central Okinawa; central and northern Okinawa Island,
Iheya, Izena, Ie-jima, Sesoko islands. Oki-No-Erabu. North central Okinawa; Okino-erabu Island. 8.11. Yoron: North central Okinawa; Yoron Island. 8.12. Toku-NoShima. Northern Okinawa; Toku-no-shima Island.
9. Vietnamese-Cambodian. Kansai community.
There is a native-English-speaker population in Japan comprising permanent or
temporary residents. This population is served by several English-language newspapers
and magazines. English is widely studied, virtually as a compulsory subject, in
secondary schools and also in higher education. The importance of attachment to one
spoken variety or 'model' (usually British or American) has declined in recent years.
Multi-accented English, including Asian Englishes, is increasingly acceptable (Honna
2005). Meanwhile, English, especially in its written form, is a working language of some
occupations and educational areas: science, technology, business, higher education and
there is English-medium university education. The volume of research reports and
articles published in English in Japan accounts for more than the combined amount
published in Canada, Australia and New Zealand (Maher, 2006). As mentined earlier,
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English and its pidgin variety was the native language of inhabitants in the Ogasawara
(Bonin) islands but numbers have declined drastically in recent years. Ogasawaran
English is perhaps the most 'perfect' example of language attrition in Japan in recent
times (Long 2007).
Japanese Sign Language (JSL), the language of the deaf, is used by an estimated 400,000
signers and is subject to dialectal and sociolectal variation. From the 1980-90s onward,
there was an influx of Vietnamese-Chinese and Cambodian refugees and foreign
workers from Asia and South America. Settled communities of Portuguese-speaking
Brazilian Nikkeijin (ethnic Japanese) residents now form a significant population in
some areas in Aichi prefecture and elsewhere. There is an increase in speakers of
Filipino in rural areas like Yamanashi and Tochigi (Oyama-city) and there are distinct
inner-city quartier languages of newcomers like the Indian community in Edogawa
(Kasai) or the Brazilian communities in Fujisawa, Oizumi-cho. These communities pose
serious questions about the dynamics of family bilingualism and language maintenance
in the next generation of Japanese citizens.

MULTILINGUAL LANDSCAPING
Multilingual landscaping by administrative agencies in Japan (e.g. metropolitan, city,
town and village offices) has led to increased multilingualism. Starting with JapaneseEnglish bilingual signs in the 1960s Olympic era, Chinese, Korean and Braille are now
commonplace. International traffic throughout the country and laws relating to barrierfree transport have also contributed to multilingual landscaping (Backhaus 2007). The
enactment of the Transport Accessibility Improvement Law (2000) led to widespread
bilingual supplementation on Japanese signs in railway stations, etc. The Japanese
writing system is hybrid and reflects the same historical, trans-cultural flows that
characterize spoken Japanese. It employs three main scripts: Kanji ideographs from
Chinese characters, Kana a pair of syllabaries, consisting of Hiragana used for native
Japanese words, and Kana used for foreign borrowings. Hentaigana (historical variants
of standard hiragana) are used occasionally and the Latin alphabet is used widely, for
example in advertising and public signs. Romanized Japanese, called rōmaji, is
frequently used by foreign students of Japanese, and by native speakers for computer
input. Braille (tenji) is employed nationwide in consumer products, train/bus information,
government /city publications.

CONCLUSION: DECOLONIZING THE SPIRIT
Awareness of the role of language in society (i.e. ‗sociolinguistic awareness‘) is a
precondition for understanding multilingualism. Ignorance about language diversity
makes for bad tuning. As a young student from England in Michigan in the 1980s, I had
brought a suitcase of negative stereotypes about 'American culture' but on arrival found
congenial town and country filled with decent people who displayed courtesy, tolerance
and conscience and who spoke many languages. In American cities, I saw appalling
exploitation of working people, Third World poverty, desperation housing and the vulgar
display of wealth. It was very comforting. It was just like home. One day I joined an
anti-racist protest in Detroit. After being pushed into a doorway of the Polish quarter, by
a policeman, I sat on the street with a fellow-demonstrator who introduced herself as
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Shelly. She explained that she was ‗Ojibwa‘ and spoke the language. I remarked that I
had never been to Nigeria myself but my uncle Patrick had, for many years, run an Irish
pub in neighbouring Zaire and spoke French. Shelly explained patiently that, in fact,
Ojibwa/Chippewa, also known as Anishinaabemowin, is a major Native American
language of the Algonquian linguistic group with a substantial number of speakers in
Canada and the USA and with no government support. Really. For Shelly, anti-racist
protest that day was not a one-off but an event linked to her own habitus and history. Her
education, she said, had been in English and French; Ojibwa was learned partially at
home and among friends. Ignorance about language diversity takes time to overcome
and it may not be wilful or malign. My new Ojibwan friend knew that in matters of
language intolerance, as in life, we must not assume malevolence that which may be
mere ignorance.
A depiction of the Ojibwa, or the Ainu, starts from a void that requires colonization.
The void is the Other. The void was Hegel‘s depiction of Africa which teemed with
cannibals, dervishes and witchdoctors but also which, paradoxically, occupied ―no
historical part of the world‖ (quoted in Hall, 2000:329). The Other is the void. No part of
the world. Representations fill such space with myths and objects. It is a world of
representations like a field of scarecrows half-human and lonely puppets twisting in the
wind. The spectacle of the Other is founded upon a stereotypical Ainu man in a field in
Hokkaido, in beard and headband. We bear no relation to him. A better picture would be
an indistinguishable Ainu-Japanese woman, dressed in workclothes, running a bicycle
shop in Nagoya. The spectacle of the stereotypical Other falls into the category of what
philosophers term ‗the scandalized pattern of desire‘ (Alberg 2007) whereby we are at
once entranced and repelled by the same object. We cannot make up our mind. We want
‗minorities‘ to go away or become just like us..or…no.. wait a minute…just stay as you
are. A double-bind. And minorities are welcome on condition that they conform to the
orthodoxy. Are we forever to be caught in the prism of ―the subtle ways in which we
have structured our world into an order that gives recognition to some and withholds it
from others‖? (Alberg 2010:77).
The presence of various languages in the contemporary nation-state poses serious issues
for government policy that has been traditionally committed to the historical ideology of
the monoracial and monolingual. Indeed, as Tollefson and Tsui have note in the Asian
context, ―the positioning of language and identity has profound political importance and
is one of the key mechanisms by which an imagined community may be (re)created‖
(2007:264). The socio-psychological template of Japan is changing. Nevertheless, as is
noted with regard to the decline of Ryukyuan languages, ―language shift driven by
language nationalism, the loss of local languages is the victory of uniformity and of
cultural and linguistic intolerance. A state and its inhabitants not valuing the linguistic
and cultural plurality within the confines of its own borders cannot convincingly claim to
be just doing that with regard to international languages and cultures‖ (Bairon,
Brenzinger, Heinrich 2009:17; see also Heinrich 2009).
In 1986 Prime Minister Nakasone made a notorious speech to the Liberal Democratic
Party in which he comforted his listeners that Japan was and always would be a "racially
homogeneous nation." In the week that followed, in search of irony, I looked for
versions of the speech as reported in local community language newspapers Chinese,
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(Brazilian) Portuguese, and English. Japan offers a range of multilingual media from
newspapers in Portuguese, English and Chinese to radio programmes (e.g. Inter FM,
Yokohama FM, J-Wave, etc.) offering mini-programmes in Tagalog, Korean, English,
Spanish and Portuguese. Japan‘s progress towards a multilingual consciousness is not
uniform but incongruities are instructive. The myth of the homogeneous and
monolingual nation has diminished but issues of cultural and linguistic homogeneity are
alive particularly when the question becomes ―Should Japan open up to substantial
immigration?‖ Discussing educational implications, Hashimoto (2007) has linked the
careful separation of English from a ‗core‘ Japanese cultural identity to the wider
problem of linguistic and cultural homogeneity, ―denying bilingual education for
children of linguistic minorities converges with the denial of individual bilingualism in
Japan in the English as a second official language proposal‖ (p.34).
Multiculturalism and its accompanying vapour trail ‗multilingualism‘ is suspect in many
parts of the world. It is viewed by some as an authoritarian political project, promoting
separatism not integration, legitimising moral relativism, fostering a culture of
victimhood that creates expectations of entitlement and special treatment (Malik 2008,
2009). In this narrative, multiculturalism carries a health warning. It perpetuates a racist
definition of culture. It essentializes origin, cultural difference, religion. It leads to
stigmatization and the lessening of freedom for individuals. The fear is that
multiculturalism is the Trojan horse for an attack on personal freedom, women‘s rights –
the creation of parallel societies. However, there are plenty of examples all around, and
in Japan, where languages, dialects and local cultures maintain a presence in benign
ways. Moreover, hybridized social identification, among youth in particular, is pushing
out the essentialist agenda that some ethnic groups have hitherto pursued (see Maher on
metroethnicities and metrolanguages, 2010) Multilingualism and multiculturalism are
not the twin guardians of self-contained cultural ghettos. On the contrary,
multilingualism – exemplified in the nine languages of Japan – can embody cultural
flows, openness and creative transformation of all ghettos and their mentalities.
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Abstract: A key trend within the English language teaching (ELT) profession is an
increasing awareness of our social responsibility as educators and a growing concern
with world problems of peace, human rights and the environment. As a result, the past
20 years have seen an explosion of interest among English teachers in the field of global
education. While this has manifested itself in a number of ways, this paper will focus on
the following: (1) new thinking within the profession about the role of English; (2) new
ideas about the content of English language teaching; (3) the need for language teacher
training in the field of global education, (4) professional out-reach efforts by ELT
associations to global organizations; (5) the growing emphasis in ELT conferences on
global issue themes; (6) the formation of ―global issue‖ special interest groups within the
English teaching profession, and (7) international youth exchange programs organized
by language educators to promote global awareness and international understanding. The
paper will document the commitment of the ELT profession to global education, discuss
what it means to "teach for a better world" and give examples of how English educators
around the globe are working to promote international understanding.

Key Words: language teaching; global education; global issues; international
understanding

GLOBAL ISSUES AND LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Global Education
As language teachers in the 21st century, we live in challenging times. Our world faces
serious issues of ethnic conflict, social inequality and environmental destruction. How
can we prepare our students to cope with these problems? What is our responsibility as
language teachers in a world of war, poverty, prejudice and pollution?
"Global education" is a new approach to language teaching which attempts to answer
these questions. Global education has been defined as "education which promotes the
knowledge, attitudes and skills relevant to living responsibly in a multicultural,
interdependent world" (Fisher & Hicks, 1985: 8). Another definition states that "global
education consists of efforts to bring about changes in the content, methods and social
context of education in order to better prepare students for citizenship in a global age"
(Kniep, 1985: 15). A global education approach to language teaching aims at enabling
students to effectively acquire a foreign language while empowering them with the
knowledge, skills and commitment required by world citizens for the solution of global
problems (Cates, 1990: 3).
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The goals of a "global" approach to education are generally divided into the four
domains of knowledge, skills, attitudes and action. Knowledge about the world‘s peoples,
places and problems is the first goal. If we want students to work for a better future, they
must know the nature of global issues, their causes and viable solutions. Acquiring skills
necessary to solve world problems is the second goal. These include communication
skills, critical and creative thinking, co-operative problem solving, non-violent conflict
resolution, informed decision-making and the ability to see issues from multiple
perspectives. Acquiring global attitudes is the third goal. These include global awareness,
an appreciation of other cultures, respect for diversity, a commitment to justice, and
empathy with others. The final goal is action - participation in the local and global
community focused on action to solve world problems.

Comments from Language Educators
A number of leaders within the English language teaching profession have addressed the
importance of global education for teachers of English as a second language (ESL) and
English as a foreign language (EFL). Some stress how global issues can provide
meaningful content for language classes. Others stress the mission language teachers
have to teach for a better world. The following statement, by one respected educator,
highlights the rationale for a global education approach to English language teaching.
Global, peace and environmental issues intrinsically affect every human being on earth.
These issues provide content for (our) content-based humanized ESL teaching... We
teachers have a mission, a mission of helping everyone in this world communicate with
each other to prevent the global disaster ahead. - H. D. Brown (1990)
The idea that foreign language teaching can contribute to creating a better world is not
new, of course. Indeed, much traditional language teaching makes vague references to
global education ideals. However, as one noted language educator points out, this has
mostly remained wishful thinking:
It may be well to ask ourselves whether international understanding, let alone world
peace, has been promoted by the considerable amount of foreign language teaching in
the world. Diligent learning of foreign words and phrases, laborious copying and
recitation of irregular verb paradigms, and the earnest deciphering of texts in the
foreign language can hardly be considered powerful devices for the development of
international understanding and good will. - Rivers (1968: 262)
If our language students are truly to become socially responsible world citizens, then,
global issues and the four dimensions of global education (knowledge, skills, attitudes
and action) must appear explicitly in our language teaching curricula.

The Linguapax Kiev Declaration
For foreign language teachers, the most significant attempt to deal with language
education and world problems is UNESCO's "Linguapax" project. The name Linguapax
comes from the Latin words ―lingua‖ (language) and ―pax‖ (peace) and refers to a series
of seminars dealing with language teaching for international understanding. The first
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Linguapax conference, held in Kiev, USSR in 1987, brought together such groups as the
International Association of Applied Linguistics (AILA), the International Association
for the Development of Cross-cultural Communication (AIMAV) and the World
Federation of Modern Language Associations (FIPLV) to discuss the ―Content and
Methods of Teaching Foreign Languages and Literature for Peace and International
Understanding". The resulting "Linguapax Kiev Declaration" (UNESCO, 1987) made
four specific recommendations to foreign language teachers:
(1) to be aware of their responsibility to further international understanding through their
teaching;
(2) to increase language teaching effectiveness so as to enhance mutual respect, peaceful
co- existence and co-operation among nations;
(3) to exploit extra-curricular activities such as pen-pal programs, video exchanges and
overseas excursions to develop international understanding;
(4) to lay the basis for international co-operation through classroom co-operation using
language teaching approaches responsive to students' interests and needs.
Further Linguapax Kiev recommendations called for UNESCO and its member nations:



to take steps to inform students and their families of the potential of foreign
languages to promote better knowledge of world issues and concerns
to organize workshops for foreign language teachers and students on contemporary
world issues of direct relevance and interest to young people, such as environmental
protection and the struggle against poverty and hunger.

GLOBAL EDUCATION AND ENGLISH TEACHING
Rethinking the Role of English
For English language instructors, a key step in becoming a global teacher is to rethink the
definition of English. Definitions are important because they limit what we do. How do
you define life, for example? As a party? A pilgrimage? A to-do list? A vale of tears?
Each of these definitions will lead you off in a different direction. In the same way, how
we define English determines what we do in our classrooms. What is ―English‖ then?
Traditionally, English has been defined as:
(1) a linguistic system of pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar
(2) a school subject and a topic on national exams
(3) a language of ―daily conversation‖ about family, sports and hobbies
(4) the mother tongue of English-speaking countries such as the US and the UK
These four traditional views have long formed the basis of much English teaching
worldwide. A global education view of English, however, involves two further
dimensions. It sees the English classroom as a place for teaching:
(5) English as an international language for communication with people from around
the world
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(6) English as a subject for learning about the world‘s peoples, countries and
problems
A global education approach to EFL, therefore, means showing how English can be a
language of world citizenship for learning about our global village, for communicating
with people from other cultures and for working to solve problems facing the global
community.

International Content
In addition to a rethinking of goals, the ―why‖ of English teaching, the new interest in
global issues has also led to a rethinking of content, the ―what‖ of education. This is
related to the growing interest of the profession in content-based language teaching
(Silver, 1991, p.2). Content-based teaching argues that language is most effectively
learned in the context of relevant, meaningful, motivating content which stimulates
students to think and learn through the use of the target language. Content educators
such as Brinton (1989) and Mohan (1986) stress that language is a means of learning
about the world and recommend the use of motivating themes and authentic materials in
classroom teaching.
If one accepts this thesis of content language teaching, the next question that arises is
―What content is worth teaching?‖ A growing number of educators propose ―global
issues‖ as one important subject which can meet the need for meaningful content and
address the lack of educational relevance of much general English teaching in schools
round the world. This view has been voiced by one British educator as follows:
Global issues are real: the spoliation of the rainforests, the thinning of the ozone layer,
acid rain, nuclear waste, population growth, the spread of AIDS, state violence and
genocide in Kurdistan, Tibet and Bosnia, ecological disaster and war in Ethiopia and
Somalia...the list is depressingly long. What has this to do with the teaching of EFL?
English language teaching has been bedevilled with three perennial problems: the gulf
between classroom activities and real life; the separation of ELT from mainstream
educational ideas; the lack of a content as its subject matter. By making Global Issues a
central core of EFL, these problems would be to some extent resolved.
- Alan Maley (1992: 73)

Teacher Training
For English teachers to promote global awareness, social responsibility, international
understanding and world citizenship, they need effective training. However, MA-level
language teacher training programs generally lack a component dealing with global
education. One course addressing this need is entitled ―Trends - New Directions in
ESOL: Global Issues‖ offered as part of the MA-in-TESOL program of Teachers College
Columbia University (New York) at its Tokyo campus in Japan. The course, which I have
designed and taught, gives graduate students in the field of English language teaching the
chance to explore teaching ideas, resources and activities from fields such as global
education, peace education, human rights education and environmental education.
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This one semester course was introduced in 1991 and has been taught annually since then.
Course participants are English teachers in Japan (Japanese and non-Japanese) who work
at various levels (beginner, intermediate, advanced), in various institutions (high school,
college, commercial language schools) with various learners (school children, college
students, adult learners). The ―Global Issues‖ MA course consists of 60 hours of
instruction and is divided into two parts: a methodology workshop and a practicum.
The methodology component introduces students to the field of global education and the
teaching of global issues in foreign language classes. In the practicum, students explore
specific areas of global education and experiment with the design and teaching of global
issue language lessons. The course covers key aspects of global education such as
definitions, a history of the field, objectives and rationale as well as global education
approaches to curriculum design, classroom methodology and evaluation. Course
participants study and discuss teaching ideas, techniques and materials from global
education and from its component fields of peace education, human rights education,
environmental education and development education. During the course, they examine
global education teaching materials, experience global education class activities, and
experiment with designing and teaching language lessons aimed at promoting global
awareness and international understanding.
Course readings comprise a 200-page reading pack of articles on global education and an
in-class library of global education books from the instructor‘s collection. A special
feature of the practicum is that students are required to design, teach and evaluate a
model global education language lesson in their schools. These are video-taped, then
analyzed and discussed in the MA classroom. A further assignment requires students to
visit an organization involved in global issues (e.g. Amnesty International, UNICEF),
write a profile of the organization, and analyze the teaching materials it provides. Student
projects have ranged from curriculum design and materials writing to textbook analysis
and educational research. Sample projects include:






A Survey of Students' Global Awareness and Geographic Literacy
A Content Analysis of Global Issues in Japanese High School English Textbooks
A One-year Global Education Course Designed for Senior High School EFL
A College EFL Lesson Designed on Tropical Rainforests
An EFL Lesson Plan for Preventing Bullying

This course has enjoyed a popular reputation and has generated a great amount of
enthusiasm. Participants are always surprised to learn about the wealth of teaching ideas,
activities and materials they can find in such fields as global education, peace education
and environmental education. On finishing, they leave the course with a solid idea of how
global issues and international understanding can be integrated into their teaching. This
type of graduate-level course for language teachers is, unfortunately, quite rare. Teacher
training institutions and MA-in-TESOL programs worldwide should be urged to
introduce similar courses to acquaint language teachers with fields such as global
education and peace education, and thereby enable them to add a global perspective to
their work.

Professional Outreach
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Another key trend related to the growing interest in global education concerns the efforts
by language teaching associations to reach out for ideas, stimulation and resources to
global issue experts and organizations. This outreach has taken a number of forms.
In 1990, the organization TESOL (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages)
was designated as an official NGO to the United Nations. As a result, it appointed an
official liaison to the UN to write articles about the United Nations and the global issues
it deals with for the TESOL newsletter and its 15,000 subscribers worldwide. TESOL has
further shown its commitment to global education through a series of workshops which
introduce English teachers to experts, resources and ideas from global issue fields. These
have included "TESOL Day at the United Nations" (TESOL‘91, New York) at which UN
personnel instructed English teachers on how to integrate global issues into their teaching,
"TESOL Day at the Carter Center" (TESOL'93, Atlanta, Georgia) where teachers
attended workshops on conflict resolution by peace experts from former President Jimmy
Carter‘s staff, and "TESOL Day at the Rainforest" (TESOL'94, Baltimore) at which
English teachers were shown how to integrate ecological themes into their lessons by
environmental experts. Similar initiatives have taken place in Japan where experts in
peace education, human rights and environmental problems have addressed English
teachers at the annual conference of the Japan Association for Language Teaching
(JALT) on how to teach global issues in the EFL classroom (Casey 1994).

Conference Presentations
This outreach can also be seen in the kinds of featured speakers invited to international
conferences. JALT‘s 1996 international conference in Hiroshima, for example, featured
UNESCO expert Felix Marti speaking on Linguapax, language teaching and world peace.
Featured speakers at other international conferences have included US civil rights leader
Andrew Young (TESOL‘93), human rights advocate Mary Hatwood Futrell (TESOL‘94),
Vietnamese peace activist Le Ly Hayslip (TESOL‘95) and cross-cultural expert Milton
Bennett speaking on tolerance and intercultural understanding (Korea TESOL‘95). The
invitation of outside speakers such as these to international ELT conferences underscores
the commitment of English teaching organizations to link English education to the
outside world, raise awareness of global issues, strengthen commitment to socially
responsible teaching and remind teachers of the wider social context of their classroom
work.
English teaching organizations worldwide are increasingly highlighting global education
and global issues in their conferences. One way this can be seen is through official
conference themes being chosen. Examples include ―Language and Social Justice‖
(ATESOL Australia, 1989), "Global Age: Issues in Language Education" (CDELT 1993,
Egypt), "Bridges to Better Understanding" (Mexico TESOL, 1995) and "World Peace
and English Education" (Japan Association of College English Teachers, 1986). In
Europe, an entire conference was held on the theme ―Global Issues in Foreign Language
Education‖ by the Modern Language Association of Poland (September, 1996).
Over the past two decades, there has also been an explosion of presentations focussing on
global education topics at ELT conferences around the world. JALT‘s 1986 conference
handbook, for example, reveals no presentations at all on global issue themes, yet its
JALT‘96 Hiroshima conference 10 years later featured over 50 such sessions. These
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included presentations on international awareness through video, global education and the
Internet, AIDS awareness activities, and teaching for human rights. JALT‘s annual
conference now regularly features conference colloquia, roundtable discussions and
workshops featuring English educators from countries such as Russia, Germany,
Thailand and Australia addressing topics such as global issues, peace education,
environmental awareness and international understanding as they relate to teaching
methods, textbooks and curriculum design.
The same trend can be seen at other international conventions. In 1996, IATEFL (the
International Association for the Teaching of English as a Foreign Language) featured a
first-ever global issues conference strand with presentations on global issue projects in
Brazil, a One World Week event in Portugal, peace studies in Hong Kong and ESL-forinternational-understanding in California. TESOL‘s 1996 conference in Chicago featured
a peace education breakfast seminar, plenary talks on social responsibility, an academic
session on peace education and materials writing, and over 100 presentations by teachers
from countries as varied as Poland, Canada, France and Korea with titles such as Global
Issues E-mail Projects, Social Issues and the Language Class, Teaching Strategies for
Reducing Prejudice and Integrating Global Cultures into EFL Materials.

Peace as a Global Language (PGL)
Some teachers have moved beyond national language teaching conferences to set up their
own events focused specifically on peace and global themes. One example is the
international Peace as a Global Language conference (PGL) held in Japan. This brings
together language teachers, global educators, peace activists, journalists, NGO staff and
others interested in working for a better world for an exciting weekend of talks,
workshops, seminars and posters on topics linked to language, peace, education and
global issues. The first Peace as a Global Language conference (PGL I) was held at
Daito Bunka University in Tokyo in 2002. Subsequent conferences include PGL II
(Seisen University, Tokyo, 2003), PGL III (Ritsumeikan University, Kyoto, 2004), PGL
IV (Kyoto Sangyo University, 2005), PGL V (Seisen University, Tokyo, 2006), PGL VI
(Kyoto University of Foreign Studies, 2007), PGL VII (Seisen University, Tokyo, 2008)
and PGL VIII (Shimane University, 2009). PGL presentations have ranged from topics
such as Student Peace Projects, Images of Africa in Language Textbooks and Global
Citizenship to Teaching about Landmines, Media Stereotyping of Muslims and War
Protest Music in the EFL Classroom.

Special Interest Groups
Another key trend within the English teaching profession is the formation of ―global
issues‖ special interest groups. Some of these have been established within national
language teaching associations. These include a Peace and Health Education Interest
Group formed in TESOL Italy (1994), a Global Issues Special Interest Group (SIG) in
Korea TESOL (1995) and a Global Education Study Group (1996) formed within JACET
(the Japan Association of College English Teachers). Similar groups have been
established at the international level. These include a Global Issues SIG established in
1995 within the UK-based association IATEFL and a TESOLers for Social Responsibility
Caucus (TSR) set up in 1999 within the US-based organization TESOL.
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The establishment of these groups has enabled English teachers around the world who are
involved with global, peace and environmental education to receive funds, begin projects,
issue newsletters, hold workshops and obtain conference time to share their research and
teaching experience, and to further promote global education within their national and
international organizations. The existence of these groups further serves to validate global
education as a legitimate goal of English teaching and to highlight the social
responsibility of the profession.

JALT‟s Global Issues SIG
The first such organization to become actively involved in promoting global education
among language teachers was the "Global Issues in Language Education" Special Interest
Group (GILE SIG) of the Japan Association for Language Teaching (JALT). This was
established to promote global awareness, international understanding, and the study of
world problems through language education. Its members comprise classroom teachers,
school directors, publishers and textbook writers who share a special interest in global
education, social responsibility and world citizenship. The group thus has a double
commitment to excellence in language education and to "teaching for a better world".
JALT‘s Global Issues SIG was officially established in 1991 and now has a history of
almost 20 years of research, education and action. Its official aims are:
 to promote the integration of global issues, global awareness and social responsibility
into foreign language teaching;
 to promote networking and mutual support among educators dealing with global
issues in language teaching;
 to promote awareness among language teachers of important developments in global
education and the related fields of environmental education, human rights education,
peace education and development education.
GILE SIG members receive the Global Issues in Language Education Newsletter, a
quarterly 24-page newsletter packed with up-to-date news on global education and
foreign language teaching. Each issue contains a wealth of information, from suggestions
for teaching human rights to reports on international pen pal programs, from notes on the
latest peace education books to environmental education activities for tomorrow's class.
Regular features include summaries of articles on global themes from language teaching
journals, profiles of global issue organizations, global education book reviews and a
networking section where language teachers write in to share information on topics such
as teaching about world hunger, sexism in schools or recycled paper.
Global Issues members benefit from the SIG's networking contacts in Japan and abroad.
These range from Japanese development education groups to the Tokyo office of
Amnesty International, from the group TESOLers for Social Responsibility to the
European LINGUAPAX movement, and from advocacy groups such as Oxfam and Save
The Children to world bodies such as the United Nations, UNESCO and UNICEF.
A major activity of the Global Issues SIG is organizing presentations for local, national
and international language teaching conferences. Recent sessions held at the annual JALT
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conference have included colloquia on peace education and language teaching, panel
discussions on teaching global issues in Asia, workshops on designing sociallyresponsible language teaching materials, seminars on environmentally-friendly
classrooms, and an annual materials display exhibiting resource books on global
education for language teachers.
The Global Issues SIG also runs a number of projects. These include the publication of
special magazine issues on global education, the production of English textbooks on
global issue themes, the donation of used EFL textbooks to countries such as Vietnam,
fund-raising for projects such as children's homes in India, the promotion among
language teachers of international events such as Earth Day and Human Rights Day, and
the creation of a website featuring back issues of the GILE Newsletter <www.gile.org>.
The Global Issues SIG also brings to Japan experts in global education for workshops,
lectures and conferences to introduce English language teachers to teaching methods and
materials linked to global issues. These have included national Japan lecture tours by
Russian peace educators, Australian conflict resolution experts, environmental education
experts from Canada and Linguapax experts from Germany and Spain.

The Asian Youth Forum
A final trend related to global education and English language teaching is the growth of
international youth exchange programs for language learners. These range from key-pal
programs to sister school exchanges to international youth gatherings. A large number of
these programs are carried out each year by individual language teachers, by schools, by
national governments and by international organizations. Here, I would like to introduce
one such program that I helped to found and now chair.
The Asian Youth Forum (AYF) is a unique event which brings together college-aged
young people from countries such as Korea, Japan, Thailand and Vietnam to discuss
language, culture, global issues and international understanding through the medium of
English-as-a-global-language. The Asian Youth Forum is held as part of an annual ―PanAsian Conference‖ (PAC) sponsored by national language teaching associations such as
JALT (Japan), Korea TESOL, Thai TESOL (Thailand), FEELTA (Russia), ETA-ROC
(Taiwan) and PALT (the Philippines).
The Asian Youth Forum was founded in 1999 by English language educators in Japan
and Korea. It enables language educators throughout Asia to bring along EFL students to
each PAC conference. At each AYF, youth from across Asia join together to learn about
each other's countries, share mutual concerns, explore global issues and make crosscultural friendships. The first AYF was held in 1999 in Seoul, Korea attended by 45
young people from nine countries. Since then, AYF events have been held as follows:
 AYF 1 was held at PAC 2 in Seoul, Korea (1999)
 AYF 2 was held at PAC 3 in Kokura, Japan (2001)
 AYF 3 was held at PAC 4 in Taipei, Taiwan (2002)
 AYF 4 was held at PAC 5 in Vladivostok, Russia (2004)
 AYF 5 was held at PAC 6 in Bangkok, Thailand (2007)
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 AYF 6 was held at PAC 7 in Tokyo, Japan (2008)
 AYF 7 was held at PAC 8 in Manila, Philippines (2009)
AYF now has a history of 10 years and continues to grow. AYF 2008 in Tokyo, for
example, brought together 110 Asian students from 15 nations (including Cambodia,
China, India, Indonesia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka and Vietnam) with
special student delegations sent by language teaching organizations such as Thai TESOL,
Korea TESOL, BELTA (Bangladesh) and FEELTA (Russia).
Each Asian Youth Forum includes both an academic and a social component. In the
academic program, students engage in seminars and workshops on stereotypes, global
issues, cross-cultural communication, leadership skills and international understanding.
The social program consists of homestays, excursions, school visits and cultural
performances plus welcome and farewell parties. For the young people who attend, AYF
brings a greater awareness of Asia, an appreciation of the role of English for international
understanding, increased motivation to learn about other languages, countries and
cultures, and an international network of Asian friends. The benefits that students take
away from AYF are illustrated in the following quotes from participating students:
I wanted to take part in AYF because it provides a venue for young people like me to
discuss vital issues that affect our society, specifically environmental and social problems.
I believe that young people in our own ways can help in solving world issues.
Kim Doo Won (Korea)
By understanding other cultures we can promote peaceful co-existence. Participating in
AYF, meeting people from various cultures and understanding diversity is part of the
process of creating a peaceful world.
Melvin Jabar (Philippines)
In future, we‟ll carry the world on our shoulders. The world will be more globalized than
now. So we need to learn and respect each other. We need to face problems and solve
them one by one. Then we will be able to join hands to make this world better.
Toshihiko Mori (Japan)
We all are different by nature, cultural habits and appearance, but we all are
CHILDREN OF THE EARTH. We are in charge of the future of our cities, our states, and
the world. If we want to achieve a peaceful society, we should start now. I believe we can.
Emma Moyseychenko (Russia)
International events such as the Asian Youth Forum demonstrate the magic that happens
when young people from different countries are allowed to meet. They illustrate the value
of youth exchange programs, and the potential these have to promote international
understanding among young people through the medium of English-as-an-internationallanguage. Further information, reports and photos on the Asian Youth Forum can be
found at the AYF website <www.asianyouthforum.org>.

CONCLUSION
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The rapid growth of interest within the field of language teaching in global issues and
global education over the past decade has helped to stimulate the profession in many
ways. It has encouraged a reconsideration of the aims of English teaching, sparked a
debate about the mission of our profession, promoted a healthy discussion about
meaningful content and educational relevance, spurred outreach efforts to global issue
experts and organizations, provoked a sharing of classroom experimentation through
conference presentations, and led to the formation of special interest groups devoted to
promoting global awareness and action to solve world problems. What is clear from
these trends is that the commitment of English language teaching to promoting peace,
international understanding and global awareness is firm and growing stronger each year
thanks to the work of thousands of English educators in countries around the globe.
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Poems:
“Proof”
“Love Poem to Tofu”
“Love Poem to Pho”
“A bird of laughing feathers”

Mong-Lan
Poet / Writer
Email: monglan11@yahoo.com, website: www.monglan.com

Abstract: A Vietnamese-born American poet and writer, I left Vietnam with my family
one day before the evacuation of Saigon. These poems that follow, ―Proof‖; ―Love
Poem to Tofu‖; ―Love Poem to Pho‖; and ―A bird of laughing feathers‖ are explorations
of self, identity, and society.
Key words: Mong-Lan, Vietnam, American poetry, Vietnamese-American poetry, love
poems
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Proof
in this city where you do not live
you were born
the city itself no longer exists on a map
of Vietnam
the street on which you were
born does not exist
for its name has changed
if you had continued
to exist here if you had stayed after war‘s end
now 30 yrs later you would be walking down the street talking
joking philosophizing suffering with friends
you would be a closed-eyed bicycle-motor-riding adult
married with children
the house where you lived the first five
years
of your life was seized
& therefore does not exist
as you knew it
it sits on a street whose name has changed
no longer recognizable
your grandparent‘s house
also appropriated
now people live there eating making love defecating
spinning new lives for themselves from the walls
of your past
in the city where you were born
you do not now exist because the city
no longer exists
the grandparents whom you met
in your imagination
& memory did exist
& gave birth to your parents
who exist in a different country & plane altogether
not in this city
of faint turquoise limestone whiteness & charcoal
of your imagination
two handfuls of cities
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changed names through wars or revolutions
the hospital where you were born still remains
that exists & still keeps
its name Hospital of Saint Paul
does that prove anything?
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Love Poem to Tofu

Everyday I open you up
with a knife slice you in half boil eat you
O how I need you warm creamy-white loaded with vegetable protein
how can I live
without your textured taste?
I don‘t even remember
when we first met: it must‘ve been
in Saigon in a soup dish my mother made with tomatoes & a solitary
flaming egg
for many years I knew you made in California not
as good as in Vietnam but now in Tokyo you once
again become divine
you are exquisite plain dipped in soy sauce or nuoc mam with a bit
of lemon
& cayenne pepper
varieties of you I love silken firm braised
tofu I feast upon you
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Love Poem to Pho
Yes, I am guilty
I am not a good Buddhist vegetarian
when in Saigon or Hanoi, I sometimes sneak bowls of you from the vendor
down the street for fifty cents or less
always without meat bowls of pho clear fatless broth
of chicken or beef
I sneak bowls of you past my other moral self
a secret sin to remind me of days without pressure
without animal flesh I slurp you down
only the perfume of you
I slurp you
as Asians are wont to do making noise to make the taste sweeter
I slurp you with fresh
cilantro lemon mint leaves dragon pho leaves
I slurp you with hot chili peppers tingling the tongue
fresh green peppers of memory penetrating the palate
rice noodles hanging over chopsticks ubiquitous legs
the Japanese say you have ―a simple elegant taste‖
Vietnamese know you are never to be colonized
at home I make you with a vegetable broth

rice noodles & vegetables

your broth transparent humble
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A bird of laughing feathers
A song gregarious
Concord to every cell & mitochondrion
to every person all bodies nations
neighbors sons daughters
brothers &
sisters
of every skin color
to those who breathe those who
sleep
to those who kick & bother to dream
to those who dream & die dreaming
Armistice to those with knives guns & bombs
a nail a grenade on one‘s back cactus scorched
a board of thorns ashes
knocking

knocking

to those who die
fighting
limbs burned off eyes torched
to those who are alive
fighting limbs bombed off heart beating
A century in the forest
meditating under a tree
Repose to those with mercurial hearts
ailing
Peace to nocturnal invasions
bodily invasions
to the seers
the blind & decrepit
To the pallbearers
a flowing river of blossoms
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NOTES
[1] ―Proof‖ is reprinted from Love Poem to Tofu & Other Poems, published by Valiant Press, 2007.
[2] ―Love Poem to Tofu‖ is reprinted from Love Poem to Tofu & Other Poems, published by Valiant
Press, 2007.
[3] ―Love Poem to Pho‖ was originally published in the North American Review. Pho is Vietnam‘s
national soup, consisting of wide flat rice noodle, chicken or beef and its broth. Usually served with
fresh vegetables such as lettuce, mints, chilies, etc.
[4] ―A bird of laughing feathers‖ was originally published in Pleiades: A Journal of New Writing.
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“JAPANESE ENGLISH”: A VIRTUAL VARIETY
Saran Shiroza
University of Tokyo
sshiroza@mac.com
Abstract: This paper attempts to raise concerns about the increasingly emphasized need
to establish a Japanese variety of English in a society where English was, is, and will
remain a foreign language to be taught at schools rather than a second language to be
acquired in life. Three different proposals for ―Japanese English‖ that were propounded
a few decades ago and have mostly been forgotten by now will be introduced and
examined in terms of similarities to and differences from the Kachruvian framework of
world Englishes, which has provided theoretical basis for existing varieties of English in
formerly colonized territories. Through a critical analysis of the past attempts and
failures to develop a Japanese variety of English, this paper will also suggest that the
view of English as a ―universal‖ language that underlies the idea of developing and
legitimatizing varieties of English only guarantees the diversity within the language,
potentially undermining linguistic diversity in its broader sense.
Key Words: world Englishes, Japanese English, English as an international language

INTRODUCTION
With more and more people using the English language in their daily lives and still more
people aspiring to learn it in public and private institutions, English seems to have
secured its position as a global language. An inevitable outcome of a language becoming
an international language is the emergence of varieties that are different in forms and
functions from the original standard variety. Braj B. Kachru, an Indian-born linguist at
the University of Illinois, maintains that the English language formally and functionally
has acquired ―multicultural identities‖ and that this sociolinguistic situation can no
longer be captured by the term ―English,‖ but rather requires the term ―Englishes‖
(Kachru, 1992, p. 357).
Kachru‘s idea of world Englishes, or WE in acronym, has provided theoretical ground
for acknowledging the existing varieties in post-colonial territories and encouraged
descriptive studies of these varieties and their use as a norm in local English education.
In light of the growing awareness and increasing body of research concerning these
Englishes from the WE perspective, some researchers are now trying to apply this
paradigm to the linguistic communities where English is learned as a foreign language,
such as Japan, prompting educators and policy makers in Japan to assert that the
Japanese people should also have their own variety of English, Japanese English.
Examination of the history of Japan, however, reveals that the demand for establishment
of a Japanese variety of English is by no means new.

APPROACHES TO ENGLISH AS AN INTERNATIONAL
LANGUAGE IN JAPAN
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English as a National Language
There have been observed two distinct approaches in Japan towards English as an
international language. The first is to make English Japan‘s national language. In Japan,
English is not an official language, either in the strict sense or general sense of the term;
it is not designated as an official language by any law or regulation, nor is it a common
medium of education, government, or business. It was only during the early stage of its
modernization in the nineteenth century, the period generally referred to as the age of
Bunmei-Kaika, or ‗Civilization and Enlightenment,‘ that some politicians and
intellectuals proposed to give English the status of a national language and even to
replace Japanese with English. Notable examples are Mori Arinori, a politician who later
became the first Minister of Education, and Takada Sanae, an educationist who
contributed to the foundation of Waseda University (see, e.g., Mori, 1872 [1978];
Takada, 1885 [1978]). Their proposals, however, were not very realistic or attractive for
the Japanese school system because many institutions of higher education had already
started to replace English with Japanese as a medium of instruction. Ever since the
opening of Japan to the outside world, more specifically since 1860, two years after the
official opening, English has been the primary foreign language taught in Japan.

English as an Auxiliary Language: Demands for Japanese English
The second approach is to regard English as an international auxiliary language and to
develop Japanese English, a variety of English different from British, American, or other
native-speaker varieties. The earliest call for a Japanese variety of English was observed
during the Second World War, when Japan was at war with the US and UK and when
the English language was thus considered an ―enemy language.‖ The status and function
of English in education was often debated; some argued, from a nationalistic perspective,
for the total abolition of foreign language education while some others insisted, from
more of a pragmatic perspective, on its continuation. For example, Shikiba Ryuzaburo, a
psychopathologist, argues that English is no longer a monopoly of Britain and America,
but an international language that the Japanese can and should make use of (1942
[1978]). Furthermore, Kishida Kunio, a writer and stage director, insists that the
Japanese should adapt English for their use without simply imitating American or British
English as is (1942 [1978]).
It was not until the 1960s, however, that some intellectuals and linguists began to
address more openly the possibility and necessity of forming a Japanese variety of
English: a kind of English that the Japanese can master more easily and use more
casually for international communication, not just with the American and British people,
but also with other speakers of English as a second and foreign language. Among the
most prominent proponents of such a variety of English were Oda Makoto (1961; 1989),
Suzuki Takao (1971), and Watanabe Takesato (1983), who termed their respective
varieties Englanto, Englic, and Japalish.
Oda is probably better-known now as a symbolic leader of Be-Hei-Ren (Betonamu
[Vietnam] ni heiwa wo rengo), or ‗Peaceful Vietnam Movement,‘ in the 1960s and
1970s, than as a protagonist for Japanese English. After studying in the US as a
Fulbright scholar, he traveled abroad extensively throughout Asia, Africa, Europe, and
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other parts of the globe, engaging in peace movements. Witnessing many people
communicating in English without caring about their accents or pronunciation and
without hesitating to incorporate words and expressions from their mother tongue
increasingly convinced him of the need to re-conceptualize English as a global medium
of communication instead of as a language of the US, UK, or any other particular nation.
Oda propounded the concept of Englanto, the portmanteau word he coined by combining
English and Esperanto (Oda, 1961). According to him, it was meant to be a ―convenient
language‖ that could be used widely around the world, just like English, and that could
embrace any culture, including Japanese culture, just like Esperanto, which is
supposedly a culture-free language (Oda, 1989, p. 42). Contrasting Englanto with the socalled Basic English of Ogden, which he considered to have resulted from the
paternalistic attitudes of English speakers toward non-English speakers, Oda emphasized
that if any simplification of the grammar or syntax occurred in Englanto, it should
emerge naturally from its speakers and not from the paternalism on the part of native
English speakers (ibid., p. 89).
Suzuki, a sociologist of language and professor emeritus at Keio University, also
proposed a similar concept, Englic, to describe a variety of English that is not
specifically associated with American or British cultures but is used as an ―international
auxiliary language‖ (1971, p. 5). With a thorough reform of English education in Japan
in mind, he intended that this concept should be a prescription to heal what is generally
referred to as an ‗English complex‘ of Japanese learners. Claiming that the relationship
between Japan and the Western nations had shifted from the ―vertical,‖ unidirectional
inflow of information, to the ―horizontal,‖ multinational exchange of information on
equal terms, he insisted that the Japanese must change their communication style with
non-Japanese speaking people from what he called the ―receiver‖ mode to the ―sender‖
mode, in which they should express more about their own culture by using their own
variety of English (1999 [2000], p. 75).
Watanabe‘s Japalish is, as are Oda‘s Englanto and Suzuki‘s Englic, intended to validate
―a kind of English that is heavily influenced by Japanese‖ and to encourage more active
cross-cultural communication between the Japanese and non-Japanese peoples (1983, p.
57). While Oda and Suzuki‘s proposals were more of a theoretical or ideological nature,
Watanabe presented specific elements for his Japalish to be distinctive and yet
intelligible in international communication. Table 1 below shows some typical examples
of what Watanabe termed ―Japalish‖(ibid.):
Table 1: Examples of ‗Japalish‘
Pronunciation

/sink/ for both ―sink‖ and ―think‖;
/lais/ for both ―lice‖and ―rice‖
/indikt/ for ‗indict‘ (/indait/)

Accent

No distinction between ―desert‖ (n) and ―desert‖ (v)

Gairaigo (words of foreign
origin)

arubaito (arbeit [= part-time job]);
back-mirror [= rearview mirror]
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Syntax and pragmatics

―The sun climbs up‖; ―He live in Tokyo‖; ―I think he
is not honest.‖; ―Don‘t you like coffee?‖ ―No, I like
coffee.‖

Watanabe maintains that in a concrete context of conversation the Japalish pronunciation,
words and phrases, and expressions would not lead to communicative breakdown as long
as both parties in conversation are willing to understand one another. His prediction in
the 1980s was that in another few decades the use of Japalish would no longer be
considered ―errors‖ in English but an independent variety of English widely used among
the Japanese. This prediction has not come to past, at least at this time. The Japanese
variety of English he envisaged is still regarded not just by Japanese teachers of English,
but also by their students, as typical errors to be avoided.

JAPANESE ENGLISH AND WORLD ENGLISHES
Now we can see some noticeable similarities between these proposals for Japanese
English and the Kachruvian concept of world Englishes that first appeared in the late
1970s and have gained recognition only recently. First, both ideas originated from the
proponents‘ keen awareness of the implication and significance that the global spread of
English carries, such as the rapid increase of non-native English speakers overwhelming
native speakers and the increasing contacts between the language and the diverse
cultures around the world. It is also notable that the advocates of Japanese English, just
like Kachru and other protagonists of world Englishes, aim for ―liberation‖ from the
Anglo-centric conceptualization of global English even though, technically speaking,
Japan was never under colonial rule and was in no need of winning political or linguistic
independence. They seem to genuinely consider English as a culturally and politically
neutral medium for international communication.
Nevertheless, these proposals failed to take hold in the mainstream of Japanese discourse
on English education or language policy. Two possible factors can be mentioned here.
First, while the concept of world Englishes generally has concrete referents or
denotations, namely, Sri Lankan English or Chicano English, the concept of Japanese
English, whether it is to be called Englanto, Englic, or Japalish, is more of a hypothetical
concept, a virtual variety as it were. While almost all Japanese study English for at least
six years starting in secondary school, it was, and still is, largely for test preparation,
especially preparation for college entrance examinations, that most students learn the
language. Most see little real communicative need to use English outside the classroom
and rarely consider the language as part of their linguistic repertoire. The
aforementioned examples by Watanabe are for the most part individual variations that
appear and disappear in the course of learning and that do not constitute a systematic and
rule-governed variety of language.
The other reason that the proposals for a Japanese variety of English could not gather
much support was cultural as well as historical. It should not be overlooked that the
majority of Japanese learners themselves, despite their almost painful efforts to acquire
native-like fluency, are not interested in and rather feel embarrassed about using such a
variety as Japanese English even though some intellectuals and scholars assert that it
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would be easier for Japanese learners to master and more convenient to use. In fact, not a
few books and magazine articles criticize the use of Wasei Eigo, ‗words of foreign
origin,‘ as ―Englishized‖ Japanese rather than ―Japanized‖ English, and some even
ridicule the ―wrong‖ use and usage of English among the Japanese. These negative
attitudes toward Japanese English seem to indicate that English is for most Japanese not
just a pragmatic tool of communication and learning, but rather a sort of cultural and
social icon, or a brand, which they think represents the cultures and speakers of the
language, namely, Western-Caucasian cultures of Europe and America. The English that
most Japanese learners strive to master, therefore, is the kind spoken in countries or
areas that they generally respect, admire, or even idolize.
The persistently high esteem that Japanese learners of English hold for the traditional
ENL, or English as a native language, countries is evident, for instance, in the popularity
of study-abroad programs, especially in American and British institutions; according to
statistics, of those who went abroad for the purpose of study in 2000, 45% went to the
US and 14% to the UK (MOJ, 2001). The inclinations toward ENL is also apparent in
the strong preference for native English speakers as instructors and teachers in private
institutions; other statistics show that people of non-Japanese nationalities occupy over
80% of overall full-time instructors in private language schools, 90% of which are
primarily or exclusively offering English conversation classes (METI, 2002). The fact
that English classes in the formal education system are taught mainly by Japanese
teachers (i.e., non-native speakers of English) seems to further drive learners to such
private institutions, which are located virtually all over the country.
While obviously these Anglo-centric attitudes should not be encouraged, the creation of
a new variety of English where only individual variations exist would not be a solution
to the problem. In Japan, as in other EFL, or English as a foreign language,
environments, there are those who have a good command of English, on the one hand,
and many others who have forgotten almost everything about English that they learned
in school, on the other. It is, in fact, most likely that the demands for creating a Japanese
variety of English come from the former, that is, those who have mastered the language.
The resultant Japanese English could thus be based on the criteria which fluent speakers
establish for non-fluent speakers, just like the aforementioned Basic English.
Even more problematic is the view of language underlying these and other proposals for
Japanese English: strong emphasis on so-called ―communicative English‖ and insistence
on neutrality of English. The proponents of Japanese English tend to emphasize fluency
over accuracy, face-to-face conversation over textual interpretation, and ―real-life‖ use
over test preparations. Such a communicative orientation of English language teaching,
however, especially in a society where English serves few ‗real-life‘ functions, easily
translates into the preference for Eikaiwa, or ‗English conversation,‘ classrooms, to
which Japanese learners of English come to encounter native English speakers just to
enjoy ―daily-life conversation‖ with them. In other words, contrary to the original aim of
developing a Japanese variety of English that is different and independent from
American or British English, emphasis on fostering communicative ability in English
among Japanese learners would lead to an even greater demand for native-speaking
instructors who people assume can teach ―authentic‖ English. To cite an example,
Funabashi Yoichi (2000), the chief diplomatic corre
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spondent for Asahi Shimbun and one of the most active supporters of Japanese English,
argues for inviting English instructors from countries other than the UK and US and
quickly adds that they should be ―native speakers‖ of English. Moreover, with the
English language activities introduced into the elementary school curriculum, more and
more schools are seeking native-English-speaking instructors to take charge of language
classes in partnership with Japanese elementary school teachers who have never taught
English before. The promoters of Japanese English tend also to stress that the English
language is a neutral medium of communication. They argue that the numerical
predominance of non-native speakers over native speakers of English and of
communicative situations involving non-native speakers over those involving native and
non-native speakers ensures communication on fully equal terms among all parties
involved. Needless to say, however, the fact that one quarter of the world‘s population
speak English as a first or second language, as they often prefer to emphasize, also
means that the rest of the population do not; for the latter group of people, English is
obviously not a neutral medium but rather an obstacle. The further promotion of English
as a supposedly neutral language in international politics and business could eventually
alienate the non-English speaking general public from such domains.

CONCLUSION
Although there have been several attempts to create and establish a Japanese variety of
English in the past few decades, as we have seen so far, none has succeeded in gaining
popular support in Japanese society. Reconsidering these proposals in light of the global
expansion of English and the ecology of language has revealed the foresight of their
advocates as well as their uncritical acceptance and promotion of English as the global
language. English is only one of many languages in the world, and treating English as if
there were no other foreign language for the Japanese and treating English as a language
of the world, of Asia, and of Japan, contradicts our efforts to attain and maintain a
linguistically pluralistic state where, ideally, all languages of the world are in a healthy
state with a sufficient number of speakers and where people have the right to complete
their education in their native language. The diversity realized as a result of extending
the range and frequency of English use, speakers‘ appropriating the language to
themselves, and developing and legitimating new Englishes, is not linguistic diversity in
the proper sense of the phrase; it is simply ―diversity‖ within a single language, English.
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Abstract: Linguistic or ethnic diversity do not inextricably lead to conflicts. On the
contrary, there appear to be a number of common denominators that more often than not
point the finger at the type of situations which contribute to the emergence of potential
and eventual violent conflicts. Countries where state authorities have adopted
discriminatory practices that result in the exclusion of or serious disadvantaging for a
significant proportion of their population are those that are more likely to see the
emergence of an ethnic conflict. As the case studies of Pakistan and Sri Lanka
demonstrate, this can frequently take the form of discriminatory language policies.
Language preferences by a Government, and the benefits connected with the choice of a
language as medium of communication and employment within the apparatus of a State,
can directly contribute to the eruption of conflict if these language preferences violate
the prohibition of discrimination – and have serious negative consequences for large
numbers of people in a country. Language is power, and the denial of ‗language
opportunities‘ can in some cases be considered violations of some human rights
standards such as non-discrimination, and it is the denial of human rights such as this
one that sets the scene for possible conflicts.
Key words: language policies and preferences, human rights, language rights, minorities,
ethnic conflicts
1. INTRODUCTION
From the Philippines to Sri Lanka, Jerusalem to Djakarta, Asia – and much of the world
– seems to be covered with the violence and anger of ethnic conflict. Most of the wars
today are not wars between countries: they are ethnic conflicts, conflicts within a country
and conflicts that involve an ethnic minority, usually linguistic or religious, against the
national government of their country. Perhaps 70% of the world‘s conflicts in the last 60
years are ethnic conflicts. Less than 10 of the 150 or so conflicts have been international.
As the following will show, a high proportion of these happen because governments
discriminate against minorities or indigenous peoples.

2. THE ROOT CAUSES OF CONFLICTS: NOT DIVERSITY
In every world region, minorities and indigenous peoples have been excluded,
repressed and, in many cases, killed by their governments…(Lattimer, 2006)
One mistake which should not be made is confuse the existence of ethnic differences as
a source of the tensions leading to conflict. In other words, it is clear one should not
exaggerate the existence of ethnic groups as a problem in itself or a cause of these
conflicts. Studies show that in fact the proportion of ethnic conflicts when you consider
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the number of ethnic groups in a country is in fact extremely low: lower than 1% even in
a wide ranging study covering some 36 African countries (Laitin & Fearon, 1996: 717).
Nor should it be assumed that ethnic conflicts are somehow a new or recent phenomenon.
Throughout human history, there have been conflicts between human beings along the
fault lines of religion, language, culture or colour of skin. It is undeniable that these
conflicts have occurred throughout history: they are not a creation of the 20th century.
This is rather self-evident when one considers the conquest, assimilation and
extermination of indigenous peoples all over the world for the last five centuries, or the
removal of the Moros, the Muslims from the Iberian peninsula, more than half a
millennium ago. There are of course the destructive policies in Australia towards
Aborigines, or recall that the Islamic population of Sudan has been trying to subdue,
convert or starve to death the non-Muslim populations of the south of that country for
hundreds of years. One could also consider the Irish resistance against the English that
could be said to have started in the 11th Century and, in a way, is still continuing in
Northern Ireland today.
Intolerance, fear of the other, attempts to cleanse one‘s territory of others who are
different, have all long been part of the human condition. It is not a new phenomenon,
just one which has became deadlier, not to say more thorough and effective with new
technology in more recent times.
While ethnic conflicts are not a new development in historical terms, they have probably
increased substantially in the last 100 years. The so-called ―rise of nationalism‖ has a lot
to do to with the rise of the state, and the more immediate and tangible – as well as often
negative – consequences of this dramatic intrusion for many minorities.

3. THE RISE OF THE MODERN STATE, LANGUAGE
PREFERENCES AND THE CONSEQUENCES FOR MINORITIES
It is here that the issues of conflicts, language and the human rights of minorities
interconnect and are important to understand. No government is neutral in terms of its
linguistic choices: in all of the world‘s countries, there are one or a few official
languages, or languages which are used by government in its relations and services to the
public. In those countries with ethnic conflicts, it is often the violation of human rights
involving language that is at the core of the context of injustice, frustration and anger
that lies at the centre of the tensions that eventually lead to conflict.
There is also often a misunderstanding as to the existence of certain human rights which
have a significant impact in areas of language preferences. For example, it is often
ignored that freedom of expression protects the private use of a language and that the
prohibition of discrimination on the ground of language may, in certain conditions,
require that a government use a minority language as a language of education and of
work and service in the civil service where it is reasonable and justified, especially
where you have a substantial, concentrated minority.
Language is therefore not just important culturally or symbolically: language is power.
With language a Government can determine whether a minority is included or excluded
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from political and economic power, and this is often one of the main factors leading to
conflicts. Nationalist and separatist movements find support and even an ideological
basis for their activism in perceived grievances that often involve language rights and
issues. To put it in simple terms, violations of language rights based on freedom of
expression and non-discrimination often provide the fuel that pushes the agendas of
these movements.
The deep-laid sources of the conflicts in most Asian countries experiencing ethnic or
minority tensions, countries such as Sri Lanka, Myanmar/Burma, Southern Thailand,
Indonesia, the Philippines, China, Pakistan and many others, can be linked in the early
periods to discriminatory practices in employment, education and other violations of
minority rights as now understood in international law, often connected to language
preferences. The next section will try to highlight a few examples how conflicts have
ravaged parts of Asia because of the denial of the human rights of minorities, focussing
through the lens of discriminatory language preferences.

4. LANGUAGE AND CONFLICTS IN ASIA: THE CASE OF
PAKISTAN
The non-respect of human rights linked to the language preferences of the State, and the
exclusion and disadvantage this caused for a huge proportion of the population of both
Pakistan and Sri Lanka, directly led to the appearance of separatist movements in these
two countries.
The creation of the State of Pakistan in 1947 was a strange entity: the new country was
divided in two separate regions, East and West, on opposite sides of India. There were in
addition to the physical distances much more that separated the two: though the two
regions shared a Muslim majority population, there were linguistic and cultural
differences, the more significant one being that while the vast majority of the East
Pakistan population spoke Bangla, the West Pakistan population spoke Urdu, Pushtu,
Punjabi and Sindhi. Even though East Pakistan had a slightly larger population, the
country was administered from West Pakistan, including the army, police and civil
service, tended to be dominated by West Pakistanis, despite Bengalis being in reality
almost a majority. The trouble in what was then East Pakistan started in 1951-52 when
the Pakistani Government declared that ―Urdu and only Urdu‖ would become the
national and official language.
While at first glance most people would assume that having a single official language
might be a desirable, unifying factor, the effects of such a language preference in the
context of Pakistan were far from positive. In truth, the population of East Pakistan was
for the most part not fluent in Urdu, and therefore such a policy would have meant their
virtual exclusion from various areas of public employment and positions, since perhaps
98% of the population in East Pakistan spoke a completely different language: Bangla.
It was this resistance to having only Urdu as an official language, and the sense of
discrimination felt by almost the whole population of East Pakistan because of this
language choice by the Pakistani government, which resulted in the creation of the
Bangla Language Movement, and the real beginning of the move towards independence.
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Very quickly, giving the extreme impact the announced language preference of the
Government of Pakistan would have on nearly the whole population of East Pakistan, the
attempt to make Urdu the exclusive official language for the entire country produced the
first riots in Dhaka (the largest city in East Pakistan which would later become of capital
of Bangladesh when it would eventually secede from Pakistan) and the first critical
symbols for the movement towards eventual independence: on 21 February 1952, 12
students, protesting against the language policies were killed by the Pakistani army. This
event galvanized the spirit and resistance of the Bengali people and led to what is a
monument, the Shaheed Minar, the Martyrs‘ monument near Dhaka Medical College
where these students were killed. This is also known as the Language Monument and
commemorates the struggle for the Bangla language.
The 21st of February is also remembered as the Language Movement Day and is a
national holiday in Bangladesh, proof of the significance of language issues in the
conflict which led to that country finally seceding and becoming an independent country.
There were other factors that led to resistance, violence, war and eventually
independence, but the central role of language here is indisputable. In the 1971 national
elections the political party which represented the Bengali people of East Pakistan, and
the fight for the Bangla language won all the seats there and 167 out of the 313 seats at
the national level, a clear majority. It should have formed the government of all Pakistan,
but the President postponed the opening of the National Assembly. Riots and hartals
(strikes) broke out in East Pakistan. The Pakistani army eventually went on a rampage
throughout East Pakistan, burning down villages, looting shops and homes, and
indiscriminately slaughtering civilians. While estimates vary widely, probably close to a
million people died in the conflict. Eventually about 6 months, through the intervention
of the Indian army, East Pakistan was to obtain its independence and become
Bangladesh.
In terms of language and human rights, the attempt to make Urdu the exclusive national
language was probably, it we were to analyse this today under international human rights
law, discrimination on the ground of language in relation to individuals who were fluent
in Bangla. It is discrimination because it would be unreasonable and unjustified, given
that the Bangla-speaking population constituted around half of Pakistan‘s population, not
to have the government use also the Bangla language, in addition to the national
language Urdu, in government employment, state schools, the army and the police. More
precisely, the impact of an Urdu-only policy in areas of state employment (army, police,
civil service, etc.) would have meant exclusion of most Bengalis from employment
opportunities since the vast majority of them lacked fluency in Urdu. In other words, the
Urdu-only policy would have constituted discrimination by the government in practice in
state employment, as well as in other areas such as state education.
This is an area still developing in international law, but language use by a government
and the right of non-discrimination, the need for reasonable and justified language
preferences by a government, would suggest that there must be some kind of ―linguistic
proportionality‖: when there is a sufficiently large linguistic group involved, there is a
right to have their language used to an appropriate degree in the institutions and
activities of the State, including employment and education (de Varennes, 2001) [1]
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5. THE CONTINUING DRAMA IN SRI LANKA AND POWER
Sri Lanka contains many of the same ingredients as in the conflict involving the Banglaspeaking population of East Pakistan, though the Tamil-speaking population there
represents a much smaller proportion of the total population of the country, about 18%.
At independence in 1948, the Sri Lankan Government was initially committed to having
both Tamil and Sinhalese as official languages, but this was never implemented. Relying
on the Sinhalese-speaking majority, the Government eventually adopted only Sinhalese
as an official language along with English. A few years later, English was replaced in
1956 by another government more closely identified with the ethnic Sinhalese majority.
This meant that English was officially removed completely as an official language, and
only Sinhalese remained. In practical terms this meant that Tamils were being
increasingly excluded from many if not most positions in the civil service of the country.
Tamils thus began to be disadvantaged in jobs because of the linguistic preferences of
the Government, since at the time – though that has changed to some degree today – few
Tamils were fluent in Sinhalese.
While the Sri Lankan Government had arguably valid reasons to try to increase the status
of the Sinhalese language, it in all likelihood moved too far for a number of decades and
directly contributed to the tensions which eventually led to the emergence of the violent
ethnic conflict there which is still not completely ended today – despite the seeming
defeat of the Tamil Tigers.
As far as international human rights are concerned, the Constitution, laws and policies of
the Sri Lankan Government which for a period of time made Sinhalese the only language
of services and employment was most likely unreasonable and unjustified given the large
number of speakers of Tamil and the consequences for them of the refusal to use
officially their language. Thus, because of the large number of Tamil-speakers, parts of
the Constitution and laws could possibly be described as discriminatory if one considers
more recent pronouncements on what constitutes discrimination on the ground of
language in international law.[2]
The consequences of these discriminatory actions by state authorities over the years
became increasingly obvious and serious for this ethnic minority: by the 1970s the
Tamils were seriously under-represented in state civil service. If one adds to these
Muslims who are mainly Tamil-speaking in Sri Lanka, as well as other Tamils known as
‗Plantation Tamils‘, many of whom were not citizens even if they lived in the country
for generations, the Tamil-speaking minority may even account for more than 20 percent
of the population, though they currently occupy less than 8.5 of the civil service jobs in
the country.
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Proportion of Tamil- and Sinhalese-speaking government employees 1946-2004
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There were certainly other factors involved and other forms of discrimination: various
schemes made it easier for Sinhalese students to be accepted to medicine and
engineering at university than Tamil students; land and assistance was mainly allocated
by the government to Sinhalese settlers in areas seen as Tamil; older Tamil employees of
the government were fired or did not receive salary increases if they did not learn
Sinhalese quickly enough, etc.
While at independence in 1948 Tamils sought initially specific minority guarantees in
the Constitution (such as half the number of seats in Parliament or some other
guarantees), there gradually emerged Tamil nationalist movements demanding some
form of autonomy, and eventually segments of the Tamil population became convinced
that there was no way one could trust the government controlled by the majority, and
that therefore they had to have self-determination. For the more extreme elements, this
was eventually to mean their own independent country. In other words, the violent ethnic
conflict only emerged after1956 because of anger and frustration caused by the
government with policies that beached human rights, mainly non-discrimination as to
language or race, in areas such as employment, education, and access to land. A new
constitution in 1972 enraged the Tamil minority because it made Sinhalese the only
official language. Before this constitutional change, the position of the Sinhalese
language had only been stated in legislation: the confirmation of only Sinhalese as an
official language in the Constitution became for some the last straw.
By the early 1970s, there was a movement of Tamils who became more extreme,
because they felt that the Government was treating them as second-class citizens, as
language and education policies in particular threatened their future. In 1972 the first
Tamil ―nationalist‖ movement appeared in reaction to the discriminatory language
policies of the Government. The demands then were for laws and a constitution that
reflected their concern at the growing 'Sinhalisation' of the government and the country,
but they did not yet call for secession. The first calls for an independent country for the
Tamils appeared in May 1976 with the Tamil United Liberation Front (TULF). The
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violence had already appeared by then, and when the government started to change its
language policies from about 1978 to start to remove some of the discriminatory
measures, it was by then already too little too late.
There was some assassinations and attacks, but then in 1983 a small group of militant
Tamils killed 13 Sinhalese soldiers. Riots broke out and in Colombo and other parts of
the country groups of Sinhalese men killed perhaps 1000 Tamils in five days – five days
during which the army and police did not seem to attempt the stop the massacre. Those
riots radicalized most Sri Lankan Tamils who organized into an army and a full blown
war erupted then, with as many as perhaps 70,000 people killed in the conflict. Only
after five days did the President of the country go on television, and even then he did not
express any regrets at the violence but seemed to blame the victims, the Tamils who
were being killed, saying that the violence was the result of the cumulative indignation
of the Sinhala people for all the years of oppression at the hands of the Tamils.
Even today, according to some reports, Tamil-speakers who are not fluent in Sinhalese
are at a serious disadvantage in their dealings with the state in many parts of the country,
and one could argue that this is still a degree of discrimination in some areas of
government. Government language policies are not always implemented, and many
public institutions issue forms in Sinhalese only or in Sinhalese and English.

6. THE LESSONS TO BE LEARNT: LANGUAGE, POWER AND
HUMAN RIGHTS
The slide towards ethnic conflict and the growth of nationalist and separatist movements
in Sri Lanka, as in Bangladesh were therefore clear: continued discrimination such as the
Sinhalese-only rule and denial of the language rights of the Tamil-speaking population
led to the civil war in Sri Lanka, as did the discriminatory consequences of leaning
towards Urdu-only in Pakistan for the Bangla-speaking half of that country.
This is therefore the link between respect for the human rights of minorities and
instability leading to conflicts in Asia and around the world. The violation of the human
or language rights of minorities do not cause conflicts necessarily: they prepare the field
however, which nationalist or separatist elements can exploit because of the long
simmering anger and frustration caused by governments that are in breach of basic
human rights norms in the area of the rights of minorities. It is generally when
minorities are subjected to discrimination, denied freedom of expression, or are unable
to use their language according to the proportionality principles by public authorities,
that these movements gain strength and support to the point that an ethnic conflict may
develop. Widespread discrimination, denial of rights in relation to language use, these
were the factors which provided the deep-rooted sources of tension in conflicts such as
Turkey, Sudan, Algeria, the Philippines and others around the world.

7. CONCLUSION
Once a conflict has started, it becomes extremely difficult to resolve, and complying
with these rights may no longer be sufficient to turn the tide. But before violence has
reached that level, before the communities have become distrustful, divided and
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polarised, respect for these human rights in relation to language may be enough to
maintain a peaceful, democratic society based on the rule of law, but without the
―tyranny of the majority‖ as would have said Alexis de Tocqueville (Tocqueville, 1835).
Respecting linguistic diversity, implementing the linguistic human rights protected by
freedom of expression and non-discrimination may help prevent the tensions which
could escalate into threats to peace here in Asia and in other parts of the world. In order
to have peace among humans, there must be pax lingua: a balanced and reasonable
response to the reality of human linguistic diversity. As Mahatma Gandhi once wrote,
―Minorities are entitled to the fullest justice‖ (Gandhi, 1921).
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Abstract: This paper explores: 1) How the shifts in international and domestic politics
have continued to affect my methodology as a field anthropologist studying sociocultural
changes among the Ainu during the past thirty four years; 2) Why my long term
Eurasian research has continued generating new ethical challenges to my teaching of
applied anthropology and inter-cultural communication in Japan; 3) How the Ainu
grassroots activists used the G-8 Summit (that was held in Hokkaido in 2008) to
mobilize international NGOs and gain global media coverage for their cause.
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Intercultural curriculum; Auto-ethnography; Ethnographic filmmaking; New Media; TV
programming; G-8 Summit.

INTRODUCTION
Since my first fieldwork among the Ainu of Hokkaido during the winter of 1976/77 both
anthropology and the surrounding cultures have undergone major transitions (Hendry
and Wong 2006; Horne and Kaminski 1981; Goodman 2000, Goodman 2008). The
number of globally active field anthropologists grows steadily and so does the number of
ethnically fueled conflicts over access to natural resources. The changing geopolitical
boundaries and instant access to information across national borders continue to alter our
professional and private lives (Bryceson and Vuorela 2002; Kaminski 1994a, Kaminski
2007b). The Internet has undermined state control over the dissemination of information
and globalization has become one of the most frequently googled words.
What has, however, remained unchanged in 2010, is the continuing absence of a Peace
Treaty between the world‘s geographically largest state, the Russian Federation, and the
world‘s third largest economy, Japan. Technically, Russia and Japan still remain in a
state of war. This political stalemate has a direct impact on the 50,000 people making up
the Ainu community that remains divided between Russia and Japan. Behind the
decades-long bilateral negotiations over the four disputed Kurile Islands (known in
Japan as the ―Northern Territories‖) is the question of access to potentially rich
underwater oil and gas fields (Kaminski 2004). From the Ainu perspective these islands
have belonged neither to Japan nor to Russia. They have been always an integral part of
Ainu Mosir, or the Ainu Homeland inhabited by Ainu Gods living in the nature (Kayano
1975). While for the Japanese and Russian negotiators the major issue shifted from
ideological differences to economic interests (oil exploration rights), for the Ainu
activists the issue has always been the same: How to secure their cultural survival and
rights to practice ancient community rituals in their own language on their divided
ancestral lands (Kayano 1987). To secure their cultural rights, the Ainu needed to be
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formally recognized as the indigenous people of the lands that both the Japanese and
Russian Governments have continued to claim. The new generation of Ainu leaders
realized that they have to utilize New Media and IT to educate international community
about their oral history as well as be actively involved in the political process, including
participation in televised parliamentary debates, addressing the UN General Assembly,
and alerting global leaders during G-8 Summits. (Fitzhugh and Dubreuil 1999;
Howell-Wasilewski 2010; Kaminski 2007a; Kayano 1994; Willis and MurphyShigematsu 2008).

PART I. AINU: EURASIAN FIELD RESEARCH AND AUTOETHNOGRAPHY.
DISCOVERING BRONISLAW PILSUDSKI‟S AINU RESEARCH
During my studies of Ethnology at Warsaw University in the early 1970s I was first
introduced to Ainu research. One of my fellow students, WK, was related to an Ainu
family who was repatriated from Russian Sakhalin to Japanese Hokkaido after the end of
WWII. WK was a grandnephew of the Polish political prisoner in Siberia turned Ainu
researcher, Bronislaw Pilsudski (1867-1918). Pilsudski‘s pioneering field research
during his forced exile among the Ainu tribesmen of Sakhalin and Hokkaido won him
international acclaim (Pilsudski 1912) but his name had remained obscure among the
younger generation of anthropologists in the Communist-controlled Poland of my
student years (1965-72) due to the changing geopolitics in post-Yalta Europe. Bronislaw,
whose Ainu descendents I had traced in Japan, was an older brother of Marshal Jozef
Pilsudski (1987-1935), the first head of the newly recreated Polish State in 1918 at the
end of WWI, a fiercely anti-Soviet statesman.
Though Bronislaw and Jozef Pilsudski‘s contributions to the Polish history and culture
were never part of our official academic curriculum, nevertheless the Pilsudski brothers‘
works and secret visits to Japan during the Russo-Japanese War (1904-05) were
discussed in private among students and teachers. These informal and often critical
discussions played an important part in our education beyond our ideologically
structured textbooks (Domoslawski 2010; Kapuscinski 2007).
We sought to make sense of the past. How did the 1945 Yalta Agreement between Stalin,
Churchill and Roosevelt (and the subsequent „Iron Curtain‟) affect the teaching of Polish
culture during the following decades? Was the 1968 anti-Semitism provoked by the
Polish communist leadership both a political and a socio-cultural phenomenon? What
was the real situation of Jews, Roma-Gypsies, Inuit, Ainu, and other transnational
minorities in the post-1968 Soviet Union and its satellite states?
The knowledge we had gained through this parallel education and unofficial curriculum
was outside the tedium of our academically graded studies. Some of our teachers were
respected by the students for their official academic publications, the others for what
they had refrained from publishing, or endorsing in the state controlled media (Giedroyc
2010). The circular process of learning and re-learning how to navigate between the
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ideological contradictions was as intellectually exciting, as the initiation into the hidden
ethical rules of a complex academic subculture (that functioned in spite of the official
state ideology). All this, however, involved a certain degree of risk. Leading educators
were denounced as ‗revisionists‘ by official media and forced to leave the country while
their works were removed from the officially approved academic curriculum*. The other
scholars chose to remain in self-imposed domestic exile by publishing in foreign media
under assumed names. Against this socio-political background, being part of an informal
anthropological introduction into the academic subculture and into the increasingly
active Civil Society required a bond of trust between both sets of parties involved, our
teachers and our fellow students.
Among a few trusted fellow students (who like myself later ended up in exile) was WK.
It was through my 1970 encounter with WK that I first learned about his great uncle
Bronislaw‘s marriage to an Ainu woman Chuhsamma of Southern Sakhalin Ai kotan and
the other details of their Eurasian family history (Pilsudski 1912). Sakhalin was divided
between Russia and Japan at the end of the Russo-Japanese War in 1905. Ainu clans
were divided again forty years later and the Ai kotan was renamed to Sovietskoye. After
Sakhalin and four other northern islands inhabited by the Ainu were taken over by the
Soviet Union in 1945, Bronislaw and Chuhsamma‘s son Sukezou (1903-1971) and
daughter Kiyo (1905-1984) were repatriated to Hokkaido. The remains of Chuhsamma
who died in 1936 remained in the Soviet-occupied Sakhalin. Bronislaw‘s Japanese-Ainu
grandson Kazuyasu was born in Hokkaido in 1955. He was not well versed in his Polish
family‘s complex heritage and the only language he spoke was Japanese. It was for
Kazuyasu, the cousin of the Polish anthropologist, WK, and the only legal heir to the
family name Pilsudski, that I was going to search during my first fieldwork among the
Ainu in the winter of 1976/77 (Kaminski 1988, Kaminski 2004).

IN THE LAND OF DIVIDED AINU: EMERGING AINU
LEADERSHIP AND THE IDEA OF ‘AINU MOSIR’
The train and ship journey from Tokyo to Sapporo took over twenty four hours (the
islands were not linked by the underwater tunnel yet). It was on board the ship between
the islands of Honshu and Hokkaido that I first noticed a little group of Japanesespeaking travelers with distinctly different physical features and clothing from those of
the people I had encountered in Tokyo. Their bushy beards and hair were kept long, their
handmade ornamented coats were touching their boots, and among their baggage were
bows wrapped in plastic bags. The bags carried the name of a well-known department
store chain. It was several weeks later that I found out that they were a family of Ainu
entrepreneurs performing folkloristic dances and selling Ainu souvenirs to the tourists.
After interviews with the Japanese experts on Ainu culture at the University of Hokkaido
I arrived with my Super-8 camera in a forested Ainu settlement in the Nibutani area. My
host family kept a bear in a cage. The bear was going to be sacrificed in a community
ritual. There were still a few elderly Ainu women wearing the traditional black tattoos
around their mouths. The tattooing rituals had been outlawed a long time before,
speakers of the Ainu language had been rapidly decreasing, Ainu names had been
replaced by Japanese names, and traditional fishing and hunting was only rarely the
source of a family‘s income any more. The financially most successful families were
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manufacturing Ainu folk crafts for Wajin (as the non-Ainu were called). It was in one of
these cottage industries that I spent my days learning how to mass-produce Ainu folk
crafts that were later sold to gift shops and folk art galleries on Japan‘s main island,
Honshu. Some of the designs on the wooden objects were of local origin; the others were
hand copied from the pages of old museum catalogues.
While the Japanese scholars I had consulted earlier were well versed in Bronislaw
Pilsudski‘s research on Hokkaido in 1903 and subsequent visits to Japan in 1904-1906
(Pilsudski 1907), the Ainu villagers with whom I worked had heard neither about the son
Bronislaw had fathered to an Ainu woman in Sakhalin in 1903, nor about their
Hokkaido-born grandson Kazuyasu. At that time I did not know that Bronislaw‘s only
son Sukezou passed away in the summer 1971 and grandson Kazuyasu had left
Hokkaido for work as a newspaper delivery boy in 1500 km away Yokohama, and it was
going to take me more than twenty years to trace Kazuyasu‘s whereabouts and befriend
him. While the teenager Kazuyasu was trying to escape the stigma of his heritage in an
anonymous urban environment, another man, a fifty year old Shigeru Kayano (whom I
had interviewed at his Nibutani home in January 1977), was angrily denouncing Wajin
colonization of his Ainu Mosir homeland. The boundaries in Kayano‘s world were not
made up of national borders, but rather they followed a basic Ainu/Wajin division.
Kayano (who was a fluent Ainu speaker) was the first to teach me that the word, Ainu,
means a Human Being, while Wajin are all those who are non-Ainu. He also warned me
that since his childhood, the people he had despised the most were the Wajin
anthropologists who had robbed his grandmother‘s house of its family treasures.
These accusations did not make much sense to me at first, since Kayano had told me
earlier that his family was very poor, that they hardly had enough food, and that these
treasures were sticks carved out of tree branches by his grandfather. It was only later I
learned that the ―sticks‖ Kayano was referring to were the sacred objects used for family
rituals to please the God of Fire and the other Gods resident in the house. His
grandmother believed that if these protective Gods left the house, the family setting
could be entered by demons, and, therefore, he wished to track them down. Kayano
found some of the objects exhibited at the Japanese Museum of Ethnology and
Anthropology.
Though his grandmother had had no formal education, and Kayano himself had left
elementary school to work as a woodcutter, he had learned the oral history of his Ainu
Mosir through the hundreds of songs his grandmother had taught him. After quitting his
job as a woodcutter, he made his living as an Ainu entertainer performing, what he
referred to as, ―a dancing monkey job for tourists‖. Then he made a U-turn, settled down
in his native village, and began to write books based on his grandmother‘s Ainu songs
that preserved the history of Ainu Mosir. He showed me some of his books and told me
that Ainu did not need more Wajin museums managed by Wajin anthropologists. Rather,
they needed Ainu-speaking Ainu anthropologists preserving their own culture in their
own villages.
His next project was to build an Ainu village school and develop an alternative
curriculum by teaching Ainu children and adults in their own language. When I asked
him how many Ainu were still in Japan and how many of them can communicate in the
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Ainu language, he said that the youngest generation hardly speaks any Ainu at all. And if
nothing was done soon, Ainu Mosir will die upon the death of his generation. And when
the Ainu language is erased from our children‘s memory, there will not be a single Ainu
left to keep Ainu Mosir alive. My Japanese interpreter considered Kayano to be a village
dreamer whose educational program for cultural revival was both unrealistic and legally
risky. In 1977, both Japanese policy-makers and mainstream scholars promoted Japan as
a homogenous society. The demands for giving Ainu the legal status of indigenous
people were viewed as socially subversive. According to the young Ainu I interviewed,
very little information was devoted to Ainu culture in primary school textbooks, and
students of Ainu heritage did not dare to mention their ethnicity. The youngest
generation preferred to leave Hokkaido for ethnic anonymity in the large TokyoKawasaki-Yokohama urban area (Maher 2005). Kazuyasu, the grandson of Bronislaw
Pilsudski and an Ainu woman, was one of them.
In the early 1990‘s I finally managed to trace Kazuyasu in the Kawasaki-Yokohama
neighborhood that we both shared. We became friends and frequently visited our family
homes during the coming years. While I was teaching Kazuyasu the native language of
his Polish paternal grandfather in exchange for Japanese interviews about his late father
Sukezou‘s Ainu roots (Kaminski 1994a, 1994b), Shigeru Kayano was establishing
himself as a national Ainu spokesman and the first ever Ainu elected to the Japanese
Diet (Parliament).

PART II. ETHNICITY AND INTERCULTURAL CURRICULUM
DEVELOPMENT.
LINKING EURASIAN FIELDWORK WITH ACADEMIC TEACHING
IN JAPAN AND THE EU
My extensive Eurasian fieldwork and early encounters with the Ainu activists, who
influenced the shift in the Japanese Government‘s policies towards Ainu community two
decades later, were an essential factor in re-structuring my university courses by
applying New Media and IT (Kaminski 2007d; Kaminski 2008a, 2008b). While my
focus on the growing Ainu ethnic activism and incorporation of my continuing field
research among Japanese minorities was an integral process of curriculum development
at universities in the EU, the situation in the Japanese universities was more complicated
(Goodman 2005, 2006, 2008).
The Japanese and non-Japanese students attending my seminars on ethnicity and intercultural communication [2] in Tokyo over the years were categorized by the nationality
on the attendance list. Their identities, however, were more complex: a second
generation Japanese-Korean, a third generation Chinese-Briton, an Australian of
Aboriginal heritage, a Canadian of Indian origin, a first generation Japanese-American,
etc. The mapping and the subsequent mobilization of these ethnic differences were
instrumental in grouping these students into field research groups based on their personal
ethnicity rather than on nationality (Arudo 2004). These field teams were going to
interview on camera the inhabitants of the Tokyo Metropolitan Area at the beginning of
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the term and then the urban Ainu migrants from Hokkaido at the end of the term. The
literature that included Japanese sources on Ainu history and culture was progressively
broadened during the course of study. The students were required to translate Ainu
stories published by the Tokyo Ainu Center into their native languages and reinterpret
them by using the auto-ethnographic works of Shigeru Kayano (2001) and Bronislaw
Pilsudski‘s (1912) comparative field research amongst Sakhalin and Hokkaido Ainu.
Only after several months of these carefully structured preparations were the students
ready to interview Ainu community leaders on camera. The final part of the course was
the presentation of these self-made educational materials to Ainu and non-Ainu Japanese
audiences (Kaminski 2007d).
The fact that the elected Japanese lawmakers (including the then Prime Minister Y.
Nakasone) still considered Japan to be an ethnically homogenous state at the end of the
20th century was reflected in the history textbooks used by the current generation of
students during their primary education. Secondly, the university curriculum
development supervised by the Ministry of Education was far slower in adjusting to the
rapidly accelerating socio-cultural changes taking place among minority groups than in
other developed economies. Thirdly, the lack of up-to-date educational materials that
focus on the latest policy changes towards the Ainu community in a broader crosscultural context required both me and my students jointly developing our own course
materials by combining seminars with fieldwork and active use of New Media and IT for
documentary filmmaking (Kaminski 2010).
How these obstacles were overcome in academic practice and how some of the students
used their newly acquired knowledge to become active agents of social change will be
reviewed in the context of the graduate and undergraduate courses that I have been
teaching in two Japanese private universities in Tokyo. Though each university (I will
call them TIU and TPU) differed in the ethnic composition of its faculty and students,
my courses focused on the same issues in each university: inter-cultural communication,
Japanese history and applied anthropology.
TIU was founded during the U.S occupation of Japan and is an internationally affiliated
university with an ethnically balanced faculty made up of foreign and Japanese teachers.
As many of the courses were taught in English, the TIU equally attracted foreign and
Japanese students. A substantial part of the Japanese students were so-called ―returnees
from overseas‖ or the children of Japanese corporate employees who had lived for a long
time outside Japan. The second category among the Japanese students I taught were bicultural children born from ethnically mixed marriages. And finally, there were ethnic
Japanese students with certified high level English skills who either were educated in
Japanese international high schools or who preferred to earn an international academic
diploma. The foreign students consisted of exchange and guest students from several
dozen nations, as well as children of diplomats and members of international companies
operating in Japan. Many of the TIU foreign faculty members and many of the six
categories of students were living on campus making inter-cultural communication
inside and outside the classroom an integral part of daily life.
Among the TIU European teachers were an expert on Ainu linguistics, and another one
on the comparative anthropology of Ainu repatriates from the Russian occupied
Northern Territories. There was also an internationally noted American female teacher of
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multiethnic heritage (Cherokee and European ancestors) specializing in alliance building
among indigenous groups, including Ainu. She was one of the leading organizers of the
People Summit during the G8 Summit in Hokkaido (Howell-Wasilewski 2010). The
students benefited not only from their teachers‘ differing ethnic and academic
backgrounds by building up their knowledge about Ainu culture through the
complementary courses offered by TIU, but they were also welcome to participate in
ancient Ainu rituals conducted on the TIU campus by Ainu activists. These early
morning outdoor rituals celebrating the Ainu gods living in nature were a part of the
official opening of an International Symposium organized by TIU. (This Symposium
was part of a Center of Excellence Project funded by the Japanese Ministry of Education
and catalyzed further gatherings involving, not only grassroots leaders from indigenous
communities in Eurasia, Australasia, the Americas, and other regions, but also other civil
society members from throughout the North East Asian region.)
These interactive symposia were also open to scholars and students belonging to
mainstream Japanese universities that were following the traditionally supervised
curriculum model. My experience confirms that among the major obstacles to the
implementation of curriculum changes was not the lack of will among the scholars and
students, but rather the multi-level administrative controls. It seemed that the speed of
change differed greatly depending on if the universities in questions were national or
municipal or privately funded institutions, as well as on the ratio of teachers to students.
The smaller the classes and the more culturally mixed the student body the more
effective the courses can be (compared to lectures delivered to several hundred monocultural students by an equally mono-culturally oriented teacher). Since faculty members
in Japanese national and municipal universities are considered to be civil servants
following administrative rules, their options to generate structural and methodological
changes within the universities in which they teach are far more limited than they are in
private universities.

INTERCULTURAL CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND
ETHNICITY
Let me review how studies of policy shift from Ainu assimilation to cultural integration
and acceptance of them as indigenous people of Japan were incorporated into my
courses on Japanese cultural history and inter-cultural communication at a traditionally
run private Japanese university (TPU).
Though both TPU and TIU are private universities their educational policies, faculty,
and student body differ in almost all respects. While TIU is lead by an elected Japanese
president (and a fluent English speaker) who is controlled by an International Board of
Governors, TPU is led by a USA-educated Japanese President who is also a CEO and de
jure an owner. The two TPU campuses are predominantly Japanese (who used to make
up over 95% of the students), and the ratio of tenured foreign faculty to Japanese faculty
was almost symbolic in the 1990‘s. Due to the number of structural changes that the
TPU President has implemented the ethnic composition of the teachers and students has
been undergoing a gradual shift. The establishment of the Japanese and Asian Studies
Program, JASP (within the Center of International Exchange) have annually brought a
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dozen foreign grantees from such differing countries as the UK, USA, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, Belgium, Turkey, Peru, Sudan, China, Korea and Myanmar. The students
(on both the undergraduate and graduate levels) majored in such differing subjects as
Japanese Language and Culture, International Relations, Law, Business Administration
and Sociology. Though their proficiency in the Japanese language varied from basic to
advanced, what they seem to have had in common was that hardly any of them had heard
about the indigenous people of Japan, the Ainu.
The second common characteristic was that many of the overseas students attending my
courses had additional identities to the citizenship identity stated on their Japanese
Foreign Resident ID (that every non-tourist visitor to Japan has always to carry with
them). The students‘ double-identities were an important element that I used to structure
my TPU courses and used to revise the educational materials during the past five years.
I will mention a few among the multi-cultural offspring that have attended my seminars:
a Canadian with North American Indian roots, an Australian with partly Aboriginal
partly East European ancestry, a Belgian citizen who referred to herself as French due to
her Walloon ancestry and due to French being her native language, a blue-eyed British
grandson of a Chinese woman, a Japan born US citizen speaking Japanese at home, a
first generation Thai-American with Chinese ancestry, a South Korean citizen with
relatives holding both North Korean and Japanese passports.
Some of these complex identity patterns were naturally disclosed during the first seminar
that focused on application of auto-ethnography (Arhem 1994; Bruner 1993; Ellis and
Berger 2002) and the use of researcher‘s own experiences in interviews (Corlin 1994:
Kaminski 2009a, Kaminski 2009b). The structural mechanism that I created to help
students to discuss their multi-cultural ancestry was the way I had structured my own
self-introduction, as a Polish-born refugee on a Swedish Stateless Passport marries a
Japanese citizen of Korean-Japanese ancestry, then after naturalization, passes his
Swedish citizenship to his two offspring born in Sweden and Tokyo respectively
(Kaminski 1983). I used an anthropological kinship diagram to draw a simplified model
of my Eurasian children‘s heritage and related our family inter-cultural history to the
historical changes that had taken place in Eurasia (Kaminski 2009a). Then it was up to
the students how much they wanted to volunteer about their family backgrounds and
apply the concept of auto-ethnography in their cross-cultural interviews.
The students from countries with a firmly established multi-cultural population and antidiscriminatory legislation had no problems referring to their ethnic backgrounds during
the following seminars. They not only proudly claimed to have roots in the First Nations
(American Indians) or indigenous people (Australian Aborigines or New Zealand Maori),
but they had also critically reviewed their own governments‘ historical responsibilities
for past assimilation policies. Thus, before we had focused in on mapping Ainu cultural
experiences as a part of Japanese cultural history, the course participants had established
three important points:
1. The historical transitions in the state policies towards ethnic and social
minorities are frequently reflected in our family histories, inter-marriages
across-cultural and state boundaries, and shifting identity patterns (Willis and
Murphy-Shigematsu 2008).
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2. The classroom‘s collective cultural resources and varied ethnicity could be used
to relate the experiences of Japan‘s indigenous people to the broader problems
of assimilation and ethnic reconciliation common among indigenous people in
other parts of the world (Fitzhugh and Dubreuil 1999; Howell-Wasilewski
2010).
3. The cultural history of minority groups as presented by official state sources
may not necessarily correspond to the historical perception transmitted across
generations of minority families, like Australian Aborigines, North American
Indians, or Ainu living in the Russo-Japanese border zone (Kaminski 1988;
Kayano 1994; Pilsudski 1904).
The follow-up seminars focused on the comparative analysis of historical texts and on
field research conducted by both Japanese and foreign scholars among the Ainu
community divided between Russia and Japan. Here again the students were offered
three categories of educational materials. The first category consisted of scholarly
publications and audiovisual sources compiled by academics with no family links to the
Ainu people they had analyzed (Kaminski 2004; Maher 2005). The second category
offered a selection of elective works by scholars with close family links to the Ainu
community (Shigeru Kayano 1994; Bronislaw Pilsudski 1904). The third category was
made up of works published by the Ainu Foundation established and financed by the
Japanese Government and Hokkaido Prefecture, and the documentary films and
multilingual translations stored at the Ainu Culture Center‘s Library Collection in Tokyo
(Kaminski 2007c). Finally, the students were offered either to undergo an examination to
test their newly gained knowledge of historical facts auto-ethnography or successively to
process their knowledge by participating in two group projects. Over the past five years
my TPU students have always preferred the time consuming cross-cultural projects
rather than the standard two hour long final examination.

METHODOLOGY AND MOBLIZATION OF CROSS-CULTURAL
RESOUCES FOR JAPANESE TV PROGRAMING
I will summarize the methodology behind the group work involving the ethnically mixed
student teams:
A) The first part of the seminar project was to translate an Ainu myth published in an
illustrated book and addressed to Japanese school children. The book was a winner of an
annual national competition organized by the Ainu Foundation in Tokyo. Each student
had to translate the book into his/her native language and then used the course literature,
as well as the Internet, to analyze the text. Subsequently, during several years we have
translated three Ainu books into a number of different languages including: Korean,
Chinese, Arabic, Turkish, English, French and Polish. The students‘ interpretations of
the myths reflected their own cultural experiences and ethnic heritages (Kaminski
2007c).
B) The second part of the TPU project required students using their classroom
knowledge to prepare questions for the video interviews the students had to conduct with
both the Ainu and non-Ainu Japanese. I utilized my earlier contacts with the Hokkaido
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Ainu activists that I had made during my teaching at TIU as well as my contacts with the
urban Ainu who had participated in the International Symposia organized by the
SIETAR (1998) and NEAD Project from 2005-2008 [3]. The video interviews with the
non-Ainu Japanese were conducted by different student teams on and off campus and
then jointly analyzed during the follow up seminar sessions as well as presented during
the Linguapax Symposia (2007-2009).
C) The third part that required students conducting on camera interviews at the Ainu
Culture Center in Tokyo evolved over four years. During the two years prior to the 2008
G-8 Summit, my TPU students and I had focused on the young Ainu activists‘
preparations to share their culture with the foreign visitors by participating in the
grassroots movement [4] and in the mainstream media debate (see the following section).
However after the Ainu community leaders were prevented from holding their
welcoming rituals for the G-8 leaders (or Wajin) visiting their ancestral land of Ainu
Mosir and the mainstream media had largely ignored the Ainu attempts, I refocused the
video interview sessions. In 2009, Mina Sakai who participated as an Ainu
representative at the People Summit (that was held simultaneously with the G-8 Summit
and gathered indigenous people from around the world), pointed out to the student
interviewers that the Ainu were kept at bay by Japanese Prime Minister because they
lacked popular support among the Japanese public. I incorporated the unedited footage
of the 2009 Sakai interview for my TPU courses in 2010 as well as Shigeru Kayano‘s
transcription of an ancient Ainu myth. The myth that was published as an Ainu folk fable
“The Ainu and the Fox” (by an international publisher in both Japanese and English)
was transformed into a musical drama and broadcasted by the Japanese public TV
channel NHK. The students were assigned to translate NHK material into their native
languages (Chinese, Korean) and add a cross-cultural appendix. Pilsudski‘s research
among Sakhalin and Hokkaido Ainu provided a broader perspective on the role of myth
in the divided Ainu Mosir. Then I arranged a screening and an on camera interview with
the NHK director Akira Kaneko at the Ainu Center.
D) Finally, the TPU students were required to transform the knowledge of Ainu they
had gained on and off campus into practical educational tools that could be utilized by
their host country, Japan. The first step was to apply their newly gained insights into
multi-cultural Japanese society at the university level. The second step was to promote
multi-cultural Japan overseas.
1. The three foreign students were assigned to use the NHK Ainu video and their
translations of Kayano‘s book to make three separate presentations about Ainu for the
Japanese students attending English courses. These filmed presentations revealed that
though the native Japanese students lacked elementary knowledge about Ainu, they were
not openly prejudiced against the Japanese of Ainu heritage. I reversed the educational
environment the following week by inviting the representatives of Japanese students to
participate in our Japanese and Asian Studies Program (JASP). The joint JASP seminar
was intended to break artificial boundaries between Japanese and foreign students and
generate curriculum changes that would accelerate multi-cultural education on campus.
The four year long Ainu project provided the Dean and the President office with the
cross-culturally tested educational materials that could advance multi-cultural education
further.
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2. The JASP students (Spring Term 2010) had also provided NHK director A. Kaneko
with six proposals for promoting multi-cultural Japan overseas. Five of these proposals
focused on Ainu culture. The Korean student suggested that the Ainu experiences of
having their ancestral lands of Ainu Mosir divided between Russia and Japan are similar
to the current situation of his fellow Koreans divided across political boundaries. The
British student of mixed Scottish/ English heritage suggested structural links between
Bronislaw Pilsudski‘s exile from his divided native Poland (between Russia, Prussia,
Austria) and his Ainu wife‘s divided Ainu Mosir. To what extent the JASP‘s students
examination essays turned scenario proposals will inspire the NHK director Kaneko
remains to be seen. At the ending seminars of the JASP course, the JASP students were
shown the early NHK program focusing on the Eurasian family reunion of my neighbor
and Bronislaw Pilsudski‘s grandson Kazuyasu with the Polish offspring of his great
uncle Marshal Jozef Pilsudski (NHK Special 1999). The copy of the program was a gift
for the students by the NHK director, A. Kaneko who had received their Korean and
Chinese translations of the Kayano book he had transformed into an ethnic music drama.

CONCLUSION
The emergence of transnational field anthropologists and their use of auto-ethnography
have affected both the gathering and interpretation of earlier collected field data on the
Ainu community divided between Russia and Japan. The steady growth of NGOs and
NPOs ran by Ainu activists in Japan has resulted in closer ties between Ainu and
Indigenous People around the world. The use of IT by Ainu activists and scholars for
both domestic and international lobbying generated recognition and acknowledgement of
Ainu as Indigenous People of Hokkaido a few months before the G-8 summit and
subsequently international media coverage of Ainu activists participating in the People
Summit during the G-8 Summit in Hokkaido. The close collaboration among scholars
associated with Linguapax and Ainu community leaders lead to curriculum changes in
both the EU and Japanese universities. And finally the number of people identifying
themselves as Ainu is steadily increasing alongside the international body of scholarship
focusing on the Ainu people.

NOTES
[1]

I greatly appreciate comments on Japanese minorities and educational policies by my colleagues
Jacqueline Howell-Wasilewski, Professor Emeritus of International Christian University ICU, Tokyo,
and Professor Roger Goodman, Head of the Social Sciences Division at the University of Oxford.
Thanks also to Linacre College, Oxford University for granting me a Visiting Senior Fellowship (20072010) during my Eurasian research and fieldwork.
[2]
The terms „cross-cultural‟, „inter-cultural‟, „multi-cultural‟ are being used by different academic
disciplines in a different way. For the purposes of this paper, I follow Jacqueline Howell-Wasilewski‘s
use of these terms: Cross-cultural = comparing and contrasting one cultural system with another. Intercultural = the analysis of cultural systems and of people belonging to different systems in interaction
with each other. Multi-cultural = a focus on people and environments that carry diverse ethno-linguistic,
as well as national, heritages. (Howell-Wasilewski 2010)
[3]
In 1998 the SIETAR International and SIETAR Japan sponsored SIETAR's first conference in Asia
at Reitaku University (Kaminski 2004). The conference was attended by an Ainu activist-artist Mr. Koji
Yuki who had introduced his Ainu Arts Project to the Japanese and overseas scholars. According to
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Howell-Wasilewski, (who was elected as a President of SIETAR International) and Holly Kawakami
(an American married to a Japanese who was in charge of the cultural programming for the conference)
the active presence of representatives of not only Ainu, but also Okinawans had challenged the
Japanese politicians statements about the country‘s homogeneity and provided the participants in the
conference an opportunity to interact with the members of Japanese ethnic minorities in a multi-cultural
public space. This space was gradually expanded to encompass the other multi-cultural projects like the
North East Asian Dialogue (NEAD) Project that subsequently lead to participation of more Ainu
activists and finally to a proposal of establishment of an alternative People Summit during the G-8
Summit in Hokkaido 2008 (Kaminski 2007a). The NEAD website incorporates An extensive video
report on Pilsudski Family‘s Eurasian links based on the interviews with the two cousins: a Polish-born
WK and a Hokkaido-born Kazuyasu (Kaminski 2004).
[4]
As Howell-Wasilewski pointed out (2010), though the grassroots activists and scholars that
participated in the activities were also involved in organizing the International Peoples Summit 2008,
the impetus for organizing the Alternative Summit came from within the Ainu community, and not
from outside. Mr. Koji Yuki, for instance, had already for years been working on introducing Ainu
culture to mainstream Japanese students through his Ainu Arts Project (see the earlier note) before
conducting an Ainu ritual at the opening of the International Peoples Summit 2008. The Ainu activists
benefited from Howell-Wasilewski and her ICU students‘ participation in the Summit activities (as
interpreters) but this was the Ainu initiative, and not the overseas scholars.
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THE IMPACT OF RELIGION ON LANGUAGE:
A STUDY OF “CHRISTIAN JAPANESE”
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Abstract: The linguistic and cultural influence of Christianity in Japan belies the
decidedly small fraction of the population that professes it. Ruthlessly suppressed from
late feudal to early modern times, the faith was granted tolerance in the latter half of the
19th century, and Japanese Christians have since enjoyed a numerically disproportionate
influence in the intellectual and political life of the nation. Modern Japanese Christian
terminology includes borrowings from Western languages, including Latin, Greek,
Portuguese, Hebrew, and English, but for the most part it utilizes native Japanese and
Sino-Japanese vocabulary in a new semantic and cultural context. Such words have, in
turn, had an impact on the language and culture of Japan as a whole. Japanese Bible
translations reflect the ongoing interaction between Japan‘s Christian communities, their
non-Christian neighbors, Christians abroad, and the world at large.
Key Words: Christianity in Japan, Japanese Bible translations

ADOPTION AND ADAPTATION
Two necessary presuppositions of all proselytizing religions are (1) the universal truth of
their message and (2) the capacity of both proselytizers and their would-be converts to
comprehend it. The consistent cultural relativist may argue that what is nominally the
same faith shared by otherwise diverse peoples nonetheless varies significantly
according to factors that include linguistic differences. Yet if new religions adapt to preexisting cultures, the reverse is also certainly true.
A well-documented example can be seen in the profound lexical and semantic changes
that took place in the English language with the conversion, beginning in the late 6th
century, of the Anglo-Saxons to Christianity. In addition to the handful of direct
borrowings from Latin and Greek, new compounds were formed from Germanic
elements to express Christian practices and concepts, while old words were given a new
meaning. candle (Old English candel) comes from Latin candela; bishop (OE biscop) is
ultimately from Greek episcopos, through Latin episcopus. forgive is a loan translation
of Vulgar Latin *perdonare. god in its heathen sense was a neuter noun, becoming
masculine in Christian usage. dryhten ‗prince, lord‘ likewise took on a Christian
meaning, much as did its Latin and Greek counterparts, dominus and kyrios, originally
secular terms.
The introduction of Buddhism to Japan in the mid-6th century had a similarly major
impact on the Japanese language. For the Anglo-Saxons, Latin served as the primary
source for the tenets of the new faith; for the Japanese, the mediating language was
Chinese, with some direct influence from Pāli. sō (僧) ‗Buddhist priest‘, for example,
though ultimately from Pāli sangha ‗Buddhist community‘, comes from Chinese
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(Mandarin sēng); ama (尼). ‗Buddhist nun‘, on the other hand, was directly adopted and
adapted from Pāli amma ‗mother‘. Meanwhile, various indigenous Japanese words took
on a new meaning. yo ‗world, age‘, for example, came to be used to represent all that is
ephemeral and illusory, as in kono yo (この世) ‗this world‘. With remarkable similarity,
Anglo-Saxon middaneard, lit. ‗middle earth‘, originally a pagan term, acquired the
Christian sense of ―the world‖ (Greek kosmos, Latin mundus). satori ‗spiritual
awakening‘ (悟り) derives from the verb satoru ‗become aware of‘.
When, almost precisely a millennium after their reception of Buddhism, the Japanese
first encountered Christianity, the language on which it heavily depended was
Portuguese. With the religious persecution that followed not long thereafter, most of the
words then used became historical relics. Such include bateren (< Portuguese padre)
‗priest‘[1] and iruman (< P. irmaõ) ‗monk, brother‘. St. Francis Xavier, having first used
Dainichi ( 大 日 ) ‗the great illuminator‘ (Sanskrit Mahāvairocana) to refer to the
Christian deity, later introduced deusu (< Latin Deus). Among the few surviving words
in modern Japanese Catholic usage are misa ‗mass‘ and rozario ‗rosary‘.
With the reintroduction of Christianity to Japan at the dawn of the Meiji era came new
terminology. The Sino-Japanese compound kyōkai (教会), for example, lit. ‗teaching
assembly‘ replaced ekureshia (< ecclesia). The word used to translate Greek naós
‗temple, holy of holies‘, as it is used both literally and figuratively, is typically shinden
(神殿)[2], the Sino-Japanese counterpart of (older and strictly indigenously applied)
kandono (< kamu-tono ‗divine exalted dwelling‘, though as a translation of Hebrew
mishkan we also find kami no miya (神の宮) ‗shrine‘, an otherwise quintessentially
Shintō term already recorded in the early 8th century, mi- being an honorific prefixed to
ya ‗abode‘.
The word for ‗priest‘ (Catholic and Orthodox) became shisai (司祭), lit. ‗officiator of
ceremonies‘ as the general term, shinpu (神父), lit. ‗god-father‘, as the vocational title,
while Protestant pastors were designated as bokushi (牧師), lit. ‗shepherd‘ and sensei
‗teacher‘, the latter being a form of direct address. The Catholic word for ‗hymn‘ is seika
(聖歌), lit. ‗holy song‘; the Protestant word is sanbika (讃美歌), lit. ‗song of praise‘.
Through the early 20th century, Catholicism was known as tenshukyō (天主教), lit. ‗ruler
of heaven doctrine‘), tenshu being originally a Buddhist term that became a SinoJapanese phonetic adaptation of Deus. (The compounds are still used in Korea and
China.)
Not surprisingly, the understanding and use of such terms differs significantly between
Japanese Christians and the overwhelming majority of the population that does not share
their faith. The influence of the (at least nominally) Christian West and of Japan‘s
numerous Christian institutions of education provides a broad but superficial knowledge
of the religion. Largely ignorant of Japan‘s older faith tradition, younger people in
particular tend to be indifferent to (and even suspicious of) religion in general.[3] The
distinction between shinpu and bokushi, for example, though strictly observed by
Cristians is not commonly understood by non-Christian. rōma-hōō (ローマ法王), lit.
‗Roman law-king‘, is the word commonly used in the Japanese media to designate the
pontiff, but, among Catholics, he is usually referred to as kyōkō(-sama) (教皇[様]), lit.
‗church-sovereign‘ or affectionately as papa-sama (パパ様), -sama being an honorific
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suffix, cf. kami-sama (神様), now used to refer both to the Shintō gods and to the
Christian deity.
In some cases, words now outmoded, not commonly used within the Christian
communities, or otherwise misleading, are perpetuated in the realm of popular culture.
The specifically Catholic term used for ‗confession‘ is Sino-Japanese kokkai (告解), lit.
‗confess (and) resolve‘, and the word for ‗confessional‘ is kokkai-shitsu (告解室). At the
same time, the Japanese media have made use of another Sino-Japanese compound,
zange (懺悔) ‗penitence, confession‘ (older sange)[4], combined with -shitsu ‗room‘. In
the 1980s, a Fuji Television comedy show known as Ore-tachi Hyōkinzoku [‗Us
Jokesters‘] regularly included scenes in which members of the cast were ―shriven‖ for
their mistakes. A rotund, bearded, half-naked male, half-Buddha, half-Christ, would
stand in a quasi-crucixal pose before the kneeling ―penitents‖ in the zange-shitsu,
sometimes forgiving them, sometimes punishing them by causing water to be dumped on
them from above.
Sino-Japanese dōtei (童貞) ‗chaste, virginal‘ is given in Japanese dictionaries, both
monolingual and bilingual, as referring, as a noun, to a Catholic nun. The term originally
designated males without sexual experience but then took on a Christian sense. Again,
however, the secular world in general and the realm of pop culture in particular have
given the word associations that range from ambivalent to negative and perverse, and
thus it has dropped out of Catholic usage. Nuns are addressed with Anglo-Japanese
shisutā, e.g. Shisutā Yamada ‗Sister Yamada‘, their vocational designation being SinoJapanese shūdōjo (修道女), lit. convent-person.
Originally Christian concepts and images have become familiar to the Japanese
population at large, albeit to varying degrees, through cultural osmosis. Leonardo da
Vinci‘s famous representation of l‟Ultima Cena undoubtedly explains why Japanese
Saigo no Bansan (最後の晩餐) is widely known. The phrase is used in a purely secular
and ironic sense, as in kanojo to saigo no bansan wo shita (彼女と最後の晩餐をし
た。) ‗That was my last date with her.‘, lit. ‗That was my last supper with her.‘) SinoJapanese mokushiroku (黙 示 録 ), lit. ‗(lit. ‗record of revealed secrets‘) and AngloJapanese apokaripusu are likewise used without any reference to (or even knowledge of)
their Christian origin, the latter term being, for example, the name of video game.
tengoku (天国) ‗heaven‘, lit. ‗land of the heavens‘, is a Meiji-era coinage, but though
explicitly Christian in origin, it is used in a metaphorical and secular sense, as in
hokōsha-tengoku (歩行者天国) ‗pedestrian paradise‘. (By way of contrast, the extended
use of words for the various Buddhist paradises is more limited, e.g. gokuraku-yu [極楽
湯] ‗paradisal waters‘, the name of a bath-house construction company.) tenshi (天使)
‗angel‘ is a further example of an old word with a new meaning, corresponding, as it
happens, to the literal meaning of Greek angelos ‗(heavenly) messenger‘.
fukuin (福音) ‗gospel‘ is, as is originally its English counterpart, a literal translation of
Greek euangelion ‗good news‘: これ神の子イエスキリストの福音 (Kore kami no ko
iesu-kirisuto no fukuin) ‘This is the gospel of Jesus Christ, the son of God‘ (1880
translation, Mark 1:1). While fukuin is also used in an extended, secular sense, as in the
translation of Andrew Carnegie‘s The Gospel of Wealth (Tomi no Fukuin 富の福音), it
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is primarily a Christian term, in contrast to エヴァンゲリオン(evangerion), which
appears prominently in a highly popular animated film series, Neon Genesis Evangelion,
which freely (or, one might say, mindlessly) borrows and blends Judaic, Christian, and
Gnostic ideas and images.
rinjin‟ai (隣人愛) ‗love of neighbor‘ is a Sino-Japanese neologism used to translate the
Christian concept of agape, cf. the older Buddhist term, Sino-Japanese jihi (慈悲),
Mandarin cíbē, ‗mercy, compassion‘, which in turn is a loan translation from Sanskrit.
The term sanmi-ittai (三位 一体 ) ‗Trinity‘ first appears in the 1872 translation by
Nakamura Masanao, himself a convert to Christianity, of John Stuart Mill‘s On
Liberty.[5] As with its English counterpart, the phrase has been used in a metaphorical
and strictly secular sense, most recently when the Koizumi government vaunted its
sanmi-ittai-kaikaku (三位一体改革) ‗three-part reform‘ policy. eien (永遠) ‗eternity‘, lit.
‗long-distant‘ is likewise a Meiji-era coinage, used to translate both the Greek
philosophical idea of timelessness and the specifically Christian concept of ‗eternal life,
the life of the world to come‘ (zōe aionios), which is rendered into Japanese by the
phrase eien no inochi (永遠の命).
shokuzai no yagi (贖罪のヤギ), lit. expiation goat, would appear to be a rough calque of
English scapegoat, as the phrase itself does not occur in the passages in Leviticus from
which it derives. To the extent that the loanword sukēpugōto is understood, such clearly
reflects its use in the Western world as a philosophical and anthropological term.[6] Even
more remote from its origin (in the New Testament use of skandalon, e.g. 1 Corinthians
1:23) is the loanword sukyandaru (scandal), which, as in English, has a purely secular
sense. In the Biblical sense of ‗stumbling block‘, the word used is tsumazuki (躓き).
Not surprisingly, given the unfamiliarity of the Japanese with sheep until recent times,
the word kohitsuji (子羊) ‗lamb‘, lit. ‗child-sheep‘ is a modern coinage with a symbolic
(and specifically Christian) rather than pastoral (or culinary!) meaning. It is nonetheless
unlikely that many non-Christian Japanese would be able to explain the origin and
meaning of the phrase kami no kohitsuji ‗lamb of God‘.
Native Japanese tsumi-bito, in contrast to its Sino-Japanese counterpart, zainin, both
written 罪人, tends to have a religious and even specifically Christian meaning: ‗sinner‘
vs. ‗criminal‘. Interestingly enough, the Nihon-kokugo-daijiten (日本国語大辞典), the
most comprehensive dictionary of the Japanese language, enters hōtō-musuko (放蕩息
子) ‗prodigal son‘ without any reference to its dominantly Biblical reference if not origin.
Though the use of the Sino-Japanese compound hōtō ‗dissolute‘ clearly predates the
introduction of Christianity (its first appearance is in the 8th century Kaifūsō (懐風藻)
[Fond Recollections of Poetry], the oldest collection of Japanese-composed Chinese
verse), it has been clearly reinforced as a loan translation. In Akutagawa Ryūnosuke‘s
Niwa (庭) [The Garden] (1922), we find: Jinan wa hōtō ni mi wo mochi-kuzusita kekka,
yōka ni hotondo kaeranakatta kara… (次男は放蕩に身を持ち崩した結果、養家に殆
ど帰らなかつたから…) ‗The sibling between them was living a dissolute life and was
hardly seen in the home of his adoptive parents.‘ A similar example is Sino-Japanese
kiseki (奇跡) ‗miracle‘, a term that though found in the mid-18th century, i.e. before the
reintroduction of Christianity, is clearly influenced by both the specifically Biblical
concept of ―signs and wonders‖ and the more general idea of ―miracle.‖ fukkatsu (復活)
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‗resurrection‘, first recorded in 1892, was undoubtedly reinforced by the popularity in
Japan of Leo Tolstoy‘s (1899) Воскресение (Resurrection), first translated into
Japanese as Fukkatsu in 1905.
Sino-Japanese compounds whose marked pronunciation (go-on 呉 音 ) reflects their
origin as Buddhist terms have in some cases been reinterpreted in a Christian sense and
rendered as (more easily read) kan-on (漢音). eshin (回心 or 廻心) ‗turning away from
evil‘ (lit. ‗turn heart‘), for example, has been in use since the 10th century, while the
reading of the same compound as kaishin suggests the ―conversion‖ or ―change of heart‖
to which St. Peter refers in Acts 3:13: ―(Repent and be) converted,‖ the Greek original
(metanoēsate) having the same literal sense. shōryō (聖霊), lit. ‗holy spirit‘, also written
精霊, refers to the soul of a deceased person. Read as seirei, the (former) compound
refers to the ‗Holy Spirit‘ in the strictly Christian sense.

BIBLICAL JAPANESE
As may be concluded from the discussion above, what might be called ―Christian
Japanese‖ is not a static dialect confined to Japan‘s small Christian community. Rather it
exercises an influence on Japan‘s linguistic culture as a whole, while itself responding
both to changes within that culture and to general trends within the Christian world.
Such can clearly be seen in the translation of the Bible, which, unlike the original, is
truly ―a work in progress.‖ In contrast to Meiji-era versions, written in pseudo-classical
form, today‘s are in the modern style that, at least in principle, unites the literary and the
colloquial. Furthermore, as a lingering effect of ecumenism, the translation most widely
used by both Catholics and Protestants is the shin-kyōdōyaku-seisho (新共同訳聖書),
the New Interconfessional Translation (NIT), which first appeared in 1987.
The following excerpts from the first two chapters of Gospel According to St. John are
given below to illustrate the characteristics of ―Biblical Japanese‖ and the linguistic and
cultural issues they raise. The Greek original and the NIT version are Romanized, the
former without accents. The English translation is from the Douay-Rheims (American)
version of 1899.
1:1 en archê ên ho logos kai ho logos ên pros ton theon kai theos ên ho logos.
1:2 houtos ên en archê pros ton theon. 1:3 panta di autou egeneto kai chôris
autou egeneto oude hen. ho gegonen 1:4 en autô zôê ên kai hê zôê ên to phôs
tôn anthrôpôn. 1:5 kai to phôs en têi skotia phainei kai hê skotia auto ou
katelaben. 1:6 egeneto anthrôpos apestalmenos para theou onoma autôi iôannês.
1:7 houtos êlthen eis marturian hina marturêsê peri tou phôtos hina pantes
pisteusôsin di‘ autou. 1:8 ouk ên ekeinos to phôs all‘ hina marturêsêi peri tou
photos. 1:9 ên to phôs to alêthinon ho phôtizei panta anthrôpon erchomenon eis
ton kosmon. 1:10 en tôi kosmôi ên kai ho kosmos di‘ autou egeneto kai ho
kosmos auton ouk egnô. 1:11 eis ta idia êlthen kai hoi idioi auton ou parelabon.
1:12 hosoi de elabon auton edôken autois exousian tekna theou genesthai tois
pisteuousin eis to onoma autou. 1:13 hoi ouk ex haimatôn oude ek thelêmatos
sarkos oude ek thelêmatos andros all‘ ek theou egennêthêsan. 1:14 kai ho logos
sarx egeneto kai eskênôsen en hêmin kai etheasametha tên doxan autou doxan
hôs monogenous para patros plêrês charitos kai alêtheias…
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2:1 kai têi hêmerai têi tritêi gamos egeneto en kana tês galilaias kai ên hê mêtêr
tou iêsou ekei. 2:2 eklêthê de kai ho iêsous kai hoi mathêtai autou eis ton gamon.
2:3 kai husterêsantos oinou legei hê mêtêr tou iêsou pros auton oinon ouk
echousin. 2:4 [kai] legei autêi ho iêsous ti emoi kai soi gunai oupô hêkei hê hôra
mou. 2:5 legei hê mêtêr autou tois diakonois ho ti an legêi humin poiêsate.
01:01 Hajime ni kotoba ga atta. Kotoba wa kami to tomo ni atta. Kotoba wa
kami de atta. 01:02 Kono kotoba wa, hajime ni kami to tomo ni atta. 01:03
Banbutsu wa kotoba ni yotte natta. Natta mono de, kotoba ni yorazu ni natta
mono wa nani hitotsu nakatta. 01:04 Kotoba no uchi ni inochi ga atta. Inochi wa
ningen wo terasu hikari de atta. 01:05 Hikari wa kurayami no naka de kagayaite
iru. Kurayami wa hikari wo rikai shi-nakatta. 01:06 Kami kara tsukawasareta
hitori no hito ga ita. Sono na wa yohane de aru. 01:07 Kare wa akashi wo suru
tame ni kita. Hikari ni tsuite akashi wo suru tame, mata, subete no hito ga kare
ni yotte shinjiru yō ni naru tame de aru. 01:08 Kare wa hikari de wa naku, hikari
ni tsuite akashi wo suru tame ni kita. 01:09 Sono hikari wa, makoto no hikari de,
yo ni kite subete no hito wo terasu no de aru. 01:10 Kotoba wa yo ni atta. Yo wa
kotoba ni yotte natta ga, yo wa kotoba wo mitomenakatta. 01:11 Kotoba wa
jibun no tami no tokoro e kita ga, tami wa uke-irenakatta. 01:12 Shikashi,
kotoba wa jibun wo uke-ireta hito, sono na wo shinjiru hitobito ni wa kami no
ko to naru shikaku wo ataeta. 01:13 Kono hitobito wa, chi ni yotte de wa naku,
niku no yoku ni yotte de wa naku, hito no yoku ni yotte de mo naku, kami ni
yotte umareta no de aru. 01:14 Kotoba wa niku to natte, watashi-tachi no aida ni
yadorareta. Watashi-tachi wa sono eikō wo mita. Sore wa chichi no hitori-ko
toshite no eikō de atte, megumi to shinri to ni michite ita…
02:01 Mikka-me ni, gariraya no kana de konrei ga atte, iesu no haha ga soko ni
ita. 02:02 Iesu mo, sono deshi-tachi mo konrei ni manekareta. 02:03 Budōshu ga
tarinaku natta no de, haha wa iesu ni, ―budōshu ga nakunarimashita‖ to itta.
02:04 Iesu wa haha ni iwareta. ―Fujin yo, watashi to donna kakawari ga aru no
desu. Watashi no toki wa mada kite imasen.‖ 02:05 Shikashi, haha wa meshitsukai-tachi ni, ―Kono hito ga nani ga iituketara, sono tōri ni shite kudasai‖ to
itta.
1 In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word
was God. 2 The same was in the beginning with God. 3 All things were made by
him: and without him was made nothing that was made. 4 In him was life, and
the life was the light of men. 5 And the light shineth in darkness, and the
darkness did not comprehend it. 6 There was a man sent from God, whose name
was John. 7 This man came for a witness, to give testimony of the light, that all
men might believe through him. 8 He was not the light, but was to give
testimony of the light. 9 That was the true light, which enlighteneth every man
that cometh into this world. 10 He was in the world, and the world was made by
him, and the world knew him not. 11 He came unto his own, and his own
received him not. 12 But as many as received him, he gave them power to be
made the sons of God, to them that believe in his name. 13 Who are born, not of
blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God. 14 And the
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Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, (and we saw his glory, the glory as
it were of the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth…
2 And the third day, there was a marriage in Cana of Galilee: and the mother of
Jesus was there. 2And Jesus also was invited, and his disciples, to the marriage.
3And the wine failing, the mother of Jesus saith to him: They have no wine.
4And Jesus saith to her: Woman, what is that to me and to thee? my hour is not
yet come. 5His mother saith to the waiters: Whatsoever he shall say to you, do
ye.
Firstly, in regard to structure, we should note that while sentences in modern written
Japanese tend to be shorter than in the older language, they are generally longer than, for
example, their English counterparts. Moreover, there is a greater use of sentential
conjunctions. Thus, the reader of the NIT is struck by the ―choppiness‖ of the syntax, an
impression that is only reinforced when one examines the original, in which, though the
clauses are short and include only one instance of hypotaxis,[7] there is conspicuous use
of coordinating conjunctions, notably kai ‗and‘, which appears with that function no
fewer than sixteen times.
The first verse, consisting of a single sentence, with three coordinate clauses joined by
kai, is rendered into Japanese as three sentences: …ga atta ‗was (existential); …ni atta
‗was‘ (locative); …de atta (copulative). (Older translations, including the Taishō
Revised Version [1917], link the clauses by means of ari, the conjunctive form of the
verb: 太初に言あり、言は神と偕にあり、言は神なりき。Hajime ni kotoba ari,
kotoba wa kami to tomo ni ari, kotoba wa kami nariki.)
Like the (postposed) conjunction de, kai can, particularly through Semitic influence,
have an adversative as well as conjunctive sense. 1:5, for example, is variously rendered
into English as ―The Light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did not comprehend
it.‖ (The New American Bible) and ―The light shines in the darkness, but the darkness
has not understood it.‖ In the NIT version, we find two unconnected sentences. The only
sentence-initial conjunction occurs where there is none in the original, that is in the last
verse cited here: ―Shikashi, haha wa meshi-tsukai-tachi ni…‖ (‗But [his] mother [said] to
the servants…‘).
Structural issues overlap with semantic considerations. In the original, ho logos ‗the
Word‘ is marked for definiteness and number, in contrast to Japanese kotoba ‗word(s)‘.
Of course, regardless of the readers‘ language, the concept must be understood in a
specific theological context, as it relates to the Jewish concept of dabar-YHWH ‗the
Word of God‘, to which the gospel writer is clearly alluding. Still, as though to facilitate
that understanding, earlier translations into Japanese give the term greater specificity.
Federico Barbaro‘s translation of 1970 (Don Bosco-sha, Tokyo) and the Franciscan
translation of 1980, among others, render ho logos with honorific mi- + kotoba, the
entire phrase being thereby more readily understood in a Judeo-Christian context.[8]
The use of the definite article in hê skotia ‗the darkness‘, as juxtaposed to to phôs ‗the
light‘, makes explicit a consistent dualistic image found the Fourth Gospel. A literal
rendering into Japanese is a structural impossibility.
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A purely lexico-semantic problem is the rendition of Greek (kai to phôs en tê skotia
phainei kai hê skotia auto ou) katélaben, as the verb here means both ‗apprehend‘ in the
sense of ‗overcome, capture‘ and ‗comprehend‘. Whereas in English, for example, it is
possible to hedge with ―…and the darkness has not grasped it,‖ such has apparently not
been considered as an option for any Japanese rendition.
The concept of ―blood‖ as symbolic of kinship is common to many cultures. The
Johannine image of ―the flesh‖ (thelêmatos sarkos ‗the desire of the flesh‘), on the other
hand, first appears in Japanese after the reintroduction of Christianity, along with the
juxtaposition of rei to niku (霊と肉) ‗spirit and flesh‘.
Greek doxa ‗glory‘, which originally meant ‗teaching‘, acquired a new sense through the
translation of Hebrew kavod in the Septuagint. Sino-Japanese eikō ( 栄 光 ) ‗glory‘,
though also used in a strictly secular sense, has come to be at least subliminally
associated with Christianity, cf. kami no eikō (神の栄光) ‗the glory of God‘.
In the original, the verb that is translated into Japanese as yadorareta (宿られた), the
past honorific form of yadoru ‗dwell, make as one‘s temporary abode‘, is eskênôsen
(skēneien), lit. ‗pitched [his] tent‘, cf. skênos ‗tent‘, the source of English scene. The
Greek verb is clearly used to reflect the Hebrew idea of the in-dwelling place of God,
(shechina, cf. mishkan ‗tabernacle, sanctuary‘: ―Let them construct a sanctuary for me,
that I may dwell among them.‖ (Exodus 25:8). As it happens, the Japanese verb yadoru
(< ya ‗abode‘ + toru ‗take‘) has strong animistic associations, cf. miya ‗shrine‘ (above),
and thus makes for a remarkably appropriate match.
Particularly vexing for translators are high-frequency words and phrases whose meaning
in a given context must be understood as they relate to other occurrences. In the
concluding verses of the above excerpts (John 2:4-5), Jesus, presumably speaking
Aramaic, is made to use a Semitic idiom rendered into Greek as: ti emoi kai soi gunai
‗what is there between you and me, woman?‘ gunai is the vocative form of gunē ‗woman,
(my) lady‘ and is Jesus‘ exclusive form of address when he refers to his mother, lastly in
his words to her from the cross.[9] The Catholic Encyclopedia notes:
The above cited passages show that in the language of Jesus the address
―woman‖ has a most respectful meaning. The clause ―what is that to me and to
thee‖ renders the Greek ti emoi kai soi, which in its turn corresponds to the
Hebrew phrase mah li walakh. This latter occurs in Judges, xi, 12; II Kings, xvi?
10j xix, 23; III Kings, xvii, 18; IV Kings, iii, 13; ix, 18; II Par., xxxv, 21. The
New Testament shows equivalent expressions in Matt., viii, 29; Mark, i, 24;
Luke, iv, 34; viii, 28; Matt., xxvii, 19. The meaning of the phrase varies
according to the character of the speakers, ranging from a most pronounced
opposition to a courteous compliance. Such a variable meaning makes it hard
for the translator to find an equally variable equivalent. ―What have I to do with
thee‖, ―this is neither your nor my business‖, ―why art thou troublesome to me‖,
―allow me to attend to this‖, are some of the renderings suggested. In general,
the words seem to refer to well or ill-meant importunity which they endeavor to
remove. The last part of Our Lord‘s answer presents less difficulty to the
interpreter: ―my hour is not yet come‖, cannot refer to the precise moment at
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which the need of wine will require the miraculous intervention of Jesus; for in
the language of St. John ―my hour‖ or ―the hour‖ denotes the time preordained
for some important event (John, iv, 21, 23; v, 25, 28; vii, 30; viii, 20; xii, 23; xiii,
1; xvi, 21; xvii, 1). Hence the meaning of Our Lord‘s answer is: ―Why are you
troubling me by asking me for such an intervention? The divinely appointed
time for such a manifestation has not yet come‖; or, ―why are you worrying?
Has not the time of manifesting my power come?‖ The former of these
meanings implies that on account of the intercession of Mary Jesus anticipated
the time set for the manifestation of His miraculous power (cf. St. Irenaeus, c.
hoer., III, xvi, 7, P.G., VII, 926); the second meaning is obtained by
understanding the last part of our Lord‘s words as a question, as was done by St.
Gregory of Nyasa (P.G., XLIV, 1308) and by the Arabic version of Tatian‘s
―Diatessaron‖ (Rome, 1888). See Knabenbauer, Evanggsec. Joan., Paris, 1898,
pp. 118-122; Hoberg, Jesus Christus. Vorträge, Freiburg, 1908, 31, Anm. 2;
Theologie und Glaube, 1909, 564,‖ 808. Mary understood her Son‘s words in
their proper sense; she merely warned the waiters, ―Whatsoever he shall say to
you, do ye‖ (John, ii, 5). There can be no question of explaining Jesus‘ answer
in the sense of a refusal.
The last sentence here is of particular significance as it relates to Japanese translations of
the passage. In the NIT version, we find the final sentence introduced with an
adversative conjunction (Shikashi ‗Nevertheless‘) that is absent in the original.
We see in these same two verses how structural and cultural considerations overlap. In
the Greek original, ―person‖ – whether indicated pronominally or verbally – is registerneutral. Thus, there is nothing either honorific or condescending in Jesus‘ use of soi
‗you‘ in reference to his mother. In her words to the servants (ho ti an legêi humin
‗whatever he tells you‘), it is only in the verb inflection that the third-person singular is
made explicit. In Japanese, there is no deferential second-person pronoun, and even
anata tends to be condescending. A parent, for example, may use it (or its contracted
form anta) in speaking to a child, but it is not normally reciprocated, Biblical translations
being a notable exception to the rule. There are likewise no strictly deictic third-person
forms, so that when Jesus‘ mother is made to say kono hito ‗this person‘ in reference to
her son, the usage is clearly marked.
As a concluding comment, it might be noted that an arguably ―Catholic‖ consideration is
reflected in Barbaro‘s translation. Whereas as in the NIT version, the first sentence of the
second chapter is rendered as ―iesu no haha ga soko ni ita,‖ Barbaro‘s version reads:
―iezusu no haha mo soko ni kite orareta.‖ The NIT version not only reflects the
Protestant preference for iesu over iezusu for the rendition of Jesus (Iesous) but also uses
ita ‗was (there)‘, a plain form, orareta being an honorific.

NOTES
[1] The word was given a pseudo-Chinese appearance with the phonetic use of characters (伴天連),

literally ‗accompanying heaven joined‘, hence the phonetic disparity.
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[2] The Nihonkokugo-daijiten (日本国語大辞典), noted elsewhere as the most comprehensive of

Japanese monolingual dictionaries, defines the term in purely indigenous terms, despite its broad
meaning in actual usage: Greco-Roman, Jewish, and Mormon.
[3] Among the author‘s colleagues and students, almost none, when asked, were aware that the leading

politician Aso Tarō, Japan‘s 59th prime minister, is Roman Catholic.
[4] a Buddhist term (< Sanskrit ksamayati ‗forgiveness, tolerance‘, later ‗repentance‘, cf. Mandarin

chànhuǐ)
[5] Nihon-kokugo-daijiten
[6] English scapegoat (< escape goat) originates in Tyndall‘s misanalysis and hence mistranslation of

Hebrew Azazel.
[7] John 2:3, where the phrase usterêsantos oinou ‗the wine having run out‘ is a genitive absolute.
[8] What in retrospect is quite a startling rendition of ho logos is found in the (James Curtis) Hepburn

translation of 1872: 元始に言霊あり言霊は神とともにあり (Hajime ni kotodama ari kotodama wa kami
to tomo ni ari). kotodama, lit. ‗word spirit‘, drawn from a passage in the Man‟yōshū, the earliest
collection of Japanese poetry, has since been appropriated by ultra-nationalists and their critics; it also
appears in the realm of anime.
[9] Commentators have argued that gunai corresponds to Hebrew ishah ‗woman‘ as an archetype, with

the mother of Jesus being implicitly treated as the Second Eve.
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DANIEL BARENBOIM AND THE EAST-WEST DIVAN
ORCHESTRA:
THE POLITICS OF BEING APOLITICAL
Steven Morgan
Rikkyo University
smorgantokyo@gmail.com

This presentation was prompted by a recent concert in Berlin (August, 2008) by the
West-Eastern Divan Orchestra, an ensemble comprised of young musicians from Israel,
Spain and various Arab nations in the middle East. The orchestra was founded in 1999
by internationally acclaimed pianist-conductor Daniel Barenboim and the late Edward
Said, a noted literary theorist, cultural critic and ardent supporter of the Palestinian cause.
The 2008 Berlin concert was a part of the orchestra's annual summer tour during which
they had performed in Madrid, London, Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm, Paris. A
performance at the Ravello Festival in Italy replaced a concert in Amman, Jordan that
had to be cancelled due to security concerns.
The idea of creating an orchestra made up predominantly of young musicians from
Jewish and Islamic countries was the fruit of a warm friendship that had developed
between Barenboim and Said after their serendipitous meeting in London in the early
1990s. In addition to a shared love of music--Said was in fact quite a fine amateur
pianist--the two men held surprisingly similar views on the essential nature of longstanding tensions between Israel and the rest of the Middle East, particularly between
Israel and Palestine. The orchestra came together for the first time in Weimar, Germany
in the summer of 1999 and eventually found a permanent home in Seville, Spain and
since 2004 has been under the umbrella of the Barenboim-Said Foundation centered also
in Spain.
The gist of this view can be found in the following excerpt from Barenboim's
controversial speech on the occasion of being awarded the Wolf Prize by the Israeli
Knesset in 2004:

Can the State of Israel allow itself an unrealistic dream of an ideological end to
the conflict instead of pursuing a pragmatic, humanitarian one based on social
justice?...I have always believed that there is no military solution to the JewishArab conflict, neither from a moral nor a strategic one…
Barenboim continued by noting that he and Said had formulated the concept of the WestEastern Divan Orchestra project from this very mindset: given that military, moral and
strategic solutions were impossible, there was no good reason to delay any longer to
implement measures of a humanitarian and pragmatic nature. He concluded the speech
by announcing that he would be donating the prize money to music education projects in
both Israel and Palestine; by so doing he accomplished the unthinkable outcome of
diverting Israeli funds to the benefit of young people in Palestine.
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Barenboim's action in this case could be labeled, to paraphrase Thoreau, a kind of
"musical disobedience", an approach that has become one of his hallmarks over the years.
For example, Barenboim broke the longstanding taboo against performing Wagner's
music in Israel during a concert with the Berlin State Opera Orchestra at the 2001
Jerusalem Festival. Then in 2005 he brought the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra to give a
concert in Ramallah, Palestine only a few miles from Jerusalem in spite of the fact that
they have never been allowed to perform in Israel.
Often questioned on how the West-East Divan Orchestra could possibly have any effect
on the Israeli-Arab problem, Barenboim gives a consistently puzzling answer: it cannot,
and it should not. With a philosophy that has a somewhat Taoist ring to it, Barenboim
insists that the orchestra's raison d'etre is not for what it can do, but rather what it can be.
And what it can be is a working model of the theory that cooperation does not mean that
individuals have to set aside their differences; rather, they need to learn how to unite and
blend their intrinsic differences into a new and harmonious whole. This then is the real
meaning of shalom, the authentic version of salaam...that those with various types of
differences can choose to strive for a harmonious Gestalt in which the whole is truly
greater and different than the sum of the parts.
The same philosophy is a part of the Barenboim-Said Foundation's statement of why
they continue to support musical projects:
While music will obviously not solve the Arab-Israeli conflict, it does play a
role in bringing people together and allowing them to get to know one another.
The only political aspect that permeates the Workshop is the understanding that
there is no military solution to the conflict.
We can only hope that this message will continue to be repeated until more people begin
to see that, instead of waiting for solutions that do not exist, we need to be seeking and
enacting ones that do.
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対尐数言語民族集団プロパガンダの道具としてのフリウリ
文化
Friulian Culture as an Instrument of Propaganda in Conflict with the
Linguistic-Ethnic Minorities in Fruili
山本真司 Shinji Yamamoto
東京外国語大学 Tokyo University of Foreign Studies
shinji@tufs.ac.jp
Abstract: In the history of the so-called Reto-romance question, one tends to suppose
that there have been a series of hot battles between the identities of the linguistic
minorities (to be defended) and the Italian national identity (to be imposed upon all the
population of the Country). Yet in the case of Friuli, whose major native language,
Friulian, is normally considered to be one of the Reto-romance languages, the dominant
ideology of the United Kingdom of Italy has often claimed to a strong affinity between
the local culture of Friuli and the so-called ―Latin-Roman civilization‖ identified with
Italy itself by the political current of the time. Thus the official politics, together with the
public cultural atmosphere in general, has been glorified the cultural heritages of Friuli,
and have often made use of them as an instrument of the propaganda that aims to spread
the ―Italianity‖ all over the State assimilating the other ethnic-linguistic groups. Among
the minorities that suffered such social pressures were also the communities of the
Slovene-speaking people in Friuli and in the Venezia Giulia.
キーワード Keywords: フリウリ Friuli、スロヴェニア Slovenia、イタリア Italy、
尐数言語 minor languages
０. はじめに
イタリア北東部のフリウリ地方 Friuli [1] でよく歌われている新民謡 [2] をいくつか
取り上げ、そこに現れている、フリウリの言語的・文化的アイデンティティに関わ
る、ある問題を紹介したいと思う。
フリウリの土着の地方語であるフリウリ語の話者は、言語的マイノリティとして、イタリア
語の圧力のもとで苦しんだことが知られている。ところが、フリウリ語は、イタリア語の圧
力に苦しむのみならず、まさにそのイタリア語およびその文化的アイデンティティに関する
イデオロギーの道具とされ、より規模の小さい尐数言語コミュニティである、スロヴェニア
系住民への同化政策に手を貸すことになってしまった。そのような事態を招いたイデオロギ
ーの一端を、本稿では、垣間見ることができるであろう。

ここで取り上げた歌は、大雑把に言って、両世界大戦間の時代に生まれ、一般によ
く知られるにいたったもので、その時代の雰囲気を反映しているとともに、そのよ
うな雰囲気をさらに盛り上げ、そこに現れるイデオロギーを人々の意識の中に浸透
させる役割を果たしたに違いない。
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なお、ここで紹介されている諸事実は、フリウリではよく知られていることであり、
誰か特定の研究者の分析によって明らかになったというような事柄ではないが、同
様の問題への言及がなされている文献の一つとして、例えば、Maniacco / Montanari
(1978) pp. 104-107 を挙げておこう。
[1] ごく簡単に言うと、イタリア共和国北部の最も東に位置するフリウリ・ヴェネツィア＝ジ
ュリア自治州のうち、トリエステ県を除く３つの県 (ポルデノーネ Pordenone 県、ウディネ
Udine 県、ゴリツィア Gorizia 県) をあわせたものがフリウリ地方であると一般に考えられて
いる。

フリウリ＝ヴェネツィア・ジュリア自治州。Stranj (1989) などを参考にして作成。
[2] 以下、引用された３つの歌のテキストは、フリウリ語で書かれている。テキスト校訂の問
題 (それにはフリウリ語の方言学を踏まえた詳細な議論が必要となる) は、残念ながら本稿で
は詳しく扱う紙面の余裕が無い。テキスト中のフリウリ語の綴りは、筆者の判断で手を加え
ることをせず、原則として引用元のテキスト通りのままにしておいた。フリウリ語に標準化
された正書法 (フリウリ語の標準化に際しては、個々の音の表記法のほか、形態の選択もの問
題となるが) が導入されたのは 20 世紀も終わり近くになってであり、ゆえに、これらのテキ
ストの言語は、現在の標準化されたフリウリ語とは異なることをお断りしておく。

１. ラテン起源の言語としてのフリウリ語

多くの人が信じている説によると、フリウリの主な地方語であるフリウリ語は、イ
タリア語とは異なる尐数言語である「レト＝ロマンス (諸) 語」の１つであるという
ことになっている。レト＝ロマンス諸語のなかで、(よく話題にのぼるという意味
で) 一番良く知られているのは、おそらく、スイスのロマンシュ語である。そのた
め、ロマンシュ語が、レト＝ロマンスの代表的・典型的なケースであると思ってい
る人がいるかもしれない。
さて、ロマンシュ語の話者およびそれを擁するスイス連邦は、イタリアの失地回復
主義やファシズムの領土的野心のため、イタリアとのアイデンティティ上の対立を
経験することになり、イタリア人と見なされることを拒否することを政治的に表明
する選択をしたことはよく知られている。そのような経緯を知っている人は、おそ
らくフリウリ語の場合にも、尐数派としてのフリウリ語 (とその話し手) および多数
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派である公用語たるイタリア語 [1] との間にも、言語的・文化的アイデンティティ
をめぐる、尐なからぬ対立や葛藤があったに違いないと想像するかも知れない。
そのような予想からすると驚くべきことであろうが、フリウリ語の話者 (尐なくと
も多くの知識人) の場合は、19 世紀から 20 世紀にかけての、現代フリウリ史におけ
る、フリウリ文化およびフリウリ人のアイデンティティの自覚の芽生えにおいては、
むしろ、イタリアの文化との近親性が強調されたのであった。
これは、フリウリの「ラテン系の」起源の自覚による。つまり、フリウリ語がラテ
ン系 (ロマンス系) の言語であるという事実の認識によるものである。このような認
識は、フリウリ人とその文化の起源を、ローマによるフリウリの征服および植民
地・植民都市の建設へと遡らせることになる。こうして、フリウリは、古代ローマ
と自己を同一視し、その過去の栄光を高揚した。
イタリア統一王国を実現した、「イタリア復興運動」Risorgimento と称される現代
イタリアの統一国家建設の動きは、イタリアとその文化の起源を古代ローマ帝国に
求め、まさに古代ローマの栄光の復興という看板を掲げていた。そのため、フリウ
リは、自らのローマ起源を自覚することで、イタリアとの文化的同一性、また統一
イタリア王国との政治的一体性の主張へと至ることになり、フリウリをローマの代
表者の１つとみなすイデオロギーを生み出したのであった。詩人フルック Enrico
FRUCH [2] の次の詩「アクイレイア」Aquilee は、フリウリを代表するラテン都市ア
クイレイア Aquileia [イタリア語・ラテン語] / Aquilee [フリウリ語] のことを歌った
新民謡 (歌としては ロッソ Oreste ROSSO [3] の作曲によるものが有名) であるが、そ
のような時代のメンタリティをよく表わしている。

Contadin che tu rompis la tiare / Di Aquilèe, ferme i bûs un moment: / Sot il
cjamp che la uarzine 'e are, / Sot la man che semene el forment, / Tal soreli e ta
l'ombre del nûl, / Je une impronte di Rome e la storie / E la glorie / Del nestri
Friûl!
Barcarûl che tu vens di Barbane / Quant ch'al sune l'antîc cjampanîl,/ No tu sintis
un glon di cjampane / Ma une vôs che ti rive dal cîl. / E l'eterne peraule ti dîs, /
una vôs che traviarse la storie / E la glorie / Del nestri paîs!
Pelegrine de ultime uere, / Mari sante del nestri soldât, / Che bessole tu jentris la
sere / A preâ sot i pins dal sagrât, / Scolte, scolte, lajù il rusignûl / che ti puarte
cun tante dolcezze / La cjarezze / Del nestri Friûl!
Tal seren di una clare matine, / Eco, 'e rît la marine là in fonz: / Alze i vôi, o
gjarnazie latine, / Su che blancje corone di monz, / Sul Friûl! E ten fede a l' idee /
che no mûr a la grande memorie / E a la glorie / De nestre Aquilèe!

(アクイレイアの大地を耕す農夫よ / しばし牛を止めよ / 鋤が耕す畑の下
に / 麦の種を蒔くその手の下に / 日の光と雲の影の中に / ローマの刻印が
/ 我らのフリウリの歴史と栄光がある。
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バルバーナ [4] から上ってくる船頭よ / あの古い鐘楼が鳴るとき / お前が
聞くのは鐘の音ではなく / 天からお前に届く声なのだ / 永遠の言葉がお前
に語りかける / 歴史を貫く声 / そして我らの国の / 栄光とを。
先の戦争の巡礼者である / 我らが兵士の聖なる母よ / あなたは、夕刻、一
人で教会の中庭に入り / その松の木のたもとで祈りを捧げる / お聞きなさ
い、あの夜鳴き鶯の声を / それはあなたの元に運んでくる / 甘美さととも
に / 我々のフリウリの / やさしさを。
晴れ渡った朝の静けさの中で / 遥かかなたに微笑む海 / ラテンの氏族よ、
目を上げて見よ / 冠たる白き山々を / フリウリを。そして忠実であれ / 死
ぬことのない思いに、我々のアクイレイアの / 偉大な記憶と/ 栄光とに)

アクイレイアは、アドリア海の近くにある、ローマ時代に建てられたもとラテン都
市 [5] であるが、ローマ帝国の時代には、ミラノと並ぶ、イタリア北部の中心都市
であった。今では寒村と化し、幾つかの遺跡、および中世に立てられた司教座大聖
堂とその鐘楼が、往時を偲ばせるのみである。しかし、その大地に眠っているのは
かつての偉大なローマの遺跡であり、鐘楼の鐘の音は古より続く歴史と栄光を語り
続ける、というのである。
フリウリ人のことを「ラテンの氏族」[とよび、「ローマ」の刻印をフリウリの歴史
と栄光であると位置づける。そして、それに、その「ローマ」の栄光と同一視され
るイタリアのために命をかけて戦う、第一次世界大戦の兵士のために、祈りをささ
げる母の姿が描き出される。これらがすべて一つになって、「フリウリ賛歌」=
「イタリア賛歌」の図式が出来上がり、郷土愛・祖国愛を鼓舞するものとなる。フ
リウリの誇る美しい自然を描いていると見える、白い山々、耀く海への言及 (アク
イレイアはフリウリ平野の南部に位置するので、そこから北に目を向けるとフリウ
リの北部を占めるアルプスの峰峰が見え、南にはアドリア海が広がる、ということ
になる) も、あるいは、山岳地域から平野部まで戦争の最前線となったフリウリ、
という意味合いが込められているのかも知れない。

[1] もちろん、現在では、イタリア語がイタリア共和国の隅々まで普及して、イタリア語を知
らないイタリア共和国市民はほぼ存在しない。つまり、イタリア語以外の言語を話す人は、
必然的にイタリア語とのバイリンガルであり、イタリア語話者であることと尐数言語の話者
であることとは、もはや、対立する概念ではない。
[2] Enrico FRUCH (1873 - 1932) フリウリ地方北部の山岳地帯であるカルニア地方の生まれ。教
師、詩人。イタリア語およびフリウリ語で詩を残す。本稿に引用した歌 Aquilee については、
PERESSI et alii (1989) [監修] に載せられたテキストによった。
[3] Oreste ROSSO (1911 - 2001) 司祭として勤める傍ら、音楽家、作曲家として活躍。多くの作
品を残す。
[4] アクイレイアから程遠くないところにある、アドリア海干潟地帯にある、島の名前。聖母
マリアにささげられた古いサンクチュアリのあることで有名。
[5] 都市が「ラテン」latina であるというのは、本来は、その住民にラテン市民権 (周知のごと
く参政権の点ではローマ市民権よりも劣る) が付与されている、という法制度上の問題に関す
るものであろうが、本稿で取り上げるようなフリウリの文化的な文脈においては、むしろ、
文化的・民族的な意味合いを込めて用いられているように感じられる。その限りにおいて、
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ローマとほとんど同義に近く、事実、「ラテン＝ローマ的」latino-romano と２つの形容詞を
重ねて用いることもしばしばある。後出の、「ラテンの氏族」も同じように理解するべきで
あろう。

２.「ラテン＝ローマ文明」の最前線としてのフリウリ語
このような「ラテン＝ローマ的」起源の自覚は、フリウリの置かれている、特殊な
地理的な状況と結びついている。つまり、フリウリ語域は、イタリア半島北部の東
端、ロマンス系の諸語が話される最前線に位置し、北と東を、それぞれゲルマン語
(ドイツ語) 圏およびスラヴ語 (スロヴェニア語) 圏と境を接し、内部にも、スラヴ系、
ゲルマン系の尐数言語グループを抱えている。その結果、これらの言語との違いを
強く意識せざるをえないわけである。
このような言語接触の意識は、ロマンス系言語であるフリウリ語とフリウリ語共同
体は、「ラテン＝ローマ的」文化圏の、そしてローマ文明と自己を同一視するイタ
リアの、最前線をなす、という考えを生むことになる。
そのような最前線の意識は、次のような、キウルロ Bindo CHIURLO [1] の、フリウ
リ語とフリウリ民族に捧げた詩に良く表れている。「フリウリ文献学会」Societa‘
Filologica Friulana [2] の協会歌 Il Cjant de Filologiche furlane (作曲はザルディーニ
Arturo ZARDINI [3] による) として作られたもので、今でもしばしば歌われる。
「まじめで素朴」serie e sclete とか「質実剛健、正直で働き者」salt, onest, lavoradôr
など、フリウリ人の伝統的な美徳とされている特徴を褒める言葉をちりばめ、フリ
ウリ語が健やかに育っていくように、とその繁栄を願う歌だが、フリウリ語の状況
を、まさに、「スラヴとゲルマンの境目で」「ローマが自らの伝説を語る」と表現
している。
また、ローマとイタリアとの同一視というイデオロギーが、失地回復運動を経て、
ファシズムにまで受け継がれていることを考えれば、そのローマを代表するフリウ
リ語が「成長し」「広がるように」という言葉には、イタリアの一種の拡張主義
(「失地回復運動」と言ったが) の精神・野心と結びつく危険性がすでに潜んでいる、
とも言えなくはないであろう。また、「殉教者」という言葉も、本来は宗教的な意
味の言葉 (事実、アクイレイア – すでに見た通り海の近くである - は古くからのキリ
スト教の伝統を誇っており、当然、殉教者も出している) だが、ここでは、合わせ
て (第一次世界大戦での) 戦死者の意味も込められていると考えられよう。
なお、フリウリ文献学会は、第一次世界大戦後にイタリアに併合された町ゴリツィ
ア Gorizia (この町を中心とするゴリツィア地方はフリウリの最も東部に当たり、第
一次世界大戦時まではオーストリア領であった) でこの町のイタリアへの併合を祝
して創立されたもので、当初は、この地方でのイタリア文化の普及・振興の役割を
期待されたものであったと言われているが、フリウリの言語・文化の研究と保護・
育成において重要な役割を果たすに至る。

Un salût 'e Furlanie / da lis monz insin al mâr / donge il mâr il sanc dai màrtars /
su lis monz il lor altâr.
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E la nestre ciare lenghe / va des monz fin al Timâf / Rome 'e dîs la so liende / sul
confin todesc e sclâf.
Che tu cressis mari lenghe / grande e fuarte, se Dio ûl / che tu slargis la to tende /
su la Ciargne e sul Friûl!
Che tu vadis, marilenghe / serie e sclete intôr intôr / tu confuarte dut chest popul /
salt, onest, lavoradôr!

(フリウリ語の国 [4] にご挨拶 / 山から海に至るまで / 海の傍には殉教者の
血が / 山には彼らの祭壇が。
そして我らの愛する言語は / 山からティマーヴォ川にまで至る / ローマは
語る自らの伝説を / ゲルマンとスラヴとの境目で。
母なる言葉よ、育ち行くように / 強く健やかに、神の望み給うなら / その
屋根を / カルニアとフリウリ [5] に広げるように。
母なる言葉よ、進み行くように / まじめに素朴に、広まり行くように / 質
実剛健、まじめで働き者である / この民を慰め励ませ。)

第二次世界大戦後、ゴリツィア地方のかなりの部分 (圧倒的にスロヴェニア語が強
い東部) は、ユーゴスラヴィア領となったが、戦争による領土拡張・縮小とは必ず
しも関係なく、フリウリ語域は、尐しではあるが拡大するに至る。イタリアでは、
おおむねどこの地方でも、共通語 (イタリア語) の普及によって、もとから存在して
いたその地方特有の言語 (それが方言とよばれるか尐数言語という範疇に入れられ
るかはここでは問題ではない) は、縮尐の道をたどるのが普通であったので、フリ
ウリ語の拡張は、まれなケースであると言える。それは、このすぐ後に見るように、
スロヴェニア語を犠牲にする形で実現したものであった。

[1] Bindo CHIURLO (1886 - 1943) 文学評論家、文学史研究家、詩人。プラハ大学でイタリア文
学を講じた。史上初のフリウリ語文学文選集を著わす。言語学者 ペッリス Ugo PELLIS (18821943) などとともにフリウリ文献学会の創立者の一人であった。
[2] この名前を、会の活動内容を踏まえた上でふさわしい日本語に訳するのは必ずしも容易で
はない。構成員や活動は多岐に渡っている上に、会の性格・特徴自体も、時とともに変化し
ているからである。しばしば会員自身も好む解釈によると、この名前の意味は、字義通り、
「言葉」-logo- を「愛する」filo- 協会、であるというが、この解釈が設立者にまで遡るものか
どうかは不明である。
[3] ZARDINI Arturo (1869 - 1923) 音楽家、作詞・作曲者。市の職員、音楽教諭。フリウリの
「国家」とでも言うべき「エーデルワイス」Stelutis Alpinis (この「エーデルワイス」は、当
然のことながら、サウンド・オヴ・ミュージックで有名になった「エーデルワイス」とは別
曲) をはじめとして、数多くの有名な歌の作詞・作曲する。本稿に引用した歌 Il Cjant de
Filologjiche については、ROSSI (1983) に載せられたテキストを参照した。
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[4]「フリウリ語の国」と訳した Furlanie は、「フリウリ語が話されている地域」の意味で用
いられることが多く、その点で、後出の「フリウリ」Friûl [フリウリ語] / Friuli [イタリア語]
というのとはやや異なる。
[5] 従来は、山岳地方が「カルニア」Carnia [ラテン語・イタリア語] / Cjargne [フリウリ語]、
平野部が「フリウリ」と呼ばれていたのだが、現在では、両者を合わせて、「フリウリ」と
呼ぶことが普通になっている。ただし、「カルニア」は、古代にフリウリに広くに住んでい
たケルト系の民族 carni に由来する名前なので、歴史的には、「カルニア」こそが、現在「フ
リウリ」と我々が呼んでいる土地の本来の名称であった、とも言える。

３．イタリア語化の最初のステップとしてのフリウリ語化
フリウリを併合した統一イタリア王国は、併合当初から、しかしとりわけ特に第一
次世界大戦後に、ますます、この地域の「非イタリア系」(スロヴェニア系・ドイツ
系) の尐数言語集団の存在を問題視し始める。そして、これらの住民に対してイタ
リア語への同化政策を持って臨んだ。
フリウリ語の話者は、イタリア語へと同化されるべき集団として圧力を受ける (公
の場ではフリウリ語は役割を与えられず、学校教育ももっぱらイタリア語によって
なされる) とともに、その言語・文化は先に述べたように (イタリア文化の普及の用
に供されるべき)「ラテン＝ローマ文明の最前線」として称揚される、という両義的
な扱いを受ける。
そのような中にあって、非イタリア系の住民に対する同化政策の理論的根拠として、
フリウリの文化が引き合いに出される。つまり、これらの人々は、伝統的にフリウ
リに住んで、その社会の一員として暮らしてきている、だから、言わば、彼らもフ
リウリ人なのだ、という論法である [1] 。こうして、フリウリのスロヴェニア系住
民は、言語・文化的にもフリウリに属するべきものとして、そのフリウリ語化が正
当化される。その後に来るのは、他のフリウリ人たちの場合と同じような、イタリ
ア語への同化である。
このような考え方がよく表れているのが、次の、「レジアの娘」La Roseane と言う
歌 (作詞・作曲とも、前出のザルディーニによるもの) [2] である。この歌に出てく
る「レジア」Resia [イタリア語] / Rezija [スロヴェニア語] は、フリウリ北部山間部
の谷で、スロヴェニア系の方言が話されるところとして有名。レジアの出身の娘が、
フリウリ人のある男と交わす会話を描いたものである。レジアの住民たちの祖先が
ロシアからやってきたという伝説 (ここには歪曲された形であるにせよ自らのスラ
ヴ系の出自が明確に自覚されている) が語られる一方、この娘にフリウリ語で「(あ
なたと同じように) 私もフリウリ出身です」「私はレジアの出身です、私たちはフ
リウリ人です」と言わせている。また、同じくレジアの谷の出身である彼の恋人が、
イタリアのアルプス山岳兵 (イタリアという「お国」のために使える兵士！) という
設定も「愛国心」に訴えるのに効果的である。

'Ai cjatât 'ne biele frute / bionde, sane, fate ben. / Cu la cotule curtute, / bielis
spalis, un biel sen.
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Cun rispièt 'i doi la man, / e 'i domandi là che sta / Jè mi dîs: Lui l' è furlan! /
Ancje jo soi su di là.
Da la Russie l'antenât / stabilît sot il Cjanin / il mio ben al è soldât: / 'l è di Resie,
'l è un alpin.
Ce bieleze de valade / cui paîs pojâz sul plan … / de mê val soi 'nemorade: / soi
di Resie, 'o sin Furlans.

(私は美しい娘に出会った / ブロンドで健康的で美しい姿 / やや短いスカ
ートに / 美しい背中に美しい胸。
敬意を払いつつ手を差し伸べて / お国はどちらですかと尋ねると / 彼女が
言うには「あなたはフリウリ人ですね / 私もそこに住んでいます。
祖先はロシアからやってきて / カニン山のふもとに住み着いた / 私のいと
しい人は兵隊で / レジア出身で / アルプス兵です。
レジアの谷の美しさ / その高地に位置する村々とともに / 私の谷を心から
私は愛しています / 私はレジアの出身です、私たちはフリウリ人で
す。」)

このような宣伝活動がどれだけ効を奏したかを判断するのは難しい。そもそも、政
治的圧力のほかにも、尐数集団としての数的・社会的制約 (フリウリ人やその他の
イタリア人がスロヴェニア語が使うことはほとんど無く、スロヴェニア語話者のほ
うが多数派の言語であるイタリア語やフリウリ語を習得しなければならない) や、
スロヴェニア語話者に対する伝統的な偏見など、スロヴェニア語の話者が遭遇しな
ければならない困難は多かった。フリウリのスロヴェニア語圏が、主に経済的に貧
しい山間部に存在しており、過疎の問題が深刻であることも付け加えなければなら
ない。
レジアでは、現在でも、本来の固有の言語であるスロヴェニア系方言が今なお保た
れているが、20 世紀のあいだに、フリウリではいくつかの村・集落がスロヴェニア
語からフリウリ語へ完全に移行してしまった。そうでない地区でも、話者の老齢化
が目立ち、若い世代に言語の継承が行われないためにスロヴェニア語が消滅の危機
に瀕していることは珍しくない。

[1] フリウリ地方のスロヴェニア系住民は、(スロヴェニア国家の主要部分を構成するに至る、
カルニオラ、スティリア、カリンツィアなどの諸地方とは異なり) 方言の使用が優勢でスロヴ
ェニア標準語への参加があまり見られず、伝統的にヴェネツィア共和国に属し、その後も統
一イタリア王国への帰属を選択するなど、イタリア文化圏との繋がりが強かったことは確か
である。また、フリウリ人と密接な関係を持ちつつ生きてきたため、時には、隣人とのコミ
ュニケーションの必要からフリウリ語を身につけ、二言語使用・言語併用の生活を送ってき
た者も尐なくなかった。ただし、フリウリ語との接触の度合いは、地域ごとに、また、個人
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ごとにさまざまであり、フリウリのスロヴェニア人がみなフリウリ語との２言語併用者であ
ったとは言えない。
[2] 本稿への引用は、ROSSI (1983) に載せられたテキストおよび楽譜によった。

４．最後に
フリウリ人は、さまざまな民族が混ざって形成されたものである。そのため、それ
らの民族の一つだけにフリウリ人の起源を遡らせることは、もちろん、科学的には
意味が無い。また、言語は、いかに重要であると言っても、文化の中の１つの要素
に過ぎない。ローマの言語を受け継いだものだけがローマの文化を受け継いだわけ
ではなく、ローマの影響はその他の国々にも及んでいるのであるから。しかし、あ
る時代のイデオロギーは、わざと１つの文化的要素、言語に注目し、そこから特定
の政治的主張を引き出したのである。
フリウリ社会の形成に寄与した他の民族 ― ケルト人、ゴート人、ランゴバルド人、
ドイツ人、スロヴェニア人、ヴェネト人、そして、もちろん、「イタリア人」も ―
についても、彼らの姿がフリウリの歴史観のなかでどのように位置づけられて (あ
るいは操作されて) きたかということは大変興味深い問題であるが、それはまた別
の機会に譲らなければならない。
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Abstract: Japan has one of the most vibrant and pervasive domestic media environments
in the world. This media environment can also be significantly manipulated by the
Japanese government, mobilizing Japanese public opinion towards national goals even at
the expense of domestic minorities -- particularly non-citizens. The degree of
underrepresentation and disenfranchisement of Non-Japanese residents in Japan is clear
when one studies the ―foreign crime wave of the 2000s‖, promoted by the government in
the name of ―making Japan the world‘s safest country again‖, justifying public policy
against ―foreign terrorism, infectious diseases, and crime‖. The domestic media‘s
complicity in publicizing anti-foreign sentiment without analysis has caused quantifiable
social dehumanization; government polls indicate a near-majority of citizens surveyed
do not agree that non-citizens should have the same human rights as citizens. This paper
studies how language and media have been used as a means for disseminating
propaganda in Japan, fostering social stratification, alienation, and xenophobia.
Key Words: Japan; foreigners; media; propaganda; human rights, terrorism, crime,
xenophobia

INTRODUCTION
An Overview of Japan‟s Media Landscape
Japan‘s media is a powerhouse for communication and social organization, with the
highest penetration and concentration of daily newspapers in the world (Gamble and
Watanabe 2004: 33-4), and the tenth largest number of television sets (99% of all
households, watching on average 17.9 hours per week) in the world (Economist 2005:
90, 92, 94). Media campaigns, both in terms of popular culture and public policy, are
very effective in disseminating information and influencing Japanese public opinion
(Gamble and Watanabe 2004); the knock-on effects of the ―embedded-journalist‖
Japanese kisha kurabu (Press Club) system (often closed to foreign correspondents) have
been discussed thoroughly elsewhere (Freeman 1996, Gamble and Watanabe: Ch. 2,
particularly 53-60, 360-1; Hall 1998: Ch. 2). However, one sector of the population, that
of Non-Japanese residents (hereinafter NJ), is arguably underrepresented in Japan‘s
media. There are a few ethnic newspapers/magazines published in Japan in Japanese
and foreign languages (including Chinese, Korean, Portuguese, and English, not to
mention the Burakumin Liberation League press in Japanese), with few regional ―free
papers‖ (e.g., Metropolis, JapanZine, Sapporo Source, etc.), but they generally offer less
―hard news‖, more ―news and events‖ bulletin-board-style information. As for Japanese
media, broadcasting in foreign languages is strictly regulated by the Japanese
government (Gamble and Watanabe: 43; Krauss: 196-8), while national-level
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newspapers in English (Japan Times, Daily Yomiuri, International Herald-Tribune/Asahi
Shimbun, plus online Mainichi Daily News, JapanToday.com, and Kyodo/Jiji wirebased services) are almost entirely controlled by Japanese publishers (i.e., the only
newspaper independent of a Japanese media conglomerate being The Japan Times). All
of these venues republish domestic wire-service articles or outsource overseas articles;
with the exception of the Japan Times and JapanToday.com, their number of in-house
foreign-language reporters and staff is miniscule, and consequently ―domestic news‖
generally comes from in-house articles translated from Japanese. The point is that very
little national-level professional journalism in Japan, even in foreign languages, is
independent of Japanese media editorial control.

The effects of ethnic underrepresentation in Japan
Consequently, the voices of the NJ communities in Japan are often muted if not at times
ignored. The author, a monthly columnist for the Japan Times, and spokesperson for
several minority causes, has extensive personal experience with domestic media
campaigns that were disparaging or unfavorable to NJ (Arudou 2003a, 2007a, 2007b,
2008b, 2009). He has also participated in domestic media debates that have been
misrepresented (Arudou 2006a, 2006b) either when translated into Japanese, or
transmuted (even when given in Japanese) due to filtering through Japanese media
editorial constraint or anticipated readership bias.
For example, consider how "racial discrimination" has been reported in the Japanese
media. In a 5 ½ year survey (ibid) of 114 Japanese-language articles[2] dealing with the
Otaru Onsens Case (1999-2005), the word "racial discrimination" (jinshu sabetsu) was
clearly and specifically attributed to as the cause of the discrimination thereof in only
one article in Japan's mainstream Japanese-language daily print media[3]: an editorial by
the Hokkaido Shimbun on September 17, 2004, drawing conclusions from the Sapporo
High Court decision in favor of plaintiffs accusing a public bathhouse of racial
discrimination. In all other articles, the word "racial discrimination" was used only in
the context of a claim by the plaintiffs (or the rulings of the Sapporo District and High
Courts), and was never attributed objectively as a specific cause of this issue. Instead,
milder words were used, such as "discrimination by nationality" (kokuseki sabetsu),
"discrimination by physical appearance" (gaiken sabetsu), "discrimination by ethnicity"
(minzoku sabetsu), "discrimination against foreigners" (gaikokujin- or even gaijin [sic]
sabetsu), or just generic "discrimination" (sabetsu), even when it was clear within the
article that one of the plaintiffs was not in fact a foreigner, but a naturalized Japanese.
This, of course, happened when the articles referred to racism or discrimination at all,
not attributing the issue instead to manners, cultural differences and misunderstandings
(manaā, ibunka no chigai, gokai, etc.), the preternatural shyness of Japanese in general
towards foreigners (referred to more than once in print as an "allergy‖ (arerugī) or other
causes including the bathhouses protecting their business from foreign crime or from
customers' alleged fear of foreigners (gaikokujin hanzai mizen bōshi, kyaku banare bōshi,
etc.[4]). In other words, even when adjudged as jinshu sabetsu by a Japanese court of
law[5], also by official court testimony of the Defendant Otaru City and official City
publications[6], the use of the word jinshu sabetsu in the Japanese media was treated as
the opinion of parties involved, not an objective fact of the case; the English-language
media, meanwhile, was much less reticent[7]. This would appear to be part of an official
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policy: The United Nations Committee on Racial Discrimination (2010) also noted that
even in official state-level human rights reviews with the Japanese government
(hereinafter GOJ), ―It seems that [racial discrimination] is something that the state in
question prefers to avoid as a term.‖
Thus, within this media arena, it becomes easier for enfranchised domestic actors to say
negative things about the disenfranchised, without the ―checks and balances‖ accorded to
a ―right of reply‖. This can at worst lead to ―hate speech[8]‖, and at least lead to
propagandistic tendencies. This paper will focus on the latter, in the context of three
particular GOJ goals in the 2000s: Prevention of crime, infectious diseases, and
terrorism -- all of which became associated with NJ through public policy and media
dissemination.

Defining “Propaganda”
Although Webster‘s Dictionary‘s most applicable definition for the purposes of this
paper is, ―doctrines, ideas, arguments, facts, or allegations spread by deliberate effort
through any medium of communication in order to further one‘s cause or to damage an
opposing cause‖, this author is fond of The Problem of the Media author Bob
McChesney‘s succinct interpretation: ―The more people consume your media, the less
they‘ll know about the subject, and the more they‘ll support government policy‖
(Greenwald 2004, minute 50).

THE NATIONAL GOALS: PREVENTION OF CRIME, INFECTIOUS
DISEASES, AND TERRORISM, AND THEIR OFFICIAL LINKAGE
TO NJ
The timeline for a gradual tightening of policy targeting NJ
On September 22, 2003, the first day of the second Prime Minister Koizumi Jun‘ichiro
Cabinet, no fewer than three Cabinet ministers focused on foreign crime as a social issue
du jour. Justice Minister Nozawa Daizō explicitly stated as one of the policy goals of
his office would be to ―make Japan the world‘s safest country again‖ (Arudou 2003b;
Yomiuri 2003). In the same cabinet announcement, the Yomiuri Shimbun reported
National Public Safety Commission Chairman Ono Kiyoko stating that she wanted to
devote her total energies (zenryoku) to ―strengthening policy against foreign and youth
crime‖. ―Foreign crime‖ was also mentioned by Public Management Minister Aso Tarō
in NHK News reports that day.
By December 2004, an ―Action Plan for Preempting Terrorism‖ (tero no mizen bōshi ni
kansuru kōdō keikaku) had been passed by this Cabinet, with explicit provisions made to
target foreigners as terrorists (Arudou 2005b). By April 2005, registration regulations
for Japanese hotels were legally changed to require the display of passports for people
who did not have an address in Japan; however, National Police Agency and Ministry of
Health, Labour, and Welfare directives to hotels explicitly expanded the directive for all
hotels to demand (and photocopy) identification from ―foreign guests‖, regardless of
whether they resided in Japan (Arudou 2005a, 2005c). The Embassy of Japan‘s
Washington D.C. website (Ministry of Foreign Affairs 2005) justified it ―for the purpose
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of effective control of infectious diseases and terrorism‖ (which should naturally beg the
question of whether Japanese citizens, who were not being ID-carded, were incapable of
spreading infectious diseases or committing acts of terrorism).
On November 20, 2007, Japan‘s Immigration Bureau reinstituted fingerprinting (hitherto
abolished as a ―violation of human rights‖ in 1999 (Asahi Evening News 1998)) and
facial photography at the border for almost all NJ entrants and reentrants – including
―Regular Permanent Residents‖ (the Japanese equivalent of American ―Green Card‖
holders) (Arudou 2007d, 2007f). This policy was once again justified in the name of
preventing infectious diseases and terrorism (Arudou 2005b, 2007d). Finally, one week
before the fingerprinting was inaugurated, the media reported that the fingerprint
machines were now ―fighting foreign crime‖ (Mainichi Shimbun 2007b), making the
policy triad complete.
It seemed unimportant to the major Japanese media (where counterarguments did not
appear) that NJ were in fact getting a bum rap. There had never been a terrorist attack
by NJ on Japanese soil (as opposed to, for example, homegrown terrorism such as the
Japanese Red Army, radical leftist groups Kaikakuha or Kakumaruha, or the Aum
Shinrikyō sarin gas attacks of 1995); or in terms of infectious diseases, there had only
been one case of SARS influenza from a NJ tourist in 2003 (which did not spread to the
general public, but nevertheless panicked many hotels into closing their doors to NJ,
including this author, despite his Japanese citizenship) (Arudou 2003c).
However, the third target of the policy push – foreign crime – offers fertile ground for
the study of propaganda. In fact, Japanese media, and by extension the Japanese public,
has been so influenced by both politicians and bureaucratic agencies (such as the
National Police Agency (NPA)) that it exemplifies a textbook case of propaganda. Let
us now give a concise timeline of the GOJ‘s generation of Japan‘s ―Foreign Crime Wave
of the 2000s‖.

The development of the specter of “Foreign Crime” from a
propagandistic perspective.
If one could ever catch a policy drive in its larval stage, in this case it would be May
1999, with the creation of the ―Committee for Policies Against Internationalization‖
(kokusaika taisaku iinkai) within the NPA‘s 2000 White Paper, which would ―undertake
suitable policies and laws for provincial police agencies, and strengthen their
investigative organs‖ (Arudou 2006a: 206-7). The semantics of this organization are
worthy of comment: This was not a committee concerned with ―foreign crime‖
(gaikokujin hanzai) in specific, it was ―internationalization‖ (kokusaika). The use of the
word taisaku (as in policies targeting a specific issue, usually a problem), as opposed to
the more neutral seisaku (policy) or kenshū (study), indicates a bias going beyond mere
crime and into issues of foreignness and immigration.
Within a year, NPA funding made its way into police notices and pamphlets nationwide
(Debito.org 2000-2010) specifically warning the Japanese public to be wary of ―bad
foreigners‖ (furyō gaikokujin) and ―foreign crime‖ (even though the crimes being
mentioned were also being committed by Japanese, and in larger numbers (Debito.org
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2003b)). They began appearing at bank ATMs, public transportation stations, and even
on people‘s car windshields and mailboxes. The Shizuoka Prefectural Police issued a
manual to local shopkeepers entitled ―Characteristics of Crimes Committed by
Foreigners Coming to Japan‖ (rainichi gaikokujin hanzai no tokuchō), portraying NJ as
indolent, violent, conspiring in groups to shoplift etc.; their advice to shopkeeps who
espied a ―foreign group‖ (defined as two or more NJ shoppers) in their store: ―Write
down their car license place number and report it to police.‖ (Shizuoka Police, 2000: 201). Meanwhile, the NPA began its twice-annual (around March and September) press
releases specifically advising the public about NJ crime only, with attention perennially
drawn to crime rises.
The media picked up on this. Newspapers and television shows for next several years
featured specials about the new foreign crime wave, reporting on bag snatching, Chinese
lock-picking gangs, visa overstaying, and a general debasement of Japan‘s public morals
(fūki) through the underground labor markets; Sankei Shimbun (May 1, 2000) frontpaged ―a six-fold rise in foreign crime over ten years‖, and reported that Chinese gangs
were targeting Japanese. Businesses were also capitalizing: Miwa Locks began
advertising new and improved ―foreigner-proof locks‖ (Arudou 2006a 195-209). Most
famously, on April 9, 2000, Tokyo Governor Ishihara Shintarō made his notorious
―Sangokujin Speech‖, where he depicted ―bad foreigners‖, visa overstayers, and
sangokujin [a derogatory term for Japan‘s Japan-born generational ―foreigners‖ of
Chinese and Korean ethnicity] as repeatedly committing heinous crimes (gokuaku
hanzai). Then he charged his audience of Nerima Self-Defense Forces (i.e., the Japanese
military) with rounding up NJ in natural disasters ―in case they riot‖ (ibid: 196-7).
Although activists demanded a retraction and an apology (which Ishihara never gave),
the media focused instead on whether sangokujin was an offensive word, not whether the
claims made by Ishihara and the media about foreign crime were accurate and
unexaggerated.
They were not accurate. In no NPA media report, or domestic media article, was foreign
crime compared to Japanese crime. If it had been, several discrepancies would have
come to light: 1) Foreign crime over the interim had in fact plateaued; the Sankei‘s ―sixfold rise‖ claim was in only one sector of crime, with comparatively small numbers of
cases compared to Japanese cases. 2) Difficulties in counting ―perpetrators‖ (jin‟in),
―cases‖ (kyokensū, i.e. one perpetrator can commit more than one case of crime, and
sometimes within gangs of Japanese), and ―cleared cases‖ (tekihatsusha, meaning NJ
actually caught for a specific crime, whereas the NPA also counts suspected yet
uncaught NJ as ―cases‖) meant that data was grey and complex enough for manipulation
to accentuate rises and downplay falls. 3) The claims of a rise of ―visa overstayers‖
(fuhō taizaisha, rendered in NPA publications more colorfully as ―bad‖ or ―illegal
foreigners‖ (fu yō/fuhō gaikokujin) was a complete falsehood – they had fallen without
pause since 1993 (Ministry of Justice 2003). 4) The NPA would be counting ―visa
overstays‖ (fuhō taizai, subsumed under a more ominous-sounding category of tokubetsu
hōhan kensū, or ―special penal offenses‖) as part of total NJ crimes -- even though a)
visa violations are ―victimless crimes‖, unlike rape or murder), and b) visa violations are
crimes that Japanese citizens, by definition, cannot commit, as citizens have no visa to
overstay. However, lumping in these incomparable crimes increased foreign crime gross
statistics by as much as a third, and were reported as such without differentiation or
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caveat. If one removed visa violations, this would generally lower the foreign crime rate
far below the proportion of NJ population (ranging at the time between 1.4% to 1.6% of
the total population), meaning the foreign crime rate was actually substantially below the
(also rising) Japanese crime rate. 5) The NPA reports percentages more than raw
numbers, meaning an increase in already small numbers (e.g., if one case last year
becomes two cases this year, this is a rise of a small number, but a 100% increase) is
markedly more reportable than much higher crime numbers (but smaller proportional
rises) in Japanese crime. That is, if NJ and Japanese crimes were ever compared. They
were not (Arudou 2002b, 2003b; Debito.org 2003a).
Although activists have repeatedly pointed out (in Japanese) all of these mitigators and
deflators to domestic media, no domestic daily media body has as of yet offered analysis
to this degree of the inherent biases in the data. Nobody has reported other potential
mitigators that are standard practice in other societies analyzing crime: 1) NJ migrant
workers tend to be younger, male, in less-lucrative, less-stable, and lower-status jobs,
and thus statistically are disproportionately more likely to commit crime. 2) Racial
profiling by Japanese police (Arudou 2001, 2002a, 2007e, 2008b) could comparatively
inflate NJ numbers of suspects and apprehensions, thus biasing the sample. 3) The NJ
population has more than doubled since 1990 (from one million to two), while the
Japanese population has stabilized, even fallen since 2006; more NJ means more
potential criminals, yet the Japanese crime rate has risen despite the population fall.
Reporters, in their defense (according to interviews the author has done with several;
usually ―cub reporters‖ are first assigned the police beat), indicate they have little time
for analysis. The NPA gives out the information shortly before deadline, and claim they
can do little more than type in the statistics as given. That said, there have been cases of
Japanese media egregiously parroting the NPA‘s bias. The most spectacular examples
are the Mainichi Shimbun‘s articles of February 8 and 9, where the Japanese original
headlined a 35-fold increase in regional NJ crimes, while the next day‘s English
translation headlined the overall NJ crime decrease (Mainichi Shimbun 2007a). An
interview with a Mainichi editor shortly afterward revealed the reason: The headline
was adjusted as per the ―preferences of their readership‖, as the ―impact (inpakuto)
would be different‖. This was in fact part of a historical pattern. In a survey of news
articles in the Asahi Shimbun between January and July 1998, Nara University associate
professor of Sociology Mabuchi Ryogo noted that foreign crime was 4.87 more likely to
be covered than crimes by Japanese (IHT/Asahi 2002). This was, however, before the
NPA‘s Kokusai Taisaku Iinkai, which made the media feedline for foreign crime more
systematic, had instilled fear in and whetted the public‘s appetite for more information,
and through economic demand elicited media compliance.
Thus, as per the fundamental nature of propaganda, the more people read the media
about foreign crime in Japan, the less they knew about the subject.

Impacts of propagandizing: Public policy creep
With the consistent and periodic slow-drip of ―foreign crime‖ reports to the Japanese
public, it has become progressively easier for the NPA to embark upon periodic ―foreign
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crime‖ campaigns, and create momentum for further NJ-targeting policy making, even
budgetary outlay for tangential projects.
For example, tighter policing of NJ became a means to political capital (Debito.org
2003b). In addition to the Governor Ishihara example above, other politicians made
public statements about "a million foreign murderers and thieves in Japan" (Dietmember
Etō Takami, July 12, 2003)[9], called Tokyo's Kabukichō party district (with Japan's
highest concentration of NJ-owned and operated businesses) "a lawless zone" (fuhō
chitai) (ibid), and asserted during 2003 election speeches that "all foreigners are sneaky
thieves" (koso doro) (Kanagawa Governor Matsuzawa Shigefumi, November 2, 2003)[10].
Political slogans eventually became policy. In February 2002, Kabukichō became
Japan‘s first entire neighborhood with 24-hour police surveillance cameras (the second
would be Roppongi a year later, another place in Tokyo with a high concentration of NJ
patrons) to keep watch on foreign crime. Stressing that he would be "booting out" illegal
Chinese during a 2003 tour of Tokyo Ikebukuro, Tokyo Governor Ishihara announced
his appointment of Takehana Yutaka, a former NPA chief, as vice governor (Mainichi
Shimbun 2003).
Another example is Japan‘s hosting of the World Cup in 2002. The fear whipped up by
police and media campaigns to advise the Japanese public about ―foreign soccer
hooligans‖ generated significant media debate, localized panic, and budgetary outlay for
security during the event (Christian Science Monitor 2002, Asahi Evening News 2002).
In an extreme but instructive example, on June 27, 2000, Miyagi Prefectural
Assemblyman Konnō Takayoshi pondered aloud in an official government session about
what should be done for illegitimate children born from NJ hooligan rapes.[11]
Ultimately, mayhem did not ensue. In Sapporo, the place most anticipating hooliganism
(as the site of the England-Argentina match, whose fans have a historic mutual
animosity; 3000 police and two ferries for miscreants had been transported north at great
expense), there were a total of only three arrests of five perpetrators – and of them only
one NJ (for ticket scalping). When contacted by the author for an acknowledgment of
police overreaction, and an apology for hurting the public image of NJ residents, the
Hokkaido Police Department refused, saying, ―If we hadn‘t taken these measures, the
hooligans would have come.‖ They stressed to the media, ―There‘s no such thing as
being too careful‖ (Debito.org 2002).
Other examples include the 2008 G8 Summit at Toyako, Hokkaido, where the search for
"terrorists" again meant searching for "foreigners" -- with spot checks of expressly nonAsian persons (including the author) at Hokkaido's Chitose Airport (Arudou 2008a,
2008b). Separately, in February and March 2009, with the release of an NPA report on
organized crime zeroing in on NJ criminals (National Police Agency 2009), the NPA
announced that it would be "implementing crime prevention measures to ensure safety
where many foreigners reside"; in other words, they would be further increasing their
police presence wherever NJ were concentrated (Kyodo News 2009). The logic that
terrorism, infectious diseases, and crime (particularly crime syndicates, given the
strength of Japan's ―yakuza‖) are not a function of nationality continues to evade most of
Japan's policymakers, pundits, media, and consequently the general public.
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The clearest example of Japan‘s ―closed loop‖ propaganda, of public dissemination of
information to justify a public policy goal, could be seen, again, in the November 2007
reinstitution of border fingerprinting. As the author wrote (adapted from Arudou 2007f):
The media was already insulating the public was against a small but public backlash,
e.g., street demonstrations that were taking place against NJ border fingerprinting. The
Yomiuri Shimbun ran an editorial on November 19, 2007, the day before fingerprinting was
reinstituted, entitled: ―Use fingerprints, photos to boost security‖, containing the text:
“The main objective of the revised law is to block terrorists and foreign criminals
from entering the country. If it is proven to be effective, Japan‟s reputation as a safe country
will be bolstered…
“Japan will host the Group of Eight summit meeting at the Lake Toya hot spring
resort in Toyakocho, Hokkaido, next year. Together with strengthening immigration checks,
we hope the government will take all possible means to ensure coastal security and prevent
terrorism in this country
Establishing a linkage between the new measure, international terrorism, and an
upcoming high-profile world summit was apparently not enough. Nothing was left to
chance. NHK 7PM's 3-minute segment only parroted the government's line of protecting
"citizens" (kokumin) from the outside world, with no airtime given to the protests outside the
Justice Ministry.
NHK 9PM's 6-minute segment gave positive feedback from a couple of tourists, but
no word from any NJ residents whatsoever. NHK's BS News at 10:50PM didn't even bother
to carry the story.
Other networks and newspapers carried news about concerns for human rights, the
malfunctioning fingerprint machines, and angry tourists. But not one network had the
presence of mind to interview a NJ resident or immigrant.
Then, right on cue, came the vindication. Hours past midnight, the Nikkei, Sankei,
and Yomiuri dailies were all fed information in time for articles in their Nov 21 morning
editions: ―Five foreigners snagged!‖ Huzzah for our new system!
Not so, actually. The Sankei Shimbun admitted they were snagged for odd
passports, not fingerprints, which happens every day anyway even before the system was
reintroduced.
Thus this was not news. It was propaganda.

Too much success: The propaganda machine becomes illogical and unstoppable
In recent years, GOJ policies have targeted NJ with little sense of responsibility to
remain grounded in reality. In October 2007, one month before the abovementioned NJ
border fingerprinting was reinstituted, the GOJ required that all employers register their
NJ workers with the ―Hello Work‖ unemployment agency -- in the name of ―cracking
down on overstayers‖. Even though foreign crime began a clear and double-digit decline
after 2006 (as did visa overstaying after 1993), police sources were still claiming on
public flyers and announcements that foreign crime and overstaying were rising
(Debito.org 2007). Yet repeated notifications to the domestic media of this discrepancy
by activists produced no mainstream domestic articles.
In 2008, during its annual spring foreign crime update, the NPA had discovered that
foreign crime had fallen even further, and by double digits. Kyodo parroted the NPA‘s
need to keep calling a crime drop a rise, putting a ―high plateauing‖ in the Japanese
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headline yet a fall in the English translation headline. Citing the article is instructive of
NPA tactics:

No. of crimes committed by visiting foreigners down
TOKYO, Feb. 28, 2008 (AP) - (Kyodo):
―The number of crimes committed by foreigners visiting Japan dropped for the second
straight year to 35,800 last year, down 10.8 percent from the previous year, after hitting a
peak in 2005, the National Police Agency said Thursday.
―However, the number of crimes detected by police during the five-year period from 2003
to 2007 increased some 70 percent from the period of with (sic) an NPA official stressing the
need for further crackdown on them…‖

This sloppy translation of the second paragraph is better understood by looking at the
Japanese original (literally translated by the author):
―On the other hand, when looking at the number of cases committed within five year periods,
comparing the number of crimes committed between 2003-2007 and 1993-1997, there has
been a 70% rise. The NPA says, ―Although there have been some rises and falls, in recent
years it‘s ‗been stopped at a high point‘. From now on it‘ll be necessary to for us to
strengthen our crackdown even more.‖

Consider the NPA‘s method of convoluting data into a foreign crime rise this time. They
have arbitrarily chosen a five-year time frame from the past (even though the NJ
population was less), noted that the crime rate was lower than the current five-year time
frame, and called the current time frame a comparative rise. This is bad science. Yet it
once again was reported as is by Kyodo News with no analysis (even without a
professionally-proofed translation). Furthermore, by logical extension, one can never
reach any other conclusion but the justification of a further crackdown against NJ. For
even if foreign crime fell to zero, the police would argue that the fall is due to their strict
policies; therefore the crackdown must be maintained. After all, ―there‘s no such thing
as being too careful‖. NJ can‘t win.
The message: All NJ must be policed. There is, however, insufficient concern about
protecting their civil, political, or human rights.
The long-term social damage caused by sustained propagandizing: Dehumanization
NPA and GOJ propaganda has not only affected public trust of NJ, but also
dehumanized them. According to an April 2003 GOJ Cabinet Survey of the Japanese
Public: ―Overall, 54% said that foreigners should have the same protection of human
rights as Japanese (nihon kokuseki o motanai hito demo, nihonjin to onaji yō ni jinken wa
mamorubeki da). This is a steady decline from 68.3% 10 years ago, and 65.5% 5 years
ago‖ (Debito.org 2003b). The reason for this trend? According to the Justice Ministry‘s
Bureau of Human Rights, this drop was due to ―a sudden rise in foreign crime‖ (Arudou
2007c)
Thus this is quantifiable social damage. When a near-minority (and growing) of a
surveyed Japanese public indicate that NJ do not deserve the same human rights as their
fellow Japanese humans, this is by definition dehumanization.
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Of course, there was no critique in the press on the poor social science within the
Cabinet Survey itself, particularly regarding the oddity of making human rights
―optional‖ for NJ in a government document (my critique ibid); for no other
discriminated minority mentioned in the survey was human rights optional. Even in
GOJ-sponsored statistical surveys, NJ were in their own, special, disenfranchised, and
dehumanized category in Japanese society.

CONCLUSION
This systematic denial of civil and political rights for peoples in Japan has not escaped
notice of the United Nations. Dr. Doudou Diene, Special Rapporteur on contemporary
forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia, and intolerance, commented in 2005
and 2006 that ―Discrimination in Japan is deep and profound‖. "As a world power in an
era of globalization, Japan has to expand to the outside world. But its society is still
closed, spiritually and intellectually centered" (Debito.org 2006). The committee
reviewing Japan under the International Covenant for Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR,
which Japan ratified in 1979) has criticized Japan: ―The Committee stresses that
protection of human rights and human rights standards are not determined by popularity
polls. It is concerned by the repeated use of popularity statistics to justify attitudes of the
State party that may violate its obligations under the Covenant‖ (CCPR/C/79/Add.102
1998).
Peek (1991) has noted, ―[Article 20 of the ICCPR] calls for the prohibition of
propaganda for war and the advocacy of national, racial, or religious hatred. The [GOJ]
contends that the enactment of such legislation would result in limitations on the
freedom of speech.‖ The problem with the GOJ claiming freedom of speech as a
defense against limitations in speech assumes that freedom of speech applies equally to
all participants of a debate arena. However, as we have seen above, the unusual degree
of influence the Japanese authorities have over the domestic media, and the media‘s
abdication of its watchdog role to present and defend minority views, have severely
disadvantaged the ability of NJ residents to influence their own image and expression in
Japan. Simply put, the promotion of disinformation for the sake of GOJ policy pushes
has created a media that promotes anti-NJ propaganda in Japan. Given that Japan‘s
media gets an estimated 90% of its ―news‖ from official sources (Gamble and Watanabe:
62), the GOJ‘s wish to deny all members of a society the right to prohibit propaganda,
for the sake of maintaining its current regime of propaganda, is, put mildly, disingenuous.
Japan‘s media must, as must media in any country, resist the temptation to become cosy
with authorities and policymakers.
They must not allow the government to
propagandize, using public modes of information dispersal as a public mobilizing tool
against other peoples, of minorities.
As I teach future reporters in my Nagoya University intensive course on ―Media
Professionalism‖:
“With as little bias as possible,
Based on as many confirmed facts as possible,
Find the essential truth of the situation
And report it to others.”
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Reporters must analyze when they report, or risk becoming part of a propaganda
machine.

NOTES
[1]

Download the powerpoint presentation associated with this paper, given at Linguapax Asia 2008
Fifth International Symposium, Tokyo University, Sunday, October 26, 2008 at
www.debito.org/arudoudebito_linguapaxasia2008.ppt
[2] An exhaustive vault of all collectable non-tabloid (and some tabloid) media regarding the Otaru
Onsens Case from its inception on September 19, 1999 to its end on April 8, 2005, are available for
reading in chronological order at http://www.debito.org/nihongotimeline.html#keii
[3] "Mainstream daily print media" refers to the newspapers Asahi, Mainichi, Yomiuri, Sankei, and
Nikkei, regional paper Hokkaido Shimbun, and other regional daily newspapers using wire services
from Kyodo, Jiji, or other sources. These are the influential, non-tabloid media that are seen as more
trustworthy. The same trends were observed by the author in broadcast radio and television media, but
these are harder to substantiate since records were difficult to collect and reproduce in print or online,
since the time period is pre-YouTube.
[4] The English-language media in Japan was less reserved. For example, see political cartoon by
Roger Dahl, Japan Times, February 14, 2001, where one of the figures caricatured represents "racist
bathhouse owners" (emphasis mine). Similarly "Bathhouse racism controversy lingers on" (emphasis
mine). The Japan Times, February 21, 2001. The author can find no similarly-worded articles in the
Japanese media ever referring to exclusionary enterprisers as jinshu sabetsu shugisha in mainstream
Japanese media.
[5] Karthaus et al. vs Earthcure KK and City of Otaru (i.e. the Otaru Onsens Case) Sapporo District
Court decision November 11, 2002, Arudou (2003) page XX
[6] See Otaru City International Communications Chief Takeuchi Kazuho, Sapporo District Court
testimony March 15, 2002, page 20, and Otaru City Kōhō (the official city monthly newsletter) page,
both cited in Arudou (2006a)
[7] Examples at http://www.debito.org/lawsuitbackground.html
[8] ―Hate Speech‖ shall be defined under the standard dictionary definitions (Random House, American
Heritage) as ―speech that attacks a person or group on the basis of race, religion, gender, or sexual
orientation.‖
[9] This would, of course, mean that more than half the contemporary population of registered NJ in
Japan were thieves and murderers, so the media once again complicitly revised the quote of "a million"
(100 man nin) to "many" (kazu ōku) for him in its reports. Etō never retracted, amended, or apologized
for his clerical error.
[10] Matsuzawa later apologized for the statement, and was re-elected.
[11] "Given the exceptional atmosphere of the event, we must face the possibility of unwanted babies
fathered by foreigners who rape our women." Miyagi Prefecture teireikai 283, June 27, 2000. See
"Person of the Week", Time Magazine May 6, 2002. After the World Cup had concluded and no
hooligan rapes had occurred, Konnō refused to retract or amend his statement during a phone interview
with the author on July 5, 2002. More analysis at Debito.org (2002).
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Abstract: The paper presents a class analysis of youth deviance in Japan. From the late
1970‘s state directed delinquency controls have stepped-up contributing to an increase in
the official rates of youth crime. This crackdown has targeted working class youth.
Juvenile arrests and harsh punishment (placed in juvenile detention facilities) are shown
to be disproportionately high for working class youth. A number of observational studies
also indicate that youth rebellion (youth gang affiliation, troubles at school etc.) largely
occurs among working class youngsters.
The recent crackdown on youth deviance has a historical precedence. From Tokugawa
(1600-1867) Japan to present day, youth-adult conflict is described as a pattern of class
cultural conflict, surges of nationalism and concomitant tightened delinquent controls
and major conservative reforms in education. Propaganda must be considered as one of
the reasons why the link between inequality (class and human rights) and youth deviance
has not received much attention in scholarly research and in public discourse.
Key words: delinquency controls; working class; juvenile delinquency

INTRODUCTION
The powerlessness of youth makes them most vulnerable to the controls of adults in
positions of power. Conflict with authority is furthered as adolescents are at an age of
rebellion and idealism discontent with the status quo seeking out a new and better
tomorrow (Erickson 1978). Young people are present and future oriented, questioning
the past and traditional ways. Today‘s youth are a new generation in a rapidly changing
technological world, more familiar and reliant upon personal computers, mobile phones
and global information than previous generations. Conflict is inherent to this generation
gap in Japan. Consequently, adults‘ social control over youth can tell us much about
what is done to protect and maintain the status quo in the midst of social change.
A main means of containing and controlling youth behavior occurs through the criminal
justice system. In Japan, upon adolescence or at the age of thirteen up to twenty years
old, a youngster is confronted with a myriad of juvenile delinquent controls. Not only are
young people now liable for the same crimes as adults but also for pre-delinquent
offenses that cover just about every facet of non-conformity from smoking cigarettes to
hanging around with the wrong crowd.
The control of juvenile crime operates through the organization of delinquency
prevention. Delinquency prevention activities and controls have escalated over time.
From late 1970‘s to about the middle of 1980‘s, the number of police and policecommunity delinquency prevention programs increased along with further restrictions
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placed on youth behavior in public places that came about in 1985 with the passage of
the Business Affecting Public Morals Law (in Japanese, shin fuzokou eigyō hō, a
crackdown on businesses and youth at places where youth gather such as game centers,
pubs etc.) (Yoder 2004; Yokoyama 1989). In this new millennium, delinquent controls
have targeted younger aged youth, incorporated stricter means of punishment and given
the police more authority to catch youth in the ‗wrong.‘ Criminal liability (responsibility
for the crime, as opposed to not held accountable because of age, allows for more severe
penalties) for juvenile crime was lowered from 16 to 14 years old (Japan Times
November 29, 2000; Schwarzenegger 2003; Yoder 2004). Sentencing youth to detention
in juvenile centers and reformatories was changed from fourteen to twelve years old;
previously youth below the age of fourteen were placed in family-like facilities (Ito
2007). Finally, police now have the authority to question, search and seize evidence in
the homes of youth not just for committing a crime but also if they suspect a child is
likely to commit crime(s) (Ito 2007; Japan Times, September 9, 2004).

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
Increased delinquent controls from the 1970‘s have contributed to high rates of juvenile
crime. Compared to adult Penal Code offenders, from 1976 to 2004, the rates of youth
Penal Code offenders have been between three to five times higher (Shikita and
Tsuchiya 1992; Hanzai Hakusho 2005). Utilizing the latest figures, in 2004 among Penal
Code offenses excluding traffic offenses, the percent of youth offenders at 12.1 (per
thousand youth) compared to adult offenders at 2.5 (per thousand adults) is nearly five
times greater (Hanzai Hakusho 2005). Pre-delinquent offenses doubled from the 1970‘s
to 80‘s and have remained high ever since (Hanzai Hakusho 1991; Seishōnen Hakusho
2005; White Paper on Crime 1984; Yoder 1986). In 2004, 1,418,085 youth were cited
and sanctioned for pre-delinquent offenses, a more than seven times higher rate
compared to the 193,076 juveniles arrested for Penal Code offenses (Hanzai Hakusho
2005; Seishōnen Hakusho 2005). While recidivism inflates the official rate of predelinquent offenses, nearly nine percent of youth in 2004 were cited for misbehavior (the
most prevalent violations from high to low were: curfew, smoking, bad companionship,
gang activity and drinking alcohol).

Class
The family social class of youngsters has been largely ignored in studies on juvenile
delinquency in Japan (Foljanty-Jost 2000; Shikita and Tsuchiya 1993; Yonekawa 2003;
Yoder, 2004). Yonekawa (2003) noted the lack of official attention given to class and
delinquency in Japan and conducted surveys in different prefectures to assess the relation
of father‘s education and occupation to official actions taken against youth offenders
(Yonekawa 2003). The results clearly showed a strong inter-relation of class and official
arrests. The far majority or eighty-six percent of youngsters arrested for Penal Code
offenses came from a low family social class (father‘s education high school or below
and most blue collar workers) background (Yonekawa 2003: 118-20). Furthermore,
youngsters adjudicated and sent to juvenile detention facilities (juvenile classification
homes and reform and training schools) were from the lowest family social class
background (Yonekawa 2003: 118-20). Nearly fifty percent of youth sent to these
detention homes compared to a national average of about three percent came from a
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single parent family and general poverty level measured by families on welfare relief
was nearly twelve times higher than the national average (Yonekawa 2003: 115-118).
A number of studies lend credence to Yonekawa‘s findings (Dubro and Kaplan 2003;
Devos and Wagatsuma 1984; Greenfield 1993; Kiyonaga 1982; Okano and Tsuchiya
1999; Rohlen 1983; Yoder 2004). Various measures of the working class (single parent
families, low family socio-economic status, working class areas, youth gangs and
attendance at low ranked high schools) have indicated a high misrepresentation of
working class youth arrested for Penal Code offenses, cited for pre-delinquent violations
and sent to detention homes.
Official statistics of youth crime does not indicate the actual amount of youth criminal
behavior since most youth are not caught for criminal acts particularly pre-delinquent
violations. Studies have shown, however, that working class youngsters do engage more
often in actual youth crime than higher class youth. Working more than higher class
youth have been involved with or are members of youth delinquent groups, have higher
self-reported rates of youth crime and girls active in the sex industry as so-called enjokōsai (compensated dating meaning teenage prostitutes) largely are from working class
families (Devos and Wagatsuma 1984; Greenfield 1994; Louis 2004; Mock 1996; Okano
and Tsuchiya 1999; Rohlen 1984; Yoder, 2004). Finally, observational studies on
bōsōzoku (youth gangs) have reported serious and dangerous violations of traffic laws
and high rates of youth crime particularly drug abuse among gang members (Greenfield
1994; Sato 1991; Yoder 2004). Various class-correlated social indications of bōsōzoku
such as low levels of completed education, high rates of criminal arrests, placement in
juvenile detention facilities and residence in working class areas infer that the majority
of bōsōzoku are from working class families (Dubro and Kaplan 2003; Sato 1991: 109,
159; Greenfield 1994: 19-46; Yoder 2004: 24-26, 157-60).
Youth deviance extends beyond crime. In fact, youth deviance covers an array of noncriminal behavior as it involves deviations from adult normative expectations and rules
imposed on youth such as appearance, mannerisms and public behavior. The most salient
and profound non-criminal youth deviant behavior are violations of school rules as the
school has the authority to sanction youth for non-conformity of numerous school rules.
Studies have found that violation of school rules and being counseled for inappropriate
dress and behavior occurs more often among working than higher class students (Okano
and Tsuchiya 1999; Rohlen 1984; Yoder, 2004).

Youth crime: past and present
The history of youth deviance in Japan has been one of class cultural conflict. Ambaras
(2006), in a well-documented and insightful book titled ―Bad Youth,‖ traced youth crime
in Japan from the Tokugawa era (1600-1867) up to the end of World War II. Combining
Ambaras‘s (2006) work with contemporary works as described in this paper, will
highlight class cultural conflict as central to youth deviant behavior throughout history.
From the 17th century in Tokugawa Japan up to present day, youth rebellion has been
characterized by youth gangs and non-conformity of working class youth. Ambaras
(2006: 9-29) described the activities of three gangs in Tokugawa Japan called:
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kabukimono (derived from kabuku to deviate and the wearing of a short kimono), yakko
(toughs) and wakamono (youngsters). Most gang members were lower caste servants and
peasants opposed to Tokugawa‘s social caste system. These youth gangs intimidated
higher caste members and broke the laws as set forth by the ruling class (Ambaras 2006:
9-29). They engaged in gang warfare, caused disruptions in public places and attacked
and destroyed the property of merchants involved in scandalous activities during hard
economic times (Ambaras 2006: 12-17). In reaction, the Tokugawa regime crackeddown, passing laws specifically aimed at the dissolution of youth gangs. It now became a
crime and punishment for anyone who provided shelter for youth gang members and all
rebellious activities of these gangs were outlawed.
The institutionalization of juvenile delinquency and state wide control and management
over youth behavior took place during the Meiji period (1868-1912). The first Juvenile
Reformatory Law was promulgated in 1900 aimed at reducing crimes characteristic of
lower class youth such as theft and unlicensed prostitution and to rehabilitate and reform
lower class ‗moral impropriety.‘ The state became a ‗moral authority‘ in treatment of
juvenile offenders given the power to detain youth in reformatories for living in an
improper home, vagrancy, idleness or simply involved with the ‗wrong people.‘ This set
a precedent of pre-delinquency that ever since has allowed the state to set forth special
laws, controls and sanctions specifically against youth for the purpose of upholding
‗culturally prescribed behavior‘ in the interests of preserving the status quo.
From the early part of the 20th century, the mass media shocked the public with
sensational accounts of delinquency among so-called normal ‗middle class‘ students.
Magazines, novels and newspapers focused attention on a new well to do youth
generation of ‗loose morals.‘ Higher class students openly displayed rebellious behavior,
a threat to tradition and social stability. Student groups called nampa (loose in morals or
rakes) chased women and were frequent customers at houses of prostitution, sōshi
(rowdy students) gangs dressed in an unconventional manner, exhibited violent behavior
in public and were active social critics of the government. Finally, jogakusei (female
students) were depicted as loose and immoral in the pursuit of male companionship.
The affect of the mass media and official concerns and attention given to the wayward
behavior of higher class students did not result in a trend away from targeting working
class youngsters for juvenile delinquency. Official punitive actions; arrests, probation
and detention in reformatories, remained disproportionately high among working class
youths. What sensationalizing of middle class delinquency did result in, similar to today,
was an increase of state control over primary and secondary school education leading to
more school rules, disciplinary actions and eventually installing patriotism as central to
educating the young.
Delinquency prevention over time became a well organized state directed entity during
the Taisho (1913-1926) era with an increase of social welfare and delinquent prevention
programs and agencies. The nexus of delinquency prevention work involved social
workers, child protection commissioners, probation officers, teachers, and adult
volunteers. The main focus of delinquency prevention was directed towards identifying
environmental conditions leading to delinquency and reforming ‗erring youngsters.‘
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Delinquency prevention officials and social workers classified cases of either potential
or actual delinquents based on how their life differed from ideal normative middle class
standards. The cause of delinquency was attributed to living in abnormal or broken
homes (homes without both natural parents), little or no education and mental
deficiencies and disorders. This resulted in labeling of the working class since they were
much more likely than the higher class to come from so-called abnormal homes and had
the lowest level of education. A report by Tokyo child-protection commissioners in 1926
indicated that since 1920 most or about sixty percent of juvenile delinquent cases were
that of delinquent children raised in abnormal homes (Ambaras 2006: 111). Furthermore,
Tokyo Court Statistics from 1923 to 1932 showed that about fifty percent of young
people given protective measures came from broken homes (Ambaras 2006: 111).
Mental and intelligent evaluations furthered the stigmatizing of the working class as
delinquency prone contributing to prejudicial value judgments differentiating the
working from the higher classes. One example of such labeling is given below
(Ambaras 2006).
Tokyo Prefecture Juvenile Research Institute experts‘ findings
of high rates of retardation and personality disorders among the
children they classified as delinquent were no doubt shaped by
the fact that the overwhelming majority of these children came
from the working and petty commercial classes and few, like
their parents, had completed even the compulsory elementary
school course. Indeed, a study commissioned by the Tokyo City
Social Bureau in 1930 found that intelligence correlated directly
to parents‘ employment, from an average intelligent quotient of
104.3 for children of professionals to an average of 89.8 for
children of unskilled laborers (Ambaras 2006: 118).
While delinquency prevention efforts were well intentioned and did improve somewhat
on the economic, educational and familial problems confronting working class youth,
such concentrated efforts with problems of the working class also contributed to greater
efforts to rehabilitate the offending youth with questionable results (Ambaras 2006:
123-129). Working class youth were highly overrepresented in the statistics of youth
receiving protective (probation or custodial treatment) measures (Ambaras 2006: 106-7).
The far majority of Tokyo Juvenile Court Cases from the early 1920‘s to middle 1930‘s
resulting in protective measures were meted out to boys at the bottom strung of the labor
market, unemployed or working as shop clerks, artisans and factory workers. The same
applied to girls receiving protective measures, the largest percent unemployed or
worked as housemaids and café waitresses.
During Japan‘s militaristic (1937-1945) years, the state increased its supervision over
youth working in war related industries. Military conscription, large military force and
casualties of war dramatically cut into the civilian adult working population with
working class youth becoming the majority of Japanese laborers employed in factories,
mines and aircraft plants. Delinquency prevention shifted centered on maximizing the
productivity of youth during Japan‘s war years. Pre-delinquency was broadened to
include attitudes and behavior at work unfavorable to productivity, youth liable for
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criminal arrest and punishment for absenteeism, insubordination to one‘s peers or by
demonstrating a bad ‗attitude‘ at work. These new labor related pre-delinquent criminal
offenses, watchful and strict job supervision and the adjudication of youth crime
conducted by juvenile court officers at the work place itself contributed to an increase in
the rate of youth crime and protective (including newly established work reeducation
programs) measures among working class boys.
Schools reflected the nationalistic surge leading up to and during World War II. The
Ministry of Education renamed the schools ‗national schools‘ (kokumin gakkō)
emphasizing patriotism and unselfish service for the war cause. Students now were
obligated to engage in religious rituals, visit and pay homage at Shinto shrines, honor
military commemorations, read imperial re-scripts, work in labor and community
services and engage in military like training in physical education and at after-school
drills.
The model of delinquency prevention in pre and postwar Japan has been based on an
ideal middle class model of expected youth behavior. Institutional policies, however, are
partially responsible for delinquency itself. Class privileges relate to working class youth
sub-cultures of crime during both time periods. Primarily, this has occurred through a
class bias educational system. Secondary school and higher education in prewar Japan
was reserved mainly for children of the higher class contributing to working class
cultural poverty and youth crime. In postwar Japan, a class tracking educational system
has created the optimal condition for anti-school student subcultures at low ranked high
schools and significantly lower levels of a high school and college education of working
compared to higher class youth (Cummings 1980; Rohlen 1983; Yoder, 2004). Class
cultural conflict and class discriminate delinquency controls account for a
disproportionately high rate of arrests and in particular punitive measures (probation and
detention) dealt to working class youths throughout history.
The trend toward nationalism today is similar to Japan‘s militaristic years. Various
national government educational councils began in the early 1980‘s blaming unruly
youth on an eroding of traditional values (Yoder 1986). Government educational
councils escalated culminating in June of 2007 with the most profound postwar
nationalistic shift in education in revision of the 1947 Occupational educational reforms
or Fundamental Law of Education placing patriotism as central to education. Gregory
Clark, former vice-president of Akita University, the only non-Japanese member of a
National Conference on Education Reform set up by former Prime Minister Keizo
Obuchi, gives us an insight into what these revisions were all about (Clark 2000).
Its [Occupational educational reforms] emphasis on rights
rather than obligations, on fostering respect for truth
and peace rather than loyalty, has resulted in it being
seen as a major cause of current problems. Stricter
discipline, stronger moral education and greater national
pride in both schools and families were seen as the main
solution (Clark, 2000: 2).
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Hidenori Fujita, Tokyo University professor of education and member of a national
commission council on educational reforms, has been critical of the rationale used to
promote reform measures in education (Fujita 2003; Arita 2002). Nationalistic
curriculum reforms for elementary and secondary schools were crafted said necessary in
order to deal with troubles at schools, maladjusted youngsters and youth crime (Fujita
2002: 160). However, Fujita (2003: 156-157, 160; Arita: 3, 2002) states that such
reasons for justifying educational reforms are reflective of the sensational mass media
coverage of youth crime and conservative politics among council members and the
reforms do not relate to reducing youth problem behavior.

CONCLUSION
The state from Tokugawa Japan to present day, has pinned the blame of youth problem
behavior on individual youths, families, the schools and breakdown of traditional values.
This has resulted in both pre and postwar Japan, escalation of state intervention upscaling juvenile crime controls and increased government power and authority over the
education of children and youth in an authoritarian manner. The justification for
clampdowns on youth problem behavior at various times, particularly nationalistic shifts,
is a form of propaganda through language, constructing a paradigm of youth problem
behavior void of class inequality, human rights or any blame on the state itself. There
have been objections to increased state intervention in the lives of youth within the
political and scholarly realm, still, inequality, class cultural conflict and youth rights has
not been at the forefront of disputes. Moreover, lost amidst all this turmoil are the
perspectives of youth—voices that deserve our attention.
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Abstract: This study investigates gender and ethnicity by following three research
traditions: gender and ethnicity as category, gender and ethnicity as construction and
gender and ethnicity as deconstruction. The textbooks selected were six of the most
popular Japan ministry of education (MEXT) approved textbooks that have been
designated for use in public junior high schools from 2006-2010. Naming, identities,
roles and verbosity/turn initiation were analyzed with regards to gender/ethnicity
construction. There were distinct gender and ethnicity differences in how naming
contributed to visibility or invisibility of a group. Furthermore, although there were
superficial equalities in verbosity, when it came to turn initiation there were some
disturbing albeit unintentional tendencies. An analysis of images and positioning also
revealed striking tendencies that may contribute to an entirely hidden/unfortunate
curriculum. The analysis closes with a look at the staged, twisted and meaningless
messages of gender and ethnicity as masquerade that somehow made their way into
these textbooks.
Keywords: gender; ethnicity; critical discourse analysis; positioning

Critical Discourse Analysis studies examine text and talk within the context of
institutional settings like that of the classroom and have shown how text/talk functions to
maintain social order. Language can act to both reinforce as well as to challenge the
status quo‘s perceptions and expectations of gender and ethnicity. In other words,
language can reinforce both true facts and false beliefs—our words are never neutral
(Fiske 1994). ―We should never again speak, or read/hear others‘ words, without being
conscious of the underlying meaning of the words. Our words are politicized, even if we
are not aware of it, because they carry the power that reflects the interests of those who
speak‖ (McGregor 2003). Knowing this, we should be very careful about the language in
textbooks to ensure that they are not carrying a hidden curriculum.
In their study of gender in textbooks, Jones and Sunderland caution, ―a text book carries
a unique authority which is created and maintained through its texts....these are
understood as the legitimate version of a society‘s sound knowledge‖ (p. 8). Knudsen
(2003) notes that even in the highly advanced Nordic countries (advanced in terms of
gender studies) ―such gender perspectives are rarely reflected in textbooks or textbook
research‖ (p. 1). It is even rarer to find foreign language textbook analyses focusing on
both gender and ethnicity as social, cultural and educational constructs (Dominguez
2003).
Knudsen reports that gender research as it has been done in Europe and North America
falls into three varieties: 1) Gender as Category, 2) Gender as Construction, and 3)
Gender as Deconstruction. Knudsen suggests that future research methodologies should
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follow three steps in the research process by using ―research in gender as category and
gender as construction before moving into gender as deconstruction‖ (p. 2) as well as
working with wild practices and remnant capital analysis, looking for the meaningless,
the staged and the fragmented.
This study will follow the three steps that Knudsen proposes in order to understand how
gender (and ethnicity) is being done in Japanese Junior High School foreign language
textbooks. More than a decade has passed since Sakita (1995) and Farooq (1999)
examined sexism in EFL textbooks used in Japan. This study may be timely since a large
proportion of Ministry of Education approved foreign language textbooks are still
written by committees predominated by middle-aged Japanese males. It is one of the
tenets of CDA that the words we speak or write are purposeful—they are not arbitrary—
regardless of whether the choices are conscious or unconscious (Sheyholislami 2001).
Research of this kind is of interest because textbooks may inadvertently contribute to
cultural prejudices and personal biases that learners, unwittingly and unfortunately,
absorb as a byproduct of study.

GENDER AS CATEGORY
The first stage of this research involves looking at gender as a category. Knudsen states,
―The potential of analysis using gender as a category is that the invisible women, and
invisible women's lives, can be made visible‖ (p.3). Naming, identities, roles and
verbosity will be the means of describing the nature of gender and ethnicity based
visibility in MEXT textbooks.
Whether a character is named or unnamed is an important part of visibility. Half of all
female characters, whether Japanese or foreign were named and half were unnamed
whereas male characters were more likely to be named, especially if Japanese (See Table
1). It was interesting to note that almost twice as many Japanese males were named
rather than unnamed yet overall they comprised the smallest pool of characters--in the
case of New Crown, there was only one Japanese male character--a teacher with no first
name. The textbook, Total English had very few characters yet all were named except
for one foreign female--a shop clerk. Sunshine had the most characters yet none of its
foreign females merited a name--in fact the majority of its characters remained
nameless--more foreigners than Japanese and more females than males.

Sunshine 1
New Horizon 1
Total English 1
New Crown 1
Columbus 21
One World
Sub totals
Total

Table 1. Named and Non-named Characters
J-f
J-m
NJ-f
+N
-N
+N
-N
+N
-N
3
5
2
5
0
8
2
2
2
0
3
2
3
0
2
0
2
1
2
2
1
0
5
0
2
5
6
3
3
2
2
0
2
1
3
2
12
14
15
9
16
15
26
23
31
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NJ-m
Text total
+N
-N
4
6
33
3
0
14
1
0
9
2
0
12
3
5
29
3
1
14
16
12
28

In terms of the distribution of named roles or identities students make up the majority in
all categories. It is interesting that there are no family member characters for either male
or female Japanese teachers whereas ALTs (Assistant Language Teachers—foreign
teachers) both female and male have named family members in the stories. Among
ALTs with names, most (6) are female yet in the case of Japanese teachers, most are
male (5).
The un-named or non-named characters tell another story. Only females play the role of
unnamed clerks and most of those are foreign. Female students whether Japanese or
foreign make up the majority of nameless students too and both foreign and Japanese
mothers appear without names in these texts--Japanese fathers are absent completely
thus are neither named nor unnamed but foreign fathers when present have names.
Surprisingly, 4 male (foreign) ALTs are present in the texts without names whereas all
female ALTs have names.
Similar results have been observed by Omoto (2009) in her parallel study of gender and
ethnicity in Ministry approved high school texts—Japanese female characters were more
frequently non-named than any other group and twice as many Japanese characters were
non-named when compared with non-Japanese characters regardless of gender.
Furthermore, the non-named females were associated with occupations that traditionally
carry strong gender images—store clerks and nurses whereas the non-named males took
roles like immigration officers or news interviewers.

GENDER AS CONSTRUCTION
The popular stereotype that females talk more than males is held up in the textbooks
Total English and Columbus 21 (Table 2). In all other texts the amount of speech is
virtually even or only slightly higher for males. Farooq (1999) reported a similar balance
in terms of overall verbosity.
Table 2. Verbosity by Gender
f
m
?
m/f
total
Sunshine 1
631 (34)
664 (35)
583 (31)
0
1878
New Horizon 1
424 (43)
438 (45)
118 (12)
3
980
Total English 1
510 (40)
293 (23)
477 (37)
13
1280
New Crown 1
510 (42)
514 (43)
177 (15)
0
1201
Columbus 21
641 (45)
579 (40)
219 (15)
0
1439
One World
49 (32)
447 (35)
410 (32)
0
1266
Percentages in parentheses

Sunshine 1
New Horizon 1
Total English 1
New Crown 1
Columbus 21
One World

Table 3. Verbosity by Ethnicity
F
m
?
m/f
791(42)
504(27)
583(31)
1878
280(29)
582(59)
118(12)
980
363(29)
440(45)
477(49)
1280
531(44)
496(41)
177(15)
1201
620(43)
600(42)
219(15)
1439
341(26)
515(41)
410(33)
1266
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total
791(42)
280(29)
363(29)
531(44)
620(43)
341(26)

Percentages in parentheses
In two textbooks (New Crown and Columbus 21) verbosity based on ethnicity was about
even (Table 3). Only in one textbook (Sunshine) was verbosity highest among Japanese
characters--in all 3 other texts the foreign characters spoke the most. When gender and
ethnicity are considered together, Japanese female characters in the textbook Sunshine
are the most verbose over all and foreign females in Total English speak more than any
other group.

J-f

Table 4. Verbosity by Gender and Ethnicity
J-m
NJ-f
NJ-m

Sunshine 1
532(28)
New Horizon
153(16)
1
Total English
208(16)
1
New Crown 1
302(25)
Columbus 21
230(16)
One World
155(12)
Percentages in parentheses

??

total

259(14)
127(13)

99(5)
271(28)

405(22)
311(32)

583(31)
118(12)

1878
980

155(12)

302(24)

138(11)

477(37)

1280

229(19)
390(27)
186(15)

208(17)
411(29)
254(20)

285(24)
189(13)
261(21)

177(15)
219(15)
410(32)

1201
1439
1266

Gender (and ethnicity) can be used as positions that construct and maintain an ideology
in which one group is subordinate to another. As Knudsen says, such a false gender
ideology serves to ―keep girls in a subordinate position and a traditional feminine
identity.‖ In Farooq‘s (1999) study of one EFL text used in Japan, despite an overall
balance between males and females in terms of verbosity, male characters initiated 63%
of all male female dialogs and provided 89% of the follow up moves. In the following
tables conversational turns and firstness will be considered.

J-f
Sunshine 1
99 (31)
New Horizon 1
82 (43)
Total English 1
87 (38)
New Crown 1
104 (43)
Columbus 21
110 (41)
One World
67 (30)
Percentages in parentheses

Table 5. All Turns by Gender
J-m
NJ-f
NJ-m
112 (35)
111(34)
0
84 (44)
23(12)
1(1)
45 (20)
90(40)
4 (2)
99 (41)
38(16)
0
105 (39)
53(20)
0
78 (35)
80(36)
0

??
322
190
226
241
268
225

total
99 (31)
82 (43)
87 (38)
104 (43)
110 (41)
67 (30)

Although the overall number of turns is related to verbosity, the reason that I would like
to look more closely is to contrast all turns with initial turns since the speaker who
initiates a conversation may be setting the topic and possibly is in a stronger position to
control the direction of the interaction. So as would be expected the distribution of all
turns by gender shows the similar pattern seen in the verbosity data.
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J-f
Sunshine 1
17 (20)
New Horizon 1
13 (30)
Total English 1
16 (26)
New Crown 1
24 (38)
Columbus 21
15 (38)
One World
7 (17)
Percentages in parentheses

Table 6. Initial Turns by Gender
J-m
NJ-f
NJ-m
27 (31)
42 (49)
22 (51)
8 (19)
13 (28)
31 (51)
22 (34)
18 (28)
14 (35)
11 (28)
14 (33)
21 (50)

??
0
0
1
0
0
0

86
43
61
64
40
42

total
17 (20)
13 (30)
16 (26)
24 (38)
15 (38)
7 (17)

However, when we look at who starts the conversations, a different pattern emerges (see
Table 6.). In the case of three textbooks (Sunshine, New Horizon and One World), males
significantly out perform females as the initiators of interactions even though in terms of
verbosity they were about even. Yet in the case of Total English, even though females
were more verbose, males initiate marginally more interactions. Only in Columbus 21
does female verbosity seem to go with female initiation of conversations.

J
Sunshine 1
New Horizon 1
Total English 1
New Crown 1
Columbus 21
One World

128
57
132
147
115
61

Table 7. All Turns by Ethnicity
%
NJ
63%
76
37%
33%
114
66%
65%
71
35%
60%
96
39%
53%
100
46%
42%
84
58%

%

total
204
171
204
244
216
145

Although verbosity in New Crown and Columbus 21 was similarly distributed by
ethnicity, when turns are considered, Japanese speakers appear to take the lead. In the
case of New Horizon this switch is even more dramatic--Foreign speakers may be more
verbose but Japanese speakers took more turns. And this pattern is upheld with respect to
initial turns (see Table 8).

J
Sunshine 1
25 (30)
New Horizon 1
9 (21)
Total English 1
18 (31)
New Crown 1
28 (44)
Columbus 21
21 (54)
One World
8 (19)
Percentages in parentheses

Table 8. Initial Turns by Ethnicity
%
NJ
18 (22)
40(48)
22 (51)
12(28)
10 (17)
31(53)
18 (28)
18(28)
8 (21)
10(26)
13 (31)
21(50)

%
83
43
59
64
39
42

total
25 (30)
9 (21)
18 (31)
28 (44)
21 (54)
8 (19)

However when ethnicity and gender are considered together the picture is more complex.
For instance, in Total English, although Japanese characters take more turns, foreign
females take more turns than any other group (see Table 9).
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Table 9. All Turns by Gender and Ethnicity
J-f
J-m
NJ-f
NJ-m
Sunshine 1
80(39)
48(24)
16(8)
55(27)
New Horizon 1
30(18)
24(14)
52(30)
60(35)
Total English 1
37(28)
28(21)
51(38)
18(13)
New Crown 1
62(31)
45(22)
42(21)
54(27)
Columbus 21
47(22)
68(32)
63(29)
37(17)
One World
27(19)
34(23)
40(28)
44(30)
Percentages in parentheses

??
5(2)
5(3)
71(53)
40(20)
53(25)
81(56)

total
204
171
134
20
215
145

Yet when we look at who takes the initiative (see Table 10), in Total English, the foreign
females are no longer in the lead. In the case of Sunshine, Japanese females were the
most verbose (even compared with all other textbooks) yet initiated fewer interactions
than foreign males. In the case of One World, foreign females and males were equally
verbose yet when it came to initiating conversations, males initiated twice as often as
females.
Table 10. Initial Turns by Gender and Ethnicity
J-f
J-m
NJ-f
NJ-m
Sunshine 1
15(18)
10(12)
2(2)
16(19)
New Horizon 1
5(12)
4(9)
5(12)
17(40)
Total English 1
9(15)
9(15)
7(12)
3(5)
New Crown 1
17(27)
11(17)
7(11)
11(17)
Columbus 21
10(26)
11(28)
5(13)
3(8)
One World
3(7)
5(12)
4(10)
9(21)
Percentages in parentheses

??
40(48)
12(28)
31(51)
18(28)
10(26)
21(50)

total

Firstness is another aspect of gender construction and Porreca (1984) defines it as
―Given two nouns paired for sex, such as male/female, the masculine word always came
first, with the exception of the pair ladies/gentlemen‖ (p. 706). Farooq (1999) reported
that when pronouns were listed, ‗male first‘ occurred 83% of the time. In this study there
were only two overt examples of firstness--one in Sunshine and one in Columbus 21 in
which boys and girls are mentioned in that order. In the case of three other examples
male family members are mentioned before females.
Sunshine 1

One is for the boys and the other is for the girls.

Columbus 21

Let's have a snowball fight. Boys against girls.

If one considers these textbooks in the context of an equality discourse (Marshall, 2004),
it would make sense to look at images and how they might make one gender positive at
the expense of the other. Gender ―positioning‖ through textbook images has been
investigated by Fairclough (1989) and Berger (1972). According to Glaschi (2000),
―individuals or groups of individuals are positioned by discourse as ―inherently inferior,‖
―in control, ― ―weak,‖ ―strong,‖ and so forth‖ (2000: 33). I decided to collect all the
images that went together with the verb ―study‖ and found that in 11 cases the verb was
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83
43
59
64
39
42

associated with males and only three with females. When illustrations that depicted
embarrassment were collected, it was striking to note that every instance (22 instances in
6 first year textbooks) showed a male student/character feeling or reacting embarrassedly.
In some cases the reaction was to some social gaff (running, spilling, breaking) but
disturbingly some portrayals of embarrassment were depicted in conjunction with the
learning of English or the maintenance of social relations (giving flowers, returning an
eraser).
Kawamichi (2007) did a follow up study on the gendered images associated with
specific verbs—textbooks often display a verb for vocabulary learning under a picture of
a character performing the verb. She selected 18 MEXT approved textbooks to be used
from 2006 to 2010 (including the six reported on in this study). She found that although
the over all distribution appeared even (46% female; 54% male), there were interesting
imbalances at the vocabulary item level. For example, in the area of communication both
males and females chat, talk and visit equally but females were depicted more often with
the verbs chat, greet and write whereas males were associated more with email, hear,
listen, and read. Among the highest frequency verbs, males were more than twice as
likely to be associated with do, eat, get, read, ride study, and watch than females who on
the other hand were associated strongly with have, practice, take, use and write. One
very interesting phenomenon however was the distribution of creative arts verbs: males
were depicted 60% of the time and represented a whopping 89% of the characters
depicted with cook. And in the school context males were seen most frequently (68%)
and when females did appear they were often depicted as teachers (18%). Kawamichi
concludes,
Language is like a mirror that not only reflects the culture but also the social
values of the time. Certainly equal rights and consideration for men and
women have changed in Japan from that of a dominantly male-oriented society.
However in some situations, men seem still to be more dominant than
women. ...Although these results are a bit disturbing, I believe that they were
largely unconscious on the part of the textbook creators. I think that language
teachers should always be sensitive to the idea that the interior of the language
and social biases unconsciously appear… (22).
When I considered dialogues in these texts that might depict one gender as incompetent,
I found four dialogues. In these, two women are depicted incompetently--Aunt Mari
loses her car in the parking lot and a woman forgets her change at the store.

Sunshine 1 (48-49)

Aunt Mari
Yuki
Aunt Mari
Yuki
Aunt Mari

My car is on this floor. Well…where is my car?
What color is it?
It's red
I don't see any red cars here
Oh no! We're on the wrong floor!

New
Horizon

Mike

Excuse me.

Woman

Yes?

(40-41)
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Mike
Woman
Mike
Woman
Mike

Is this your change?
Pardon?
Your change?
Oh, my change! Thank you.
You're welcome.

In another dialogue a foreign male student is depicted as incompetent (losing bags, caps
and being late). In yet another dialogue a foreign woman is criticized by her Japanese
husband for driving too fast. The woman obediently validates the criticism of her
husband.
New
Horizon

New
Horizon

(66-67)

Mike

Oh, no! I'm late! Where's my ticket?

Mother
Mike
Mother
Mike
Mother

It's by the computer.
Where's my bag?
It's under the desk.
Where's my cap?
It's on your head!

68

Judy
Mike

You're late!
Sorry. …

76

Emi

Look! A deer!

Koji
Lisa

Be careful, Lisa. Don't drive so fast.
Oh, right. Thanks.

GENDER AS DECONSTRUCTION
Knudsen writes, ―Gender as deconstruction emphasizes how gender should be studied as
staging and masquerade. Gender has to be analyzed symbolically. It is about ‗Doing
Gender‘, not about being a gender (West & Zimmerman 1987). ―Gender is what you
interpret and negotiate it to be. The way you cut your hair, for example, is a gender-sign
on your body. Your hair is an interpretation of the sign 'woman' or 'man'‖ (Knudsen
2003: 5). Most of the student characters in these textbooks wore school uniforms, which
in Japan are strictly gender coded—skirts for females and trousers for males. Although
some female characters wore short hairstyles none of the male characters varied from the
traditional short conservative cut. In terms of staged images, five photographs depicted
females in so-called ―non-traditional‖ situations (e.g. scientist, hockey player)—it should
be noted, however, that in every one of them, the female was also foreign.
Omoto (2009) also examined pictorial depictions in Ministry approved high school texts
and found that males were represented more frequently than females—foreign females
were found in pictures and illustrations least of all. In two textbooks on pages
introducing school activities, only males were depicted taking part in sports. Pictures
also supported gendered roles—all pictures of doctors and scientists were male and more
than twice as many pictures showed females shopping rather than males.
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CONCLUSION
But still some troubling images remain…consider two ―meaningless‖ or twisted
messages: There was a picture of a Japanese female declaring that she likes English but
not Science. This image is unfairly paired in the textbook with a Japanese boy who
declares that he likes basketball but not soccer. This is hardly an equivalent juxtaposition.
Furthermore, why would a language textbook make any learner practice the pattern ―Ken
speaks English well--I don‘t speak English well‖ reinforced with the stereotypical
gesture of male embarrassment. Taken all together these images coupled with the
language in these textbooks becomes even more alarming if we recognize that language
does not just reflect some aspect of reality—language is a central force in our continual
creation and construction of reality (Bergquist & Szcepanska 2002; Borch 2000; Peskett
2001).

NOTE
[1]

An earlier draft of this paper appeared in Kobe Gaidai Ronso 58(6): 1-11.
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CONVEYING THE IMPORTANCE OF
COMMUNICATION:
A PERFORMANCE OF HAROLD PINTER‟S MOUNTAIN
LANGUAGE
Cyrus Nozomu Sethna
The CNS Players
cnsethna@gmail.com
Abstract: This paper looks at a process I undertook to perform a production of Harold
Pinter‘s short play, Mountain Language (Pinter, Harold 1930-2008), for Linguapax Asia
2008. The paper covers my reaction to the script, research into the story behind the
origins of the play, contributions to the thought-process behind the presentation of the
play, and finally, the methods behind the presentation, covering themes, acting, sets,
costumes, lighting, and music.
Key Words: dialogue, discrimination, power, love, ―benshi‖, communication

In June of 2008, I was approached by Linguapax Asia to direct an adaptation of Harold
Pinter‘s short play Mountain Language, as part of the Linguapax Asia 2008 symposium
on Language & Propaganda. As a university student, like many liberal-minded young
adults, I admired Pinter, for his surrealism, for his unpredictability, for his playfully
mischievous dialogue, but above all, for his unconcealed anger against government,
against authority, and against any and all sort of prejudice that has ever existed on our
planet – racial, cultural, gender, sexual orientation, you name it.
However, 7 years later, I found his style to be needlessly aggressive and downbeat, and,
worst of all, juvenile. I found him to be a writer who, while undeniably gifted, never had
the open mind to approach the positive aspects of humanity – love, compassion, and
above all, tenderness, and his anger seemed to stem more from a desire to shock, rather
than from a desire to educate an audience through the art of shock. In short, the mindset
behind his plays seemed to be that of a precocious high-school student. Still, I was on
board the project right from the get-go. The concept of putting on a short play for a
symposium was intriguing to say the least, and ultimately, a short play entails a short
time commitment.
The entire play takes place at a prison in an indeterminate time and location, but what we
do know is that the prisoners are a group of people, referred to as ―mountain people‖,
who are forbidden from speaking their indigenous language, and endure a daily barrage
of verbal, physical, and psychological abuse from the guards. At the end of the play, the
ban is lifted, and the prisoners are given permission to once again speak their own
language. An ecstatic PRISONER tells her visiting mother the good news, only to realize
that she has forgotten how to speak the language. The play ends with the PRISONER
falling onto the ground, in the words of the script, ―gasping and shaking violently‖. The
SERGEANT studies her and says ―Look at this…you go out of your way to give them a
helping hand and they fuck it up‖.
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It was an ending that could be compared to any number of scenarios of Western
imperialism against non-Western cultures – be it the white Europeans against the Native
Americans, the British against the Indians, and most recently, the U.S. aggression
against Iraq. I looked at the year the play was published…1988. Naturally, I assumed
this play was inspired by Pinter‘s anger against the Thatcher regime and their policies
regarding immigration.
To my surprise, I found out that Pinter was inspired to write the play when he visited
Turkey with fellow playwright Arthur Miller, and witnessed the discrimination and
persecution faced by the Kurds at the hands of the Turks. Though Pinter explained in a
letter to The Times Literary Supplement that ―…this play is not about the Turks and the
Kurds. I mean, throughout history, many languages have been banned––the Irish have
suffered, the Welsh have suffered and the Urdu and the Estonians' language banned."
(Harold Pinter: 1988). The dialogue does contain some then identifiably contemporary
British or Western cultural references, thereby showing its applicability to the Great
Britain of 1988, but as stated earlier, there is no clear location or time setting. The way I
saw it, creating an abstract place and time allowed Pinter to give the message that this
play isn‘t targeted towards any specific culture, but rather towards the practice of
banning language.
This gave me a great deal of freedom to explore staging and characters, and as luck
would have it, half the people who auditioned for the show were Japanese actors with a
weak to fair command of English. While it wasn‘t my original intention, given the
resources I had at hand, I opted to cast all the Japanese actors, with one exception, as
prisoners and visitors, and have the ―forbidden language‖ be Japanese. The remaining
Japanese actor was cast as one of the guards, and one of the Western actors was cast as a
visitor, specifically, the wife of a prisoner, because, after all, every culture consists of the
―Uncle Tom‖ who joins the dominant side, and the native individual, usually a woman,
who is considered a ―traitor‖ for marrying into the minority and as such, treated with as
much, if not more, disdain. Some of the dialogue was re-written, as quintessentially
English dialogue from 1988 would just sound silly when spoken in a contemporary
American or Japanese accent.
To give the prisoners and visitors, who I lumped into the overall category of ―victim‖, an
idea of how they should feel in this play, I had them watch Michael Haneke‘s 1997 film
Funny Games, which revolves around an upper-class nuclear family who for no
discernible reason are held hostage in their own summer home by two violent teenagers.
Much of the horror of the film comes in watching how powerless the family is against
their tormentors. I wanted the actors to convey the same sense of defeat for the entire
duration of the show.
Another tactic was to tell the ―prisoners‖ one thing and the guards, who I lumped into
the category of ―authority‖, another. In one scene, for example, I told two victims that a
guard would be whacking his nightstick against their chair a couple times during the
scene. What I didn‘t tell them was when he would do it. This kept the victims on edge
the whole time, never knowing when ―the blow‖ would come. As the saying goes, ―the
anticipation of fear is worse than fear itself‖. Some of the best suspense and horror films
ever made have made full use of this tactic, and I opted to do the same.
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Now that I had the dichotomy of ―victim‖ and ―authority‖ established, the next step was
to humanize what I thought was a play that, in true Pinter style, was heavy on metaphor
and light on love. A tragedy is always more tragic when it is revealed how much love
there is behind the tragedy. While the victims are under oppresion, they still retain hope
– the hope that they will be released from prison and reunited with their loved ones. It is
only when this love is removed – in the wife‘s case, through the murder of her husband,
and in the second prisoner‘s case, through her mother having forgotten her language –
that the victims lose all hope. If it wasn‘t made clear that the victims are driven to
survive by love, the ending, where they lose that love, wouldn‘t be anywhere near as
devastating to the audience.
However, what is even more tragic than a loved one who is killed, is a loved one who
can no longer communicate with her child, and it is in the ending, where this is revealed
to be the case, that the play shows just how indispensable communication by language is
as a tool for understanding and survival, but above all, for love – what I consider to be
the principal foundation of human interaction. Take away the ability to communicate
between two loved ones, and you take away the love.
Prior to directing the play, I was fortunate to have seen a silent movie narrated by a
―benshi‖. During the age of silent film, theaters in the United States featured live organ
accompaniment, while in Japan, the films were narrated, and all character voices spoken,
by one individual, known as a ―benshi‖ (which translates directly into ―orator‖). Today,
there are only a handful of professional benshi who tour around Japan narrating special
screenings of silent film classics. I attended one of these screenings in July, 2008 at
Waseda University, narrated by one of the nation‘s most renowned benshi, Ms. Midori
Sawato. The film was D.W. Griffith‘s Hearts of the World, a wartime propaganda film
made in 1918 at the request of the British Government to change the neutral mindset of
the American public during World War I.
The first 2 hours and 20 minutes played as an entertaining, albeit dated epic adventure,
and I was impressed by how much more lifelike the film felt through the voices provided
by Ms. Sawato. However, the true power of Ms. Sawato came in the final 10 minutes,
when her voice single-handedly changed the ending, focus, and ultimately, message, of
the entire film. While what we saw on screen during these final 10 minutes were lowangle shots of proud Allied soldiers lifting their rifles into the air, celebrating their
victory over Germany, Sawato‘s narration condemned war as a needless act which only
causes pain and conflict and separates loved ones from their families, and that we as
people must learn never to solve conflicts through violence ever again.
Then the film was over. I was stunned. I realized that benshi weren‘t mere narrators of
film, they were storytellers who had the power to decide how they wished to convey the
meaning and message of what was playing on the screen, making it their very own work
of art in the process. Thanks to the communicative strength of one individual, an
unabashedly jingoistic, pro-war film became a vehemently anti-war film. The
juxtaposition of pro-war images with anti-war narration only made her message all the
more powerful, and allowed me to realize the sheer strength of spoken communication.
If this ability were taken away from people, they would truly be powerless, literally
without a voice.
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Now that I had what I consider the most crucial aspects of the play down, characters and
motivation, it was time to move on to atmosphere. I will go over the four aspects of
stage atmosphere -- set, costumes, lighting, and music, briefly below:
Largely through not having a budget, and due to the play taking place on the same stage
where a number of speakers for the symposium would be making their presentations
from, we simply used what was already in the venue – this amounted to a counter
containing electrical equipment, the back of which served as the backstage area for Stage
Left, and a one-man sofa, which was planted on Stage Right and covered with a curtain,
only to be uncovered in one scene where the SERGEANT is speaking to the YOUNG
WOMAN. While the set was the result of a lack of time and resources on our end, given
the setting of the play (a prison in an unspecified time and location), the sparse setting
contributed perfectly to the metaphorical atmosphere.
The costumes were again kept simple and to the point, the key being to create three
distinct groups of people – the guards, the prisoners, and the visitors. The guards wore
standard black slacks and white shirts, with the tie and jacket signifying the levels of the
guards‘ hierarchy. For example, the GUARD wears only a shirt and pants, the
SERGEANT wears a shirt, pants, and tie, and the OFFICER wears a shirt, pants, tie, and
jacket. The OFFICER disappears after the first scene, and for the remainder of the play,
the only authority figures who are present are the GUARD and the SERGEANT. Thus,
from the SERGEANT‘s second appearance onwards, I had him wear a jacket, implying
that he‘s taken over the OFFICER‘s post in the prison.
Both prisoners wore blue jumpsuits, as they look naturally confining to me. For the
visitors, I had the actors choose from their own wardrobe, only requesting the colors be
dark and the style formal, making it look like each time they visited their loved ones in
prison, they looked as if they were attending a funeral.
Third, and most difficult, were the lights. Given the constraints on set and costumes, I
wanted to make the most of the light and music to create atmospheres of surrealism,
dread, love, peace, and finally, despair. This involved dividing the primary hues into
white, red, and blue. White conveyed the harsh reality of the location, blue was the
establishing color of the YOUNG WOMAN, who is lit in this color whenever she is
standing or sitting still on stage. Red is the color of the YOUNG MAN, husband of the
YOUNG WOMAN. The only time the YOUNG MAN appears on stage is with a burlap
hood over his head, right before he is executed. Essentially, from the minute the
YOUNG MAN is on stage, he knows, and accepts, that he will never be reunited with
his wife again. The second use of blue was for the ELDERLY WOMAN and
PRISONER, who are lit in this color in the two moments they have together. When
enveloped by this calming hue, the harsh reality of their current situation vanishes
around them, and they are simply content being in each other‘s company fantasizing
about a reunion that will ultimately never take place. Whenever any authority figure
confronts the two, the blue suddently vanishes and is replaced with white light, signaling
a harsh awakening to reality.
In addition to the colors, I made use of narrowing lights to create a more constrictive
environment on stage. For example, in Scene 1, the OFFICER and SERGEANT question
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the YOUNG WOMAN, their behavior becoming more and more sexually and
psychologically aggressive over the course of the scene. I had the lighting operator
gradually narrow the light on the three actors as the scene progresses, creating an
increasingly claustrophobic atmosphere for the YOUNG WOMAN and the audience.
Through such uses of filters and expansions and contractions of light, I was able to
create the entire visual atmosphere of the play.
Finally, there is what I consider to be the most important aspect of atmosphere for stage
and cinema – music. Some of the most respected directors in film have been commended
for their careful selection of music, and I believe this is no different for the stage.
Everytime I read a script, whether as an actor or director, I keep thinking to myself what
type of music would be best for the scene I am reading.
For this play, as I developed a greater understanding of the settings, characters, and their
situations, I opted to create a soundtrack of music to be played in-between scenes. I
usually avoid playing music over dialogue, as it proves to be more distracting than
effective, but I do use it extensively at the beginning and end of the play, in-between
scenes, and for stretches where characters are on stage but are not saying anything. Just
like anything else, you cannot have too much music or too much silence. A balance must
be created that best fits the mood of the scene that is being acted out.
I also believe in using music to set a subconscious mood for audience members walking
in to see a show. Thus, for every show I have directed, I‘ve compiled a 30-minute
soundtrack of songs, covering the range of settings and emotions depicted in the play,
and play it at a low but listenable volume, thus ―preparing‖ the audience for what they
are about to see. I have been criticized for using this technique, because ―nobody listens
to that stuff anyway‖, but honestly, I believe they do, subconsciously, and when the play
begins, the pre-show music has helped their minds focus on what they are about to see.
In the end, I was delighted to be able to use multiple tools of communication – lighting,
music, costume, voice, emotions, and dialogue – to put on a play about the importance of
communication, about how communication is the glue that binds us as a society and as a
people, and how if this was taken away from us, that bind would unravel almost
immediately. Ultimately, regardless of whether the audience liked it or hated it, I just
hope something, an image, a song, a performance, a line of dialogue, anything, was
conveyed to them. That is communication.
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“Would you look at that…you go out of your way to give them a helping hand and they fuck it up.”

Language Forbidden!
→
No Greater Love than that of a Mother and her Child
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“This one is full of it … she bounces with it.”

“Does anyone have any complaints?”
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Mountain Language Poster
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ARE KISSING FILMS DEMOCRATIC?
THE US OCCUPATION POLICY ON JAPANESE CINEMA
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Abstract: The US occupation censorship on Japanese cinema from 1945 to 1952
presents a unique case of the American effort trying to democratize Japan from a
totalitarian nation. Americans liberated the Japanese film industry from the yoke of the
prewar and wartime Imperialist restrictions, however, at the same time implemented
their own censorship. They recommended democratic themes including promotion of
civil rights, equal rights for women, and the agrarian reform, and prohibited undemocratic themes such as nationalistic and feudalistic ideas, anti-social behavior and
any criticism of the occupation authorities. Kissing was recommended to be included in
film as a symbol of democracy and the Japanese filmmakers had to face this new
challenge. The audiences were excited by kissing scenes as a novelty and the film
studios grabbed this opportunity to enhance their commercial outcome. However, the
inexperienced acting and under-developed stories including kissing for the sake of
kissing frustrated some viewers and critics, and old-fashioned moralists were annoyed.
Although these kissing films were awkward, they were part of the postwar Japanese
cultural liberation welcomed by filmmakers wanting to expand their horizon and the
public who wanted no restriction on what they would see.
Key Words: The United States occupation in Japan; the Allied Forces; the prewar and
wartime Japanese militarist government; the Japanese Emperor; the new Constitution of
Japan; SCAP; GHQ; CIE; CCD; democratic subject matter; prohibited film treatment;
responsibility for the war; seppun eiga[kissing film]; Shochiku Studio; Hatachi no
seishun [Twenty-Year-Old Youth]; Daiei Studio; Aruyo no seppun [A Certain Night
Kiss]; kasutori zasshi [pulp magazines]; gakubuchi [frame]show; Nikutai-ha [Flesh
School].

THE U.S. OCCUPATION CENSORSHIP ON JAPANESE CINEMA
The United States occupation in Japan from 1945 to 1952, following Japan‘s defeat to
the Allied Forces in World War II, presents a unique period in the censorship history of
Japanese cinema. For the first time in its history, Japanese film industry was under the
direct influence of other foreign cultures, mostly of the Americans who conducted the
film censorship almost solely among the Allied Forces countries which occupied Japan[1].
The Japanese film industry, along with other fields of mass media such as newspapers,
magazines, book publishing and radio broadcasting, was under the strict censorship
implemented by the prewar and wartime Japanese militarist government. The purpose of
their censorship was to indoctrinate Japanese and prepare them to dedicate themselves to
the national effort of preserving the Imperial Japan and the Emperor‘s sacred wars. The
films were required to portray the heroic and noble characters living in the divine land of
Japan and her colonies in Asia who are not only unquestionably but also happily ready to
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sacrifice their lives for the Japanese Emperor Hirohito, his ancestors if the film portrays
a historic subject, and to fight the war waged against the Empire. No criticism of the
Emperor, imperial family and system was allowed. In cinema, this measure was carried
out to an extreme degree. For example, shots of chrysanthemums or of patterns similar to
the flower were severely cut out by the order of the censors, simply because the
chrysanthemum is the emblem of the royal family. Censors would count the number of
petals of chrysanthemum-like flowers on costumes and background decors in order to
make sure that it was not the same as that of the royal family‘s emblem, sixteen. The
common people must not use this flower anywhere in their lives. (Hirano 1992: 13-24)
The occupation authorities, in their attempt to democratize Japan, liberated the Japanese
film industry from the repressive prewar and wartime restrictions imposed by the
Japanese government censorship and helped legalizing freedom of assembly and speech
in the new Constitution of Japan put into effect in 1947. However, at the same time, the
Americans established their own censorship system. The occupation government (SCAP
or Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers, also called GHQ or General
Headquarters) practiced its censorship through the civil censorship section (CIE or Civil
Information and Education); and the military censorship section (CCD or Civil
Censorship Detachment) for the pre-production and post-production censorship. Their
policies were carried out in the forms of both recommendation and prohibition.
The American censors recommended that Japanese filmmakers select ―democratic‖
subject matter including biographies of the fighters against the prewar and wartime
Japanese fascism and advocates of civil rights and equal rights for women; promotion of
freedom of expression; the agrarian reform distributing huge properties belonging to
landowners to tenants; and successful repatriation of the Japanese soldiers to the postwar
lives. They gave close guidance to the Japanese filmmakers in order to accomplish this
task. For example, Akira Kurosawa‘s 1946 film, Waga seishun ni kui nashi [No Regrets
for Our Youth], is an example of this kind of democratic film praised by American
censors and supported by Japanese film critics and audiences alike. The film‘s themes of
a strong-willed and independent-thinking woman, the agrarian reform, and fascist
fighters are all suitable to the new age under the occupation[2].
The Americans, on the other hand, prohibited film treatment of themes including
militarism, feudalistic ideas such as blind obedience to the boss figures, low status of
women, suicide, xenophobia, anti-social behavior such as black-marketeering and
prostitution, and above all, any criticism of the occupation itself, the United States of
America and other Allied countries.
Film producers were required first to submit the film‘s synopsis in Japanese and English
translation to the censors at CIE, then, at CCD. After the synopsis was approved, the
film‘s script was submitted for their examination, again both at CIE and at CCD. The
American censors discussed what should be emphasized or changed with the producers,
directors and writers, symbolizing the important American democratic cultural value of
open discussion. This process makes a striking contrast to the arrogant attitude of the
prewar and wartime Japanese censors who allowed filmmakers no discussion or
refutation but conveyed their decisions and enforced the directives on them to observe.
Some Japanese directors such as Akira Kurosawa praised the American censor‘s open-
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minded spirit. (Kurosawa 1982:144) Others such as Kaneto Shindo remembered the
American censors applying the categorical standards without understanding specific
Japanese cultural situations. A censor criticized Shindo‘s screenplay in 1946 insisting
that an inn‘s owner must be portrayed to be villainous because he is a ―boss‖ character
exploiting his workers and thus opposed to democracy. Surprised Shindo protested that
in small-scale enterprises such as noodle shops, the proprietors had to work among their
employees, doing exactly the same kind of work that the latter did and not all ―bosses‖
could automatically be considered negatively. The censor was reluctant but the film was
allowed to be made with Shindo‘s original ideas almost intact. (Hirano 1992: 99-100)
The portrayal of the Japanese Emperor in film created a unique dilemma for the
American censors, caught between their reformist mission and the imperatives of the
post-World War II Cold War politics. This dilemma was most vividly revealed in the
process of banning the 1946 documentary Nippon no higeki [The Japanese Tragedy]
made by leftist director Fumio Kamei suggesting that the Japanese Emperor Hirohito
bears responsibility for the war along with other politicians. (Hirano 1992: 105-145)
Similarly, the rise of the labor union movement in the film industry drew a sharp
response from the increasingly anti-communist American bureaucracy and its Japanese
representatives, climaxing in the summer of 1948 with suppression of the third labor
strike at Toho Studio, one of Japan‘s three major commercial film production companies
then. (Hirano 1992: 205-240) The Red purge followed in the Japanese film industry
expelling communist party members, their sympathizers and any suspects from their
workplaces. (Hirano 1992: 252-257)

TWO KISSING FILMS
The Japanese filmmaking during this period was shaped by political, cultural and
ideological conflicts on many levels. Most ironically, Americans were trying hard to
democratize Japan using their own censorship, which philosophy is intrinsically
undemocratic. Eventually, idealistic and enthusiastic New Dealers who wanted to
radically reform Japan through cinema were won over by more conservative red-hunters
whose priority was to protect American interest in the international politics. As a curious
example of what Americans considered ―democratic‖ at the early stage of the occupation,
the unique genre of ―seppun eiga [kissing film]‖ appeared on the Japanese screens.
(Hirano 1992: 154-165; Hirano 2008; 177-184)
Prewar and wartime Japanese censors prohibited kissing as a symbol of Western
decadence. Kissing scenes in foreign films were eliminated. As the war became
increasingly desperate, any amorous expression on the screen began to be criticized by
the censors as frivolous, not serious enough for the war time, and Anglo-American, thus
determined undesirable.
As soon as Americans stepped onto this austere land of repressed sexuality, the ardent
censors began to pressure Japanese filmmakers, demanding that Japanese make films
with kissing scenes. Some Japanese protested that Japanese do not kiss in public, and
therefore, it is not appropriate to show kissing on the Japanese screens. The American
censors replied that such thinking is the evil source of the so-called ―Pearl Harbor
mentality,‖ which means that ―Japanese tend to do things sneakily. They should do
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things openly.‖ Director Yasushi Sasaki who was assigned to make a film with kissing
scenes at Shochiku Studio thus remembered the American censor‘s argument. (Koike
1986)
The demand came more as an order than as a suggestion. Therefore, two major studios,
Shochiku and Daiei, simultaneously released the films on May 23, 1946, which
respectively included kissing scenes. Shochiku‘s film, Hatachi no seishun [Twenty-YearOld Youth] directed by Sasaki was originally conceived as a romantic comedy. The
occupation document, SCAP Non-Military Activities, Summation 8 (May 1946: 244),
describes this film as ―a light comedy revolving around a father‘s attempt to marry his
daughter to the son of his employer.‖ However, the daughter (played by Michiko Ikuno)
wants to marry the young man (played by Shiro Osaka) whom she really loves. Its story
fits the recommended subjects being anti-feudalistic because of its depiction of the
young people choosing their spouses according to their own free will. Then, a censor
insisted that the film should include kissing scenes and the filmmakers had to comply.
The first kissing takes place in a house in which the male lead is speaking to the heroine
that ―It can be a bit complicated. Your father is tenacious, and mine is impatient.‖ The
postwar value is expressed in this scene by demonstrating the young man‘s will to
overcome the opposition coming from his parent‘s generation. Then he looks down at
the heroine who is seated by. His facial close-up shot is followed by that of her moving
her face to a side but when she returns her face back, she suggests that she is happy and
welcoming his action. Then, their faces slowly approach each other. As is seen in the
Hollywood film tradition, the romantic mood is climaxed by the lover‘s kissing.
This was a historic moment. Masahiro Shinoda‘s 1984 film Setouchi shonen yakyu-dan
[MacArthur‟s Childern] portraying life on a small Inland Sea island during the
occupation period includes a scene of school children cheering up this film‘s kissing
scenes at a local theater. It must have been an exciting moment not only for the children
who shouted out ―Yariotta (They did it)!‖ but also for the adults who then burst into the
roaring laughter in the full theater.
In the second kissing scene in Hatachi no seishun, the two lovers are in a boat on a pond.
A close-up of him looking down at her while she looks up at him followed by a close-up
of their kissing in the same position. This idyllic and romantic image, backed up with the
theme song of the ―cute flowers of the sweet pea‖ in an animated rhythm, closes the film.
The image of flowers in a vase placed near where she is seated in the first kissing scene,
and cherry blossoms outside in the park near the pond, is associated with lovers in
kissing, which softens the impact of kissing and romanticizes it. Shochiku‘s treatment of
kissing affirms the Hollywood convention of the normal visual composition of a man
and a woman kissing in which he is positioned in the upper side, she in the lower side.
The shooting of these landmark scenes proceeded in an intense atmosphere. Ikuno wrote
an essay which appeared in March 1946, two months before the film‘s release,
seemingly as a part of promotion for the film (Ikuno 1946). She gives a reason for
showing kissing for the first time: ―I heard that it is more natural to show kissing. We
have been kissing in real life, nonetheless in film, we always showed our backs to the
camera or the camera panned to a side in love scenes.‖ Kissing is considered as a natural
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result for a loving couple‘s emotional upsurge. She mentioned that she placed a small
piece of gauze on her lips ―maybe because of an epidemic spreading around‖ in order to
avoid direct contact with the actor‘s lips. She jokingly contends that ―Isn‘t it so
hygienic? But gauze for kissing is so unromantic.‖
This essay may have been written by a PR department staff at Shochiku, and it seems
that the filmmakers are trying to alleviate its emotional impact because its moralistic
concerns must have been equally important as its hygienic concerns. Ikuno argues that
she felt more embarrassed when she saw the film rather than when she was actually
shooting the kissing scenes. Her mother was shocked by the film‘s promotional still
photographs and told her daughter to decline to shoot such scenes again. However, Ikuno
contends that she wants to learn everything, thus wants any kind of challenge. This
episode itself indicates the new postwar generation‘s willingness to adapt new ideas,
thinking and behavior.
The other film, Daiei‘s Aruyo no seppun [Aruyo no seppun], directed by Yasuki Chiba, is
about the romance of three young couples, a poet (Masao Wakahara) and a singer
(Mitsue Nara); an architect (Ichiro Izawa) and a secretary (Michiko Suzuki); and an
inventor (Osamu Maruyama) and a hairdresser (Hiroko Machida). Daiei selected middleclass working men and women as the film‘s heroes and heroines. The occupation censors,
on the other hand, noticed the professions of the male characters but ignored those of the
female characters by stating that the film is ―a light picture with a touch of comedy about
an architect, an inventor, a poet and their girls.‖(SCAP 1946, 244)
The kissing scene takes place at the end of the film between the poet and the singer
standing face to face in the rain. She enters the frame running with an umbrella in her
hand, looking for him. His face is zoomed up. She grabs him and he holds her, gently
touching her hair. She looks up at him, and he looks down. A close-up shot of the two
taken from a side, slightly diagonally from her back, captures the moment of their faces
coming closer. Suddenly, her umbrella falls from the top of the screen to covers the
action in progress, while the music starts in the soundtrack. The shot of the umbrella
remains on the screen for several seconds, followed by a close-up shot of her slightly
looking down as if embarrassed, then, looking up at him, and of him similarly slightly
looking down, then, looking at her. He holds her shoulders and the two slowly walk
away in the rain, while her romantic song continues in the soundtrack. The camera shifts
to a close up shot of the forgotten umbrella on the ground in the rain. From the above
treatment of the two lovers with their facial expression of the mixture of embarrassment
and determination unmistakably suggests that ―they did it‖ between their facial close-ups.
Certainly, the then audiences understood in this way. The pouring rain wetting the lovers
also adds sensation to the scene.
Both directors who were assigned to these epoch-making kissing films, Sasaki (19081993) and Chiba (1910-1985), were at their mid-career, having been commercially
successful and have directed fifty to sixty films by then. Shochiku selected two new
comers as their film‘s leads: Osaka (1920-1989) had appeared only in three films before,
because his career was stopped when he was drafted to war. Hatachi no seishun was also
her fourth film for Ikuno (1924-). Relatively unknown two actors should have given a
fresh image to the audiences.
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Daiei used two established stars, Wakahara (1917-) who was already popular for his
good looks; and well-known singer Nara (1923-1977) who appeared in film for the first
time and sang the film‘s theme song. From the above choices of the directors and casting,
it is evident that both Shochiku and Daiei studios took this project seriously aiming at
commercial success and selected a genre of light comedy featuring music. However,
both films were typically non-artistic commercial products and probably because of this
reason, they were almost forgotten in the official Japanese film history if not kissing is
the agenda[4].

ARE KISSING FILMS DEMOCRATIC?
Whether or not kissing films are democratic is debatable, however, kissing films
immediately began to flood the market, after the release of the above two films.
Newspapers and magazines from this period include both the pros and cons of this new
genre. For example, three months after the release of the first kissing films, the daily
Yomiuri Shimbun on August 14, 1946 published the result of the solicitation of its
reader‘s opinions concerning the kissing films. Out of 411 responses, 73% were for
kissing films and 27% were against them. Defenders advocated kissing as contributing to
the liberation of Japanese film and thoughts from feudalistic thinking, allowing freedom
of sexual expression and healthy sexuality. Critics argued that kissing films are the
product of commercialism and fashion; actors are unskillful and awkward; kissing is not
a Japanese habit; kissing is immoral; kissing is not hygienic; kissing is aesthetically
unsuitable for Japanese physiognomy, and so on.
Japanese view of kissing as Western was prevalent. Some critics maintained that kissing
seen in American and European films is natural, while that seen in Japanese films would
create some uneasy feeling. (Hirano 2008: 180-181) Other critics sensed that kissing did
not belong to Japanese cinematic expression. Because kissing was not seen in public as a
part of Japanese daily life, the kissing scene seems to be out of place, included in the
film only because it had to be, not as a result of natural development of love between
two people in the film‘s narrative. (Hirano 2008: 181-182)
Some filmmakers took advantage of this freedom and explored the new kind of
cinematic expression to portray kissing and open a new horizon. Director Fumio Kamei
admitted that the current popularity of kissing films was largely due to sensationalism.
However, he took this new challenge in order to achieve a higher artistic realm. (Kamei
1949). Actress Yoshiko Yamaguchi, on the other hand, emphasized the necessity for
actors to analyze the camera angles in relation to where they stand, where their heads
and eyes should be placed, how their hand gestures are created and they should study
further in order to accomplish the best visual effects. (Yamaguchi 1949)
It is significant that kissing films encouraged the freer expression of sexuality on the
Japanese screen. During the immediate postwar period, in the field of literature, socalled ―kasutori zasshi‖ pulp magazines, exclusively dedicated to sexual exploration,
began to saturate the market. In theater, nudity shows entitled ―gakubuchi [frame]
show,‖ in which semi-nude young women posed in front of a frame on the stage, began
to be produced. The ―Nikutai-ha [Flesh School]‖ which advocated the importance of
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physical desire and one‘s awareness of his/her physicality began to appear in all fields of
literature, film and theater, becoming an immediate and smashing success for the
sensational portrayal of eroticism.(Hirano 1992: 162-165)
The significance of the kissing films should be understood in the context of the postwar
liberation of artistic expression. At the same time, the hard fact of commercial pressure
in the face of economic distress in the midst of the postwar devastation cannot be
ignored, either. The postwar social and cultural chaos also encouraged anarchic ideas. In
addition, there was an element of arrogance of cultural imperialism of the conquerors
enforcing their own cultural values and ignoring the indigenous cultural habit. The
Japanese viewer‘s feeling that kissing scenes in Japanese films was strange and
somewhat embarrassing came from the fact that Japanese did not see Japanese kissing in
public in real life and were not accustomed to seeing it openly. Today, probably no
Japanese viewers will feel awkward or embarrassed when they watch kissing scenes on
the screen. This is simply because during the last sixty years Japanese have become
accustomed to seeing kissing in television dramas and movies, thus began to take them
to be natural when they are exposed to such scenes. This change was indeed initiated by
Americans during their occupation period, and along with other radical reform policies
such as the equal rights for women and agrarian reform implemented during this period,
it may not have been possible without American intervention. As a whole, kissing film
should have been a welcoming imposition seen from the Japanese side because any kind
of restriction is harmful for artistic expression.

NOTES
[1]

See Hirano 1992 for the comprehensive discussion on the subject matter.
The film combines the stories based on two real-life characters: Yukitoki Takigawa, a political
science professor forced to resign from his position at the University of Kyoto due to his liberal ideas in
1933; and Hotsumi Ozaki, a journalist executed by the Japanese government as a spy committing the
treason against Japan in 1944. Kurosawa and his screenplay writer Keiji Matsuzaki created a fictional
character Yukie as the only daughter of Prof. Yagihara, a character modeling after Takigawa, and makes
Noge, a writer modeling after Ozaki, as one of Yagihara‘s s students. Kurosawa and Matsuzaki
contrasted Noge who is principled pacifist, with another student of Yagihara‘s, an opportunistic public
prosecutor handling Noge‘s case. Both young men are romantically interested in Yukie who is played
by the then popular star Setsuko Hara, and Yukie chooses Noge. After Noge dies in prison, she moves
in to his parents who are persecuted by the villagers, and after the war, she decides to dedicate her life
to the modernization of the local farming. See Hirano 1992: 179-204.
[3]
Kurosawa fondly remembers the pleasure of discussing his play with an American censor, stating
that ―having lived through an age that had no respect for creation, I recognized for the first time that
freedom of creation can exist. (….) Of course I am not saying that all the American censors were like
him. But they all behaved toward us in a gentlemanly fashion. Not a single one among them treated us
as criminals, the way the Japanese censors had.‖
[4]
Neither film is mentioned in many of the Japanese film encyclopedia including Sekai eiga sekuhin
daijiten/A Dictionary of World Motion Pictures (Kinema Jumpo-sha, 1970), Nihon eiga sakuhin zenshu
[A Dictionary of Japanese Motion Pictures] (Kinema Jumpo-sha, 1973), and Pia Cinema Club ‟89 (Pia,
1989)
[2]
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PAX BRITANNICA PROPAGANDA
as seen in the works of G.A. Henty.
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Abstract: This paper intends to show the use of linguistic propaganda as used in
literature for the young as a means of inculcating belief, loyalty and courage to the ideals
of the British Empire before World War l. As Britain is generally believed to have been
exemplary in its struggle towards equality and democracy, it may seem inappropriate to
some to describe as ―propaganda‖ the means that some of its writers used to inculcate
these ideals. Yet today, as one looks back at the colonial past, it is apparent that there are
many aspects which are abhorrent to the modern mind.
In this paper, two works of one author, G.A. Henty, - perhaps the most prolific writer of
the Victorian age – have been selected, which deal with two very different regions of the
British colonial world. The most famous in its time is entitled With Clive in India and it
presents a picture of how non-European peoples were treated in the empire. In contrast
with this, there is With Wolfe in Canada which deals with the struggle of Anglo-Saxons
against the French of New France and to a lesser extent, the collaboration or hostility of
First Peoples. Both novels are essentially concerned with the ―Other‖ in colonial rule. As
both novels were written essentially for young males, there is a constant emphasis on the
courage of the male, and also on the purity and ―natural‖ passivity of the female. The
way that Henty presents his subject rhetorically is an interesting example of the apparent
naturalness and subtleness of British colonialist propaganda.
Key Words: Pax Britanica, language propaganda, colonial attitudes, influencing of
youth

At the outset it seems only fair to define two pivotal terms on which this paper is based,
namely propaganda and Pax Britannica. Both are very slippery terms and I shall thus
attempt to define them as I intend to use them in this paper.
Perhaps it is best to begin with propaganda as this is the concern of all of the papers at
this symposium. There is a particularly clear article in the 15th edition of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica which I shall here refer to. The word is of Latin origin and
was first used in 1622 as the name of an organization of Roman Catholic cardinals
formed to carry out missionary work. This was the Congregatio de Propaganda Fide or
Congregation for Propagation of the Faith. The term propaganda therefore carries
among Roman Catholics a highly respectable connotation. The unsavoury connotation of
the word really begins with its use by totalitarian governments. This is spectacularly
demonstrated by its use by both Bolsheviks and National Socialists about the time of the
First World War. For Lenin, propaganda was the reasoned used of scientific and
historical arguments to indoctrinate the educated. The Bolsheviks often joined
propaganda with the word agitation, which was the use of slogans, parables and half-
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truths to exploit the grievances of the uneducated. Thus, the communist created a new
term agitprop, which was used until recently in the programmes of all communist
countries.
The National Socialists in Germany also used the term for themselves in a positive sense
in creating a ―Ministry of Enlightenment and Propaganda‖ of which the goal was to
spread mainly false or defamatory information which, during the war, became a major
vehicle of defence of Hitler‘s regime. There is also another use of the term used in
French and called propagande commerciale, which in English is usually treated under
headings such as ―advertising‖ or ―publicity‖ but will not concern us here.
―Propaganda‖ is not normally a term used along with ―British‖ or ―English‖. This is
because the values attributed to the British Empire and the British Commonwealth were
normally considered by its subjects or later, by the citizens of independent countries, as
universally valid. I therefore must qualify my use of the word propaganda in terms of our
present post-modern world view. When we look back to the literature of the period, we
are stuck by the outlandish terms – in our present vocabulary – to describe the colonial
peoples. These are the peoples who until recently were dubbed ―native‖ or ―aboriginal‖
but at the time were often just ―savages‖. It is with the desire to understand our
forbearers and educators that I should like to look particularly at the British Empire, in
which I was born and grew up, and the era, which for many of us was one to be proud of
- the Pax Britannica.
The term pax Britannica was modelled on the term pax Romana and this is usually
understood as the period in the Roman Empire when peace prevailed from being
subjected to the higher power of Rome. A similar peace might be supposed to have
prevailed in the world from the time of Napoleon‘s defeat at Waterloo until the First
World War, and this has often been called the pax Britannica. This is the time when one
might sing with confidence, ―Rule Britannia, Britannia rule the waves‖ but, as with all
jingoism, the idea must be swallowed with a great grain of salt. There were certainly
wars raging on the Continent – the Franco-Prussian War – and in the British Empire
itself there were terrible suppressions, such as the Indian Mutiny of 1857, the Louis Riel
Rebellion in Canada, the Boer War in South Africa etc. John Keay in his recent A
History of India (2000) notes that in the experience of most Indians the meaning was
―Tax Britannica‖ alluding to the fact that the stability of British rule did not come cheap
and that the massive deforestations in India 1780 might be called the ‖Axe Britannica
(Keay 2000: 414-415).
The most eminent defender of the values of the British Empire and also the first
Englishman to receive the Nobel Prize (1907) was Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936). His
novel Kim (1901) is still read and the novel was a magnificent appeal to British Imperial
values. An author less known today than Kipling is G.A. Henty (1832-1902), whose
name was a household word at the end of the Victorian era. He wrote over 80 books,
mainly adventure stories for boys, and in them Imperial values of daring, bravery (often
called ―pluck‖) submission to discipline are highlighted. At the height of his fame over
200,000 titles a year were sold in Britain and another 50,000 in America. Henty was at
first a journalist and was active in many of the events of the second half of the century.
He accompanied Garibaldi on his invasion of the Tyrol in 1866, reported on the Franco-
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Prussian War and nearly starved to death during the siege of Paris in 1870-71. He even
accompanied the Prince of Wales on his tour to India in 1875.
Henty wrote books which dealt with the history and heroes of the Empire. In this
undertaking, he endeavoured to be as close to facts as possible and thus his novels are a
very good introduction to Imperial history. I have here selected two of them which were
both very popular and still are in some circles because they deal with the two greatest
lands of the Empire, the first Dominion – Canada - and its conquest in 1759 by James
Wolfe (1727-59), and the ―brightest star in the Imperial crown‖ – India, which was
conquered from the French by Robert Clive (1725-74). Queen Victoria was proclaimed
Empress of India in 1876 and it was only in 1947 that India attained dominion status and
then became the first republic in the Commonwealth in 1950. His novel about India,
With Clive in India (1884) was followed by With Wolfe in Canada (1887) three years
later. Historically, both novels are contemporaneous in that they concern the period of
the Seven Years War (1756-1763), at the outcome of which Britain gained Canada and
India by the Treaty of Versailles of 1763.
I shall now first deal with the elements of propaganda in With Clive in India. The actual
plot of the novel is simple. Charlie Marryat in order to earn his livelihood joins the East
India Company and is sent to India as a clerk. He finds office life boring and eventually
ends up fighting in the army for British interests under the command of Robert Clive.
Having served faithfully and after many adventures, he returns home with his two loyal
friends and servants and marries the girl from his youth and lives happily ever after.
The propagandistic message, aside from descriptive history, can be classified under
certain headings which serve as topoi of colonialist and imperialist literature in general.
To begin with there is a need for the justification of British or European rule over other
peoples. Intimately connected with this is the classification of peoples. It goes without
question that the colonising people come first followed by the ―natives‖. But of course
this is too simplistic, especially for an empire which was to control one fourth of the
world‘s territory. The motherland itself was an amalgam of peoples, not only in respect
to national origin but also as to social class. The ―natives‖ or the ―Others‖ were by no
means unanimous in their opposition to colonial rule, a point all too frequently glossed
over by present-day historians. It was however in the interests of the colonisers to exploit
any divisions and to use any collaboration from the colonised peoples. In close
juxtaposition with the justification of British rule, there was the need for an imperial
dogma – points on which all people is this vast Empire could adhere to and believe in.
These are essentially what might be called ―Victorian values‖. They had, at least on the
surface, to be universal enough so as to embrace all the peoples of the Empire. There is
thus even a touch of republicanism in the sense that all peoples are equal, regardless of
their colour, and that climbing the social ladder is open to all – with the proviso that one
receives an education and accepts Imperial doctrine.
Henty is typical of the male Victorian in his treatment of women. We must not however
be too critical on this point as feminism was not of the same ideological significance as it
is today. Aside from the irony of the fact that the ―Great White Mother‖ was at the head
of it all, empire building itself was a man‘s world. The women in both With Clive in
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India and With Wolfe in Canada never set foot out of the England, but keep the home
fires burning. It was male bonding which made the Empire.
I should now like to give some examples of the above-mentioned commonplaces as seen
in With Clive in India. One of the justifications of British rule in India is based on the
fact that historically India has always been a land of the conquered. Charlie Marryat the
hero of the novel learns that the inhabitants of Southern India, the Hindus had for
centuries been ruled by foreign masters. The Indians, we are told, were used to foreign
invasions since the time of Alexander the Great. They do not really care who rules over
them as long as there is some kind of order:
The Mohammedans from the north had been their conquerors. The sole desire was for
peace and protection and they (the Indians) therefore, ever inclined towards the side that
seemed strongest. Their sympathies were no stronger with their Mohammedan rulers
than with the French or English, and they only hoped that whatever power was strongest
might conquer...(Henty 2006:66).
Added to this is the assumed incompetence of Indians governing Indians:
The Indian soldiers and inferior officers, knowing nothing of the treachery of their
chiefs...(Henty 2006:.186).
The classic work of British imperialism in India is of course Rudyard Kiplings Kim
which appeared in 1902. This novel is meant for adults and is also a work of great poetic
and philosophical depth. Nevertheless, there is a theme which connects it with With
Clive in India and this, according to the critic Edward Said in his introduction to Kim, is
―the one thing that remains constant, however, is the inferiority of the non-white (Said
1987:30).
In Henty, one finds this prejudice carried to an extreme. Not content with racially
slanderous language such as his descriptions of Indians as, ―niggers‖ and ―looking for all
the world like a monkey‖, the question of interracial marriage is proscribed. This book,
appearing just fifteen years after the publication of Charles Darwin‘s Origin of Species
(1859) takes quite literally a separation of the races. When the grave Scottish corporal
suggest to the young Irishman, Tim Kelly, that he should learn the native language if he
were to marry a native woman, he makes a ―comical‖ outburst of protest which at the
same time serves to show the lower status of the Irish in the Empire:
―The saints defind us!‖ Tim exclaimed; and what put such an idea in your head,
Corporal? It‘s nayther more nor less than an insult to suppose that I, a dacent boy, and
brought up under the teaching of Father O‘Shea, should marry a hathen black
woman...(Henty 2006:179)
It was just at this time that Prime Minister Gladstone had introduced a bill for Home
Rule in Ireland, and which was defeated. In the character of Tim Kelly, a loyal servant
and friend of Charlie Marryat, it would seem that Henty is trying to show us the innate
ignorance of the Irish without British guidance and also the fact, that one of their
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obstacles to progress is their Roman Catholic faith. The Scots, seen in the corporal are
portrayed as gruff but intelligent, and of course, of solid Protestant faith.
Naturally, the Indians in the world Empire are never completely dismissed. All peoples
have their good points and their uses. Charlie, ever the conciliating and level-headed
Englishman, remarks:
―They are wonderfully clever and ingenious...Look what rough tools that man is working
with, and what delicate and intricate work he is turning out. If these fellows could but
fight as well and they work, and were but united among themselves, not only would we
be unable to set foot in India... but the emperor would be able to threaten Europe.‖
The peoples of the Empire are united in harmony around the English. One character,
Hossein, a Muslim, has rejected his own people, and seeing the light, becomes Charlie‘s
servant. We are told that between Hossein and Tim Kelly there was ―a sort of brotherly
attachment, arising from their mutual love of their master‖ (Henty 2006:155) and if this
sounds like a little, innocent Victorian male bonding any spurious suspicions are
dispersed at the end of the book with a quite pleasant surprise. We learn suddenly that
the racial bar has been lifted – in England – and that Hossein, ―to the great amusement of
his master and mistress‖ is going to marry Charlie‘s cook. We are told that the pretty
cook ―made no objection to his (Hossein‘s) swarthy hue‖ (Henty 2006:236).
If women come last in Henty, it is with good reason. They come only at the beginning
and at the end of With Clive in India and also With Wolfe in Canada. Without question
the most important woman is the widowed mother, who is always concerned about her
son ―out there‖. In the end, however, the wandering son returns home a hero and marries
a home-spun local girl and lives happily ever after. There are no women to divert him in
his task of empire building overseas, and the role of women seems to be in the
procreation of the race. As Elleke Boehmer in her Colonial and Postcolonial Literature
remarks:
The British Empire, it is plain to see, was a man‘s world, much more emphatically so
than was Victorian patriarchal society back in Britain. From the beginning of the Empire,
the expanding colonies had offered the ‗mother country‘ a practice and testing ground
for its manhood (Boehmer 1995:74).
The establishment of a British presence in North America and particularly in Canada is
the historical background for With Wolfe in Canada. Here the situation was quite
different from that of India but, as we shall see, similar commonplaces occur. Quite
quickly summarised, the plot is similar to With Clive in India. A young Englishman,
James Walsham, of modest family and means is the hero of the tale. He is simple and
plain-spoken and is particularly renowned for his courage, having rescued the lives of
fishermen in the village during a storm at sea and particularly, in having protected a
young girl, Aggie, from the brutal treatment of one, Richard Horton, a handsome lad but
a bully and also a family member of the house the local squire. James eventually ends up
in the American colonies and joins a battalion that is headed by Colonel George
Washington, for whom he acts as a scout and aide-de-camp. Washington is engaged in
fending off the French – allied with the redskins - who are intent on hemming in the
Thirteen Colonies so that they can keep for themselves most of the land beyond the
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Mississippi and of course Canada. After many heroic adventures, James Walsham
eventually ends up at the siege of Quebec in 1759 and, having assisted Wolfe‘s army by
finding a secret path up to the Plains of Abraham, is honoured by Wolfe as the latter lies
dying. James then returns to England, marries Aggie, who is now a very attractive lady,
and lives happily ever after. The rogue Richard Horton, was also at the siege of Quebec
but betrayed the British army and is sentenced to death for treason. Our hero James
pleads for him (he had intended for James to be killed) and secretly releases him. The
scoundrel escapes to the American colonies, but sends a heartfelt and deeply repentant
letter of thanks to James.
The elements of propaganda in With Wolfe in Canada are essentially those of
discrediting the enemy. Strangely enough, the Americans are not considered enemies as
the time of the novel is before the American Revolution. In fact, the young George
Washington is painted in a very sympathetic light, but of course he is the offspring of a
very old English family established in the colonies. The real enemy, of course, are the
French and their allies, the native peoples of the Americas, always referred to as
―redskins‖ or worse, ―savages‖. The situation is quite different from India in that there
was, and never had been, an established government in the Americas before the coming
of the Europeans. Thus, the native peoples, after vicious battles, usually formed alliances
with either the English or the French. The Mohawks tended to go with the English
whereas the Hurons went with the French. Once an alliance had been formed, there was
usually a loyalty to the nation in question and the redskins fought valiantly on one side
or the other. They naturally picked up the cultural habits of their masters, but in most
cases lived quite apart from them and continued their own lifestyle.
It should be pointed out also, that there is a distinct distinction made between the
colonist, either English or French and the new arrivals from the old country. The former
are often depicted as country bumpkins with very little education and this is shown in
dialogues where Henty has them speak ungrammatically. But certainly, the worst of all
are the Canadians, which in the novel is used exclusively for Frenchmen born in the new
world, an obvious translation of les canadiens, by which term the Quebecois were
normally known. They have a very close relation with the redskins and have picked up
many of their ―savage‖ customs. The connivance of the two is a constant theme of
Henty:
...Canadians and Indians had left the scene of action, and had returned to the scene of the
fight in the wood, to plunder and scalp the dead. (Henty: 2008:149).
The two are noted for sneak attacks, but are cowards when it comes to manly fighting.
―The Canadians and the Indians, outnumbering their assailants greatly, fought for some
time, but were finally defeated and fled (Henty 2008:149). Although they do not cook
their enemies, they show no resistance to these practices done by the redskins:
At five in the morning the Indians entered the huts, dragged out the inmates,
tomahawked and scalped them before the eyes of Whitworth, and in the presence of La
Corne and other Canadian officers ... as well as a French guard stationed within forty
feet of the spot....none of whom did anything to protect the wounded men (Henty
2008:223).
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Wolfe made it abundantly clear that women and children were to be treated with honour.
How different from the enemy:
Vaudreuil (governor of New France)...was himself was answerable for atrocities
incomparably worse, and on a far larger scale, for he had, for year, sent his savages, red
and white, along a frontier of 600miles, to waste, burn, and murder at will, and these, as
he was perfectly aware, spared neither age nor sex. (Henty 2008:250).
We are told moreover that ―the Canadians deserted in great numbers...‖ (Henty
2008:251)
As for the English born in the New World, i.e. in the Thirteen Colonies, we learn also
that they have a more intimate relationship with the native peoples. Nat, for example,
one of the scouts that James Walsham becomes friendly with in the colonies, explains to
the latter all the lore that he has learnt from the redskins about tracking in the woods. But
there is also a racial difference which the white man cannot hope to cross. Nat remarks:
For a white man, my eyes are good but they are not a patch on the redskin‘s. I have lived
among the woods since I was a boy; but even now, a redskin lad can pick up a trail and
follow it when, look as I will, I can‘t see as a blade of grass has been bruised. No; these
things is partly natur and partly practice. Practice will do a lot for a white man; but it
won‘t take him up to redskin natur‖ (Henty: 2008:156).
It seems that this thinking is more in line with Herder, in that all peoples have their
special qualities, and in this sense there is a Romantic admiration of the redskin. In
contrast to this thinking is the spirit of tolerance and enlightenment proclaimed in
idealist societies. This was particularly the case in the colony of Pennsylvania, where the
Quaker Assembly refused to vote money for the unhappy colonists on the frontier. ―They
held it a sin to fight and above all to fight with Indians...‖ (Henty 2008:138). This type of
pacifism is obviously not to the liking of Henty who is always ready for a battle and
believes it is in the man‘s character to fight. For him, the Quakers have adopted an
unnatural view of life.
This stamp of character cannot be changed. This is particularly apparent in Henty‘s
treatment of women. They make no appearance in his works except at the beginning and
the end. Aggie‘s grandfather - her voice of wisdom – gives us a perfect vision of
Victorian womanhood:
Men and boys have to work. They go about in ships, or as soldiers to fight for their
country, just as I did. Girls and women have to stop at home, and keep house, and nurse
babies, and that sort of thing. God made man to be hard and rough, and to work and go
about. He made woman gentle and soft, to stop at home and make things comfortable
(Henty 2008:26).
To conclude this presentation, I should like to look at some common points of the
imperialist propaganda as applied by Henty towards India and Canada.
It should be pointed out that historically-speaking, Henty is rendering a helpful service to
educators. For the most part, his material is accurate and informative and his young
readers should gain a better understanding of history through his works. Added to the
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real facts and events, he has the amazing talent of stimulating young minds with stirring
adventures and of highlighting real heroes such as Clive and Wolfe, who enter into his
own fictitious characters, such as Charlie Marryat and James Walsham.
The propagandistic element is revealed chiefly in his treatment of the enemy. The archenemy of both novels, because they are based on the Seven Years War are the French.
As we have seen, the French are divided between the French from France and the
Canadians. The former are not the most courageous but on the whole are reasonable and
polite whereas the latter, the French Canadians, have mixed too much with the natives
and thus have become more primitive. The lesson is thus obvious, that interbreeding
leads to weakness. On the other hand, there is also the hint that the French character is
itself more like that of the natives, and it is this fact which attracts the two peoples, or as
Henty would say, races. France is in all respects considered a rather benign coloniser and
it is just this element which is its defect.
There can be no doubt that, had they been able to look into the future, every Indian on
the continent would have joined the French in their effort to crush the English colonies.
Had France remained master of America the Indians might, even now, be roaming free
and unmolested on the lands of their fathers. France is not a colonising nation. She
would have traded with the Indians, would have endeavoured to Christianise them, and
would have left them their land and freedom, well satisfied with the fact that the flag of
France should wave over so vast an extent of country; but England conquering the soil,
her armies of emigrants pressed west, and the red man is fast becoming extinct on the
continent of which he was once the lord. (Henty 2008:125).
Although this statement may appear most enlightened by our standards today, we may be
sure that, from a Darwinian point of view, it is a sign of weakness. The French, do not
have the stamina to found an empire. Moreover, Henty in his treatment of the redskin
has inversed the Rousseau‘s myth of the ―noble savage‖ and has rather portrayed them as
the ―ignoble savage‖.
One final point might be the reception of both novels. With Clive in India was perhaps
the most successful and this might be based on the fact that it was meant for reading in
the ―White Commonwealth‖ i.e. the U.K., Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South
Africa. Indian children would obviously have little to identify with in Clive. Quite to the
contrary, he could easily be interpreted as the destroyer of a remarkable civilisation.
With Wolfe in Canada however the situation was entirely different. Many young English
boys would be fascinated with the ―redskins‖ as they would be later with a whole series
of literature of cowboys and Indians. Henty‘s novels thus generated an interest and
enthusiasm in the new lands of the empire at a time when many British families were
seriously considering the prospects of emigration to Canada. This aspect was greatly
encouraged by the British Government. The newly founded Dominion of Canada (1867)
was in fact to be a model of Anglo-Saxon democracy – including French Canadians – in
British North America.
Pax Britannica Propaganda had thus, as most propaganda, a negative aspect, but there
was also a positive side. It was certainly negative initially in its regard to non-AngloSaxon peoples, who had to be subdued for the imperial order to prevail. Later, however,
this attitude gradually changed, as it had to in an Empire and Commonwealth of
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universal magnitude. There was an evolution in thinking. Present-day views on the role
of colonialism are quite varied, but this is a question for another symposium. I think that
we will all agree that propaganda plays an important role in the lives of us all, especially
when we are young...and tender. I still remember very vividly its effects on my own life.
On entering my first elementary school, Strathcona, there was a large picture of Queen
Victoria on one side of the entrance hall and on the other side an equally large one of the
―Death of Wolfe‖ – both pictures have always been in my mind. Our first ―song‖ was
God Save the King and all young Canadians at the time knew the national air, the Maple
Leaf for Ever, which old-timers will remember began:
In days of yore from Britain‟s shore, Wolfe the dauntless hero came....
Neither pictures nor air have ever left me, and I look back with great nostalgia and, yes,
pride. My only personal struggle is still the question, ―Was it Propaganda or Truth?‖
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TIP: LOOK BENEATH THE SURFACE
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Abstract: Trafficking in Persons (TIP) is tied with the illegal arms trade as the second
largest form of international organized crime. World attention has succeeded in driving
some of the worst manifestations deeper underground. Economic changes have also had
an effect. Japan in particular has seen an increased targeting of the domestic population,
including teenage girls. Cultural differences also play a role, both in commercial sexual
exploitation and in labor exploitation, which is the form of TIP that tends to be most
easily overlooked.
Key Words: TIP, trafficking in persons; commercial sexual exploitation; forced labor;
labor exploitation; prostitution; pornography; organized crime.

"Any fear, any memory will do; and if you've got a heart at all, someday
it will kill you."
-Primer for the Nuclear Age- Rita Dove
INTRODUCTION
Human trafficking is a form of modern-day slavery1). Victims of trafficking are
exploited for commercial sex or labor purposes. Traffickers use force, fraud or coercion
to achieve exploitation. As such human trafficking is a devastating human rights
violation that takes place not only internationally, but also here in Japan as well as the
United States. It is, indeed, a form of modern-day slavery.
―Too often women are seen as merely goods and chattels at the disposal of a society
dominated by male concerns. The more value placed on women by society, the less
likely it is they will be regarded as a cheap commodity to be used and abused with
impunity.‖ Aung San Suu Kyi.2)

UNDERSTANDING THE SCALE OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING
After drug dealing, human trafficking is tied with the illegal arms trade as the second
largest criminal industry in the world, and it is the fastest growing (US State Department,
UN Office on Drugs and Crime Estimates). Although often operated by organized crime
syndicates, increasingly traffickers are small time operators, and sometimes former
trafficking victims. At any one time an estimated 12.3 million adults and children are in
situations of forced labor and sexual servitude. At any one time there are an estimated
1.39 million victims of sex trafficking, both national and transnational. 56% of forced
labor victims are women and girls (UN International Labor Organization Estimates).
―The worldwide rise in this form of modern-day slavery is a result of a growing demand
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for cheap goods and services.‖ (2nd Annual Global Trends in Trafficking in Persons
Report, UN Office on Drugs and Crime).

Japanese Case Study (1)
―N‖ was an 18 year old Thai girl from a poor village in the north of Thailand. An
acquaintance of the family offered one day to help her enter a training program in Japan
that would lead to a good job. He offered to give the family a small sum in advance to
help them, and as a loan against her future earnings. A Japanese front company in
Bangkok arranged ―N‘s‖ visas and ticket to Osaka. She was met at the airport by three
Japanese men who drove her and four other Thai girls to an apartment in Nagano
Prefecture (the girls did not in fact know where they were at the time). Unbeknownst to
the girls they had been sold to a pub owner. Taken to the pub the owner explained that
they owed him 30,000 dollars each for his expenses in arranging for them to come to
Japan. They would be expected to work as prostitutes to pay off the debt, otherwise, he
explained, the families of the girls would be punished. Acting on a tip from the Embassy
of Thailand the pub was raided by Nagano police. The girls at first were arrested and
detained as prostitutes until a victim advocate from IOM (International Organization of
Migration) interviewed them, earned their trust, and obtained the real story.

UNDERSTANDING THE DEFINITIONS OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING
As defined by the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000, there are primarily two
categories of human trafficking: Sex Trafficking and Labor Trafficking. Sex trafficking
operations occur in highly visible venues such as street prostitution, as well as more
underground locations such as closed-brothel systems that operate out of residential
homes. Sex trafficking also takes place in a variety of public and private locations such
as massage parlors, spas, strip clubs and other fronts for prostitution. Victims may start
off dancing or stripping in clubs and are often coerced into more exploitative situations
of prostitution and pornography. Any person performing commercial sex acts who is
under age 18 is considered a victim under law regardless of whether any coercion has
taken place.
Labor trafficking/exploitation involves domestic servitude; sweatshop factories;
construction sites; migrant agricultural work; the fishing industry; the food service, hotel
and tourist industries; and panhandling.
It is important to clarify that the crime of trafficking actually occurs when the victim is
exploited for sex or forced labor – not when the victim is moved from one location to
another. Any of us, at any time, may come in contact with victims of sex or labor
trafficking, but may mistake them as willing participants. It is vital to look beneath the
surface when encountering these types of people and ask yourself if they are potential
victims forced into these situations. As victims, they desperately need your help and
compassion.
―No one knows for sure how many people work in this sprawling trade, but in addition
to several hundred thousand Japanese women, there are an estimated 150,000 to 200,000
foreign women who fill the most dangerous jobs and who are most likely to be
enslaved.‖ Kevin Bales3).
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Japanese Case Study (2)
―L‖ was a 25 year old Chinese woman who had borrowed money to pay a Chinese labor
broker, seemingly a legitimate company advertising in the newspaper and on TV, 20,000
dollars, to arrange for her to work in Japan. This company got her a Japanese ―trainee
visa.‖ In Japan after one month of ―training‖ in Japanese language and culture she was
put to work in a garment factory in Aichi Prefecture. Here, she worked long hours at
little pay, under difficult conditions, made more difficult by the fact that the Japanese
company owner, who had the key to all of the dorm rooms the foreign women slept in,
used to come into their room at night and attempt to molest them. Finally, she and three
other Chinese trainee visa workers ran away. Desperate to pay back their debts, they
accepted jobs giving ―massages.‖ Eventually they were arrested by Japanese police for
breaking Japan‘s loosely regulated ―Fuzoku‖ (adult entertainment) laws, and deported
back to China for breaking the terms of their trainee visa contracts. IOM was not
contacted to intervene.

TRAFFICKERS USE FORCE, FRAUD, AND COERCION TO
TRAFFIC, MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN
Force involves the use of rape, beatings and confinement to control the victim. Forceful
violence is used especially during the early stages of victimization, known as the
‗seasoning process,‘ which is used to break the victims‘ resistance to make them easier
to control.
Fraud usually involves false offers of employment. For example, women and children
will reply to advertisements promising jobs as waitresses, maids and dancers in other
countries and are then forced into prostitution once they arrive at their destinations.
Fraud may also involve promises of marriage or a better life, in general.
Coercion involves threats, debt-bondage and psychological manipulation. Traffickers
often threaten victims with injury or death, or the safety of the victim‘s family back
home. Many trafficking victims are also controlled through debt-bondage, usually in the
context of paying off transportation fees into the destination countries. Traffickers
commonly take away the victims‘ travel documents and socially isolate them to make
escape more difficult. Victims often do not realize that it is illegal for traffickers to
dictate how they have to pay off their debt. In many cases, the victims are trapped into a
cycle of debt because they have to pay for all living expenses in addition to the initial
transportation expenses. Fines for not meeting daily quotas of service or ―bad‖ behavior
are also used by some trafficking operations to increase debt. Most trafficked victims
rarely see the money they are supposedly earning and may not even know the specific
amount of their debt. Even if the victims sense that debt-bondage is unjust, it is difficult
for them to find help because of language, social and physical barriers that keep them
from obtaining assistance.
Subtle but potent forms of coercion are often used against victims, including threats of
deportation or imprisonment, or severe reputational and financial harm that make them
feel they have no choice but to continue in service. Factors contributing to trafficking
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include fraudulent recruitment practices, excessive recruitment fees and debt, and lack of
legal protections for migrants.
―The whole national debate about child prostitution has largely been about symbols:
about teens, particularly girls, running wild and violating the social values that ostensibly
bind Japan together. Japan is changing, and more than a few analysts believe that women
and girls are at the epicenter of these seismic cultural shifts.‖ David Leheny 4).

Japanese Case Study (3)
―Y‖ was a teenage Japanese girl from a Tokyo suburb. With a friend she began hangingout at a ―Host‖ club where the owner seemed to welcome them as a friend and offered
them the occasional drink for free. Or so they thought. After a few weeks, the owner
presented ―Y‖ with a very large bill and said it needed to be paid off. He offered to help
arrange ―enjokosai ‖ (compensated dating) meetings with older men and said she would
even be able to keep some of he money. If she didn‘t she would be ―in big trouble.‖
―Y‖ contacted Polaris Project Japan on their internet chat site, and the counselor
convinced her to let the police intervene. The police did so, although the Host club
owner eventually only received a suspended sentence.

THE PROBLEM OF FORCED LABOR
There remains a stark disparity between the large global problem of forced labor and the
low numbers of prosecutions and convictions of labor trafficking crimes (less than 10
percent of all convictions).
Year
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Investigations
7,992
6,885
6,178
5,808
5,682 (490)
5,212 (312)

Prosecutions
2,815
3,025
4,379
3,160
3,427 (326)
2,983 (104)

Convictions
24
39
40
21
28
26

The numbers in parentheses are those of labor trafficking prosecutions and convictions.
Migrant workers around the world lose more than $20 billion through the ―cost of
coercion‖ and this cost of coercion could likely be exacerbated as the economic crisis
continues and traffickers and exploitative employers prey on an expanding pool of more
vulnerable and unprotected workers in this region (ILO May 2009 Global Report on
Forced Labor).

Japanese Case Study (4)
―K‖ was a mid-level 51-year old Japanese engineer who worked for a large
internationally-known Japanese corporation. At a particularly busy time for his company
on an important project for which he felt responsible, he ended up for months at a time
working in excess of 80 hours a week, with very few days off. His in-house company
union had an agreement with the company that allowed massive amounts of overtime to
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be required of employees in emergency situations. Despite deteriorating health, ―K‖
continued working his long hours until eventually succumbing to, and dieing from a
heart-attack. Although his widow applied to the government to recognize her husband as
a victim of ―karoshi‖ (death by overwork) the government‘s requirements for
recognition under this category, was of an average of 110 hours of work per week. The
company collected the life insurance benefits for ―K‖ and only shared half of them with
the widow after she took legal action.

WHERE DO THE TRAFICKING VICTIMS COME FROM?
Approximately 800,000 to 900,000 victims annually trafficked across international
borders world-wide. Between 18,000 and 20,000 victims are trafficked into the United
States annually. No baseline however exists for Japan. With its economically and
politically powerful ―Entertainment Industry‖ which accounts for anywhere from 1% to
5% of Japanese GDP, and despite the economic downturn, still a strong need for workers
willing to perform the ―three D‖ jobs: dirty, dangerous, and dull, Japan remains a
powerful draw for poor workers, including domestic Japanese workers form poorer rural
regions of Japan itself.
In the case of the United States, more than half of victims trafficked are thought to be
children; victims are probably about equally women and men. The proportions for Japan
are uncertain, but male victims, and labor exploitation victims in Japan are clearly underreported. Victims can be trafficked into the U.S. and Japan from anywhere in the world.
Victims have come from, among other places, Africa, Asia, India, Eastern Europe, Latin
America, Russia, and Canada. Within the U.S., and Japan both citizens and non-citizens
fall prey to traffickers. In particular in both Japan and the U.S. teenage runaways have
become a target of traffickers.
―The global magnitude of victimization of young women is staggering. Every minute of
every day the most vulnerable women an children in the world are raped for profit with
impunity, yet efforts to combat sex trafficking remain woefully inadequate, and
misdirected.‖ Siddhartha Kara5).

Japanese Case Study (5)
―S‖ was a teenage Japanese girl who was in love with her older Japanese boyfriend.
After some time, he claimed to need money and asked her to let him arrange ―enjokosai‖
dates for her. She refused. He became angry and threatened to blackmail her by sending
pornographic pictures of the two of them together to her parents. Troubled, she was able
to find out about Polaris Project Japan from an Internet search. She called their hotline
and was able to obtain help from a counselor. Although the boyfriend was initially
detained, charges were not filed by the prosecutor in exchange for a statement of
contrition and a promise to leave the girl alone.

HOW CAN WE RECOGNIZE THE TRAFFICKING VICTIMS?
Many victims in the U.S. and Japan do not speak English or Japanese and are unable to
communicate with service providers, police, or others who might be able to help them.
But it is important to remember that domestic trafficking victims also exist. Victims are
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often kept isolated and activities restricted to prevent them from seeking help. They
typically are watched, escorted or guarded by traffickers or associates of traffickers.
Traffickers may ―coach‖ victims to answer questions with a cover story about being wife,
student or tourist. Victims comply and don‘t seek help because of fear. Frequently
victims are unfamiliar with U.S. or Japanese culture, and are confined to room or small
space to work, eat, and sleep. Usually they fear, and distrust health providers, the
government, and police. Usually they have a fear of being deported. Often they are
unaware what is being done to them is a crime. Often they do not consider themselves
victims. Often they blame themselves for their situations. Often they may develop
loyalties, positive feelings toward trafficker as coping mechanism. Often they may try to
protect the trafficker from authorities. Sometimes the victims do not know where they
are, because traffickers frequently move them to escape detection. Often they fear for the
safety of their family in their home country.
―The Filipino Government, in my opinion runs a labor exploitation program. 10% of the
total population is exported worldwide as migrant workers, the majority of whom are
women. If Japan used its ODA in the Philippines to create decent jobs for these women,
maybe they would not leave the Philippines.‖ Vergie Ishihara, Filipino Migrants Center
6).

Japanese Case Study (6)
―C‖ a 20 year Filipina, came to Japan on an entertainer visa. Although Japan in response
to international criticism has cracked down on the number of entertainer visas it issues, it
was still relatively easy for her to obtain one, though she had to borrow money in
advance to pay the front company that helped her. ―C‖ had some idea of the type of work
she might be asked to do in Japan, but the work situation was so bad, and the pay she
was actually getting so low, that she fought with her boss. He in turn sold her to another
boss, which meant she had to start all over trying to pay off her debts, which kept
mounting. Desperate and sick ―C‖ turned to a Catholic priest who put her in touch with
an NGO that sheltered her. Short of money the NGO persuaded ―C‖ to move to a
Japanese government run shelter. Eventually with the assistance of IOM she was
repatriated, but still was reported as being fearful and in debt to her traffickers.

COMMON MYTHS ABOUT TRAFFICKING VICTIMS
Understanding the mindset of human trafficking victims, it‘s easy to see why there are
several myths or misconceptions associated with human trafficking. As an individual
who may come into contact with a potential trafficking victim, it‘s important for you to
be aware of these myths and to look beyond them to see the issue of human trafficking
and to help the victim obtain the benefits and services they are entitled to so they can
rebuild their lives. First, there is an overall misconception that all prostitutes are willing
participants, or even broader, that all sex trade participants are prostitutes; that as
participants, they are proactively involved in the sex trade on their own free will. While
this may in fact be the case for some, it often times is not the case for victims of human
trafficking, who are forced or coerced into the sex trade by traffickers. Victims of
trafficking may be perceived as prostitutes because they often do not initially selfidentify as victims. However, if you look beneath the surface of what you may think is a
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typical prostitute, you may find an innocent victim in need of help and protection. Men
in particular, who indulge in commercial sexual acts, must be aware of the high
probability that this is not a truly willing participant. Often times, persons identified as
trafficked individuals are viewed by providers and/or police as criminals (willing
participants of the crime), not victims. Victims are often arrested under the assumption
they are criminals or illegal immigrants willingly smuggled into the United States or
Japan. When talking to a potential trafficking victim, the most important thing to
remember is that trafficked individuals are not criminals. They are victims of crimes –
who need protection, assistance and shelter.
―Trafficking is a complex phenomena undergoing continuous change and is not easily
addressed by slogans and statements of moral resolve.‖ Anthony M. DeStefano.7)

Japanese Case Study (7)
―V, V, T, T , D, and D‖ were six young Vietnamese women who came to Japan on the
trainee visa program. After minimal training they were put to work sewing headrest
covers for a subsidiary of a major Japan automaker. After deductions for toilet visits,
food, rent, heating, and other hidden costs, they ended up making an average of 14 yen
per hour. Eventually the six found a local human rights NGO which helped bring their
case to court. After several years in the Japanese civil courts they eventually reached a
financial settlement with the company. All criminal proceedings against the company
were dropped.

EVERYONE CAN PLAY A ROLE IN IDENTIFYING AND HELPING
TRAFFICKING
While trafficking is a largely hidden social problem, victims are in plain sight if you
know what to look for. This is true even though there may be very few places where
someone from outside has the opportunity to interact with victim. You have likely come
in contact with a trafficking victim without realizing it and, therefore, missed an
opportunity to help this individual escape bondage. Occasionally, a health or legal
problem will necessitate a trafficker to bring a trafficking victim to a social service or
government organization. In these cases, however, the trafficker will likely insist on
accompanying the victim at all times, making confidential interaction with the victim
extremely difficult. Before talking to potential trafficking victim, isolate individual from
person accompanying her/him without raising suspicions. Remember that the individual
accompanying person may be trafficker posing as spouse, other family member or
employer. Say that it is your policy to speak to person alone. Try to enlist a trusted
translator/interpreter who also understands the victim‘s cultural needs. If person is a
child, it is important to enlist the help of specialist skilled in interviewing child
trafficking or abuse victims.
There are a number of special considerations you should keep in mind when working
with a potential or known trafficking victim. For the victim‘s safety, strict
confidentiality is paramount. Try to talk to victims in safe, confidential and trusting
environment. Limit number of staff members coming in contact with the suspected
trafficking victim. It is importance to be indirectly and sensitively probing to determine
if person is trafficking victim. Remember that the victim may deny being trafficking
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victim, so it is best not to ask direct questions. The phrase ―trafficking victim‖ will have
no meaning. Trafficking victims are often in intense danger (or their families could be in
danger) if they try to leave their situations. As a result, strict confidentiality is paramount.
―One of the first policy recommendations stemming from the human-security approach
to human trafficking would be for sending and transit states to establish economic,
political, and societal peace and stability for all the individuals residing on their territory
in order to reduce the playing field for organized crime actors, sex buyers, and others
willing to exploit other people in order to satisfy their own desires, be they of a sexual or
pecuniary character.‖ Anna Jonsson.8)

Japanese Case Study (8)
―N‖ came to Japan from Indonesia as the wife of a Japanese man she had first met on the
Internet. Later he came to Indonesia to meet her and they married. She returned to Japan
with him where he claimed he was having economic difficulty because of her and said
she would have to work as a prostitute. Unwilling to do so, he began beating her and
threatening her with his ―Yakuza‖ friends. ―N‖ ran away and went to a Japanese
woman‘s shelter as a victim of domestic violence. It was only later that the true
trafficking story emerged. The husband was arrested, and N was provided with a lawyer
to formalize a divorce.
QUESTIONS THAT CAN HELP DETERMINE IF SOMEONE IS A
TRAFICKING VICTIM
Can you leave your work or job situation if you want?
When you are not working, can you come and go as you please?
Have you been threatened with harm if you try to quit?
Has anyone threatened your family?
What are your working or living conditions like?
Where do you sleep and eat?
Do you have to ask permission to eat, sleep or go to the bathroom?
Is there a lock on your door or windows so you cannot get out?
If you think you have come in contact with victim of human trafficking: call Polaris
Japan: Hotline (English, Japanese) 0120-879-871 (Korean) 0120-879-875 E-Mail:
Soudan@PolarisProject.jp
If there is immediate risk: Call the Police.

Japanese Case Study (9)
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―M‖ was 24 and had worked at a ―Deri Heru‖ ―Delivery Health‖ (call girl)
establishment for 2 years. She said she had initially responded to an ad in a magazine for
women interested in high-paying part-time work. She said the pay was good and the
working conditions weren‘t bad. She said she hoped to make enough money to retire and
open her own shop. She said she had tried other part-time work but it didn‘t pay enough.
―Tokyo‖ she said, ―is expensive. And it is very hard to survive if you are a woman on
your own.‖ Asked if her family or friends knew what her job was she said, ―No, it‘s my
business.‖

CONCLUSION
Some trafficking situations are clear, and are clearly a modern form of slavery. Others
reside in a grey area where ideas of self-sacrifice, or economic forces, and socially
implanted ideas of what is necessary to have and to own, in order to feel successful,
skillfully manipulate people into trafficking and trafficking like situations. Because
there is so much profit to be made from using, and re-using human beings, traffickers,
mutatis mutandis, keep changing means and methods. Education, awareness, and the use
of new media to maximize anti-trafficking messages, and anti-trafficking assistance
lifelines need to be further ramped up. Given the accelerating forces of globalization and
the resulting crisis of resource competition amongst nations and communities, only the
large scale, direct empowerment -legally and economically- of the most vulnerable
populations will have a chance of arresting this phenomenon that is the fastest growing
of all forms of international organized crime. The types of failed, though no doubt wellmeaning techniques that characterized many of the efforts in the war on drugs, and the
war on terrorism will be patently inadequate as a response.
―The pattern is clear: if we could speed up time, it would seem as if the global economy
is crashing against the earth – the Great Collision. And like the crash of an asteroid, the
damage is enormous. For all the material blessings economic progress has provided, for
all the disease and destitution avoided, for all the glories that shine in the best of our
civilization, the cost to the glories of nature have been huge and must be counted in the
balance as tragic loss.‖ James Gustave Speth.9)
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Abstract: The trafficking in children for forced and bonded labor is one of the worst
forms of child labor. International and national policies target its elimination but the
exploitation of children continues throughout the world. Access to education is one of
numerous practices that have been utilized to prevent child trafficking. But what
constitutes an education? This paper takes the position that literacy by itself does not call
into question unequal structural systems which are directly linked to the reasons why the
trafficking of marginalized children exists. In addition, many communities are mired in a
culture of silence, an environment that allows trafficking in children to persist. This
paper presents a framework to prevent child trafficking through the lens of critical
pedagogy applied to formal and non-formal education by analyzing the role of the
teacher, classroom practices, curriculum and standardized testing, and the banking
concept of education in India. Thus, critical pedagogy that leads to a critical
consciousness allows for the reflection of the world and its unjust power hierarchies to
create action to transform the world in any social movement.
Key Words: child trafficking, child labor, bonded labor, education, critical pedagogy,
India

INTRODUCTION
Trafficking in children for forced and bonded labor (BL) is one of the worst forms of
child labor (WFCL). Estimates in 2004 place the number of economically active children
ages 5-17 at 317.4 million, out of which 218 million were in child labor (CL) that
requires elimination (Hagemann et al. 2006). Of these, 126 million were in the WFCL,
with boys outnumbering girls. ILO estimates for 2000 indicate there are 8.4 million
children involved in unconditional WFCL including trafficking with 1.2 million and
forced and BL with 5.7 million (ILO-IPEC 2002). According to various reports, India
has the largest number of child laborers in the world (ADB 2002). The Indian
government estimates 11 to 17.5 million child laborers, many highly vulnerable to
trafficking (ADB 2002) while unofficial estimates range from 60 to 115 million children,
the majority of whom are Dalits, mostly working in agriculture while others picking rags,
polishing gemstones, rolling beedi cigarettes, making bricks, working as domestics,
packaging firecrackers, and weaving carpets and silk saris (HRW 2003).
The elimination of CL and the international efforts to achieve Education for All (EFA)
and Universal Primary Education (UPE) by 2015 – one of the Millennium Development
Goals – are inextricably linked (ILO-IPEC 2007). On one hand, education prevents CL
since children without access to quality education have few alternatives and may enter
the labor market forced to work in exploitative and dangerous conditions. On the other
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hand, CL is a major obstacle to achieve EFA since working children cannot go to school.
Those who combine school and work may suffer in their educational achievement and
may drop out to enter employment fulltime. Furthermore, illiteracy is a strong predictor
of poverty, and thus, unequal access to educational opportunities is linked to income
inequality (Suas Educational n.d.). Speculatory human capital assumptions for primary
education insist that the basic skills gained in primary education will result in increased
income for the individual and in turn support a country‘s economic growth.
This paper will explore conventional problems and alternative solutions in education
relative to the trafficking in children. The alternative framework referred to herein is not
reduced to the treatment of letters and words in a mechanical manner. Instead, education
is conceptualized as, in Paolo Freire‘s words, ―the relationship of learners to the world,
mediated by the transforming practice of this world taking place in the very general
milieu in which learners travel‖ (Freire and Macedo 1987: viii).

METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION
The research for this study was conducted through the NGO Bachpan Bachao Andolan
(BBA), or Save the Childhood Movement, during two phases of field study in 2007 and
2008 at its rehabilitation centers: Bal Ashram, Mukti Ashram, and Balika Ashram.
BBA‘s vision is ―to create a child friendly society, where all children are free from
exploitation and receive free and quality education‖ while its mission is ―to identify,
liberate, rehabilitate and educate children in servitude through direct intervention, child
and community participation, coalition building, consumer action, promoting ethical
trade practices and mass mobilization‖ (BBA 2007). BBA conducts raid-and-rescue
operations of establishments that use CL and rehabilitates the rescued children, including
trafficked and bonded child laborers as well as child laborers, child beggars, and children
at risk. Ten communities were also visited to interview community members on the role
of education to prevent child exploitation, of which six were BBA‘s Bal Mitra Gram
[BMG], or child friendly villages. These villages reach BMG status after eliminating
their high numbers of child laborers by mainstreaming them into formal schools. Staff
from various NGOs were also interviewed.

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK: CRITICAL PEDAGOGY
The Freirean concept of critical pedagogy – which provides tools to better understand
and combat the complex relationship between education and unequal political, cultural,
and economic power (Apple 1999) – for conscientization to prevent oppression and
exploitation such as child trafficking and BL are applied. Paulo Freire‘s book Pedagogy
of the Oppressed is the main driver for this research at a time when UPE and EFA
initiatives call for quality in education. Critical pedagogy is referred to extensively as the
desired pedagogy to teach the oppressed to achieve a critical consciousness to
create/demand their needed social changes and is used to examine the formal and nonformal education (NFE) presented.

BACKGROUND OF INDIA
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Education in India
In 2002 the constitution was amended to guarantee free and compulsory education for
children ages 6 to 14 but consequential legislation is still not established (Ministry of
Human 2008). A majority of states have introduced free education in classes 1 to 12
(Guo 2005). However, Kumar (2006) argues that education is not ‗free‘. As Wada Na
(2007) indicates, families spend as much as 350 rupees per child yearly for stationery,
transportation, uniforms, and more if tuition is added.
The net primary enrollment rate is 89% (2005), females 85% with the ratio of females to
males at .93 (UNDP 2008). However, The State of the World‟s Children 2008 report
indicates that the primary net school attendance ratio for 2000-2006 is 84% (UNICEF
2008). Only 73% of those entering primary school reach grade 5. The secondary GER
(gross enrollment rate) (2000-06) is 63% for males and 50% for females. The dropout
rate at primary level grades 1-5 (2003-04) was 31.47% (33.74% of boys and 28.57% of
girls) while the dropout rate in grades 1-8 was 52.32% (51.85% for boys and 52.92% for
girls) (Govinda 2007). The secondary school dropout rate went from 82.5% in 1980-81
to 66% in 2001-02 (Guo 2005). These changes imply significant improvement in
retention rates and access to education despite continuing challenges, which includes the
13,459,734 out-of-school children (ages 6-13, 2006) representing 6.94% of all children
(Govinda 2007).

Caste Discrimination in India
According to Jha and Jhingran (as cited in Sooryamoorthy 2007), Dalits, Muslims, and
tribals are most affected in education with only 65% of enrolled children attending
school regularly due to a plethora of factors: dysfunctional schools, high teacher
absenteeism in remote schools, corporal punishment, low levels of perceived relevance
of schooling among Muslims and tribals, gender differences across all social groups,
children engaged in seasonal work, girls‘ early marriage, and ineffectiveness of many
schools as educational institutions. Of child laborers, the majority are Dalit children
(HRW 2007). There is lack of accountability to punish employers of child laborers
because upper-caste community members dominate local political bodies, bonded labor
vigilance committees, the police and judiciary, and child labor committees responsible
for enforcing the laws. Corruption and apathy contribute to the denial of the problem. In
schools, Dalit children face discrimination, exclusion, physical and psychological abuse,
alienation, and segregation. Ninety-nine percent of Dalit students attend government
schools with substandard facilities lacking basic infrastructure, teachers, classrooms, and
teaching aids. Higher-caste community members discourage these children, perceiving
their education as both a waste and a threat, believing Dalits, if educated, could threaten
the village hierarchical power structure. Even the Mid-Day Meal (MDM) program has
been opposed for Dalit children, and in many places, the meals are served in higher-caste
localities, which Dalits cannot access.

Labor Exploitation
Of 27 million slaves in the world today (Bales 2004), India has the largest number of
slaves – eight to ten million and most in some form of debt bondage, including children
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(Bales 2007). NGO estimates of child laborers vary from 60 to 115 million (Sen and
Nair 2004). Employers prefer children because they are hard-working, cost less, and are
easier to cheat, exploit, and intimidate. The rights of these children may be violated
without protest or accountability.
Often, in return for money advance or credit, children‘s labor is pledged for an indefinite
time period (Sen and Nair 2004). Even though the initial loans are small, the families are
illiterate and unable to understand the moneylenders‘ interest calculations. Thus,
children become bonded and/or trafficked to pay off debts. NGOs estimate 20 to 65
million bonded laborers in India in agriculture, stone quarries, brick kilns, jewelry, beedi
making, rice factories, and carpet weaving (US Department of State 2008). According to
HRW (as cited in Shakti Vahini 2004), of 40 million bonded laborers, at least 15 million
are children, the majority being Dalits with bondage passed from one generation to the
next. Of these 15 million, 52% to 87% of bonded child laborers are in agriculture (HRW
as cited in Sen and Nair 2004). Many are also in bondage as domestic workers; in
industries such as silk, beedi, saris, silver jewelry, gemstones, handwoven wool carpets,
and footwear/sporting goods; and in services such as restaurants, tea shops, and truck
stops. They are also found in begging, drug selling, petty crimes, and prostitution.
Trafficking also includes organ trading, forced marriage, adoption, entertainment such as
circus, and sports such as camel racing (Sen and Nair 2004). According to Sen and Nair,
a ―culture of silence‖ in India prevails with the family‘s and community‘s passivity and
inability to respond to the situation due to a lack of public awareness and action
compounded by social indifference (316). Poverty and illiteracy are major factors
compelling parents to send children to work in addition to lack of awareness and
educational opportunities. Despite the established laws and efforts through raid and
rescue, prosecution, and repatriation, overall enforcement of CL is inadequate due to
insufficient resources, poorly trained inspectors, and social acceptance of CL (US
Department of Labor 2008).

ANALYSIS: PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS IN EDUCATION AND
THE TRAFFICKING IN CHILDREN
Based on interviews and field visits, formal and NFE are explored through the lens of
critical pedagogy and are analyzed focusing on the role of the teacher, classroom
practices, curriculum and standardized testing, and the banking concept of education.

Formal Education
Illiteracy immobilizes people and impedes their ability to make decisions, to vote, and to
participate in a political process. However, being illiterate does not necessarily obstruct
one‘s ability to choose what is best for oneself or to choose the best leader. Freire (1985)
warns against expressions such as ―eradication of illiteracy‖ because they appear to
manifest people‘s incapacity or lack of intelligence (7). When educators see illiteracy as
something to eradicate, their solutions include mechanical reactions that reduce literacy
to depositing letters and words that receivers repeat without any relationship to their
world. Illiteracy is a concrete expression of an unjust social reality and as such it is not
exclusively a pedagogical problem but a political one too.
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By negating the political nature of pedagogy, education gives the superficial appearance
that it serves everyone, thus assuring its continuing function benefiting the dominant
class (Freire and Macedo 1987). According to Stanley (as cited in Breunig 2006), public
schools should be intentional about their main purpose, which should be the
reconstruction of society to resolve current political, social, and cultural crises and to
prepare learners to think critically. Freire identifies education as the one place where
societies and individuals are constructed, a social action that either domesticates or
empowers learners (Shor 1993). While for Freire schools are the most important places
to resist ―enslavement to machineries of servitude,‖ they are not the only places for
social transformation (McLaren and da Silva 1993: 83). One should not be despaired,
however, that schools are not sufficient for social change as one should focus on the
possibilities associated ―with a commitment to forms of social alliances and movements
that can help realize the most radical dream of democracy, the dream of freedom‖ (83).
Freire recognizes that to implement a liberating education, political power is required,
which the oppressed do not have (Freire 2000).

The Teacher
Bales (2007) states that teachers hardly take advantage of the power of education to
combat slavery: ―How many are trained to teach the skills needed to help someone keep
their freedom?…how much do we spend to educate people against slavery?…how can
we help teachers spread the word in the areas most at risk of slavery?‖ (28). These
questions pose important implications for teacher training and the moral obligation of
teachers to serve students‘ best interests. However, in several villages visited during field
research vulnerable to child trafficking and BL, teacher absenteeism was a major
concern. A study on teacher absenteeism in India found that 25% of teachers were absent
in government primary schools during unannounced visits, with absences considerably
lower in schools with better infrastructure (Kremer et al. 2005). Of those present, only
45% of teachers were actively teaching at the time of inspection. In addition to teacher
absenteeism, villagers interviewed also reported concern for the lack of MDM as they
are important to reduce expenses of parents feeding children. Without meals, many
children would not attend school regularly and be unmotivated to learn (Ministry of
Human 2008). These issues are directly related to preventing child trafficking. They also
represent deeper implications of inequality and oppression that a critical pedagogy could
transform.
According to Pratham NGO staff interviewed, the MDM program functions very well in
India, with teachers perhaps not teaching at all but children getting their meal. In Ghina
village, the community reported large-scale corruption in the local government regarding
the MDM saying that education officers, teachers, and the cook do not give them the
proper 100 grams and instead receive approximately 10 grams per meal. Villagers
questioned why they should send their children to school if they do not get proper food.
A teacher reported that he would be able to provide a better education if he had the
proper resources, a better building with facilities for its 350 students, and support from
the villagers to cook the MDM. He said there are seven teachers posted there but only
three teaching regularly. He reported that a formal education benefits children not just to
have a better future employment in the government or private sector but also to develop
their mental knowledge capabilities and help their country by being good civilians aware
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of their rights. This particular teacher appears aware of the positive effects of a critical
education but needs support to clarify his political views to pursue all the possibilities to
benefit the village not only by demanding the proper schemes for education but also by
expanding his own critical consciousness so he can apply a critical pedagogy to not
create just ―good civilians‖ but ―critical civilians.‖
According to Govinda (2007), Bihar, West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Assam, Orissa, and
others still require more teachers at lower and upper primary levels. Many teachers do
not have professional training and more teachers are recruited on a contract basis to
reduce expenses. The Diocesan Development and Welfare Society staff interviewed
reported that quality of education differs in NFE run by NGOs. Although educated with
a Bachelor of education, government teachers are mostly interested in the job security
teaching provides even if they teach or not, and thus do not teach with dedication. On the
other hand, although lacking degrees, NGO teachers are given capacity-building training
and are liable for quality in education. A boy from the Bal Vikas Ashram rehabilitation
NGO reported that the NFE from the ashram is better than in formal schools because his
village teacher was always sleeping at school, and they lacked proper facilities. Another
14-year-old said the quality of his village education was not good because the teacher
was often absent and children were disruptive. The boy added, ―No one is able to learn
with a teacher who cannot teach.‖
The director of Udayan NGO reported that government schools have vacancies but
people do not want them because teaching is a low-status position. ―NFE is just the
basics, so they do not need better quality. Some teachers have a 7th or 10th grade
education and become NFE teachers with training. In government schools, the
government has specifications. They must be better educated.‖ However, a 17-year-old
child from Bal Ashram believes that ―non-government educators should help children
since the government rule is that teachers only teach, and also help change government
schools so teachers come regularly…NGO teachers may not have a master‘s degree but
should to teach properly.‖
Freire (2001) states that it is only by following what is considered one‘s vocation that
educators persist with great devotion and love despite low salaries and lack of resources.
Freire (2004) reprimands teachers who fail to take their practice seriously by not
studying – which makes their teaching poor – by teaching something they know poorly,
or by not demanding to have the material conditions necessary to teach. These teachers
disqualify themselves by failing to cooperate in forming the indispensable intellectual
discipline of their students. Hinchey (1998) believes such teachers do not model dignity
and respect for others, contributing to the impression that teaching takes little or no skill,
that one does not need to be very bright to become a teacher, and that teachers are
incompetent and lazy.
According to Freire, teachers must remain consistent and rigorous in their teaching
practice and understand that ―teaching is not the lever for changing or transforming
society, but…that social transformation is made by lots of small and great and big and
humble tasks! [Teachers] have one of these tasks‖ (Shor and Freire 1987: 46).
Education‘s political nature is independent of educators‘ subjectivity (Freire 1985). An
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educator must question the political options disguised as pedagogical to accommodate
them in the existing structure:
The more conscious and committed they are, the more they understand that their
role as educators requires them to take risks….Educators who do their job
uncritically, just to preserve their jobs, have not yet grasped the political nature
of education. (180)
Teacher preparation must go beyond technical preparation and develop an ethical
formation of self and history, not an ―ethics of the market‖ that obeys the law of profit
but a universal human ethic not afraid to condemn hegemonic ideological discourses that
include the exploitation of labor and ―the manipulation that makes a rumor into truth and
truth into a mere rumor‖ (Freire 2001: 23). To transform society, teachers must not wait
for the establishment‘s professional training but must form themselves, studying books,
newspapers, the news, radio or television, and/or listening to everyday people in the
streets (Shor and Freire 1987).

The Classroom
It is through putting ideas into words that learners transform their vague ideas into
specific and coherent statements of meaning (Hinchey 1998). Dialogue, writing, and
projects involving personal interaction can achieve this. However, when visiting village
schools, the children were often corrected when they said something. Because students
are corrected time and time again, Hinchey says that children soon learn to remain silent
as the best strategy to avoid this humiliating judgmental process since the teacher is not
listening to their ideas anyway.
These hidden messages that maintain oppression is what Giroux (1988) calls the ―hidden
curriculum‖ in education (4). The hidden curriculum includes norms, values, beliefs, and
messages conveyed silently to students through selecting specific forms of knowledge,
using specific classroom and social relations, and the characteristics that define the
school‘s organizational structure. What students learn may be shaped more by the hidden
curriculum than by the formal curriculum. The mechanisms of domination are thus
mediated between the larger society and the schools, ―particularly as they manifest
themselves in the material practices of classroom social relationships, in the ideological
practices of teachers, in the attitudes and behavior of students, and the classroom
materials themselves‖ (201).
Bernstein (as cited in Giroux 1988) highlights the features of the political nature of
schooling in its ideological assumptions embedded in the three message systems in
schools: the curriculum, the classroom pedagogical styles, and evaluation. Students learn
norms and values ―that would produce ‗good‘ industrial workers. Students internalize
values which stress a respect for authority, punctuality, cleanliness, docility, and
conformity‖ (29).
According to Jackson (as cited in Giroux 1988), the hidden curriculum is shaped by
three key concepts: crowds, praise, and power. By working in classrooms, children learn
to live in crowds meaning learning to constantly wait to use resources, how to be quiet,
and how to be isolated in crowds. They must learn the virtue of patience – rooted in
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submission to authority – and to suffer in silence by denying and delaying their personal
wishes and desires. Through praise by evaluation, children learn how to be evaluated as
well as how to evaluate themselves and others. Praise and power are inextricably
connected as exemplified by the positive and negative sanctions teachers impose as their
symbol of power, evaluating not only the academic but also institutional adjustment and
personal qualities. Thus, in these contexts, schools act more as agents of social control
that socialize students to conform to the status quo than places where students are
prepared to think critically about and intervene in the world where they live.
Trafficked children socialized under such hidden curricula in Indian schools are the
docile, obedient, and trouble-free workers that all traffickers and managers desire,
otherwise they must be molded to be so through physical violence or psychological
coercion. According to the MSEMVS NGO director, when one teacher must teach 200
children, parents and students realize that their education will be bad and prefer to drop
out. These large classes negatively affect children who become bored and may prefer to
work than to study, increasing their vulnerability to trafficking. Despite pedagogical
methods used, if teachers in India taught smaller classes, dropouts could be decreased
while performance increased. Still, for teachers to fulfill their duty to educate, certain
conditions are necessary: proper physical space, hygiene, aesthetic environment, etc.,
without which it is pedagogically impossible to operate (Freire 2001). These pedagogical
spaces were largely lacking in numerous schools visited that lacked blackboards, toilets,
and classrooms.
In the Dalit village of Mai, a girl reported that only until she started leaving her village to
go to upper primary school in a nearby village did she realize she was ―different‖ from
the other children. She said the teacher treated all children from her village differently,
placing them in the back of the room and ignoring them as subjects in the class while she
paid attention to those from higher castes. Compounded to the children‘s caste is the
children‘s gender, with boys receiving more attention than girls. According to the report
Hidden Apartheid (HRW 2007), teachers impart and maintain discriminatory attitudes
in classrooms segregating Dalit children from non-Dalits during lunch, forbidding nonDalits to sit next to Dalits or touching their plates, and forcing them to sit in the back of
the room. They also limit Dalit children‘s class participation, requiring them to
undertake custodial duties, grading them unjustifiably low, and subjecting them to verbal
abuse and corporal punishment because ―they cannot learn unless they are beaten‖ (96).
Segregation encourages high dropout rates in the Dalit population and perpetuates
―untouchability‖ by teaching non-Dalit children that it is an acceptable and necessary
practice.

The Curriculum and Standardized Testing
Children also face discrimination at school in the admissions and evaluations process
and encounter adverse teaching and learning conditions in the classroom (Govinda 2007).
Many children remain excluded as little or no learning takes place. In a 2006 survey, it
was found that approximately 40% of students could not read level I and II texts and
could not do simple math of levels I and II or III-V. In addition, 70% could not
recognize alphabets.
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The blanket curriculum exemplified by a minimum level of learning established by the
Department of Education (Guo 2005) may actually hinder children‘s education in a
country as diverse as India. According to Sarangapani (2003), schools created for tribes
in remote areas of India may ignore the children‘s culture and native forms of knowledge
formation. For example, the Baiga, categorized by the government as a primitive tribe,
have access to an increasing number of government schools in the area through the
Education Guarantee Scheme. However, mainstream books use a language and present
scenarios, objects, and values that are alien to the Baiga and their children. Thus, parents
do not compel their children to go to school since children do not like the monotony and
harsh comments of teachers who consider them culturally inferior as their culture is
marked by non-hierarchical relationships between adults and children and by young
learners‘ autonomy and initiative-taking. The formal curriculum may actually endanger
and contradict indigenous forms of learning. Indeed, tribal children are at an increased
risk of trafficking for forced and BL. Nomad children used to autonomy also find a
teacher-centered classroom unappealing as teachers resort to corporal punishment for
what they consider undisciplined behavior and erratic attendance (Dyer 2001). This
approach does not encourage the higher order cognitive skills associated with
pastoralists, de-skilling them and contributing to ecological decline by not using their
traditional knowledge. The Baiga‘s case study is not uncommon. Many other groups
share similar experiences that make their children more vulnerable to the WFCL.
According to HRW (2007), a Mumbai NGO found that progressive curricula exclude
mentioning caste discrimination or discuss the caste system suggesting that caste
discrimination and inequities no longer exist. Even school textbooks may fail to mention
caste discrimination, attempt to justify its origins or attribute Dalits‘ unequal situation to
their ―ignorance, illiteracy and blind faith…because they still fail to realise [the]
importance of education in life‖ (110).
Kumar (n.d.) states that centralized examinations in India evaluate students to select
those who can proceed further in their education. The examinations at the end of 10th and
12th grades are known for their high failure rates, seen as a sign of quality and rigor. The
national success rates are less than 50% for 10th grade and less than 60% for 12th grade.
Children in 5th and 8th grades also take district-level centralized examinations in some
states, but there is no national database with results. By keeping a large proportion of
children out of the educational process, these examinations force many to undertake job
opportunities that may increase their risks of trafficking.
MSEMVS NGO provides an innovative example of combining human rights education
with NFE. Although teachers use the government‘s formal curriculum, the NGO
developed its own human rights curriculum to teach first graders about self-esteem, love,
communication, how to talk to police and elders; second graders about the general
function of the police, banks, and the government; third graders about children‘s rights
such as food, education, love, following the Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CRC); and fourth and fifth graders about CL and BL laws, constitutional rights such as
freedom and equality to all castes free from exploitation, talking to elders and villagers,
performing duties honestly, hygienic practices for better health such as water storage,
community vigilance committees, and social movement campaigns for freedom such as
farmers‘ and the Dalit movements. This curriculum demonstrates innovativeness that
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identifies children not as passive recipients of letters and numbers but as active
participants to perceive their environment as one needing change but full of possibilities.
Learning their human rights in NFE, children learn to be active participants, and when
they enter formal schools, they can continue to exercise their social agency to demand
quality of education.
With the growing impact of globalization and an economic system that perpetuates the
economic exploitation and domination of millions, it is essential that the curriculum of
NFE and/or human rights education include a critique through the lens of children‘s
lived experiences as rescued trafficked children from forced and BL so their critical
consciousness is awakened to struggle against their own exploitation.

Banking Concept of Education
In mainstream schools, a good student is not one who is intractable or restless, or one
who breaks with pre-established models, or one who reveals doubts and wants to know
the reasons behind facts, or one who refuses to be an object, or one who denounces a
mediocre bureaucracy (Freire 1985). Instead, a good student is one who renounces
critical thinking, who repeats and adjusts to models. This type of positivist education is
―predictable, orderly, sequential, and managed by the teacher, who is the most important
and knowledgeable person in the room‖ (Hinchey 1998: 50). For example, an
interviewed boy from Bal Ashram, when he was 13, represented a challenge to the
dominant power. When his village government school decided to charge students fees,
he remembered reading that education should be free. He protested to the sub-divisional
magistrate, a petition was filed, and the Jaipur Court ordered all money taken from
parents to be returned by the school. Subsequently, the Rajasthan State Human Rights
Commission ordered schools in the state to not charge fees. This child‘s consciousness
of the injustices committed led him to challenge the established power, benefiting all
children in his state. He is not the desirable student for the status quo in India.
While visiting a fourth grade class in a NFE school in Varanasi during field research,
children were asked if they knew some of the rights to which children are entitled. One
girl immediately recited children‘s rights that included the right to play, food, love, and
education. When I asked what she meant by the right to food, she was unable to reply.
Most of the children also were silent when asked for their opinions, perhaps because
they are not given many opportunities to speak out in class. These cases are exemplified
by Freire when he states that mechanically memorizing descriptions does not constitute
knowing the object (Freire and Macedo 1987). Therefore, reading texts as pure
descriptions and memorizing them is ―neither real reading nor does it result in
knowledge of the object to which the text refers‖ (33). John Dewey considers education
as miseducation when students must memorize and regurgitate meaningless information:
How many students…were rendered callous to ideas, and how many lost the
impetus to learn because of the way in which learning was experienced by
them? How many acquired special skills by means of automatic drill so that
their power of judgment and capacity to act intelligently in new situations was
limited? How many came to associate the learning process with ennui and
boredom? How many found what they did learn so foreign to the situations of
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life outside the school as to give them no power of control over the latter?
(Dewey as cited in Hinchey 1998: 74)
According to Clarke (2003), teacher training in India attempts to transform pedagogy
that consists of children listening, watching, reading aloud, copying, and memorizing
textbook information to alter the Freirean concept of a banking education. These
activities are based on hierarchical relationships between teachers and students,
characterized by deference and fear and discouraging peer interaction. In a study
following teacher in-service training from the District Primary Education Program that
observed 234 teachers and more than 8,000 students, Clarke states that the Indian
hierarchical social framework restricts teachers from internalizing the concept of going
down to the child‘s level, their interests, needs, and prior knowledge. Teachers were the
ones asking questions, implying the importance of their authority and command over
valid knowledge, but rarely asked ―why‖ nor encouraged students to say why they think
something should be done in a certain way and not another. Teachers also mainly
responded to students by saying if the answer was correct or not, rarely used cooperative
group learning, and did not appropriate students‘ knowledge as part of instruction –
making knowledge and experience learned outside school irrelevant while treating what
is learned in school as separate from students‘ realities. Even after teacher training to
incorporate activity and demonstration and not just repetition, teachers remained the
primary players in the classroom. This hierarchical framework could be partly
deconstructed by providing the opportunities for observation of new teaching styles
imparted by NGOs applying a critical pedagogy.
One of the most important tasks for a critical education is to enable conditions so
learners partake in the ―experience of assuming themselves as social, historical, thinking,
communicating, transformative, creative persons; dreamers of possible utopias, capable
of being angry because of a capacity to love…assuming themselves as ‗subject‘ because
of the capacity to recognize themselves as ‗object‘‖ (Freire 2001: 45-46). A 13-year-old
interviewed from Bal Ashram said, ―In India no child should be working. That is my
dream. Then everyone should be educated. If I reach an authority position, I will help
Bal Ashram rescue…children in child labor to exit this evil.‖ At a young age, this child
has the dream of a just world for children to enjoy their rights to receive an education.
He already acted on this dream by conducting a rally for the school, motivating and
helping 60 children from Bihar enroll in school. This is the power of a transformative
education encouraged by dialogue.
While students must be the subjects of their own learning by questioning and creating,
the fact that they need the teachers‘ help does not imply that the teacher nullifies the
students‘ responsibility and creativity for constructing their own knowledge (Freire and
Macedo 1987). Teachers must not permit the repression of subjectivity and creativity in
schools and should instead stimulate risk-taking so there is creativity, stimulating the
possibilities for expression. Instead of reinforcing the mechanical repetition of material,
educators should encourage students to doubt. What is pursued is not to profoundly
comprehend the reality being analyzed but developing a curious attitude so learners‘
critical capacity as subjects of knowledge is stimulated, subjects challenged by the object
to be known.
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Freire realizes that when a liberating teacher asks students to engage in dialogue and
negotiate the class together, students may resist because they doubt that this is real
education (Shor 1993). Likewise, when engaging in a democratic process and critical
problem-posing, students‘ internalized authoritarian, dominant values are challenged,
and they reject the attraction to question official knowledge, mainstream politics of their
society, and their ideas of the world as they know it. As observed during the first
fieldwork in a cultural show of plays depicting CL issues by World Vision activists
invited to Bal Ashram to learn from BBA‘s practices, many students may still sit
passively without challenging activists‘ misinterpretations of the acceptance of CL and
laws. However, the children living at Bal Ashram long-term are actively engaged to
question any acceptance of exploitative CL. One boy stood up and pointed out to the
activists their mistake in saying that children can work for an income after school hours,
referring to the Child Labor Act that clearly states the minimum age for work to be 14.
This empowering action is possible through the nature of Bal Ashram‘s social class that
allows for a dialectical method encouraging dialogue and critical consciousness.
A liberatory education does not necessarily mean that teachers should not lecture (Shor
and Freire 1987). The difference between a traditional and a critical educator lies in the
way a banking lecture sedates students versus a lecture illuminating reality through its
content and dynamism, the way objects are approached to critically reorient students to
society and to animate their critical thinking. After a lecture, the speech should be taken
as an oral codification of a problem to be decodified by the teacher and students. The
lecture must be a challenge to be unveiled and never a channel to simply transfer
knowledge. For example, a lecture may be combined with writing one‘s thinking on the
theme that then is discussed in groups that will in turn select the group‘s theme to
present to class. Through this simple activity, teachers listen to the students‘ knowledge
that teaches teachers how their students see the world through their experiences and
perspectives. In Bal Ashram‘s social classes, the lectures provided serve the purpose to
reorient children‘s worldviews away from the general acceptance of CL and exploitation
of children‘s rights. The issues presented are undertaken as a challenge to the children
that they may act upon when they return to their communities.
Although a radical classroom praxis may be understood theoretically, it may not be easy
to implement in practice (Breunig 2006). It is a demanding way to teach and to learn,
having to listen carefully to students and requiring different evaluations away from
standardized testing, but the results are revolutionary and worthy of educators‘
dedication.

CONCLUSION
It is essential to investigate through dialogue the structural, socioeconomic, and geopolitical inequalities that create vulnerability and characterize large numbers of
trafficked children for forced and BL. Awareness-raising alone may not reach those
children and communities at most risk of trafficking. As a Romanian trafficked girl said
about an anti-trafficking poster, ―This poster looks very nice, but it wouldn‘t have made
any difference to me‖ (Save the Children 2004: 54). Actively engaging children and
communities in dialogue to ask questions and express their opinions aids the educator to
understand their worldviews to then present the contradictions that could empower them
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to undertake changes for their communities. Providing children and communities with
the tools and information to build their capacity to defend their rights is necessary not
only for the anti-trafficking movement but also for sustainable lifelong change. A critical
education gives access to ways of thinking about the world and the tools to understand
why it is the way it is and how it should be and the means to act to transform it.
Trafficking in children for forced and BL is not an inevitability. It is the result of myriad
factors including economic globalization and technological/scientific advances that lack
ethics to serve the interests of all human beings. Freire sees a vital role for subjectivity
and consciousness in the making of history. Therefore, in transforming society, ―the
important task is not to take power but to reinvent power. Without falling into an
idealistic view or a mechanical explanation of history…education…has a lot to do with
the reinvention of power‖ (Freire 1985: 179). Not only can thinkers, educators, and
scholars lead in this reinvention but also civil society and NGO activists by rising
people‘s voices from below.
History is not deterministic, but it is made by individuals. It has demonstrated how
education is instrumental in combating CL, establishing a skilled workforce, and in
promoting development based on social justice (Matsuno and Blagbrough 2006). An
adequate education is a prerequisite for earning a livelihood to break the cycle of poverty
worldwide. However, education is only one piece of prevention. First, it must be a
critical education. Second, effective legislature, law enforcement, livelihood options,
implementation of schemes, and collaboration and participation of all stakeholders to
prevent child trafficking are also essential – that could be demanded through
conscientization.
Critical pedagogy can help people understand the structural oppression that keeps them
subjugated in the social system that exploits them economically. It can empower the
oppressed to challenge the status quo as they realize the historicity of knowledge to
replace their passivity with self-agency to create a better world. Decision-making for
change must rest in the hands of the oppressed in the societies concerned. Only then can
transcendent changes occur within structures that presently perpetuate inequalities and
injustice that create and recreate the problem of child trafficking for forced and BL.
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AUDIOVISUAL DIALECTOLOGY[1]
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Abstract: In 1994 a dialectological and ethnological film project was launched by the
Institute of Slavic Studies at the University of Klagenfurt under the heading
“Documentary records of past folk culture in dialect”. It involves recording the
language of bilingual dialect speakers from the southern parts of Carinthia and then
producing documentary video films. The main aim of the project is audiovisual
dialectology. Observations and experiences from everyday rural life, which is still
characterized by the use of traditional farming skills and implements, are recorded on
video in the form of dialogues and group discussions as well as monologues. Particular
attention is paid to recording spontaneous spoken dialect in simulated yet natural
situations. Since November 1998, the research project has concentrated on documenting
both terminology and objects in audiovisual form. Specialist agricultural and handicraft
skills in everyday life are documented in the immediate context of the objects which are
being described. The aim of this demanding method of documentation is to record
ethnographical facts and dialect texts at the same time while retaining maximum
authenticity. At present the research project is concentrating on the audiovisual
documentation of monologues and dialogues. In early 2005, the project was renamed
―Audiovisual dialectology – documentary records of past folk culture in dialect
(www.kwfilm.com)”.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Today's rapid technological developments have encouraged a much wider range of
approaches to observing, portraying and interpreting objects of research in many
different disciplines (Maurer-Lausegger 2007b: 1001). Conventional audiovisual media
have been strongly influenced by developments in modern information and
communications technology which allow new forms of presentation to be used. These
innovations can also be used to great effect in dialect research (cf. Maurer-Lausegger
2007a: 164 f.).
Language and culture and the way in which they are processed are attracting more and
more attention in linguistic, media, communication and cultural research. Audiovisual
and electronic media make it possible to record acoustic information (text, sound) and
pictures (the context of the situation, simulation, etc.) synchronically and diachronically
(Maurer-Lausegger 2007a: 167). In the age of multimedia, traditional research methods
from individual disciplines are starting to synthesize into trans- and interdisciplinary
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approaches, leading to cross-media thinking and facilitating the ―mutual illumination of
various theoretical and methodological approaches‖ (cf. Rajewski, 2002: 11). As
Rajewski points out, ―film illustrates the relativity of time, space and visual perspective,
the fragmentary nature of perception and the simultaneity of experiences; the impulse to
move is also most convincingly accommodated by this medium.‖ [2]
1.2 Thanks to dramatic advances in digital and film technology, dialectology has also
seen the number of interdisciplinary approaches increase since the second half of the
1980s. Reflecting current academic trends and depending on the availability of technical
equipment, dialectology, too, can pursue a wide range of linguistic and cultural interests.
One of the many innovative approaches to emerge recently is audiovisual dialectology,
which has been developed by the author and professional film crews in an
interdisciplinary research project entitled Documentary records of past folk culture in
dialect (www.kwfilm.com) which was launched at the Institute of Slavic Studies at
Klagenfurt University in 1994.‖ (Maurer-Lausegger 2007b: 1001).

2. THE RESEARCH PROJECT “AUDIOVISUAL DIALECTOLOGY”
The film project involves recording the dialect and culture of bilingual speakers (Slovene
and German) in Southern Carinthia/Austria and then producing documentary video films
with an accompanying pamphlet for commercial purposes. The main aim of the project
is audiovisual dialectology. The documentaries are produced in cooperation with Artis
Filmproduktions-GesmbH (since 1998), a Klagenfurt film company, and the Institute of
Media and Communication Studies at the University of Klagenfurt (1994-1998). In close
cooperation with various professional film crews, my approach to audiovisual
dialectology has gradually developed and in early 2005, the project was renamed
“Audiovisual dialectology – documentary records of past folk culture in dialect”
(www.kwfilm.com).

2.1 Audiovisual technology in dialect research
Until the early 1990s, no attention was paid to audiovisual documentation in dialect
research. The methodological foundations for this innovative discipline were developed
between 1994 and 2004 in the multimedia dialectological-ethnographical research
project entitled "Documentary records of past folk culture in dialect". This process is
founded on many years of experience with dialectological field research in the bilingual
area of southern Carinthia, where German and Slovene are spoken, as well as filming
experience with three different camera teams and theoretical knowledge from related
disciplines. The many and varied methods of audiovisual dialectology were developed
step by step in our film project (Maurer-Lausegger 2007a: 167).
“Audiovisual dialectology” can be defined as the use of multimedia technology in
dialect research, involving both auditive and visual processes (Maurer-Lausegger 2007a:
164). Its realization in many different forms and audiovisual processing combined with
the ensuing methodological and theoretical insights firmly place dialectology in an
intermedial and interdisciplinary context of cultural studies‖ (Maurer-Lausegger 2007a:
169). Audiovisual data does not only provide text, but also information on the location,
time and plot, always including extralinguistic factors. General atmospheric and
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background noises (Vielmuth 1998: 205) can be given an important role when changing
locations, for example. Noises can also include linguistically relevant information which
can only be conveyed and deciphered audiovisually (Maurer-Lausegger 2007a: 169).

2.2 Audiovisual dialectology: a first theoretical definition
A first theoretical definition of audiovisual dialectology was formulated in 2000 by the
autor:
"The use of video technology in dialectological field work is a method of
documenting linguistic and cultural matters synchronically which allows the
viewer to hear the spoken dialect as well as other sounds and noises and to
observe the production of spontaneous speech from a realistic perspective which
also includes nonverbal communication and the social context. The
chronological sequences of pictures on the video can be reproduced so that this
process of hearing and observing can be experienced and analysed at any time
and in every location where the appropriate technical equipment is available.
The more often and the more intensively this process takes place, the more
profoundly this realistic context can be tapped into."
(Maurer-Lausegger 2000: 191 f.; Maurer-Lausegger 2007a: 169).
The multimedia approach to audiovisual dialectology makes it possible to observe the
dialect from a new and more profound perspective which was not previously accessible
to dialect research (Maurer-Lausegger 2007a: 167).

2.3 Objectives of the project
The main objective of the project is to document the local Slovene vernaculars spoken in
different parts of southern Carinthia by recording the language used by bilingual
speakers from different age groups (Maurer-Lausegger 2007a: 166). Therefore at present
our audiovisual dialectology mainly concentrates on the language spoken by the older
generation (Maurer-Lausegger 2007a: 165). This does not mean to say that our
audiovisual dialectology exclusively covers the language spoken by the older generation
and ignores younger speakers (…). One reason why we concentrate on filming the
language of older dialect speakers is that their dialect is more firmly rooted, exhibiting
an extraordinary variety in lexical, phonological, morphological and semantic terms,
while younger speakers often show distinctive interference patterns with other varieties
of German or Slovene. As old farming tools and traditions gradually disappear, valuable
cultural assets are lost and along with them the down-to-earth language that describes
them (Maurer-Lausegger 2007b: 1003).
The aim of the research project is to produce a scientific audiovisual record of dialect
spoken in “simulated yet natural‖ situations. Bilingual dialect speakers of various ages
are recorded talking about selected topics in different situations, both in terms of context
and filming. Observations and experiences from everyday rural life, which is still
characterized by the use of traditional farming skills and implements, are recorded on
video in the form of dialogues and group discussions as well as monologues (cf.
www.kwfilm.com).
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2.4 Video films and accompanying pamphlets
The videos which have been produced from the materials recorded so far concentrate on
the following specialist fields: water mills and sawmills, sheep breeding, agricultural
implements for arable farming, sledges and transporting wood, baking bread in the black
kitchen and reminiscences of rural life in the past, amongst others. Spontaneous spoken
dialect is recorded in simulated yet natural situations. In all fourteen documentaries have
been compiled on these topics, six in Slovene and six in German and two with English
subtitles, published along with an accompanying pamphlet by Hermagoras Verlag in
Klagenfurt as part of a special series entitled "Dialektdokumentationen - Narečne
dokumentacije" (Documentaries in dialect). The German versions of the documentaries
were either originally recorded in German as well or have been dubbed. The Slovene
versions of the films on sledges and on baking bread in the black kitchen have also been
brought out with English subtitles (cf. Maurer-Lausegger 2007a: 166).
The accompanying pamphlets, which are illustrated with old photographs, have a
phonological transcription of the text of the film and a German translation or a standard
Slovene version or a English version (in two cases). They also include detailed
information on how the individual films were made (cf. Maurer-Lausegger 2007a: 166).

2.5 Subjects and methodology
Successful use of film technology in dialectological research requires a wide range of
practical and theoretical experience with dialectological and sociolinguistic field
research, solid sociolinguistic knowledge of the terrain in which the recordings should be
made, good knowledge of the language/dialect and awareness of and experience with the
technicalities of film production (Maurer-Lausegger 2007b: 1003). Depending on
research interests, coupled with technical and financial capabilities, one can present
dialect on film in a wide variety of ways. So far, our films have concentrated on
ethnographical topics from ―bygone days‖. Such topics are particularly suitable for
recording dialect spoken in its most traditional form. When using a professional camera
team (consisting of a cameraman, sound assistant and interviewer/researcher in our case)
in dialectological field research, the interviewer/dialectologist must have a wide range of
practical experience and theoretical knowledge. Likewise, the cameraman must be very
sensitive to the situation being filmed and be prepared to consider the needs of the
interviewer/dialectologist (Maurer-Lausegger 2007b: 1003).
2.5.1 We document spontaneously spoken dialect, paying particular attention to a
‗simulated yet natural‘ situation in its sociocultural context (cf. Wodak 1982) in front of
the camera. Every situation requires its own specific methodological approach, which
means the team must build up a fundamental feeling of trust from the start and also be
very flexible. In contrast to other documentaries, it is not possible to create a screenplay
in the classic sense of the word as the ‗plot‘ or order of events is determined by the
dialect speaker(s). In other words, the cameraman is an ‗observer‘ who follows the
dynamic contextual events with the camera (Maurer-Lausegger 2007b: 1004).
2.5.2 The recordings can focus on a single person, on dialogues and conversations
between two or three people or on synchronic documentation of dialect and terminology
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from the perspective of contextual research. Since November 1998, the research project
has concentrated on documenting both agricultural/rural terminology and objects in
audiovisual form, the main aim being to record spontaneous spoken dialect in simulated
yet natural situations (cf. www.kwfilm.com). At present the research project is
concentrating on the audiovisual documentation of monologues and dialogues.[3]
2.5.3 Audiovisual presentation of monologues and dialogues: Three different
constellations from our video documentary “Čej so tiste stezice ... Spomini na nekdanje
kmečko življenje” (Following the tracks of yesteryear ... reminiscences of rural life in the
past; produced in 2004) illustrate just some of the many ways in which audiovisual
documentation of dialect can be realized. In all three cases, the speakers were sitting
down and recorded with one camera in a fixed position while the sound was recorded by
an assistant. Zooming and tracking with the camera focus the viewers' attention on the
dynamics of the conversation and the expressive gestures and facial expressions with
which the speaker tries to emphasize certain points (Maurer-Lausegger 2007a: 173).
2.5.4 Audiovisual documentation of terminology and objects from the perspective of
contextual research: a new methodological approach to research: Several ethnographical
exhibitions arranged by myself in the place where I come from, Bodental/Poden
(municipality of Ferlach/Borovlje), on the topic of "old farm implements" prompted me
to expand the audiovisual dialectological documentary project to include research into
terminology and the objects being described. Thanks to the achievements of modern
communication technology, audiovisual research into dialect and terminology can be
carried out using a wide variety of documentation and working processes in many
different ways. Specialist fields of life are recorded on video with a running commentary
on the objects which are being used/explained. Our aim is to record ethnographical
circumstances and spoken dialect simultaneously while being as authentic as possible. In
order to achieve this ambitious research work, which requires a very good interview
partner/dialect speaker and skilled camera work, the Klagenfurt film company ARTIS
was brought into the project. So far three ethnographical video films on old farm
implements have been made in cooperation with this team of professionals: “Farm
implements from Carinthian lofts” (1999; length: 30 min.), “About sledges ...” (1999,
2000, 2001; length: 47 min.) and "Bread from the black kitchen" (1999, 2000; length: 25
min.).[4]

2.6 Objectives of audiovisual dialect documentation
The main aim of the research project is to record and study the wide range of dialects
and vernaculars spoken in southern Carinthia. At the same time, valuable cultural
heritage will be saved from completely dying out and preserved for posterity. On a longterm basis, the aim is to expand the project to include other specialist fields and also
other text types, which could serve as a basis for research in linguistics and cultural
studies. The documentaries are also screened in public, for example as part of university
courses (dialectology, ethnology), seminars, excursions and school events and cultural
evenings. Dialectologists, ethnologists and other cultural studies experts are interested in
these documentaries, as are experts from other disciplines as well as everybody who is
interested in folklore and cultural matters. The project leader also arranges presentations
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at ethnographical exhibitions (especially for tourists staying in the region) and as part of
various other social programmes.[5]

3. CONCLUSION
At the heart of our audiovisual approach dialectology is the documentary. It is what
enables us to use such a wide range of methods, opening up a broad spectrum of
academic applications as well as sociocultural approaches (seminars, excursions and
educational events as well as cultural programmes). The films are appealing to experts in
various disciplines – dialectology, ethnology, cultural anthropology and other areas of
cultural studies – but are also attractive for anybody interested in folklore and local
culture, as demonstrated by their positive reception during ethnographic exhibitions and
cultural events. Such activities help contribute to the breaking down of language barriers
in the general public (...) (Maurer-Lausegger 2007b: 1005).

NOTES
[1]

The bibliography of the project leader and a short description of the film project ―Audiovisual
dialectology – documentary records of past folk culture in dialect” is available on the homepage of the
project leader and author: www.kwfilm.com. The present article is a selection of excerpts from papers
already published in English on the subject of Audovisual Dialectology. Some citations may have been
slightly altered and, therefore, the inverted commas have been dropped in the listing of sources. More
detailed information on the subject matter can be found in the referenced articles.
[2]
Rajewski 2002: 29; [translation from German, HML]; Maurer-Lausegger 2007a: 163 f.).
[3]
Maurer-Lausegger IADA 2007: 165. See more about the working methods: Maurer-Lausegger 2000;
Maurer-Lausegger 2006; Maurer-Lausegger 2007a; Maurer-Lausegger 2007b; Maurer-Lausegger 2008:
165 f.
[4]
Cf. Maurer-Lausegger 2004b; Maurer-Lausegger 2008. The same film crew was used to make
documentaries on other topics which are being prepared for publication.
[5]
Cf. Maurer-Lausegger 2007a: 166; www.kwfilm.com.
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Concluding Remarks
It is a great pleasure to have the opportunity to add some final words to this compilation
of contributions made at the symposia held by Linguapax-Asia (Japan) over the last six
years.
Let me begin these concluding remarks by suggesting that a new perceptive intelligence
is needed now more than ever in order to see the already thriving new cartographies
emerging from globalising territories and their inhabitants and languages.
Genuine cosmopolitans can probably be found today only among those engaged in living,
understanding, and publicising the plurality of knowledge that emerges via linguistic
diversity and via multilingual societies. Languages are the key with which speakers‘
communities tune to the environments they inhabit, the way they build their relationship
with space, time, and with other human beings. These are three basic cultural constructs
- space, time, personhood - that can be interpreted and experienced in many different
ways as made obvious by linguistic diversity itself.
However, linguistic diversity does also include a plurality of ways of conceiving and
experiencing the human experience of language, the cultural relationship between
language and body, and as it is made explicit so often, the relationship between language
and spirit. Linguapax is highly aware of these deep intricacies involving linguistic
diversity, beyond many other usual approaches to the field. The Linguapax Asian family,
on the other hand, stands out as a key voice in this and also acts by producing discourse
on the plurilingual ethos and multilingual autochtonous cultures, an input still not fully
included in mainstream sociolinguistics produced in mainstream western academia.
If we are to think in a New Communicative Order, not only ―threatened‖ languages but
also ―threatening‖ languages are to be fully included. We need to generate a balanced
and harmonious order where ―dangerous‖ languages may even help out endangered
languages. Lachman Khubchandani insisted on this during our last Linguapax Advisory
Board and delegations meeting held in Barcelona, in September 2009. He speaks from
the perspective of the plurilingual ethos of the Indian society, where speakers manage
the linguistic diversity they create on a daily basis, where languages thrive in fuzzy
borders, as is usually the case in many autochtonous multilingual societies in Asia. From
such as perspective, the European construct, viewing languages as clear-cut entities and
the conflictive opposition between majority and minority languages, becomes an exotic
notion, one embedded in monolingual cultures.
Languages are the cornerstone of cultural diversity, the basic generator of knowledge.
Linguistic diversity is not just to be preserved from a fossilised heritage perspective, but
as a generator of contemporary culture, or in other words, as culture to be considered
contemporary in its full right. The multi-layered diversity inherent in linguistic diversity
embraces not only different codes (languages), but also particular cultural
representations on communication and on the linguistic dimension of human life and
coexistence. These are also part of the epistemic capital of linguistic communities.
More often than not, the samples of cultural difference driven by linguistic communities
are seen ―from the West‖ simply as objects belonging to remote places, and thus
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somehow equated with remote times. They are not quite considered contemporary
culture, and consequently they lack the legitimacy to challenge points of view and
perspectives on knowledge. More often than not, the management of cultural and
linguistic diversity does not necessarily imply a much needed openness towards the
content of that diversity in a way that might challenge the own long held cultural
assumptions.
Linguapax‘s commitment to the preservation and activation of linguistic diversity
worldwide is inscribed in this direction and is fuelled by the enthusiasm of the different
regional delegations contributing to a more interesting and fair human coexistence
through the promotion of languages and multilingual environments.
Many of the contributions included in these Proceedings - encompassing not only Asia
but also the closely related Pacific region - touch on key dimensions of this approach,
such as the revitalisation efforts of nearly extinct languages (Tsunoda, T. and M.
Tsunoda), the awareness about the interaction between languages and ―global issues‖
especially among teachers of wider communication languages (Cates, K.), the debate on
local varieties of English and ‗pluricentric languages‘ in the globalising context (Shiroza,
S.), multilingual societies and inclusion (Maher, J.), linguistic diversity and peace or
how the mismanagement of cultural and linguistic diversity can lead to conflict in the
territories concerned (de Varennes, F.), etc.
Linguapax‘s mission, operated little by little over the years, over many different
territories in the world, is to enhance the potential of linguistic diversity for generating a
more peaceful and creative human life. In the quest for a more ―balanced and
harmonious communicative order‖, Linguapax, via its delegations and the multiple
perspectives on language(s) that its international network keep contributing, may help
create a space for the different linguistic communities to thrive, a way to preserve and
activate genuine voices.
Barcelona, 2 July 2010
Alícia Fuentes-Calle
Head of the Linguistic Diversity Department – LINGUAPAX
UNESCO Centre of Catalonia
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